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Work, in today's society, is a mystery. No other realm of social existence is so
obscured in mist, so zealously concealed from view ("no admittance except on
business") by the prevailing ideology. Within so-called popular culture-the
world of TV and films, commodities and advertising-consumption occupies
center stage, while the more fundamental reality of work recedes into the
background, seldom depicted in any detail, and then usually in romanticized
forms. The harsh experiences of those forced to earn their living by endless
conformity to boring machine-regulated routines, divorced from their own
creative potential--all in the name ofefficiency and profits----seem always just
beyond the eye of the camera, forever out of sight.
In social science, the situation is hardly better. The dismal performance of
legions of orthodox economists and sociologists in the area of work is testi
mony to the dominance of ideological imperatives within mainstream social
science, despite its scientific pretensions. There is no other realm requiring as
much concealment to permit the continued dominance of capitalist relations
of production. What must remain impenetrable is not so much the stultifYing
character of modem working life: that is hard to deny in a time when the
neologism "McJob" has entered the language to describe a form of employ
ment experienced by millions. The secret is the prevailing social order's
systematic tendency to create unsatisfYing work.
Orthodox economists have consistently steered clear of issues ofproduc
tion and the organization of work, viewing these from the distant standpoint
of the exigencies of the market (the buying and selling of "factors ofproduc
tion"). They almost never engage directly with the realm of production
in which capital and labor struggle over the control of working time and the
appropriation of surplus product-issues discretely left to those concerned
with the everyday practical realities of business and management. As the
heterodox economist Robert Heilbroner has written, "The actual social process
ofproduction-the flesh and blood act of work, the relationships of sub- and
superordination by which work is organized and controlled--are almost
strangers to the conventional economist.,,1
Sociologists, it is true, have analyzed occupational reality, looking for
signs of alienation. But sociology, like economics, has usually been divorced
from any real understanding of the way in which working life is objectively
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organized around the division oflabor and profitability. All too often academic
investigators have assumed that the essence ofworking life is to be discovered
simply in the subjective responses of "scientifically selected samples" of
workers to carefully constructed questionnaires. Even radical theorists, famil
iar with the results of such economic and sociological research but lacking
direct experience oftheir own with the capitalist labor process, have frequently
fallen prey to illusions generated in this way, as Paul Sweezy eloquently
explains in his foreword to the present volume.
When it was published in 1974, Harry Braverman's Labor and Monopoly
Capital: The Degradation ofWork in the Twentieth Century immediately stood
out among twentieth-century studies in the degree to which it penetrated the
hidden abode ofthe workplace, providing the first clear, critical understanding
in more than a century of the labor process as a whole within capitalist society.
It thus opened the way to the flood ofradical investigations ofthe labor process
that followed. Braverman's success, where so many others had failed, was not
simply fortuitous. Much of the basis for his achievement is to be found in his
personal background.
Braverman was born on December 9,1920, in New York City, the son of
Morris Braverman, a shoeworker, and Sarah Wolf Braverman. Caught up in
the fervent radical intellectual spirit of the Depression years, he aspired to a
college education and emolled at Brooklyn College, only to be forced to
terminate his schooling within a year due to the hard economic times.
ning in 1937, Braverman apprenticed at the Brooklyn Naval Shipyard, where
he began as a coppersmith, branched out into pipefitting, and eventually
supervised a team of eighteen to twenty workers at refitting pipes of docked
ships. Drafted near the end of the war in 1945, he was sent by the Army to
Cheyenne, Wyoming, where as a sergeant he taught and supervised locomotive
pipe fitting. In 1947, he and his wife Miriam settled in Youngstown, Ohio,
where he worked in steel layout and fitting at Republic Steel (where he was
fired at the instigation of the FBI), William B. Pollock Co., and Owen
2
Structural SteeL
From his teenage years in Brooklyn on, Braverman had identified with
socialism, participating first in the Young People's Socialist League and later
in the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), as part of a small but vibrant Trotskyist
movement. During the 1940s and early 1950s, he wrote frequently for various
SWP publications under a party name, Harry Frankel. But in 1953, Braverman
broke with the SWP and left his job in the steel industry to establish, along
with Bert Cochran, a new independent periodical, The American Socialist,
which lasted until 1960. Braverman's editorial experience on The American
Socialist opened the way to a new career from 1960 to 1967 as editor and later
vice president and general manager at Grove Press, where he was credited with
publishing The AutobioJ[raf)hv of Malcolm X During his Grove years, he
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picked up a B.A. at the New School for Social Research. In 1967, he became
director of Monthly Review Press, a position he held until his death on
August 2, 1976.
This unique background as a socialist intellectual who had been a worker
and an activist within the productive core of world industry, one who rose by
dint of his political struggles and intellectual brilliance to executive positions
within two important presses, gave Braverman unique qualifications to take
on the difficult task ofstripping the veil away from the capitalist labor process.
Braverman's Marxist training gave him the intellectual and political compass
for his perceptive analysis of the entire history of managerial literature,
ulminating in an investigation of work under monopoly capital--the eco
nomic and social regime dominated by the giant corporation. 3 He wrote with
a sophisticated understanding of Marx's dialectical method and with a clarity
rarely equaled in modern social science, and he dealt with a fundamental realm
of everyday existence--the very foundation of wealth and power in modern
society, long lost behind a veil of obscurity. Labor and Monopoly Capital
immediately inspired tens of thousands of readers, liberating them from
enslavement to the conventional wisdom. Based on this single treatise, Braver
man is now renowned worldwide as one of the great social scientists of the
twentieth century: a legendary figure who arose from the depths ofproduction
to combat "the great god Capital," armed only with what he had learned while
working with his own two hands and through his struggles as an organic
intellectual, a human embodiment of the unification of theory and practice.
It is a measure of the tremendous influence exerted by Harry Braverman
and successive radical labor process analysts that only a quarter-century after
the publication of Labor and Monopoly Capital it is difficult to recall the
absolute confidence with which the orthodox view of work relations was
espoused in the early post-Second World War years. 4 At that time the preemi
nent interpretation of work in modern society was the one presented by Clark
Kerr, John Dunlop, and others in a book entitled Industrialism and Industrial
Man (1960). These authors provided a description of industrial society that can
be summarized as follows:
Industrialization has displaced capitalism.
New technology requires rising levels of skill and responsibility.
(3) A growing proportion of technological and managerial personnel is
transforming class relations.
(4) New wealth and leisure mean increased well-being rather than in
creased misery.
(5) There is a decline of overt protest.
(6) A larger role is assumed by enterprise managers and humanistic
professionals, who constitute the "vanguard" of the future.
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increase in active job dissatisfaction this way: "We may have created too many
dumb jobs for the number of dumb people to fill them."s
For Braverman, all of this was simply illustrative of the contradiction at
the heart of the orthodox approach to work and occupations. As he explained
in the opening pages of Labor and Monopoly Capital:

(7) The state is omnipresent and modern industry demands bureaucratiza
tion.
(8) Classes are eternal.
(9) There are many roads to industrialism.
(10) Industrialism is pluralistic, and power is diffuse.
"One of the central traits" of industrial society, declared Kerr and his
co-authors, "is the inevitable and eternal separation of industrial men into
managers and the managed" (emphasis added).5
In this orthodox view, technological changes in the organization of pro
duction are socially neutral. As sociologist Robert Blauner argued in his
influential study Alienation and Freedom (1964), technological change is
shaped by three factors: the state of scientific and mechanical processes, the
nature of the product, and the engineering and economic resources specific to
particular firms. Class and other forms ofsocial conflict were either overlooked
or excluded as factors by Blauner, like most conventional analysts of work.
Job dissatisfaction was not entirely ignored in the orthodox view ofwork
relations, but it was seen as diminishing and in no way contradicting the reality
of increasing ski111evels, more humanistic management, and the diffusion of
power and responsibility. "Alienation," Blauner wrote, "has traveled a course
that could be charted on a graph by means of an inverted V-curve." It reached
its height, he suggested, with the assembly-line industries ofthe early twentieth
century. But as more and more industries have become automated, alienation
has diminished--"thus the inverted V." Moreover, "the average worker," his
readers were told, "is able to make an adjustment to a job which, from the
standpoint of an intellectual, appears to be the epitome of tedium." Because of
"empirical studies show that the majority of industrial workers are
satisfied with their work and with their jobs." (The "empirical studies" con
sisted of numerous questionnaires collected for various industries by sociolo
gists and business organizations concerned with the issue of overt job
dissatisfaction. )6
Those who claimed that alienation was fading as a social problem,
however, found this position difficult to maintain consistently. Blauner wrote,
somewhat tortuously, that, "The typical worker in modem industrial society is
probably satisfied and self-estranged.,,7 Indeed, it is here that the orthodox
academic approach ran into trouble as alienation became a hot issue in the
1960s and 1970s. A special task force selected by the secretary of health,
education, and welfare declared in its 1973 report, Work in America, that
"Significant numbers of American workers are dissatisfied by the quality of
their working lives. As a result, the productivity of the worker is low--as
measured by absenteeism,turnover rates, wildcat strikes, sabotage, poor-qual
ity products, and a reluctance by workers to commit themselves to their work
tasks." One job design consultant quoted in the New York Times explained the

The more I read in the formal and informal literature ofoccupations, the more
I became aware of a contradiction that marks much of the current writing in
this area. On the one hand, it is emphasized that modem work, as a result of
the scientific-technical revolution and "automation," requires ever higher
levels of education, training, the greater exercise of intelligence and mental
effort in general. At the same time, a mounting dissatisfaction with the
conditions of industrial and office labor appears to contradict this view. For it
is also said--sometimes by the same people who at other times support the first
view---that work has become increasingly subdivided into petty operations that
fail to sustain the interest or engage the capacities ofhumans with current levels
of education; that these petty operations demand ever less skill and training;
and that the modern trend of work by its "mindlessness" and "bureaucratiza
9
tion" is "alienating" ever larger sections of the working population.

In the process of investigating this contradiction, Braverman turned the
prevailing assumptions concerning the work process upside down, putting the
orthodox position on the defensive within the social sciences and humanities.
For the last quarter-century, the terms of the debate have been defined not
the orthodox conception of work, but by Braverman's critique. A generation
of historians stimulated by E. P. Thompson's The Making of the English
Working Class (1964) to explore labor history from radically new perspectives
drew heavily upon Braverman in the 1970s. In sociology, an entire body of
literature inspired by Braverman arose, now known familiarly as "the labor
process debate." In Britain, social scientists spoke of "Bravermania." One
measure of Braverman's lasting influence is that for the period 1976-1980 the
Social Science Citations Index lists around 500 citations to Labor and Monop"
Capital, and for 1992-1996 the level was practically identical. JO
In more recent, more conservative times, of course, the orthodox view of
work has begun to reassert itself, but not with the same confidence with which
it was espoused before Braverman. Instead the form that much ofthis takes is
a steady attempt to chip away at Braverman-insisting that he emphasized
"deskilling" unduly and neglected "reskilling," asserting that he did not pay
attention to the subjective side of work and workers' struggles, stressing the
growth ofhumanistic management techniques that supposedly qualify Braver
man's conclusions, and arguing that Taylorism (which Braverman analyzed so
devastatingly) was merely one stage, now bypassed, in worker-management
relations. I I
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In order to evaluate these criticisms, it is necessary first to take a close
look at the development of Braverman's argument, which arose out of the
earlier critique of the capitalist division of labor by Marx. Kerr, Dunlop, and
their collaborators in Industrialism and Industrial Man had introduced their
own conception of work in industrial society as a refutation of "the Marxist
interpretation" of capitalist development which pointed to the "degradation of
the industrial worker." "An interpretation of the industrialization process
developed during the early stages ofthe first instance ofindustrialization," they
wrote, "is not likely to be appropriate or applicable after a century of experi
ence." From their point of view, standard for the establishment, Marx was
simply wrong in envisaging "greater intensity of work, the destruction of
hierarchy of specialized workmen in pre-industrial society and the leveling of
skill, a minor number of skilled labor, engineers, and managers, and the use of
women and children for a growing number of unskilled tending and feeding
jobs.,,12
Labor and Monopoly Capital, however, refuted this by means of an
updated analysis corroborating Marx's conclusion that the reduction ofthe vast
quantity of workers to a homogeneous grouping of "interchangeable parts,"
mere appendages to machines requiring little on-the-job training, was one of
the fundamental tendencies of capitalist development. Like Marx, Braverman
began with the distinction between labor and labor power. When hired for a
particular job, the worker sells "not an agreed amount of labor, but the power
to labor over an agreed period of time" for a wage. Humans bring to work the
"infinitely malleable character of human labor." But once workers driven by
necessity have "been forced to sell their labor power to another," Braverman
observed, "the workers also surrender their interest in the labor process, which
has now been 'alienated.' The labor process has become the responsibility of
the capitalist. ... It thus becomes essential for the capitalist that control over
the labor process pass from the hands ofthe worker into his own. This transiti on
presents itself in history as the progressive alienation ofthe process ofproduc
tion from the worker; to the capitalist, it presents itself as the problem of
management. " Hence, under capitalism management is war by other means,
sharing "from the first the characterization which Clausewitz assigned to war;
it is movement in a resistant medium because it involves the control of
refractory masses.,,13
The advantages arising from the division of labor have traditionally been
conceived in the terms introduced by Adam Smith in the opening pages of The
Wealth of Nations (1776), according to which savings in labor are obtained
14
through the maximization of learning acquired by doing. Each individual
worker theoretically becomes more adept at a given task when the work is
subdivided, with each worker responsible for a single operation. In Smith's
famous example of pin manufacture, "one man draws out the wire, another
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straights it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it, ... and the important business of
making a pin is, in this manner, divided into about eighteen distinct operations,
which, in some manufactories, are all performed by distinct hands." Increased
dexterity on the part of the individual worker, the saving in labor time through
the elimination of the time previously spent going from task to task, and the
ease with which this division oflabor facilitated the introduction ofmachinery:
all were considered by Smith to be advantages obtained by the master manu
facturer through the division oflabor. For Smith, this kind of detailed division
of labor was a mere matter of technical efficiency; the promotion ofjob-spe
cific workskills led in each and every case to "a proportionate increase of the
productive powers of labour." IS
Yet there was considerable ambiguity in Smith's description. The extreme
form of the division of labor he depicted could more readily be seen as
embodying the reduction of skill----in any meaningful sense, beyond mere
dexterity-rather than its enhancement. Thus, further along in The Wealth of
Nations, Smith painted an entirely different picture ofthe effects ofthe division
oflabor in capitalist society:
In the progress ofthe division oflabour, the employment ofthe far greater part
of those who live by labour, that is, of the great body of the people, comes to
be confined to a few very simple operations, frequently to one or two. But the
understandings of the greater part of men are necessarily fonned by their
ordinary employments. The man whose whole life is spent perfonning a few
simple operations, of which the effects too are, perhaps, always the same, or
very nearly the same, has no occasion to exert his understanding, or to exercise
his invention in finding out expedients for removing difficulties which never
occur. He naturally loses, therefore, the habit of such exertion, and generally
becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is possible for a human cre~.ture to
16
become.

Indeed, the Industrial Revolution that arose in the late eigbteenth century
at around the time Smith completed The Wealth of Nations resulted in the
degradation, not enhancement, of human labor. The classical liberal theorists
ofmanagement, Charles Babbage and Andrew Ure, writing a half-century after
Smith, understood the division of labor in a way that sharply contradicted
Smith's earlier assumption of skill enhancement through job specialization. 17
It was obvious to Babbage and Ure that the detailed division of labor within
the factory meant for the vast majority of workers not so much the creation of
job-specific work skills as the breaking down of previous skill8-6 process
that could only be justified by the greater profits it brought to employers.
Deliberately choosing the very same example of pin-making as Smith,
Babbage argued in On the Economy ofMachinery and Manufactures (1832)
that the "the most important and influential cause" ofthe division oflabor under
capitalism was to be found in the minimization ofjob-specific knowledge on
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the part of the worker. "By dividing the work to be perfonned into different
processes each requiring different degrees of skill or of force," Babbage wrote,
the owner "can purchase exactly that precise quantity of both which is
necessary for each process; whereas, tfthe whole work were executed by one
workman, that person must possess sufficient skill to perfonn the most diffi
cult, and sufficient strength to execute the most laborious, of the operations
into which the art is divided.,,'8 Given that the higher the worker's skill level,
the higher the wages that had to be paid, this process of systematic deskilling
by breaking down work tasks into simpler components had the effect, Babbage
argued, of cheapening labor.
Ure identified the same overall tendency toward diminishing skill require
ments for the great bulk of workers in his Philosophy ofManufactures (1835).
Ure explained that "the division, or rather adaptation oflabour to the different
talents of men, is little thought of in factory employment": with the introduc
tion of machinery, processes fonnerly conducted by "the cunning workman,
who is prone to irregularities of many kinds" are placed under the "charge of
a peculiar mechanism, so self-regulating, that a child may superintend it." The
whole tendency of manufacturing industry, according to Ure, was, if not "to
supersede human labour altogether," at least "to diminish its cost, by substi
tuting the industry of women and children for that of men; or that of ordinary
labourers, for trained artisans.,,19
These criticisms ofthe Smithian theory ofthe division oflabor by the early
proponents ofcapitalist management were subsequently incorporated by Marx
into his critique ofcapitalist political economy, in which he argued that the key
to understanding the development of the detailed division of labor under
capitalism was to be found not in Smith's learning by doing, demanding ever
greater technical specialization as a means of enhancing the skill levels of
workers, but in the opposite principle enunciated by Babbage and Ure in the
early nineteenth century: reducing labor costs through the systematic degrada
tion of human labor. 20 "Babbage's principle," Bravennan wrote, "eventually
becomes the underlying force governing all fonus ofwork in capitalist society,
no matter in what setting or at what hierarchicalleveL"21
While these tendencies of the capitalist division of labor were already
evident in the nineteenth century, it was not until the maturation of monopoly
capitalism in the twentieth century that they came to be applied systematically.
The development of the division of labor, as Adam Smith observed, was
dependent on the extent of the market and the scale of production. Its full
development was therefore impracticable for the small family finn that still
predominated in the nineteenth century. With the rise of the giant corporation
in the late nineteenth century, however, all of this changed. It is in this context
that one has to understand the rise to prominence ofFrederick Winslow Taylor
and scientific management, or Taylorism, in the early twentieth century.
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Taylorism was summarized by Bravennan in the fonn of three distinct
principles: "dissociation of the labor process from the skills of the workers,"
"separation of conception from execution," and "use of this monopoly over
knowledge to control each step ofthe labor process and its mode ofexecution."
Although Taylor claimed wage increases were integral to his system, so too
were reduced employers' labor costs, to be accomplished by eliminating jobs
and saving labor time. "Taylor," Bravennan wrote, "understood the Babbage
principle better than anyone of his time, and it was always uppennost in his
calculations.... In his early book, Shop Management, he said frankly that the
'full possibilities' of his system 'will not have been realized until almost all of
the machines in the shop are run by men who are of smaller calibre and
attainments, and who are therefore cheaper than those required under the old
system.' ,,22 In the end, thus, the Babbage principle and Taylor's scientific
management led to the same result. Taylor's distinctive contribution was to
articulate a full-scale managerial imperative for increased job control, to be
implemented primarily through deskilling. Hence, within Taylorism, Braver
man maintained, "lies a theory which is nothing less than the explicit verbali
zation of the capitalist mode ofproduction. ,,23
The essential elements of the capitalist division of labor, Marx and
Bravennan each insisted, could be analyzed prior to the consideration of
machinery. Taylor likewise abstracted from machinery in his analysis of
scientific management. Once labor has been simplified, the substitution of
machines for labor becomes increasingly possible. Moreover, in carrying out
such substitutions, management is at least as interested in the capacity of
certain types of machinery to centralize their control over the labor process as
it is in the productivity of labor. The particular production technology intro
duced into the work process under capitalism is therefore designed to maxi
mize managerial control. Capitalism is characterized by "the incessant drive
to enlarge and perfect machinery on the one hand, and to diminish the worker
on the other.,,24
There was, however, nothing inevitable about such a process, according
to Bravennan. The development of modem technology itself often reunified
processes that had previously been divided by the division oflabor, completely
undennining Adam Smith's original justification for the detailed division of
labor, and generating the possibility of creating a more rewarding work
environment for socialized labor. Ironically, the best illustration of this was to
be found in the further evolution of the very pin manufacturing process that
Smith had originally discussed. Pins, as Bravennan pointed out, were no longer
produced by workers divided into discrete tasks. Rather,
The entire process is re-unified in a single machine which transforms great
coils of wire into millions ofpins each day already papered and ready for sale.
Now go back and read Adam Smith's arguments for the division of labor,
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It is worth noting that Braverman himself did not employ that term, writing
instead of "the destruction of craftsmanship" and maintaining that "the capi
talist mode of production systematically destroys all-round skills where they
exist.,,28 Although "deskilling" ~y be a useful shorthand designation for this
theory, the term has often been invoked mistakenly, as an all-encompassing
notion obviating any need for a reconstruction of the whole of Braverman's
argument. Braverman was primarily concerned with the degradation of work
as it affected the working class, not the entire society. His real subject, as he
emphasized on the opening page ofhis book, was "the structure ofthe working
class, and the manner in which it had changed." He was concerned with
uncovering the primary relationships of workers to the means of production
under monopoly capitalism. Much ofhis analysis was therefore directed at the
changing occupational characteristics of the working class, including the rise
ofservice work (made possible by the development of"the universal market"),
the transformation of clerical work, and so forth. Indeed, Labor and Monopoly
Capital was greeted on its appearance as making "a major contribution,
perhaps unbeknownst to its author, to feminist analysis" as aresult ofits portrait
of the shift in clerical work from a predominantly male to a predominantly
female occupation. 29
Labor and Monopoly Capital has inspired an enormous and continuing
body of research on the labor process in capitalist society. Much of this
research, usually taking the form of specific case studies, has verified Braver
man's conclusions. Not only has it been shown that struggles over job control
are the central feature ofwork under capitalism, but also that to a considerable
extent the labor of most workers has been degraded. A statistical assessment
first published in The American Journal ofSociology, for example, showed
that "there was a systematic tendency for those positions with relatively little
control over their labor processes to expand during the 1960s and for those
positions with high levels of autonomy to decline." The advent of "lean
production" on an increasingly global scale in the 1980s and I 990s has further
accelerated this tendency towards the degradation ofwork for most workers. 30
Needless to say, proponents of the orthodox view of work still dispute
these conclusions. Braverman is often criticized for oversimplifying the direc
tion of change and for ignoring the "reskilling" that accompanies deskilling.
Such arguments, however, miss the point. The main question is whether there
is a general tendency toward the des killing of most workers. Has there been a
polarization of working conditions, with the greatest number of workers
occupying positions that are less and less skilled? As a general tendency,
resulting from the managerial imperatives ofcapitalism, this may be modified
by other tendencies and forces. But as a general trend it nonetheless exists; and
as the central imperative of management, it is always present. It derives its
force not from any mere technical imperative but from the unending quest for

arguments having to do with the dexterity gained in the constant application to
one operation of a hand process over and over again and so on. You will notice
that this modern technology has made a complete hash ofthese arguments. Not
one remains with any force today. The re-unified process in which the execu
tion of all the steps is built into the working mechanism of a single machine
would seem now to render it suitable for a collective of associated producers,
none of whom need spend all of their lives at any single function and all of
whom can participate in the engineering, design, improvement, repair and
operation ofthese ever more productive machines. Such a system would entail
no loss of production, and it would represent the re-unification of the craft in
25
a body of workers far superior to the old craftsworkers.

If such radical possibilities were not realized, it was due not to the
technical requirements of modem machine production and engineering but
rather to the economic mandates of the capitalist system. For Braverman, the
essence of the development of labor under capitalism lay in the fact that "a
structure is given to all labor processes that at its extremes polarizes those
whose time is infinitely valuable and those whose time is worth almost nothing.
This might even be called the general law ofthe capitalist division oflabor.,,26
Since some subsequent commentators have reduced Braverman's contri
bution to a fairly simplistic conception of generalized deskilling, it is vital to
recognize that Braverman did not argue that the average level ofskill in society
would decline as a result of the further development of the division of labor
under capitalism. Instead, he insisted,
Since, with the development of technology and the application to it of the
fundamental sciences, the labor processes of society have come to embody a
greater amount of scientific knowledge, clearly the "average" scientific, tech
nical, and in that sense "skill" content of these labor processes is much greater
now than in the past. But this is nothing but a tautology. The question is
precisely whether the scientific and "educated" content of labor tends toward
averaging, or, on the contrary, toward polarization .... The mass ofthe workers
gain nothing from the fact that the decline in their command over the labor
process is more than compensated for by the increasing command on the part
of managers and engineers. On the contrary, not only does their skill fall in an
absolute sense (in that they lose craft and traditional abilities without gaining
new abilities adequate to compensate the loss), but it falls even more in a
relative sense. The more science is incorporated into the labor process, the less
the worker understands of the process; the more sophisticated an intellectual
product the machine becomes, the less control and comprehension of the
machine the worker has.

xix
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Braverman's analysis, then, is not simply about "deskilling" in some gener
alized, abstract sense, divorced from capitalist exploitation and accumulation.
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profitability, which requires as its basis a continual reduction in unit wage
3l
costs, the relative cheapening onabor.
Braverman is also criticized for paying too little attention to the subjective
side of work and workers' own struggles. As a former working-class activist,
Braverman obviously did not undervalue the issue ofworkers' consciousness.
On the contrary, he believed that "the value of any analysis ofthe composition
and social trends within the working population can only lie in precisely how
well it helps us to answer questions about class consciousness." Marxism, he
held, is after all "a theory of revolution and thus a tool of combat.,,32 In Labor
and Monopoly Capital itself, however, he imposed, as any careful author will
do, certain limitations on his own research. Workers' political sensibilities,
trade union organization, working-class parties, socialist strategy, and compa
rable issues lay beyond the designated scope of Labor and Monopoly Capital.
Nonetheless, Labor and Monopoly Capital, far from avoiding the question
of class struggle, actually deepens our appreciation of the struggle between
classes. Like Marx, Braverman considered class related above all to the process
of exploitation, to the way in which the surplus product is extracted from the
direct producer, Class struggle does not simply occur within the wider public
sphere in which classes become self-conscious and operate as political actors,
but also in daily life, within the labor process itself, where control over
production, as measured in units oftime as small as ten-thousandths ofa second
(or even smaller), is bitterly contested. Case study after case study has shown
that Braverman's analysis illuminates the class struggle at a deeper, more
intensive level--a level seldom comprehended by intellectuals but well known
to workers.
Others claim, in opposition to Braverman, that Taylorism was a passing
managerial strategy, later replaced by Fordism, bureaucratic control, "human
istic" control, or what have you. No doubt there have been important modifi
33
cations in managerial practice since the time ofTaylor. Management is quite
willing to use more elaborate work rules, credentialism, and so on, to further
divide the workers and centralize control. And "worker participation" schemes
will be used up to a point ifthey do not contradict the real centralization ofauthority
within management or the final object oflowering labor costs. But a good case
can nonetheless be made that Taylor's principles of scientific management
remain "the explicit verbalization of the capitalist mode of production." All
these other strategies are therefore mere modifications ofthe tendency toward
the polarization of working conditions under monopoly capitalism---that is,
the degradation of work for the vast majority and the upgrading ofwork for a
relative few. Bravennan, indeed, anticipated the farce of "Quality Work
Circles" when he wrote, referring to comparable reforms, "They represent a
style ofmanagement rather than a genuine change in the position ofthe worker.
They are characterized by a studied pretense of worker 'participation,' a
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gracious liberality in allowing the worker to adjust a machine, replace a light
bulb, move from one fractional job to another, and to have the illusion of
making decisions by choosing among fixed and limited alternatives designed
by a management which deliberately leaves insignificant matters open to
choice.,,34
There is enOffilOUS pressure to conform to the orthodox view of work,
which, though rendered hollow by Braverman's analysis, still remains domi
nant since it suits the needs ofthe dominant interests in society. The same John
Dunlop who co-authored Industrialism and Industrial Man with Clark Kerr
and others went on to become U.S. Secretary of Labor (1975-1976) and, more
recently, chair of the Commission on the Future of Worker-Management
Relations ofthe U.S. Department of Labor and the Department of Commerce.
In its May 1994 report, the Dunlop Commission concluded, "Some techno
logical changes require more skilled workers. Others downgrade existing
skills. The current consensus is that the former predominates, so that technol
ogy has raised the demand for skills, responsibility, and knowledge.,,35 In the
face of this kind of ongoing official obfuscation, Braverman's Labor and
Monopoly Capital remains a truly revolutionary work--as revolutionary today
as it was when it was first published a quarter-century ago.
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by Paul M. Sweezy

In the Introduction to our book Monopoly Capital, published in 1966, Paul
Baran and I wrote that the approach we had adopted was not calculated to give
a complete picture of the form of society under study. We continued:
And we are particularly conscious of the fact that this approach, as we have
used it, has resulted in almost total neglect ofa subject which occupies a central
place in Marx's study of capitalism: the labor process. We stress the crucial
role of technological change in the development of monopoly capitalism but
make no attempt to inquire systematically into the consequences which the
particular kinds of technological change characteristic ofthe monopoly capi
talist period have had for the nature ofwork, the composition (and differentiaof the working class, the psychology of workers, the forms of
working-class organization and struggle, and so on. These are all obviously
important subjects which would have to be dealt with in any comprehensive
study of monopoly capitalism.
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Now at last, in Harry Braverman's work published nearly a decade later,
we have a serious, and in my judgment solidly successful, effort to fill a large
part of this gap. It would be hard to describe this effort more accurately or
concisely than as "an attempt to inquire systematically into the consequences
which the particular kinds of technological change characteristic of the mo
nopoly capitalist period have had for the nature of work [and] the composition
(and differentiation) of the working class." Harry Braverman, however, does
not attempt to pursue the inquiry into what may be called the subjective aspects
ofthe development ofthe working class under monopoly capitalism. That task
remains to be tackled. Whoever undertakes it will find in the present work a
firm and indispensable foundation on which to build.
I want to make quite clear that the reaSOn Baran and I did not ourselves
attempt in any way to fill this gap was not only the approach we adopted. A
more fundamental reason was that we lacked the necessary qualifications. A
genius like Marx could analyze the labor process under capitalism without ever
having been immediately involved in it, and do so with unmatched brilliance
and insight. For lesser mortals, direct experience is a sine qua non, as the dismal
record of various academic "experts" and "authorities" in this area so eloquently testifies. Baran and I lacked this crucially important direct experience,
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been neglected and which cry out for research and elaboration. There is hardly
an occupation or other aspect of the labor process which would not repay a
great deal more detailed historical and analytical investigation than are ac
corded to it in this broad survey. In this sense, Harry Braverman's book is to
be considered an invitation and a challenge to a younger generation ofMarxist
economists and sociologists to get on with the urgent task of destroying
bourgeois ideology and putting in its place an honest picture ofthe social reality
within which we are forced to live. *
I must conclude these remarks with a confession: for me reading this book
has been an emotional experience, somewhat similar, I suppose, to that which
millions ofreaders ofVolume I of Capital have been through. The sad, horrible,
heart-breaking way the vast majority of my fellow countrymen and women,
as well as their counterparts in most of the rest of the world, are obliged to
spend their working lives is seared into my consciousness in an excruciating
and unforgettable way. And when I think of all the talent and energy which
daily go into devising ways and means of making their torment worse, all in
the name of efficiency and productivity but really for the greater glory of the
great god Capital, my wonder at humanity's ability to create such a monstrous
system is surpassed only by amazement at its willingness to tolerate the
continuance of an arrangement so obviously destructive ofthe well-being and
happiness of human beings. If the same effort, or only half of it, were devoted
to making work the joyous and creative activity it can be, what a wonderful
world this could be.
But first of all must come widespread popular understanding of what
capitalism really is, and why its seeming necessity and inevitability are in
reality only ideological fig leaves to hide the naked self-interest of a
minority. This book, I am convinced, can make a vital contribution to that
much-needed enlightenment.

and if we had ventured into the subject we would in all probability have been
taken in by many of the myths and fallacies so energetically promoted by
capitalism's ideologists. There is, after all, no subject on which it is so
important (for capitalism) that the truth should be hidden. As evidence ofthis
gullibility I will cite only one instance-our swallowing whole the myth of a
tremendous decline during the last half century ofthe percentage of the labor
force which is unskilled (see Monopoly Capital, p. 267). Harry Braverman has
had a wealth of direct experience-he summarizes it briefly in his Introduc
tion---illld is therefore admirably equipped to combat and expose the distor
tions and lies ofcapitalism's apologists. Nowhere is this done more crushingly
than in the eloquent final chapter where the myth of the increasingly skilled
labor force is destroyed once and for all.
But it is not only direct experience that is needed for the scientific study
of the labor process under monopoly capitalism. Equally important is a
thorough mastery of Marx's pioneering work in this field and ofhis dialectical
method. Harry Braverman has this too, and it is the combination of practical
experience and theoretical acumen----a combination excluded almost by defi
nition from our academic social sciences--which has enabled him to produce
a contribution of surpassing importance to the understanding of the society we
live in.
Everyone who reads this book will benefit from it. But those who will
benefit particularly are the ones who read it along with Volume I of Capital,
and especially Part IV ("The Production of Relative Surplus Value"), for it is
here that the analysis of the labor process under capitalism was first put on a
genuinely scientific foundation. All the essential concepts and tools were
provided by Marx, and indeed he used them to such good effect that for a long
time his followers took it for granted that nothing new needed to be added in
this field of investigation. As far as theory is concerned, they were right. But
ofcourse the outward manifestations ofcapitalism, though not its inner nature,
have undergone tremendous changes in the last century. Capital accumulation
has assumed new organizational forms; it has invaded old branches of the
economy and flowed into many new ones. What needed to be done was to
apply Marx's theory to the new methods and occupations invented or created
by capital in its restless expansion. This is the task Harry Braverman has set
himself. In terms of theory, as he would be the first to say, there is very little
that is new in this book. In terms of knowledge gained from the creative
application oftheory, there is an enormous amount that is new, and much of it
in direct contradiction to what capitalist ideology has succeeded in establishing
as the society's conventional wisdom.
I hasten to add, and here again I am sure Harry Braverman would be the
first to agree, that in important respects the function of this work is to pose
rather than answer questions, to open (or re-open) lines of inquiry which have

* In this connection let me call attention to Chapter 17 ("The Structure of the
Working Class and Its Reserve Armies"), where the thesis is put forward that Marx's
"General Law of Capitalist Accumulation," according to which the advance ofcapital
ism is characterized by the amassing of wealth at one pole and of deprivation and misery
at the other, far from being the egregious fallacy which bourgeois social science has
long held it to be, has in fact turned out to be one of the best founded of all Marx's
insights into the capitalist system. How much more coherent and useful the voluminous
literature of recent years on poverty and related questions would be if it had started
from this solid foundation!
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Denn die einen sind im Dunkeln
Und die andern sind im Licht
Und man siehet die im Lichte
Die im Dunkeln siehl man nicht. *

-Bertolt Brecht
(fo the tune of Mack the Knife)

* Some there are who live in darkness I While the others live in light! We see those
who live in daylight! Those in darkness, out of sight.

Introduction

This book first took shape in my mind as little more than a study ofoccupational
shifts in the United States. I was interested in the structure ofthe working class,
and the manner in which it had changed. That portion of the population
employed in manufacturing and associated industries-the so-called industrial
working class-had apparently been shrinking for some time, ifnot in absolute
numbers at any rate in relative terms. Since the details of this process,
especially its historical turning points and the shape of the new employment
that was taking the place of the old, were not clear to me, I undertook to find
out more about them. And since, as I soon discovered, these things had not yet
been clarified in any comprehensive fashion, I decided that there was a need
for a more substantial historical description and analysis of the process of
occupational change than had yet been presented in print.
The more I read in the formal and informal literature of occupations, the
more I became aware ofa contradiction that marks much ofthe current writing
in this area. On the one hand, it is emphasized that modem work, as a result of
the scientific-technical revolution and "automation," requires ever higher
levels of education, training, the greater exercise of intelligence and mental
effort in general. At the same time, a mounting dissatisfaction with the
conditions of industrial and office labor appears to contradict this view. For it
is also said---sometimes even by the same people who at other times support
the first view-that work has become increasingly subdivided into petty
operations that fail to sustain the interest or engage the capacities of humans
with current levels of education; that these petty operations demand ever less
skill and training; and that the modem trend ofwork by its "mindlessness" and
"bureaucratization" is "alienating" ever larger sections of the working popu
lation. As generalizations, these two views cannot easily be harmonized. On
the other hand, I was not able to find in the vast literature any attempt to
reconcile them by careful specification of the manner in which various occu
pations have evolved, perhaps in contrast to one another.
Thus my interests began to broaden to include the evolution of labor
processes within occupations as well as the shifts oflabor among occupations.
And as both these varieties of change became gradually clearer in my mind, I
was led into the search for the causes, the dynamic underlying the incessant
transformation of work in the modem era. In particular, this led me to include
in my investigation the evolution ofrnanagement as well as of technology, of
the modem corporation as well as ofchanges in social life. Before long I found
3
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myself attempting a study of the development of the capitalist mode of
production during the past hundred years.
The literature which presents and interprets technical and management
trends for the general reader exists primarily in two forms: joumalism and
social science. In the course of a fairly extensive reading of this literature, I
was particularly struck by the vagueness, generality of wording, and on
occasion egregious errors of description of the concrete matters under discus
sion. It seemed to me that many widely accepted conclusions were based on
little genuine information, and represented either simplifications or outright
misreadings of a complex reality. Since much of what appears here will
challenge this conventional picture of work and the working population, I feel
that lowe the reader an account of my own background insofar as it plays a
role in this book. For although I spent on this study the largest part ofmy spare
time during more than four years, my interest in many ofthe subjects discussed
in it dates from many years earlier.
I began my working life by serving a four-year apprenticeship in the
coppersmith's trade, and worked at this trade for a total of seven years. These
seven years were spent in a naval shipyard, a type of industrial enterprise
which, at that time, was probably the most complete product of two centuries
of industrial revolution. Almost all the mechanic crafts which had arisen in the
course of these centuries (some of which, like my own, were rooted in the
handicrafts ofclassical antiquity and earlier) were practiced in such a shipyard
in close association with each other. Because of this propinquity and the
interlocking processes practiced by the crafts, and also because ofthe gathering
together of apprentices of all crafts in a trade school for semi-weekly sessions,
I learned not only my own trade but gained a concrete understanding of most
of the others.
The extremely limited nature of employment in my trade, and its rapid
decline with the substitution of new processes and materials for the traditional
modes of copper working, made it difficult for me to continue to work as a
coppersmith when I moved to other parts ofthe country or from job to job. But
because the trade ofworking copper provided a foundation in the elements of
a number ofother crafts, Twas always able to find employment in other trades,
such as pipefitting, sheetmetal work, and layout, and I did work of these sorts
for another seven years: in a railroad repair shop, in sheetmetal shops, and
especially in two plants which fabricated heavy steel plate and structural steel
into equipment for the basic steel industry, including blast furnaces.
This background of craftsmanship may lead some readers to conclude,
after they have read this book, that I have been influenced by a sentimental
attachment to the outworn conditions of now archaic modes of labor. I have
been conscious of this possibility, but I have tried not to let any of my
conclusions flow from such a romanticism, and on the whole I do not believe
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that this criticism would be warranted. It is true that I enjoyed, and still enjoy,
working as a craftsman, but since I grew up during the years of rapid change
in the mechanic crafts, T was always conscious of the inexorable march of
science-based technological change; moreover, in my reflections upon this
subject and in the many discussions among craftsmen debating the "old" and
the "new" in which I took part, I was always a modemizer. I believed then, and
still believe now, that the transformation oflabor processes from their basis in
tradition to their basis in science is not only inevitable but necessary for the
progress of the human race and for its emancipation from hunger and other
forms of need. More important, throughout those years I was an activist in the
socialist movement, and I had assimilated the Marxist view which is hostile
not to science and technology as such, but only to the manner in which these
are used as weapons ofdomination in the creation, perpetuation, and deepening
of a gulf between classes in society.
I had the opportunity of seeing at first hand, during those years, not only
the transformation of industrial processes but the manner in which these
processes are reorganized; how the worker, systematically robbed of a craft
heritage, is given little or nothing to take its place. Like all craftsmen, even the
most inarticulate, I always resented this, and as I reread these pages, I find in
them a sense not only of social outrage, which was intended, but also perhaps
of personal affront. Ifthis is so, it is, as I say, unintended, but I do not think it
does any harm. However, I repeat that I hope no one draws from this the
conclusion that my views are shaped by nostalgia for an age that cannot be
recaptured. Rather, my views about work are governed by nostalgia for an age
that has not yet come into being, in which, for the worker, the craft satisfaction
that arises from conscious and purposeful mastery ofthe labor process will be
combined with the marvels ofscience and the ingenuity ofengineering, an age
in which everyone will be able to benefit, in some degree, from this combination.
In later years, I was able to gain first-hand experience of some of the most
typical office processes of our times, again at the moment when they were
beginning to undergo rapid changes. Some years of experience in socialist
journalism led eventually to my employment in book publishing as an editor,
and this in tum led to more than a dozen years as an operating executive in two
publishing houses. Here I was able to see, and in fact design, some of the
administrative processes involved in modem marketing, distributing, account
ing, and book production routines; and this experience twice included the
transition from conventional to computerized office systems. I would not
pretend that this background is as extensive as that of many others who have
worked for longer periods of time in larger organizations, but at least it does
enable me to understand, in some detail and concreteness, the principles by
which labor processes are organized in modem offices.
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As the reader will see in the appropriate chapters, I have tried to put this
experience to some use in this book. I have also had the benefit of many
conversations-with friends, acquaintances, strangers met at social gatherings
or while traveling-about their work (and it may be that some ofthem, ifthey
chance to read this, will now understand why I was curious to the point of
rudeness). But while this occupational and conversational background has
been useful, I must emphasize that nothing in this book relies upon personal
experience or reminiscences, and that I have in the formal sense included
almost no factual materials for which I could not give a reference which can
be checked independently by the reader, as is proper in any scientific work.
Throughout the period ofstudy and composition, I discussed the ideas that
were taking shape in my mind with a number of friends, and I want to thank
them here for their interest and patience. The manuscript was also read in draft
by friends, associates, and otherwise interested persons, and I must thank them
all for valuable suggestions which improved the clarity of presentation of a
sometimes complex subject matter, and saved me from some blunders of
conception and expression. In particular, I must acknowledge my debt to Paul
Sweezy and Harry Magdoff, who were especially helpful in starting me on a
number of tracks which I might otherwise have neglected, and in suggesting
readings which I might otherwise have missed; but I would like also to add
that my chief debt to them, and one which I feel most keenly, is the force of
their example as Marxists attempting a grasp of modem social reality. My
acknowledgments to writers whose work had a special value will be found in
the text, footnotes, and reference notes. The intellectual influence under which
this work was composed is that of Marx and, as the reader will see, little that
has been written by any Marxists since Marx plays a direct role in those
portions of this book concerned with the labor process, for reasons which I
must now try to explain.
The central place in the first volume ofMarx's Capital is occupied by the labor
process as it takes place under the control of capital, and the subtitle describes
it accurately as a "critical analysis of capitalist production." In this volume,
the only part of his projected study of capitalism that he was able to realize
Marx shows how the processes of production are, in capitalist society,
incessantly transformed under the impetus ofthe principal driving force ofthat
society, the accumulation of capitaL For the working population, this transfor
mation manifests itself, first, as a continuous change in the labor processes of
each branch of industry, and second, as a redistribution of labor among
occupations and industries.
Marx completed this work in the mid-l 860s. During the past century this
very same dynamic has been far more powerful than the manifestations of it
which Marx witnessed in his own lifetime and upon which he based his critical
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analysis of capitalist production. Yet the extraordinary fact is that Marxists
have added little to his body of work in this respect. Neither the changes in
productive processes throughout this century of capitalism and monopoly
capitalism, nor the changes in the occupational and industrial structure of the
working population have been SUbjected to any comprehensive Marxist analy
sis since Marx's death. It is for this reason that I cannot, as I have already said,
attribute to any Marxists other than Marx himself a strong intellectual influence
upon this study: there simply is no continuing body of work in the Marxist
tradition dealing with the capitalist mode ofproduction in the manner in which
Marx treated it in the first volume of Capital. Since the reasons for this are
bound to be of interest, we must ask why this is so.
The answer probably begins with the extraordinary thoroughness and
prescience with which Marx performed his task. He subjected labor processes,
and their development in the factory system, to the most knowledgeable and
systematic study they have ever received. So well did he understand the
tendencies of the capitalist mode of production, and so accurately did he
5'"""'''''''''''''-' from the as yet meager instances ofhis own time, that in the decades
immediately after he completed his work Marx's analysis seemed adequate to
each special problem of the labor process, and remarkably faithful to the
overall movement of production. It may thus have been, in the beginning, the
very prophetic strength ofMarx's analysis that contributed to the dormancy of
this subject among Marxists. The development of the factory system seemed
to bear out Marx in every particular, and to render superfluous any attempt to
repeat what he had already accomplished. It is true that by the early part ofthe
twentieth century the increase in commercial, administrative, and technical
labor seemed to cut across Marx's bipolar class structure and introduce a
complicating element, and this occasioned a discussion in the Second Interna
tional and especially in its German section. But the discussion was abortive,
in part because the tendencies had not yet ripened sufficiently, and it faded
away without conclusive results even while the substance of the problem
increased in scope.
Meanwhile, the cataclysmic events of this century---two world wars,
fascism, the successive disintegrations and restabilizations of capitalist econo
mies in the aftermaths of wars and in the Great Depression, and revolutions
both proletarian and nationalist--dominated the analytical work of Marxism.
The front of this violent stage was taken and held by monopoly, militarism,
imperialism, nationalism, the "crisis" or "breakdown" tendencies of the capi
talist system, revolutionary strategy, and the problems of the transition from
capitalism to socialism.
The extraordinary development ofscientific technology, ofthe productiv
of labor, and to some extent of the customary levels of working-class
consumption during this century have had, as has often heen noted, a profound
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effect upon the labor movement as a whole. The unionized working class,
intimidated by the scale and complexity ofcapitalist production, and weakened
in its original revolutionary impetus by the gains afforded by the rapid increase
of productivity, increasingly lost the will and ambition to wrest control of
production from capitalist hands and turned ever more to bargaining over
labor's share in the product. This labor movement formed the immediate
environment of Marxism; and Marxists were, in varying degrees, compelled
to adapt themselves to it.
The adaptation took various forms, many of which can now be seen as
ideologically destructive. The working philosophy of Marxism, as distin
guished from its holiday pronouncements, focused increasingly not upon the
profound inner nature of capitalism and the worker's position within it, but
upon its various conjunctural effects and crises. In particular, the critique of
the mode of production gave way to the critique of capitalism as a mode of
distribution. Impressed, perhaps even overawed, by the immense productivity
ofthe labor process, baffled by its increasing scientific intricacy, participating
in the struggles ofworkers for improvements in wages, hours, and conditions,
Marxists adapted to the view of the modern factory as an inevitable if
perfectible form of the organization ofthe labor process. In the Social Democ
racy, the pre-World-War-I socialist movement, the evolution of unions and
Marxist parties went hand in hand, as part ofthe close association between the
two and their joint drift toward a thoroughly nonrevolutionary outlook.
The revival of revolutionary Marxism in the Communist movement after
the Russian Revolution arrested the drift toward reformism in many other
fields but seems only to have exacerbated it in this respect. The Soviet
Communists had taken power, in a turn of history unexpected by classical
Marxism, in a barely capitalist country where, except in a few industrial
centers, technology, production, and even mere organized and disciplined labor
processes were weak. The Soviet Union faced catastrophe unless it could
develop production and replace the ingrained traditions of the Russian peas
antry with systematic habits of social labor. In this situation, the respect and
even admiration of Marxists for the scientific technology, the production
system, and the organized and regularized labor processes of developed
capitalism was if anything heightened. If the old Social Democracy tended to
view the capitalist mode ofproduction as an immensely powerful and success
ful enterprise with which it was necessary to compromise, the Communists
tended to view it with equal awe as a source from which it was necessary to
learn and borrow, and which would have to be imitated if the Soviet Union
were to catch up with capitalism and lay the foundations for socialism.
We need only recall that Lenin himself repeatedly urged the study of
Frederick W. Taylor's "scientific management," with an eye toward utilizing
it in Soviet industry. The Taylor system, he said, "like all capitalist progress,
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is a combination ofthe refined brutality ofbourgeois exploitation and a number
of the greatest scientific achievements in the field of analyzing mechanical
motions during work, the elimination of superfluous and awkward motions,
the elaboration ofcorrect methods ofwork, the introduction ofthe best system
of accounting and control, etc. The Soviet Republic must at all costs adopt all
that is valuable in the achievements of science and technology in this field.
The possibility of building socialism depends exactly upon our success in
combining the Soviet power and the Soviet Organization of administration
with the up-to-date achievements of capitalism. We must organize in Russia
the study and teaching of the Taylor system and systematically try it out and
adapt it to our ends.") In practice, Soviet industrialization imitated the capitalist
model; and as industrialization advanced the structure lost its provisional
character and the Soviet Union settled down to an organization of labor
differing only in details from that of the capitalist countries, so that the Soviet
working population bears all the stigmata of the Western working classes. In
the process, the ideological effect was felt throughout world Marxism: the
technology of capitalism, which Marx had treated with cautious reserve, and
the organization and administration of labor, which he had treated with
passionate hostility, became relatively acceptable. Now the revolution against
capitalism was increasingly conceived as a matter of stripping from the highly
productive capitalist mechanism certain "excrescences," improving the con
ditions of work, adding to the factory organization a formal structure of
"workers' control," and replacing the capitalist mechanisms of accumulation
and distribution with socialist planning.
At any rate and whatever the precise factors at work, the critique of the
capitalist mode ofproduction, originally the most trenchant weapon of Marx
ism, gradually lost its cutting edge as the Marxist analysis ofthe class structure
of society failed to keep pace with the rapid process of change. It has now
become a commonplace to assert that Marxism was adequate only for the
definition of the "industrial proletariat," and that with the relative shrinkage
of that proletariat in size and social weight, Marxism, at least in this respect,
has become "outmoded." As a result of this uncorrected obsolescence, Marx
ism became weakest at the very point where it had originally been strongest.
During the past decade there has been a renewal of interest on the Left in
work processes and the ways in which they are organized. This may be
attributed to a number of causes. The headlong rush of capital accumulation
which has proceeded relatively without check since World War II in Western
Europe, the United States, and Japan has removed from the center of radical
attention those notions of the imminent "breakdown" and "collapse" of the
capitalist system which dominated radical thought during the decades follow
ing World War I. The bankruptcy of Soviet Communist ideology has opened
the way for a neo-Marxism which has attempted fresh approaches to the
i
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problems of capitalism and socialism. In particular, the discussions of the
organization oflabor in Cuba in the mid-sixties, and the Cultural Revolution
in China shortly thereafter, went beyond the preoccupation with the equali
tarian distribution of the products of social labor and brought to the fore the
idea of a revolution in the organization of social production. And finally, the
new wave of radicalism of the 1960s was animated by its own peculiar and in
some ways unprecedented concerns. Since the discontents of youth, intellec
tuals, feminists, ghetto populations, etc., were produced not by the "break
down" of capitalism but by capitalism functioning at the top of its form, so to
speak, working at its most rapid and energetic pace, the focus of rebellion was
now somewhat different from that of the past. At least in part, dissatisfaction
centered not so much on capitalism's inability to provide work as on the work
it provides, not on the collapse ofits productive processes but on the appalling
effects ofthese processes at their most "successful." It is not that the pressures
ofpoverty, unemployment, and want have been eliminated--far from it--but
rather that these have been supplemented by a discontent which cannot be
touched by providing more prosperity and jobs because these are the very
things that produced this discontent in the first place.

Technology and Society
In this book, we will be concerned entirely with the development of the
processes ofproduction, and oflabor processes in general, in capitalist society.
The question at once arises as to the place of the countries of the Soviet bloc
in relation to this analysis. I have already briefly indicated my view that the
organization oflabor in the Soviet Union (to which I refer for convenience in
the singular although its characteristics are to be found in all the countries of
the Soviet bloc and, in some degree, in all countries where capitalist property
relations have been overthrown) differs little from the organization oflabor in
capitalist countries. Commenting on this aspect ofSoviet life, Georges Friedmann,
the French sociologist and long-time student of the anatomy of work, wrote:
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in a society in which the workers own the means ofproduction.,,3 At the same
time, a growing body of Westernized sociological and management literature
in the Soviet Union seeks to make explicit the debt of Soviet society to
capitalist industrial practice.* This debt need hardly be demonstrated, since
the descriptive and apologetic literature of Soviet society, while it presents
claims of superiority to capitalist practice in terms of worker "ownership" of
the means ofproduction, health and safety practices, rational planning, and the
like, does not claim substantial differences in terms of the organization and
division oflabor.
The similarity ofSoviet and traditional capitalist practice strongly encour
ages the conclusion that there is no other way in which modem industry can
be organized. And this conclusion had already been sufficiently encouraged
the tendency of modem social science to accept all that is real as necessary,
all that exists as inevitable, and thus the present mode ofproduction as eternaL
In its most complete form, this view appears as a veritable technological
determinism: the attributes ofmodem society are seen as issuing directly from
smokestacks, machine tools, and computers. We are, as a result, presented with
the theory of a societas ex machina, not only a "determinism" but a despotism
of the machine. In a book by four social scientists (among them Clark Kerr),
we read: "Industrialization in any country displays many ofthe same features.
Industrializing countries are more nearly like each other, however varied they
may be, than they are like commercial or agricultural or hunting and fishing
economies.... One ofthe central traits is the inevitable and eternal separation
of industrial men into managers and the managed."s This leaves nothing to the
imagination. The antagonistic relations of production are not only inevitable,
but, we are told in almost religious language, eternal. **
The problem which this presents is obviously an important one for a work
such as this, but it is doubtful that it can be illuminated or solved by vaulting
* See, for example, a recent influential volume called Organization and Manage
ment: A Sociological AnalysiS of Western Theories. The author adopts as his formal

... it appears that planned economies ofthe Soviet type, including those ofthe
peoples' democracies of Eastern Europe, and more and more of communist
China, * contain large sectors in which teclmical progress has multiplied the
number of simplified jobs ... and has thus started, and is developing, that
separation between planning and execution which seems to be in our day a
common denominator linking all industrial societies together, however differ
2
ent their popUlations and struetures.

framework Lenin's attitude toward Taylorism (which condemned its use in "bourgeois
exploitation" but urged that it be studied and everything ofvalue adopted). Bearing this
convenient warrant, he makes the expected condemnations in a perfunctory way, but
the total spirit of the book is one of absorption in Western management theory and
fascination with its administrative and manipulative aspects. Thus he adopts not just
the spirit but the language, and Marx's investigation of capitalist society becomes for
the enthusiastic author "a splendid example ofa systems analysis," while Marx himself,
"in creating dialectical materialism also laid the foundations of systems analysis.'>'!

An American sociologist reports that "Soviet economists and social sci
entists I met in Moscow ... insisted that job satisfaction studies are irrelevant

** In a polemic against anarchism called "On Authority," Frederick Engels wrote
in 1873: "Ifman, by dint ofhis knowledge and inventive genius, has subdued the forces
of nature, the latter avenge themselves upon him by subjecting him, in so far as he
employs them, to a veritable despotism independent ofall social organization. Wanting
to abolish authority in large-scale industry is tantamount to wanting to abolish industry

* This was written during the 1950s, before China's break with the Soviet Union
and before the Cultural Revolution.
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their living, they change all their social relations. The hand-mill gives you society
with the feudal lord; the steam-mill, society with the industrial capitalist. 7

conclusions which achieve their plausibility only by worship of the existing
fact. The problem can be fruitfully attacked, it seems to me, only by way of
concrete and historically specific analysis oftechnology and machinery on the
one side and social relations on the other, and of the manner in which these
two come together in existing societies. Such an analysis could well start with
the possibility that the present mode of the organization and control oflabor
arose in capitalist society for reasons specific to that society, and was trans
ferred to Soviet society and imitated by it for reasons that have to do with the
specific nature of that society. Recognizing that there are very few "eternal"
or "inevitable" features ofhuman social organization in an abstract sense, such
an analysis would proceed by way of an nnderstanding of the historical
evolution which produced modern social forms. And most important, such an
analysis must not simply accept what the designers, owners, and managers of the
machines tell us about them, but it must form its own independent evaluation
of machinery and modern industry, in the factory and in the office; otherwise
it will create not a social science but merely a branch of management science.
I must at this point devote a few pages to some discussion of Marx's view
of the relation between technology and society before saying something more
about the Soviet Union. A clarification of Marx's views on this relationship is
necessary because orthodox social science, although it is, as we have just seen,
itself prone to the most vulgar and superficial technological determinism, often
misunderstands Marx in exactly this respect, and accuses him of this very sin.
In the first published essay in which his approach to history and society
was outlined, the reply to Proudhon written in 1846-1847 and called The
Poverty q[ Philosophy, Marx at one point says:
M. Proudhon the economist understands very well that men make cloth, linen
or silk materials in definite relations of production. But what he has not
understood is that these definite social relations are just as much produced
men as linen, flax, etc. Social relations are closely bound up with product
forces. In acquiring new productive forces men change their mode ofproduc
and in changing their mode ofproduction, in changing the way ofearning
to destroy the power loom in order to return to the spinning wheel.,,6 One may
agree wholeheartedly with Engels that in mastering natural forces and using them in
social production, humanity has altered the terms of its social life and introduced
organizational limits to the free and individual activity of the isolated producer. But in
postulating "a veritable despotism," and in making this "independent of all social
organization," Engels was so carried away by his polemic that he used terminological
generalities uncharacteristic of the body of his, and especially Marx's, writings. In
particular, the use ofthe term "authority" as a supra-historical concept, independent of
the various forms which it may assume--individual or collective, antagonistic or
harmonious, alienated or retained in the hands of the direct producers--can only be a
source of confusion.
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The final sentence has the striking quality and broad historical
characteristic ofMarx 's best aphorisms. But unfortunately it is its
that of appearing to be a ready-made formula, that has attracted the attention
of many and caused them to try to use it as a substitute for the immense
historical and analytical labors Marx performed on this theme. "Science,"
Marx says of Proudhon only a few pages later, "for him reduces itself to the
slender proportions of a scientific fonnula; he is the man in search of formulas."&
In spite of such warnings, there are those who have tried to understand Marx
as a provider of formulas, and in that way labeled him a "technological
determinist. "
Marx did, of course, give a position ofprimacy to the "means ofproduc
tion" in social evolution. But this was never conceived as a simple and
unilateral determinism which "causes" a specific mode of production to issue
automatically from a specific technology. Such a determinism is false to history
in general, and particularly useless in confronting revolutionary and transi
tional epochs, with which Marx was especially concerned. In such epochs,
clearly, societies exhibiting a variety of forms of social relations coexist on the
basis of substantially the same technology. Marx's solution to the problem of
transition turns upon his conception of the development of the productive
forces within a system of social relations, until they outgrow it, come into
conflict with it, and burst its bounds. This has two important implications
which clash with the interpretation of Marx as a "technological determinist"
wielding a simple formula. On the one hand, it means that the same productive
forces that are characteristic of the close of one epoch of social relations are
also characteristic of the opening ofthe succeeding epoch; indeed, how could
it be otherwise, since social and political revolutions, although they may come
about in the last analysis because of the gradual evolution of the productive
forces, do not on their morrow provide society with a brand-new technology.
And on the other hand, it provides for the growth and evolution of the forces
ofproduction within the bounds ofa single social system, a feature ofall social
systems but especially significant for capitalism. Thus if steam power "gives
us" the industrial capitalist, industrial capitalism "gives us," in turn, electric
power, the power of the internal combustion engine, and atomic power.
On the basis ofthis sketch, we would expect the technology and organi
zation of production of early capitalism to be much closer to those of the late
feudal epoch, and those of late capitalism much closer to those of early
socialism, than they are to each other. This is of course true, and serves as an
elementary demonstration ofthe fact that the relations between technology and
society are beyond the reach.of any simpleminded "determinism." The treat
ment of the interplay between the forces and relations ofproduction occupied
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Marx in almost all his historical writing, and while there is no question that he
gave primacy to the forces of production in the long sweep of history, the idea
that this primacy could be used in a formulistic way in the analysis of history
on a day-to-day basis would never have entered his mind.*
Those who know Marx's historical method only from a few scattered
aphorisms would do well to study Capital in order to see how the relationship
between capital as a social form and the capitalist mode of production as a
technical organization is treated. Within the historical and analytical limits of
capitalism, according to Marx's analysis, technology, instead of simply pro
ducing social relations, is produced by the social relation represented by
capital. The capitalist mode of production is traced by Marx from its begin
nings, when it "is hardly to be distinguished, in its earliest stages, from the
handicraft trades of the guilds, otherwise than by the greater number of
workmen simultaneously employed by one and the same individual capital,,,10
through domestic industry, the manufacturing division oflabor, machinery and
modem industry, and the factory system, in which the capitalist mode of
production is at last fully created and the inherent social form oflabor under
capitalism "for the first time acquires technical and palpable reality."ll From
this point of view, the first volume of Capital may be considered a massive
essay on how the commodity form, in an adequate social and technological
setting, matures into the form of capital, and how the social form of capital,
driven to incessant accumulation as the condition for its own existence,
completely transforms technology. **
In this analysis the conditions ofthe oft-quoted aphorism are reversed. If
Marx was not in the least embarrassed by this interchange of roles between
social forms on the one side and material production processes on the other,
but on the contrary moved comfortably among them, it was because--apart
from his genius at dialectic--he never took a formulistic view ofhistory, never

* In his "Introduction to the Critique of Political Economy," uncompleted and
never published by Marx: and described by Kautsky as "a fragmentary sketch of a
treatise that was to have served as an introduction to his main work," Marx set down
for himself eight paragraphs as "notes on the points to be mentioned here and not to be
omitted." The fifth reads: "The dialectics of the conceptions productive force (means
of production) and relation of production, dialectics whose limits are to be determined
and which does not do away with the concrete differencc.,,9 His elaboration of this
theme would have been of considerable interest in this connection.
** The rediscovery ofMarx by bourgeois social science in recent years has brought
Marx friends who are almost as little help as his enemies. Thus William L. Zwerman,
in a recent book on technology and "organization theory," summarizes the Marxian
view as follows: "Marxians presuppose the primacy of industrial technology, treating
social relationships (in the first instance the individual organization itself) as secondary,
i.e., superstructures.,,12 This he then attempts to apply to the capitalist firm, precisely
the arena in which it has little relevance and in fact where the terms of this relationship
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played with bare and hapless correlatives, "one-to-one relationships," and
other foolish attempts to master history by means of violent simplifications.
Social determinacy does not have the fixity of a chemical reaction, but is a
historic process. The concrete and determinate forms of society are indeed
"determined" rather than accidental, but this is the determinacy of the thread
by-thread weaving of the fabric of history, not the imposition of external
formulas.
The relevance ofthese observations for the subject matter ofthis book is
simply this: As the reader will have already understood, it will be argued here
that the "mode of production" we see around us, the manner in which labor
processes are organized and carried out, is the "product" ofthe social relations
we know as capitalist. But the shape of our society, the shape of any given
society, is not an instantaneous creation of"laws" which generate that society
on the spot and before our eyes. Every society is a moment in the historical
process, and can be grasped only as part of that process. Capitalism, a social
form, when it exists in time, space, population, and history, weaves a web of
myriad threads; the conditions of its existence form a complex network each
of which presupposes many others. It is because of this solid and tangible
existence, this concrete form produced by history, no part of which may be
changed by artificial suppositions without doing violence to its true mode of
existence--it is precisely because of this that it appears to us as "natural,"
"inevitable," and "eternal." And it is only in this sense, as a fabric woven over
centuries, that we may say that capitalism "produced" the present capitalist
mode ofproduction. This is a far cry from a ready-made formula which enables
us to "deduce" from a given state of technology a given mode of social
organization.
What is said of capitalism may also be said of "socialism," which does
not yet exist anywhere in the classic Marxist sense. The Soviet Union had a
revolution, but a revolution under specific social conditions, and almost all of
its subsequent history combines progress in technology and production with a
retreat from its original revolutionary objectives. This special combination
requires its own very specific analysis. In Soviet society, we have the first
phenomenal form of an epoch of transition which may well last for centuries
and will undoubtedly exhibit many contradictory, complex, and transitional
forms. Whatever view one takes of Soviet industrialization, one cannot con
scientiously interpret its history, even in its earliest and most revolutionary
period, as an attempt to organize labor processes in a way fundamentally
different from those of capitalism---and thus as an attempt that came to grief
arc reversed. In this effort, he resembles a neo-Darwinian attempting to apply to a given
social evolution those biolOgical terms which in that context no longer apply. Within
the capitalist firm it is the social forms that dominate technology, rather than the other
way around.
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on the rocks of Clark Kerr's eternal verities. One would be hard put to
demonstrate that any of the successive Soviet leaderships has ever claimed
that such an attempt should be made at this stage ofSoviet history. * (Here there
is an enonnous distinction between Soviet and recent Chinese progranunatic
literature; Khrushchev ridiculed the Chinese plan of incorporating the building
of communism into the very process of industrialization as trying to "eat soup
with an aw1." His wit was engaging within the limits of an orthodox Commu
nist conception that dates back, in some respects, to Lenin and before, but his
remark is not half so funny now that the Chinese have made their remarkable
conception clearer.)
If there is no automatic and immediate transfonnation of the mode of
production as a result of a change in social fonns, then such hybrid fonnations
as we see in the Soviet Union should not come as a surprise. It took capitalism
centuries to develop its own mode of production, which, as we shall see later
in these pages, is still being worked out and developed. Socialism, as a mode
of production, does not grow "automatically" in the way that capitalism grew
in response to blind and organic market forces; it must be brought into being,
on the basis of an adequate technology, by the conscious and purposive activity
ofcollective humanity. And this activity must overcome not just the customary
conditions ofthe previous mode ofproduction, but those ofthe many millennia
during which class societies of all sorts have existed, since with the decline of
capitalism we come to the end not merely ofa single fonn ofsociety but ofthe
"last antagonistic fonn of the social process ofproduction," in Marx's words,
the "closing chapter of the prehistoric stage of human society.,,14 Considered
from this point of view, the notion that the labor processes to be discussed in
this book can be divested of their capitalist character by the simple expedient
the Soviet Union seems to me the worst sort ofslot-machine science.
In any event, the purpose of this book is the study of the labor processes
of capitalist society, and the specific manner in which these are fonned by
capitalist property relations. I cannot offer here any parallel study of the
specific manner in which this structure has been imitated by the hybrid
societies of the Soviet bloc. The latter study fonns its own and considerably
different subject matter, and has enonnous interest in its own right. But since
this mode ofproduction was createdby capitalism and not by Sovietism, where
it is only a reflexive, imitative, and one hopes transitional fonn, it is with
capitalism that the study of the labor process must begin.

* In an essay on the origins and functions of hierarchy in capitalist production,
Stephcn A. Marglin says: "In according first priority to the accumulation ofcapital, the
Soviet Union repcated the history of capitalism, at least as regards the relationship of
men and women to their work.... The Soviets consciously and deliberately embraced
the capitalist mode of production.... Now, alas, the Sovietq have thc 'catch-up-with
and-surpass the-U.S.A.' tiger by the tail, for it would probably take as much of a
revolution to transform work organization in that society as in ours.,,13
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The "New Worh:ing Class"
The term "working class," properly understood, never precisely deline
ated a specified body of people, burwas rather an expression for an ongoing
social process. Nevertheless, to most people's minds it represented for a long
time a fairly well-defined part of the population of capitalist countries. But
with the coming ofbroad occupational shifts (which will be described in later
chapters), and a growing consciousness of these shifts in recent decades, the
tenn has lost much of its descriptive capacity. I can therefore sympathize with
those readers who would want me to begin with a concise and up-to-date
definition of the term "working class." Such a definition, if it could easily be
managed, would be helpful to the writer as well as the reader, but I cannot help
feeling that an attempt to provide it at the outset would result in more confusion
than clarification. We are dealing not with the static terms of an algebraic
equation, which requires only that quantities be filled in, but with a dynamic
process the mark of which is the transformation of sectors of the population.
The place of many of these sectors in class definition is rather more complex
otherwise, and cannot be attempted until much has been described and
the standards of analysis clarified.
To make this a little more concrete: I have no quarrel with the definition
of the working class, on the basis of its "relationship to the means of produc
tion," as that class which does not own or otherwise have proprietary access
to the means of labor, and must sell its labor power to those who do. But in the
present situation, when almost all of the popUlation has been placed in this
situation so that the definition encompasses occupational strata of the most
diverse kinds, it is not the bare definition that is important but its application.
I can only say at this point that I hope a reasonable and useful picture of the
structure of the working class emerges from this study. Ifreaders will indulge
me this far, I think they may see the necessity for this course later in the
exposition, as I came to see it in the course of the investigation. *
For purposes of clarity, however, I should note at the start that although
I will be describing the immense changes in the shape of the working class
during the past century, I cannot accept the arbitrary conception of a "new
working class" that has been developed by some writers during the past
decade. According to this conception, the "new working class" embraces

* "Though extremely precise, [Marx] was not much incl ined to
in set terms. For instance, the present treatise on capitalist production does not contain
a formal definition of 'capital'.... The fact is that thc whole book is his definition." I5
This comment by the translators of the Everyman edition of
is important,
cspecially as a hint to the beginner in the study of Marxism. It holds true, with all
nrnnnrl,,,nc ~arded, in the present case as well, if we are to arrive at a "definition" of
class that will go beyond the elements that most students of this subject
know well.
'
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what is needed first of all is a picture of the working class as it exists, as the
shape given to the working population by the capital accumulation process. *
This self-imposed limitation to the "objective" content of class and the
omission of the "subjective" will, I fear, hopelessly compromise this study in
the eyes ofsome ofthose who float in the conventional stream ofsocial science.
For them, by long habit and insistent theory, class does not really exist outside
its subjective manifestations. Class, "status," "stratification," and even that
favorite hobby horse of recent years which has been taken from Marx without
the least understanding ofits significance, "alienation"**--all of these are for
bourgeois social science artifacts of consciousness and can be studied only as
they manifest themselves in the minds of the subject population. At least two
generations ofacademic sociology have so elevated this approach into a dogma
that only rarely is the need felt to substantiate it. This dogma calls for the
delineation ofvarious layers ofstratification by means ofquestionnaires which
enable the respondents to choose their own class, thereby relieving sociologists
of the obligation. The results have been extraordinarily variable. For example,
in the many polls conducted according to the conceptions of W. Lloyd
Wamer-by Gallup, by Fortune in 1940, etc.-in which the population is
classified into "upper," "middle," and "lower" classes, and into subgroups of
these, vast majorities of up to 90 percent predictably volunteered themselves
as the "middle class." But when Richard Centers varied the questionnaire only
to the extent of including the choice "working class," this suddenly became
the majority category by choice of the respondents. l ? Here we see sociologists
measuring not popular consciousness but their own. Yet the superiority of the
questionnaire as the means for measuring social phenomena remains an article
of faith. Michel
the French sociologist, says in criticism of C. Wright
Mills' White Collar:

those occupations which serve as the repositories for specialized knowledge
in production and administration: engineers, technicians, scientists, lower
managerial and administrative aides and experts, teachers, etc. Rather than
examine the entire working population and learn how it has been altered, which
portions have grown and which have declined or stagnated, these analysts have
selected one portion of employment as the sole focus of their analysis. What
saves this procedure from being completely arbitrary in the eyes of its practi
tioners is that they use the word new in a double sense: it refers to occupations
that are new in the sense of having been recently created or enlarged, and
also in the sense of their gloss, presumed advancement, and
to the old.
The results of an investigation based upon such a postulate are con
tained in advance in the chosen definition. The "new working class" is thus
"educated labor," better paid, somewhat privileged, etc. Manual labor,
according to this definition, is "old working class," regardless of the actual
movement of occupations and the increase of various categories of labor
of this sort. So far have these writers been governed by their definition that
it has escaped their notice, for example, that the occupations of engineer
on the one side and janitor-porter on the other have followed similar
curves since the start of the century, each beginning at a level between
50,000 and 100,000 (in the United States in 1900), and expanding to about
1.25 million by 1970. Both now rank among the largest occupations in the
United States, and both have developed in response to the forces of
industrial and commercial growth and urbanization. Why is one to be
considered "new working class" and the other not? That this single example
is not at all fortuitous will be clear to anyone who makes a study of the
long-term occupational trends in the capitalist countries. These trends
from their beginnings, which, if one must choose a starting point for
something that is more realistically a continuous process, date back to the
last decades of the nineteenth century-indicate that it is the class as a
whole that must be studied, rather than an arbitrarily chosen part of it.
Having so broadened the scope of the investigation, let me hasten to limit
it sharply in another way. No attempt will be made to deal with the modern
working class on the level of its consciousness, organization, or activities. This
is a book about the working class as a class in itself, not as a class for itself. I
realize that to many readers it will appear that I have omitted the most urgent
part of the subject matter. There are those who hope to discover, in some quick
and simple manner, a replacement for the "blue-collar workers" as an "agency
for social change," to use the popular phrases. It is my feeling, to put it bluntly,
that this constitutes an attempt to derive the "science before the
" and
I have tried to dismiss such preoccupations from my mind on the theory that

* These criticisms of both "new working class" theory and of the search for an
"agency of social change" are not intended to disparage the useful materials that have
been assembled by some ofthose, Europeans and Americans, who have worked along
these lines, and whose work has been helpful to me in the present study. In particular,
these writers have drawn attention to the importance of, and to the discontent among,
various "professional" strata, and to the special features of ghetto populations, young
workers, and women. While my own approach does not proceed by
considerations, the manner in which they fit into the analysis as a whole
be apparent.
** Alfred Schmidt notes that "Marx gave up using such tenus as 'estrangement,'
'alienation,' 'return ofman to himself,' as soon as he noticed that they had turned into
ideological prattle in the mouths of petty-bourgeois authors, instead of a lever for the
empirical study of the world and its transfonuation." He adds to this the observation
that "Marx's general abandonment ofsuch tenus does not mean that he did not continue
to follow theoretically the material conditions designated by them.") 6
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prospects--although this manifestation may for long periods be weak, con
fused, and subject to manipulation by other classes. The interpretation of the
opinions, feelings, sentiments, and changing moods ofthe working class is best
accomplished by experienced and well-attuned observers and participants,
who know the history of a particular group, are acquainted with its circum
stances, background, and relation to other parts of the working class, and form
their assessments from intimate ~ontact and detailed information. It is for this
reason that the most astute interpreters of the moods of submerged and
ordinarily voiceless populations have often been union organizers, agitators,
experienced revolutionaries-and police spies. While these have always had
among them a percentage offools, iIIusionaries, and the otherwise error-prone,
at their best such active and interested parties, whose interpretations are
enriched by their efforts at practice, convey a solidity, a depth and subtlety of
observation, an anticipation of changing moods, and an ability to disentangle
the durable from the ephemeral that is entirely absent from the tabulations of
sociology. It should be added, however, that where some sociologists have
themselves gone to work in factories either as part oftheir professional training
or out of
or where as sometimes happens they have put aside their
questionnaires and listened to workers with both ears, they have often estab
lished relationships of trust, learned to comprehend the milieu, and written
creditable accounts.

Unfortunately Mills's work ... is not a true research study. In effect, it is not
the feelings of alienation which may actually be suffered by the salesgirl or by
the intellectual at an advertising agency that interest Mills, but rather objective
alienation ofthese persons as it might be reconstructed by analyzing the forces
which exert pressure on them. This attitude pretends to be more scientific than
18
a poll of opinions, but it is so only in appearance.

On the basis of Mills' approach, Crozier argues, "social life without
alienation would in effect be impossible," because "the individual is always
necessarily limited by his place in the social structure." This is the genteel form
of an argument made more bluntly by Robert Blauner when he said: "The
average worker is able to make an adjustment to a job which, from the
standpoint ofan intellectual appears to be the epitome oftedium.,,19 In this line
ofreasoning we see the recognition on the part ofsociology that modem labor
processes are indeed degraded; the sociologist shares this foreknowledge with
management, with whom he also shares the conviction that this organization
of the labor process is "necessary" and "inevitable." This leaves to sociology
the function, which it shares with personnel administration, ofassaying not the
nature of the work but the degree of adjustment of the worker. Clearly, for
industrial sociology the problem does not appear with the degradation ofwork ,
but only with overt signs of dissatisfaction on the part ofthe worker. From this
point of view, the only important matter, the only thing worth studying, is not
work itself but the reaction of the worker to it, and in that respect sociology
makes sense.
It is not my purpose in these comments to deprecate the importance ofthe
study ofthe state ofconsciousness ofthe working class, since it is only through
consciousness that a class becomes an actor on the historic stage. Nor do I
believe that the feeble results achieved by questionnaire-sociology indicate
that the mind ofthe working class is unknowable, but merely that this particular
method of trying to know it is superficial, remote, and mechanistic. Class
consciousness is that state of social cohesion reflected in the understanding
and activities of a class or a portion of a class. Its absolute expression is a
pervasive and durable attitude on the part of a class toward its position in
society. Its long-term relative expression is found in the slowly changing
traditions, experiences, education, and organization ofthe class. Its short-term
relative
is a dynamic complex ofmoods and sentiments affected by
circumstances and changing with them, sometimes, in periods of stress and
conflict, almost from day to day. These three expressions of class conscious
ness are related: changes of mood draw upon and give expression to the
underlying reservoir of class attitudes which, while it may be deep below the
surface, is never entirely exhausted.
Thus a class cannot exist in society without in some degree manifesting a
consciousness of itself as a group with common problems, interests, and

Job Dissatisfaction in the 1970s

In the years that have passed since this study was begun, dissatisfaction
with work has become what can only be called a "fashionable topic." Almost
every major periodical in the United States has featured articles on the
"blue-collar blues" or "white-collar woes." Books have been published, com
missions set up, conferences organized, experiments conducted. Sociologists
have caught the wind in their sails and, reinterpreting their questionnaire
statistics, now view with alarm the very percentages of dissatisfied workers
which yesterday they found comfortingly small. A Special Task Force selected
by the Secretary ofHealth, Education, and Welfare has prepared a report under
the title Work in America which found that "significant numbers of American
workers are dissatisfied with the quality of their working lives":
As a result, the productivity ofthe worker is low--as measured by absenteeism,
turnover rates, wildcat strikes, sabotage, poor-quality products, and a reluc
tance by workers to commit themselves to their work tasks. Moreover, a
growing body of research indicates that, as work problems increase, there may
be a consequent decline in physical and mental health, family stability, com
munity participation and cohesiveness, and "balanced" sociopolitical attitudes,
while there is an increase in drug and alcohol addiction. aggression, and
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The report deals with what it calls "the effects ofwork problems on various
segments of our society":

23

Wixom, on the outskirts ofDetroit, with an 8 percent quit rate each month, had
to hire 4,800 new workers in order to maintain a work force of 5,000. For the
automobile industry as a whole, the absentee rate doubled in the second half
of the 1960s, and turnover doubled as well. * Only with the increase in
unemployment in 1971 and thereafter was the situation stabilized to some
degree?}
A much-discussed strike in January 1972 at the Lordstown, Ohio, General
Motors plant gave the world a glimpse of the conditions in this "most ad
vanced" and "automated" plant in the industry, which General Motors regarded
as a pilot plant for the future. At its designed speed, the assembly line at
Lordstown turns out 100 Vegas an hour, giving each worker 36 seconds to
complete work on each car and get ready for the next car. The immediate issue
in the dispute was an increase in the pace of operations the previous October.
"What the company is discovering is that workers not only want to go back to
the pre-October pace, but many feel that the industry is going to have to do
something to change the boring, repetitive nature ofthe assembly line work or
it will continue to have unrest in the plant. An official familiar with the sessions
said, 'What they're saying is you've got to do something. I don't know what
it is but you've got to do something.' ,,24
Accounts ofthis kind are not confined to the assembly line, or even to the
factory. The Special Task Force report attempts a summary of office trends in
the following comments:

Here we find the "blues" ofblue-collar workers linked to their job dissatisfac
tions, as is the disgruntlement ofwhite-collar workers and the growing discon
tent among managers. Many workers at all occupational levels fee1locked-in,
their mobility blocked, the opportunity to grow lacking in their jobs, challenge
missing from their tasks. Young workers appear to be as committed to the
institution ofwork as their elders have been, but many are rebelling against the
anachronistic authoritarianism of the workplace. Minority workers similarly
see authoritarian worksettings as evidence that society is faIling short of its
democratic ideals. Women, who are looking to work as an additional source
of identity, are being frustrated by an opportunity structure that confines them
to jobs damaging to their self-esteem. Older Americans suffer the ultimate in
job dissatisfaction: they are denied meaningful jobs even when they have
2o
demonstrable skills and are physically capable of being productive.
Absenteeism and the quit rate, cited as evidence of a "new worker
attitude," tend to vary with the availability of jobs and may have partly
reflected the decline in unemployment rates at the end ofthe 1960s. But in the
atmosphere of discontent of that period these were interpreted, no doubt with
some truth, as an indication of a new resistance to certain fonns ofwork. The
automobile plants, and especially their assembly lines, were cited as a prime
example, as witness this 1970 report in Fortune:

The auto industry is the locus classicus of dissatisfying work; the assembly
line, its quintessential embodiment. But what is striking is the extent to which
the dissatisfaction of the assembly-line and blue-collar worker is mirrored in
white-collar and even managerial positions. The office today, where work is
segmented and authoritarian, is often a factory. For a growing number ofjobs,
there is little to distinguish them but the color ofthe worker's collar: computer
keypunch operations and typing pools share much in common with the auto
mobile assembly line.
Secretaries, clerks, and bureaucrats were once grateful for having been
spared the dehumanization of the factory. White-collar jobs were rare; they
had a higher status than blue-collar jobs. But today the clerk, and not the

dismaying evidence about new worker attitudes is
perfonnance. Absenteeism has risen sharply; in fact it has doubled
over the past ten years at General Motors and at Ford, with the sharpest climb
It has reached the point where an average of5 percent ofG.M. 's
workers are missing from work without explanation every day .... On
some days, notably Fridays and Mondays, the figure goes as high as 10 percent.
Tardiness has increased, making it even more difficult to start up the production
lines promptly when a shift begins----after the foreman has scrambled around
to replace missing workers. Complaints about quality are up sharply. There are
more arguments with foremen, more complaints about discipline and overtime,
more grievances. There is more turnover. The quit rate at Ford last year was
25.2 percent. ... Some assembly-line workers are so turned off, managers
report with astonishment, that they just walk away in mid-shift and don't even
come back to get their pay for the time they have worked.,,21

* A number of European reports indicate that this situation was not limited to the
United States. For example, a report from Rome said the Fiat Motor Company,
largest private employer with more than 180,000 employees,
factory workers, had 21,000 employees missing on a Monday and a aally average
absenteeism of 14,000. Throughout the Italian economy, an Italian management asso
ciation reported, an average ofat least 800,000 workers out ofa total ofnearly 20 million
were absent daily. This was attributed to "the
disgust ofyounger people with
assembly-line discipline and the recent influx of untrained southern Italians into
northem factories."

At the Chrysler Corporation's Jefferson Avenue plant in Detroit, a daily
average absentee rate of 6 percent was reported in mid-1971, and an annual
average turnover ofalmost 30 percent. In its 1970 negotiations with the union,
Chrysler reported that during 1969 almost half its workers did not complete
their first ninety days on the job. In that same year, the Ford assembly plant at
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operative on the assembly-line, is the typical American worker, and such
positions offer little in the way of prestige....
Traditionally, lower-level white-collar jobs in both government and industry
were held by high school graduates. Today, an increasing number ofthese jobs
go to those who have attended college. But the demand for higher academic
credentials has not increased the prestige, status, pay, or difficulty of the job.
For example, the average weekly pay for clerical workers in 1969 was $105.00
per week, while blue-collar production workers were taking home an average
of $130.00 per week. It is not surprising, then, that the Survey of Working
Conditions found much of the greatest work dissatisfaction in the country
among young, well-educated workers who were in low paying, dull, routine,
and fractionated clerical positions. Other signs ofdiscontent among this group
include turnover rates as high as 30% annually and a 46% increase in white
collar union membership between 1958 and 1968.... These changing attitudes
... may be affecting the productivity of these workers: a survey conducted by
a group of management consultants of a cross section of office employees
found that they were producing at only 55% of their potential. Among the
reasons cited for this was boredom with repetitive jobs. 25

The apparent increase in active dissatisfaction has been attributed to a
number ofcauses, some having to do with the characteristics ofthe worker&
younger, more years ofschooling, "infected" by the new-generational restless
ness--and others having to do with the changing nature ofthe work itself. One
reporter cites the belief that "American industry in some instances may have
pushed technology too far by taking the last few bits of skill out ofjobs, and
that a point of human resistance has been reached." He quotes a job design
consultant at Case Western Reserve University, who said with disarming
candor: "We may have created too many dumb jobs for the number of dumb
people to fill them.,,26
Various remedies and reforms have been proposed, and some have been
tested among small groups of workers by corporations with particularly
pressing problems. Among these are job enlargement, enrichment, or rotation,
work groups or teams, consultation or workers' "participation," group bonuses
and profit-sharing, the abandonment of assembly line techniques, the removal
of time clocks, and an "I Am" plan (short for "I Am Manager of My Job").
Behind the characteristic faddishness ofthese approaches it is possible to
sense a deep concern, the reason for which is readily apparent. The ruling
establishments of Western Europe and the United States, having just passed
through a period when they were alarmed and even shaken by an incandescent
revolt of student youth and third world nationalism within their own borders,
were bound to ask themselves what would happen if to this were added a
rebellion against the conditions of labor in the workplace. The fright occa
sioned by such a prospect gave rise to a discussion over the "quality ofwork,"
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the purpose of which was in part to determine whether discontent among
workers was at the usual level, endemic to life under capitalism, or whether it
was rising threateningly; and in part to encourage reforms in the hope of
forestalling such a rise in discontent. But as in almost all discussions of major
issues of public policy, this one too has a certain air of hollow unreality,
reflecting the gulf between the capitalist as statesman and the capitalist in
command of corporate enterprise.
The problem as it presents itself to those managing industry, trade, and
finance is very different from the problem as it appears in the academic or
journalistic worlds. Management is habituated to carrying on labor processes
in a setting of social antagonism and, in fact, has never known it to be
otherwise. Corporate managers have neither the hope nor the expectation of
altering this situation by a single stroke; rather, they are concerned to amelio
rate it only when it interferes with the orderly functioning of their plants,
offices, warehouses, and stores. For corporate management this is a problem
in costs and controls, not in the "humanization of work." It compels their
attention because it manifests itself in absentee, turnover, and productivity
levels that do not conform to their calculations and expectations. The solutions
they will accept are only those which provide improvements in their labor costs
and in their competitive positions domestically and in the world market.
It is interesting to note that although the discussion ofjob enrichment,job
enlargement, and the like began in connection wifh factory work, most actual
applications have taken place in offices (three-quarters of them, according to
an estimate by Roy H. Walters, a management consultant and pioneer of "job
enrichment,,).27 Industrial installations represent heavy investments in fixed
equipment, and industrial processes as they now exist are the product of a long
development aimed at reducing labor costs to their minimum. In office and
service processes, by contrast, the recently swollen mass of employment has
not as yet been subjected to the same extremes of rationalization and mecha
nization as in the factories, although this is under way. For these reasons,
management decisions to reorganize work processes are made more readily
and voluntarily in the office and are made in the factory only in situations that
offer little choice. Corporate management is convinced that it is chiefly outside
the factory that payrolls are "fat," productivity is low, and there is most need
for reorganization.
Office rationalization has in part been taking place, in the most recent
period, under the banner of job enlargement and the humanization of work.
One need only look at reports such as one in the Wall Street Journal in the
summer of 1972 to get the flavor of this duplicitous campaign: the article is
headed "The Quality of Work," but consists almost entirely of a discussion of
cost cutting, productivity drives, and staff reductions in-banks, insurance
companies, and brokerage houses. 28 In a typical case, a bank teller who is idle
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when the load at the counter is light will be pressed into service handling other
by a studied pretense of worker "participation," a gracious liberality in allow
routine duties, such as sorting returned checks. The First National Bank of
ing the worker to adjust a machine, replace a light bulb, move from one
Richmond, Indiana, put such a plan into operation under the guidance of a
fractional job to another, and to have the illusion of making decisions by
consulting firm called Science Management Associates, and its "first-year
choosing among fixed and limited alternatives designed by a management
savings alone exceeded the fee by almost 40%." The bank's staffwas reduced
which deliberately leaves insignificant matters open to choice. One can best
from 123 to 104, and a number of the remaining workers were cut back to
compare this style of management with the marketing strategy followed by
part-time work. The "humanization" aspect was handled by quoting one
those who, having discovered that housewives resent prepared baking mixes
worker as saying: "There's never a dull moment. It makes the job more
and feel guilty when using them, arrange for the removal ofthe powdered egg
interesting. ,,29
and restore to the consumer the thrill of breaking a fresh egg into the mix,
A number of management consulting firms have taken this sort of "hu
thereby creating an "image" of skilled baking, wholesome products, etc. Peter
manization" as their field and are pressing schemes upon managers. Whatever
F. Drucker, one of the early propagandists for job enlargement, wrote in a
their phraseology, these consulting organizations have only one function:
critique of scientific management in 1954: "It does not follow from the
cutting costs, improving "efficiency," raising productivity. No other language
separation of planning and doing in the analysis of work that the planner and
is useful in conversation with management, unless it be with the public
the doer should be two different people. It does not follow that the industrial
relations department. * These consultants possess, at the moment, a valuable
world should be divided into two classes ofpeople; a few who decide what is
stock in trade in the knowledge that the principle ofthe division oflabor, as it
to be done, design the job, set the pace, rhythm and motions, and order others
has been applied in many large offices, banks, insurance companies, in
about; and the many who do what and as they are being told." These are bold
retailing and in service industries, has been pursued with such fanaticism that
words, especially from a management consultant; the proposal for changing
various jobs have been broken into fragments offragments and can be partially
the world, however, as it comes to us from Mr. Drucker, is somewhat less bold:
reassembled without injury to the present mode oforganizing the work process
"... even the lowliest human job should have some planning; only it should
and at a certain saving of labor costs. The hard-headed manner in which this
be simple planning and there should not be too much ofit.,,31 Just so did Adam
is being done and the simpleminded manner in which these pathetic "enlarge
Smith once recommend education for the people in order to prevent their
ments" from one unvarying routine to two or three are being hailed make an
complete deterioration under the division of labor, but, as Marx comments,
interesting contrast.
"prudently, and in homeopathic doses.,,32
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Chapter 1
Labor and Labor Power

All forms of life sustain themselves on their natural environment; thus all
conduct activities for the purpose of appropriating natural products to their
own use. Plants absorb moisture, minerals, and sunlight; animals feed on
plant life or prey on other animals. But to seize upon the materials ofnature
ready made is not work; work is an activity that alters these materials from
their natural state to improve their usefulness. The bird, the beaver, the
spider, the bee, and the termite, in building nests, dams, webs, and hives,
all may be said to work. Thus the human species shares with others the
activity ofacting upon nature in a manner which changes its forms to make
them more suitable for its needs.
However, what is important about human work is not its similarities
with that of other animals, but the crucial differences that mark it as the
polar opposite. "We are not now dealing with those primitive instinctive
forms of labour that remind us of the mere animal," wrote Marx in the first
volume of Capital. "We pre-suppose labour in a form that stamps it as
exclusively human. A spider conducts operations that resemble those of
a weaver, and a bee puts to shame many an architect in the construction
of her cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of
bees is this, that the architect raises his structure in imagination before
he erects it in reality. At the end of every labour-process, we get a result
that already existed in the imagination of the labourer at its commence
ment. He not only effects a change of form in the material on which he
works, but he also realises a purpose of his own that gives the law to his
modus operandi, and to which he must subordinate his will.'" *

* Thus labor in its human form was called by Aristotle intelligent action;
Aristotle, despite his vain effort to find a single cause underlying all the products
of nature, animals, and humans, gave the earliest form to this distinctive principle
of human labor: "Art indeed consists in the conception of the result to be produced
before its realization in the material.,,2 In recent times, the artistic mind has often
grasped this special feature of human activity better than the technical mind; for
example, Paul Valery: "Man acts; he exercises his powers on a material foreign to him;
he separates his operations from their material infrastructure, and he has a clearly
defined awareness of this; hence he can think out his operations and co-ordinate them
31
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Human work is conscious and purposive, while the work ofother animals
is instinctuaL * Instinctive activities are inborn rather than learned, and repre
sent a relatively inflexible pattern for the release of energy upon the receipt of
specific stimuli. It has been observed, for example, that a caterpillar which has
completed half of its cocoon will continue to manufacture the second half
without concern even ifthe first halfis taken away. A more striking illustration
of instinctual labor is seen in the following:
The South African weaverbird builds a complicated nest of sticks, with a
knotted strand ofhorsehair as foundation. A pair was isolated and bred for five
generations under canaries, out ofsight oftheir fellows and without their usual
nest-building materials. In the sixth generation, still in captivity but with access
to the right materials, they built a nest perfect even to the knot of horsehair. 5

In human work, by contrast, the directing mechanism is the power of
conceptual thought, originating in an altogether exceptional central nervous
system. As anthropologists have pointed out, the physical structure of the
anthropoid ape is not entirely unsuited to tool making and tool using. The ape's
hand is an adequate, if relatively coarse, instrument, and because the lower
limbs as well as the upper are fitted with opposable thumbs, it has been said
that the ape has four hands. But it is not, first ofall, in the hands or posture that
the human advantage lies. Among the physical differences between humans
and apes, it is the relative enlargement of nearly all parts of the brain, and
especially the pronounced enlargement of the frontal and parietal parts of the
cerebral hemispheres, which is most important in accounting for the human
with each other before performing them; he can assign to himself the most multifarious
tasks and adapt to many different materials, and it is precisely this capacity of ordering
his intentions or dividing his proposals into separate operations which he calls intelli
gence. He does not merge into the materials of his undertaking, but proceeds from this
material to his mental picture, from his mind to his model, and at each moment
exchanges what he wants against what he can do, and what he can do against what
he achieves. ,,3

* Fourier thought he recognized in this the cause of "happiness" among
animals and the "anguish of repugnant labor" among humans: "Labour, neverthe
less, forms the delight of various creatures, such as beavers, bees, wasps, ants ....
God has provided them with a social [he might havc said biological] mechanism
which attracts to industry, and causes happiness to be found in industry. Why should
he not have accorded us the same favour as these animals? What a difference
between their industrial condition and ours!,,4 But to see in the noninstinctual
character of human labor the direct cause of the "anguish of repugnant labor," one
must skip over all the intervening stage's of social development which separate the
carly emergence of human labor out ofpre-human forms, from labor in its modem
form.
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capacity for work well-conceptualized in advance and independent of the
guidance of instinct. * "Men who made tools ofstandard type," as Oakley says,
"must have formed in their minds images of the ends to which they laboured.
Human culture ... is the outcome ofthis capacity for conceptual thought.,,7
It is true, as experiments in animal behavior have shown, that animals are
not entirely devoid ofthe power to learn, or to conceive rudimentary ideas, or
to solve simple problems. Thus, a creature with as primitive a nervous system
as the angleworm can learn to thread a maze; chimpanzees can be stimulated
to "invent" and make tools, such as extensions of sticks, that enable them to
reach food, or to stack boxes for the same purpose. As a result, some anthro
pologists and physiologists have concluded that the difference between the
human and the nonhuman animal is not a difference in kind but in degree. But
when a difference of degree is so enormous as the gap that exists between the
learning and conceptual abilities of humans and even the most adaptable of
other animals, it may properly be treated, for the purposes of our present
discussion, as a difference in kind. And, we may add, whatever learning
capacities may be stimulated in animals through ingenious forms of human
tutelage, it has not proved possible to stimulate in them an ability to manage
symbolic representation, especially in its highest form, articulate speech.
Without symbols and speech, conceptual thought must remain rudimentary
and, moreover, cannot be freely transmitted throughout the group or to suc
ceeding generations:
Culture without continuity of experience is, of course, impossible. But what
sort ofcontinuity ofexperience is prerequisite to culture? It is not the continuity
which comes from the communication ofexperience by imitation, for we find
this among apes. Clearly, it is continuity on the subjective side rather than on
the objective, or overt, that is essential. As we have shown, it is the symbol,
particularly in word form, which provides this element of continuity in the
tOOl-experience of man. And, fmally, it is this factor of continuity in man's
tool-experience that has made accumulation and progress, in short, a material
culture, possible. 8

* The general increase in brain size is important, but "certain parts ofthe brain
have increased in size much more than others. As functional maps of the cortex of
the brain show, the human sensory-motor cortex is not just an enlargement of that
of an ape. The areas for the hand, especially the thumb, in man are tremendously
enlarged, and this is an integral part of the structural base that makes the skillful
use of the hand possible .. , .
"The same is true for other cortical areas. Much ofthe cortex in a monkey is still
engaged in the motor and sensory functions. In man it is the areas adjacent to the primary
centers that are most expanded. These areas are concerned with skills, memory,
foresight and language; that is, with the mental faculties that make human social life
possible. ,,6
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Thus work as purposive action, guided by the intelligence, is the special
product ofhumankind. But humankind is itselfthe special product ofthis form
of labor. "By thus acting on the external world and changing it, he at the same
time changes his own nature," wrote Marx. 9 Writing in 1876, Frederick Engels
had worked out, in terms of the anthropological knowledge of his time, the
theory that: "First labour, after it and then with it speech-these were the two
most essential stimuli under the influence of which the brain of the ape
gradually changed into that of man." "The hand," he maintained, "is not only
the organ oflabour, it is also the product oflabour. ,,10 His essay, called "The
Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape to Man," was limited by the
state of scientific knowledge of his day, and some of its details may be faulty
or wrong-as for example his implication that the "undeveloped larynx ofthe
ape" is inadequate to produce speech sounds. But his fundamental idea has
again found favor in the eyes of anthropologists, particularly in the light of
recent discoveries ofstone tools in association with "near-men" or "man-apes."
In an article on tools and human evolution, Sherwood L. Washburn says:
Prior to these findings the prevailing view held that man evolved nearly to his
present structural state and then discovered tools and the new ways oflife that they
made possible. Now it appears that man-apes-creatures able to run but not yet
walk on two legs, and with brains no larger than those of apes now living-had
already learned to make and use tools. It follows that the structure of modem man
must be the result ofthe change in the terms ofnatural selection that carne with the
tool-using way of life.... It was the success of the simplest tools that started the
1
whole trend ofhurnan evolution and led to the civilizations of today." I

Labor that transcends mere instinctual activity is thus the force which created
humankind and the force by which humankind created the world as we know it.
The possibility of all the various social forms which have arisen and which
may yet arise depends in the last analysis upon this distinctive characteristic of
human labor. Where the division offunction within other animal species has been
assigned by nature and stamped upon the genotype in the form of instinct,
humanity is capable of an infinite variety offunctions and division offunction on
the basis offamily, group, and social assignment. In all other species, the directing
force and the resulting activity, instinct and execution, are indivisible. The spider
which weaves its web in accordance with a biological urge cannot depute this
function to another spider; it carries on this activity because that is its nature. But
for men and women, any instinctual patterns of work which they may have
possessed at the dawn of their evolution have long since atrophied or been
submerged by social forms. * Thus in humans, as distinguished from animals, the

* Veblen's "instinct ofworkmanship" can be understood only in a figurative sense,
as a desire or proclivity to work well. A British "social psychologist" expresses himself
somewhat agnostically on this matter: "Animals work too ... and do so largely through
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unity between the motive force of labor and the labor itself is not inviolable.
The unity ofconception and execution may be dissolved. The conception must
still precede and govern execution, but the idea as conceived by one may be
executed by another. The driving force oflabor remains human consciousness,
but the unity between the two may be broken in the individual and reasserted
in the group, the workshop, the community, the society as a whole.
Finally, the human capacity to perform work, which Marx called "labor
power," must not be confused with the power of any nonhuman agency,
whether natural or man made. Human labor, whether directly exercised or
stored in such products as tools, machinery, or domesticated animals, repre
sents the sole resource of humanity in confronting nature. Thus for humans in
society, labor power is a special category, separate and inexchangeable with
any other, simply because it is human. Only one who is the master ofthe labor
ofothers will confuse labor power with any other agency for performing a task,
because to him, steam, horse, water, or human muscle which turns his mill are
viewed as equivalents, as "factors ofproduction. " For individuals who allocate
their own labor (or a community which does the same), the difference between
using labor power as against any other power is a difference upon which the
entire "economy" turns. And from the point of view ofthe species as a whole,
this difference is also crucial, since every individual is the proprietor of a
portion ofthe total labor power ofthe community, the society, and the species;
It is this consideration that forms the starting point for the labor theory of
value, which bourgeois economists feel they may safely disregard because they
are concerned not with social relations but with price relations, not with labor
but with production, and not with the human point of view but with the
bourgeois point of view.
Freed from the rigid paths dictated in animals by instinct, human labor becomes
indeterminate, and its various determinate forms henceforth are the products
not ofbiology but ofthe complex interaction between tools and social relations,
technology and society. The subject ofour discussion is not labor "in general,"
but labor in the forms it takes under capitalist relations of production.
Capitalist production requires exchange relations, commodities, and
money, but its differentia specifica is the purchase and sale oflabor power. For
this purpose, three basic conditions become generalized throughout society.
First, workers are separated from the means with which production is carried
instinctive patterns ofbehaviour, which are the product of evolutionary processes. It is
not clear whether man has innate patterns of work behaviour or not." He adds: "It is
possible that man's capacity for learnt, persistent, goal-directed behaviour in groups is
such an innate pattem.,,12 But the sum ofthe wisdom in this statement is that the human
capacity to work noninstinctually may itself be called an instinct. This seems to be a
useless and confusing attempt to force an assimilation of human and animal behavior.
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on, and can gain access to them only by selling their labor power to others.
Second, workers are freed oflegal constraints, such as serfdom or slavery, that
prevent them from disposing of their own labor power. Third, the purpose of
the employment of the worker becomes the expansion of a unit of capital
belonging to the employer, who is thus functioning as a capitalist The labor
process therefore begins with a contract or agreement governing the conditions
ofthe sale oflabor power by the worker and its purchase by the employer.
It is important to take note of the historical character ofthis phenomenon.
While the purchase and sale of labor power has existed from antiquity, * a
substantial class of wage-workers did not begin to form in Europe until the
fourteenth century, and did not become numerically significant until the rise
of industrial capitalism (that is, the production of commodities on a capitalist
basis, as against mercantile capitalism, which merely exchanged the surplus
products of prior forms of production) in the eighteenth century. It has been
the numerically dominant form for little more than a century, and this in only
a few countries. In the United States, perhaps four-fifths ofthe population was
self-employed in the early part of the nineteenth century. By 1870 this had
declined to about one-third and by 1940 to no more than one-fifth; by 1970
only about one-tenth ofthe population was self-employed. We are thus dealing
with a social relation of extremely recent date. The rapidity with which it has
won supremacy in a number of countries emphasizes the extraordinary power
ofthe tendency of capitalist economies to convert all other forms oflabor into
hired labor.
The worker enters into the employment agreement because social condi
tions leave him or her no other way to gain a livelihood. The employer, on the
other hand, is the possessor of a unit of capital which he is endeavoring to
enlarge, and in order to do so he converts part of it into wages. Thus is set in
motion the labor process, which, while it is in general a process for creating
useful values, has now also become specifically a process for the expansion of
capital, the creation of a profit. ** From this point on, it becomes foolhardy to
view the labor process purely from a technical standpoint, as a mere mode of
labor. It has become in addition a process of accumulation of capital. And,
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moreover, it is the latter aspect which dominates in the mind and activities of
the capitalist, into whose hands the control over the labor process has passed.
In everything that follows, therefore, we shall be considering the manner in
which the labor process is dominated and shaped by the accumulation of
capital. *
Labor, like all life processes and bodily functions, is an inalienable
property of the human individual. Muscle and brain cannot be separated from
persons possessing them; one cannot endow another with one's own capacity
for work, no matter at what price, any more than one can eat, sleep, or perform
sex acts for another. Thus, in the exchange, the worker does not surrender to
the capitalist his or her capacity for work. The worker retains it, and the
capitalist can take advantage ofthe bargain only by setting the worker to work.
It is of course understood that the useful effects or products oflabor belong to
the capitalist. But what the worker sells, and what the capitalist buys, is not an
agreed amount oflabor, but the power to labor over an agreed period oftime.
This inability to purchase labor, which is an inalienable bodily and mental
function, and the necessity to purchase the power to perform it, is so fraught
with consequences for the entire capitalist mode ofproduction that it must be
investigated more closely.
When a master employs the services ofa beast ofburden in his production
process, he can do little more than direct into useful channels such natural
abilities as strength and endurance. When he employs bees in the production
ofhoney, silkworms in the making ofsilk, bacteria in the fermentation ofwine,
or sheep in the growing of wool, he can only turn to his own advantage the
instinctual activities or biological functions of these forms of life. Babbage
gave a fascinating example:
A most extraordinary species of manufacture ... has been contrived by an
officer ofengineers residing at Munich. It consists oflace, and veils, with open
patterns in them, made entirely by caterpillars. The following is the mode of
proceeding adopted:-He makes a paste of the leaves ofthe plant, which is the
usual food of the species of caterpillar he employs, and spreads it thinly over
a stone, or other flat substance. He then, with a camel-hair pencil dipped in
olive oil, draws upon the coating of paste the pattem he wishes the insects to

* Aristotle includes "service for hire----<>f this, one kind is employed in the
mechanical arts, the other in unskilled and bodily labor" along with commerce and
usury as the three divisions of exchange which form an unnatural mode ofwealth-get
ting, the natural or "true and proper" modes being through livestock raising and
husbandry. He seems, however, to have in mind the sale 0/ one s labor power rather
than the purchase o/that 0/others as a means to wealth, an attitude the precise opposite
13
of that which is characteristic in the capitalist era.

* This is not the place for a general discussion ofthe capital-accumulation process,
and the economic laws which enforce it on the capitalist regardless of his wishes. The
best discussion remains that ofMarx, and occupies much ofthe first volume of Capital.
especially Part VII. A very clear and compressed exposition of the capitalist drive for
accumulation, considered both as subjective desire and objective necessity, is to be
found in Paul M. Sweezy, The Theory o/Capitalist Development (New York, 1942),
pp. 79-83 and 92-95. This should be supplemented with Paul M. Sweezy and Paul A.
Baran, Monopoly Capital, which is devoted to the conditions of accumulation in the
monopoly period of capitalism (New York, 1966; see especially pp. 42-44 and 67-71).

** Thus Marx says of the process of production that "considered ... as the unity
of the labour-process and the process of producing surplus-value, it is the capitalist
process of production, or capitalist production of commodities.,,14
I
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the output ofthe labor power he has purchased when he sets it to work as labor.
The means he employs may vary from the enforcement upon the worker of the
longest possible working day in the early period of capitalism to the use ofthe
most productive instruments of labor and the greatest intensity of labor, but
they are always aimed at realizing from the potential inherent in labor power
the greatest useful effect oflabor, for it is this that will yield for him the greatest
surplus and thus the greatest profit.
But if the capitalist builds upon this distinctive quality and potential of
human labor power, it is also this quality, by its very indeterminacy, which
places before him his greatest challenge and problem. The coin oflabor has its
obverse side: in purchasing labor power that can do much, he is at the same
time purchasing an undefined quality and quantity. What he buys is infinite in
potential, but in its realization it is limited by the subjective state of the
workers, by their previous history, by the general social conditions under which
they work as well as the particular conditions of the enterprise, and by the
technical setting of their labor. The work actually performed will be affected
by these and many other factors, including the organization ofthe process and
the forms of supervision over it, if any.
This is all the more true since the technical features of the labor process
are now dominated by the social features which the capitalist has introduced:
that is to say, the new relations of production. Having been forced to sell their
labor power to another, the workers also surrender their interest in the labor
process, which has now been "alienated." The labor process has become the
responsibility of the capitalist. In this setting of antagonistic relations of
production, the problem of realizing the "full usefulness" of the labor power
he has bought becomes exacerbated by the opposing interests of those for
whose purposes the labor process is carried on, and those who, on the other
si<;le, carry it on.
Thus when the capitalist buys buildings, materials, tools, machinery, etc.,
he can evaluate with precision their place in the labor process. He knows that
a certain portion of his outlay will be transferred to each unit of production,
and his accounting practices allocate these in the form ofcosts or depreciation.
But when he buys labor time, the outcome is far from being either so certain
or so definite that it can be reckoned in this way, with precision and in advance.
This is merely an expression of the fact that the portion of his capital
expended on labor power is the "variable" portion, which undergoes an
increase in the process of production; for him, the question is how great
that increase will be.
lt thus becomes essential for the capitalist that control over the labor
process pass from the hands of the worker into his own. This transition
presents itself in history as the progressive alienation of the process of

leave open. This stone is then placed in an inclined position, and a number of
the caterpillars are placed at the bottom. A peculiar species is chosen, which
spins a strong web; and the animals commencing at the bottom. eat and spin
their way up to the top, carefully avoiding every part touched by the oil, but
devouring all the rest of the paste. The extreme lightness of these veils,
combined with some strength, is truly surprising.,,15

Notwithstanding the ingenuity displayed by this officer, it is evident that
the entire process is circumscribed by the capacities and predisposition ofthe
caterpillar; and so it is with every form of the use of nonhuman labor. It is
implied in all such employments that the master must put up with the definite
natural limitations of his servitors. Thus, in taking the labor power of animals,
he at the same time takes their labor, because the two, while distinguishable in
theory, are more or less identical in practice, and the most cunning contrivances
can
from the labor power of the animal only minor variations of actual labor.
Human labor, on the other hand, because it is informed and directed by an
understanding which has been socially and culturally developed, is capable of
a vast range of productive activities. The active labor processes which reside
in potential in the labor power of humans are so diverse as to type, manner of
performance, etc., that for all practical purposes they may be said to be infinite,
all the more so as new modes oflabor can easily be invented more rapidly than
they can be exploited. The capitalist finds in this infinitely malleable character
of human labor the essential resource for the expansion of his capital.
It is known that human labor is able to produce more than it consumes,
and this capacity for "surplus labor" i~ sometimes treated as a special and
mystical endowment of humanity or of its labor. In reality it is nothing of
the sort, but is merely a prolongation of working time beyond the point
where labor has reproduced itself, or in other words brought into being its
own means of subsistence or their equivalent. This time will vary with the
intensity and productivity of labor, as well as with the changing require
ments of "subsistence," but for any given state of these it is a definite
duration. The "peculiar" capacity of labor power to produce for the capi
talist after it has reproduced itself is therefore nothing but the extension of
work time beyond the point where it could otherwise come to a halt. An ox
too will have this capacity, and grind out more com than it will eat if kept
to the task by training and compulsion.
The distinctive capacity of human labor power is therefore not its ability
to produce a surplus, but rather its intelligent and purposive character, which
gives it infinite adaptability and which produces the social and cultural
conditions for enlarging its own productivity, so that its surplus product may
be continuously enlarged. From the point of view of the capitalist, this
many-sided potentiality of humans in society is the basis upon which is built
the enlargement ofhis capital. He therefore takes up every means ofincreasing
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production from the worker; to the capitalist, it presents itself as the problem

Chapter 2

of management.
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Industrial capitalism begins when a significant number ofworkers is employed
by a single capitalist. At first, the capitalist utilizes labor as it comes to him
from prior forms of production, carrying on labor processes as they had been
carried on before. The workers are already trained in traditional arts ofindustry
previously practiced in feudal and guild handicraft production. Spinners,
weavers, glaziers, potters, blacksmiths, tinsmiths, locksmiths, joiners, millers,
bakers, etc. continue to exercise in the employ of the capitalist the productive
crafts they had carried on as guild journeymen and independent artisans. These
early workshops were simply agglomerations of smaller units of production,
reflecting little change in traditional methods, and the work thus remained
under the immediate control of the producers in whom was embodied the
traditional knowledge and skills of their crafts.
Nevertheless, as soon as the producers were gathered together, the prob
lem of management arose in rudimentary form. In the first place, functions of
management were brought into being by the very practice of cooperative labor.
Even an assemblage of independently practicing artisans requires coordina
tion, ifone considers the need for the provision ofa workplace and the ordering
of processes within it, the centralization of the supply of materials, even the
most elementary scheduling of priorities and assignments, and the mainte
nance of records of costs, payrolls, materials, finished products, sales, credit,
and the calculation ofprofit and loss. Second, assembly trades like shipbuild
ing and coach making required the relatively sophisticated meshing ofdifferent
kinds oflabor, as did civil engineering works, etc. Again, it was not long before
new industries arose which had little prior handicraft background, among them
sugar refining, soap boiling, and distilling, while at the same time various
primary processes like iron smelting, copper and brass working, and ordnance,
paper and powder making, were completely transformed. All of these required
conceptual and coordination functions which in capitalist industry took the
form of management.
The capitalist assumed these functions as manager by virtue of his own
ership of capital. Under capitalist exchange relations, the time of the workers
he hired was as much his own as were the materials he supplied and the
products that issued from the shop. That this was not understood from the
beginning is attested by the fact that guild and apprenticeship rules and the
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legal restraints common to feudal and guild modes of production all persisted
for a period, and had to be gradually stripped away as the capitalist consoli
dated his powers in society and demolished the juridical features of pre-capi
talist social formations. It was partly for this reason that early manufacturing
tended to gravitate to new towns which were free of guild and feudal regula
tions and traditions. In time, however, law and custom were reshaped to reflect
the predominance of the "free" contract between buyer and seller under which
the capitalist gained the virtually unrestricted power to determine the technical
modes of labor.
The early phases ofindustrial capitalism were marked by a sustained effort
on the part of the capitalist to disregard the difference between labor power
and the labor that can be gotten out of it, and to buy labor in the same way he
bought his raw materials: as a definite quantity of work, completed and
embodied in the product. This attempt took the form of a great variety of
subcontracting and "putting-out" systems. * In the form of domestic labor, it
was to be found in textile, clothing, metal goods (nailing and cutlery), watch
making, hat, wood and leather industries, where the capitalist distributed
materials on a piecework basis to workers for manufacture in their own homes,
through the medium of subcontractors and commission agents. But even in
industries where work could not be taken home, such as coal, tin, and copper
mines, mine workers themselves, working at the face, took contracts singly or
in gangs, either directly or through the mediation ofthe "butty" or subcontract
ing employer of mine labor. The system persisted even in the early factories.
In cotton mills, skilled spinners were put in charge of machinery and engaged
their own help, usually child assistants from among their families and acquain
tances. Foremen sometimes added to their direct supervisory function the
practice of taking a few machines on their own account and hiring labor to
operate them. Pollard identifies practices of this sort not only in mines and
textile mills, but also in carpet and lace mills, ironworks, potteries, building
and civil engineering projects, transport, and quarrying? In the United States,
it has been pointed out, the contract system, in which puddlers and other skilled
iron and steel craftsmen were paid by the ton on a sliding scale pegged to
market prices, and hired their own help, was characteristic ofthis industry until
almost the end of the nineteenth century.3 The following description, by
Maurice Dobb, of the prevalence of such systems well past the middle of the
nineteenth century points to this important fact: that the specifically capitalist
mode of management and thus ofproduction did not become generalized until
relatively recent times, that is, within the last hundred years:

* Sidney Pollard, to whose The Genesis ofModern Management I am indebted
for materials used in this chapter, calls this effort "if not a method of management, at
least a method of evading management."l
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As late as 1870 the immediate employer of many workers was not the large
capitalist but the intermediate sub-contractor who was both an employee and
in tum a small employer of labour. In fact the skilled worker of the middle
nineteenth century tended to be in some measure a sub-contractor, and in
psychology and outlook bore the marks of this status.
It was not only in trades still at the stage ofoutwork and domestic production
that this type of relationship prevailed, with their master gunmakers or nail
masters or saddlers' and coachbuilders' ironmongers, or factors and "foggers"
with domestic workers under them. Even in factory trades the system of
sub-contracting was commOn: a system with its Opportunities for sordid
tyranny and cheating through truck and debt and the payment ofwages in public
houses, against which early trade unionism fought a hard and prolonged battle.
In blast-furnaces there were the bridge-stockers and the stock-takers, paid by
the capitalist according to the tonnage output of the furnace and employing
gangs of men. women, boys and horses to charge the furnace or control the
casting. In coal-mines there were the butties who contracted with the manage
ment for the working 0 f a stall, and employed their own assistants; some butties
having as many as 150 men under them and requiring a special overseer called
a "doggie" to superintend the work. In rolling mills there was the ma~ter-roller,
in brass-foundries and chainfactories the overhand, who at times employed as
many as twenty or thirty; even women workers in button factories employed
girl assistants. When factories first came to the Birmingham small metal trades,
"the idea that the employer should find, as a matter of course, the work places,
plant and materials, and should exercise supervision over the details of the
manufacturing processes, did not spring into existence.,,4

While all such systems involved the payment of wages by piece rates, or
by subcontract rates, it must not be supposed that this in itself was their
essential feature. Piece rates in various forms are common to the present day,
and represent the conversion of time wages into a fonn which attempts, with
very uneven success, to enlist the worker as a willing accomplice in his or her
own exploitation. Today, however, piece rates are combined with the system
atic and detailed contro I on the part ofmanagement over the processes ofwork,
a control which is sometimes exercised more stringently than where time rates
are employed. Rather, the early domestic and subcontracting systems repre
sented a transitional form, a phase during which the capitalist had not yet
assumed the essential function ofmanagement in industrial capitalism, control
over the labor process; for this reason it was incompatible with the overall
development of capitalist production, and survives only in specialized instances.
Such methods of dealing with labor bore the marks of the origins of
industrial capitalism in mercantile capitalism, which understood the buying
and selling of commodities but not their production, and sought to treat labor
like all other commodities. It was bound to prove inadequate, and did so very
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rapidly, even though its survival was guaranteed for a time by the extreme
unevenness of the development of technology, and by the need for technology
to incessantly retrace its own steps and recapitulate, in newer industries, the
stages of its historic development. The subcontracting and "putting out"
systems were plagued by problems of irregularity of production, loss of
materials in transit and through embezzlement, slowness ofmanufacture, lack
of uniformity and uncertainty of the quality of the product. But most of
they were limited by their inability to change the processes of production. *
Based, as Pollard points out, upon a rudimentary division oflabor, the domestic
system prevented the further development of the division of labor. While the
attempt to purchase finished labor, instead of assuming direct control over
labor power, relieved the capitalist of the uncertainties of the latter system by
fixing a definite unit cost, at the same time it placed beyond the reach of the
capitalist much of the potential ofhuman labor that may be made available by
fixed hours, systematic control, and the reorganization of the labor process.
This function, capitalist management soon seized upon with an avidity that
was to make up for its earlier timidity.
The control oflarge bodies ofworkers long antedates the bourgeois epoch. The
Pyramids, the Great Wall of China, extensive networks of roads, aqueducts,
and irrigation canals, the large buildings, arenas, monuments, cathedrals, etc.,
dating from antiquity and medieval times all testify to this. We find an
elementary division of labor in the workshops which produced weapons for
the Roman armies, and the armies of pre-capitalist times exhibit primitive
forms oflater capitalist practices. ** Roman workshops for metalwork, pottery,
leather, glassblowing, brickmaking, and textiles, as well as large agricultural
7
estates, broughttogether scores ofworkers under a single management. These
predecessors, however, were undertaken under conditions of slave or other
unfree forms of labor, stagnant technology, and the absence of the driving
capitalist need to expand each unit of capital employed, and so differed
markedly from capitalist management. The Pyramids were built with the

* On this, David Landes writes: " ... the manufacturer who wanted to increase
output had to get more work out ofthe labour already engaged. Here, however, he again
ran into the internal contradictions of the system. He had no way of compelling his
workers to do a given number of hours of labour; the domestic weaver or craftsman
was master ofhis time, starting and stopping when he desired. And while the employer
could raise the piece rates with a view to encouraging diligence, he usually found that
this actually reduced output." Landes also summarizes othcr "internal contradictions"
s
of this mode of industrial organization.

** "In general," Marx wrote in a letter to Engels, "the army is important for
economic development. For instance, it was in the army that the ancients first fully
developed a wage system.... The division oflabour within one branch was also first
carried out in the armies.,,6
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surplus labor of an enslaved popUlation, with no end in view but the greater
glory of the pharaohs here and in the hereafter. Roads, aqueducts, and canals
were built for their military or civilian usefulness, and not generally on a
profit-making basis. State-subsidized manufactories produced arms or luxury
goods and enjoyed an actual or legal monopoly and large orders from noncom
mercial buyers, courts, or armies. 8 The management required in such situations
remained elementary, and this was all the more true when the labor was that
ofslaves, and sometimes supervised by slaves as well. The capitalist, however,
working with hired labor, which represents a cost for every nonproducing hour,
in a setting of rapidly revolutionizing technology to which his own efforts
perforce contributed, and goaded by the need to show a surplus and accumulate
capital, brought into being a wholly new art of management, which even in its
early manifestations was far more complete, self-conscious, painstaking, and
calculating than anything that had gone before.
There were more immediate precedents for the early industrial capitalist
to draw upon, in the form of mercantile enterprises, plantations,and agricul
tural estates. Merchant capitalism invented the Italian system ofbookkeeping,
with its internal checks and controls; and from merchant capital the industrial
capitalist also took over the structure ofbranch organization subdivided among
responsible managers. Agricultural estates and colonial plantations offered the
experience of a well-developed supervisory routine, particularly since much
early mining (and the construction works that attended it) was carried out on
the Ilgricultural estates of Great Britain under the supervision of estate agents.
Control without centralization of employment was, if not impossible,
certainly very difficult, and so the precondition for management was the
gathering of workers under a single roof. The first effect of such a move was
to enforce upon the workers regular hours of work, in contrast to the self-im
posed pace which included many interruptions, short days and holidays, and
in general prevented a prolongation of the working day for the purpose of
producing a surplus under then-existing technical conditions. Thus Gras writes
in his Industrial Evolution:
It was purely for purposes ofdiscipline, so that the workers could be effectively
controlled under the supervision of foremen, Under one roof, or within a
narrow compass, they could be started to work at sunrise and kept going till
sunset, barring periods for rest and refreshment. And under penalty ofloss of
all employment they could be kept going almost all throughout the year.9

Within the workshops, early management assumed a variety of harsh and
despotic forms, since the creation of a "free labor force" required coercive
methods to habituate the workers to their tasks and keep them working
throughout the day and the year. Pollard notes that "there were few areas of the
country in which modem industries, particularly the textiles, ifcarried on in large
buildings, were not associated with prisons, workhouses, and orphanages.
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becomes a more perfected and subtle instrument. Tradition, sentiment, and
pride in workmanship play an ever weaker and more erratic role, and are
regarded on both sides as manifestations of a better nature which it would be
folly to accommodate. Like a rider who uses reins, bridle, spurs, carrot, whip,
and training from birth to impose his will, the capitalist strives, through
management, to control. And control is indeed the central concept of aU
management systems, as has been recognized implicitly or explicitly by all
theoreticians of management. * Lyndall Urwick, the rhapsodic historian of the
scientific management movement and himself a management consultant for
many decades, understood the historical nature of the problem clearly:

This connection is usually underrated, particularly by those historians who
asswne that the new works recruited free labour only." So widespread does he
find this and other systems of coercion that he concludes that "the modern
industrial proletariat was introduced to its role not so much by attraction or
monetary reward, but by compulsion, force and fear."lo
Legal compulsions and a paralegal structure of punishment within facto
ries were often enlarged into an entire social system covering whole townships.
Pollard gives the example of the enterprise ofAmbrose Crowley, a large mixed
ironworks which carried on both primary processes of iron production and
fabricating. In the second quarter of the eighteenth century this firm employed
more than I ,000 workers, scattered over its central works, warehouses, and
company ships. An extraordinary Book of Laws has survived from this

In the workshops of the Medieval "master," control was based on the obedience
which the customs of the age required the apprentices and journeymen to give
to the man whom they had contracted to serve. But in the later phase ofdomestic
economy the industrial family unit was controlled by the clothier only in so far
as it had to complete a given quantity of cloth according to a certain pattern.
With the advent ofthe modem industrial group in large factories in urban areas,
the whole process of control underwent a fundamental revolution. It was now
the owner or manager of a factory, i.e., the "employer" as he came to be called,
who had to secure or exact from his "employees" a level of obedience and/or
co-operation which would enable him to exercise control. There was no
individual interest in the success ofthe enterprise other than the extent to which
it provided a livelihood. 13

enterprise:
The finn provided a doctor, a clergyman, three schoolmasters and a poor relief,
pension and funeral scheme, and by his instructions and exhortations Crowley
attempted to dominate the spiritual life of his flock, and to make them into
willing and obedient cogs in his machine. It was his express intention that their
whole life, including even their sparse spare time (the nonnal working week
being of eighty hours) should revolve around the task of making the works
profitable. I I
In this method of total economic, spiritual, moral, and physical domina
tion, buttressed by the legal and police constraints of a servile administration
ofjustice in a segregated industrial area, we see the forerunner ofthe company
town familiar in the United States in the recent past as one ofthe most widely
used systems of total control before the rise of industrial unionism.
In all these early efforts, the capitalists were groping toward a theory and
practice of management. Having created new social relations of production,
and having begun to transform the mode ofproduction, they found themselves
confronted by problems ofmanagement which were different not only in scope
but also in kind from those characteristic ofearlier production processes. Under
the special and new relations of capitalism, which presupposed a "free labor
contract," they had to extract from their employees that daily conduct which
would best serve their interests, to impose their will upon their workers while
operating a labor process on a voluntary contractual basis. This enterprise
shared from the first the characterization which Clausewitz assigned to war; it
is movement in a resistant medium because it involves the control ofrefractory

It was not that the new arrangement was "modem," or "large," or "urban"
which created the new situation, but rather the new social relations which now
frame the production process, and the antagonism between those who carry on
the process and those for whose benefit it is carried on, those who manage and
those who execute, those who bring to the factory their labor power, and those
who undertake to extract from this labor power the maximwn advantage for
the capitalist.
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The Division of Labor

The earliest innovative principle of the capitalist mode ofproduction was the
manufacturing division of labor, and in one form or another the division of
labor has remained the fundamental principle of industrial organization. The
division of/abor in capitalist industry is not at all identical with the phenome
non of the distribution of tasks, crafts, or specialties ofproduction throughout
society, for while all known societies have divided their work into productive
specialties, no society before capitalism systematically subdivided the work
of each productive specialty into limited operations. This form of the division
of labor becomes genemlized only with capitalism.
This distinction is made clear, for instance, in Herskovits' description of
the division oflabor in primitive societies:
rarely is any division of labor within an industry---or, as it might be
tenned, subdivision of labor--encountered among nonliterate folk. Such in
tra-industrial specialization would be encountered only in the production of
such larger capital goods as houses, canoes, or fish-weirs. * Even here, it is the
rule in such cultures that an arrangement of this sort is temporary; moreover,
each worker devoting himselfto a part of a specific task is most often competent
to perfonn other phases ofthe work besides that on which he may at the moment
be
... Thus in groups where the primary division of labor is
sex lines, every man or woman not only will know how to do all those things
that men or women habitnally do among them, but must be able to do them
efficiently. As we move to societies ofsomewhat greater economic complexity,
we find that certain men may spend a larger proportion oftheir time than others
doing wood-carving or iron-working, or certain women making pots or weav
ing cloth; but all the members ofthe groups will have some competence in the
techniques controlled by those ofa given sex. In still other nonliterate societies,
certain men and women specialize not only in one technique, but in a certain
type of product, as, for instance, where one woman will devote her time to the

* Herskovits here perfonns the customary economic miracle of transfonning
"houses, canoes, or fish-weirs" into "capital goods," in accordance with the bourgeois
centric view which unself-consciously projects backward and forward throughout
the categories specific to capitalist production, and according to which houses
become "capital" even when they were only structnres people built as dwellings.
JI
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production of pots for everyday use and another make pottery exclusively for
religious rites. It must again be stressed that, except under the most unusual
circumstances, we do not find the kind of organization where one woman
characteristically specializes in gathering the clay, another in fashioning it, and
a third in firing the pots; or, where one man devotes himself to getting wood,
a second to roughly blocking out the proportions ofa stool or figure, and a third
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production; the detailed division of labor destroys occupations considered in
this sense, and renders the worker inadequate to carry through any complete
production process. In capitalism, the social division of labor is enforced
chaotically and anarchically by the market, while the workshop division of
labor is imposed by planning and control. Again in capitalism, the products of
the social division oflabor are exchanged as commodities, while the results of
the operation of the detail worker are not exchanged within the factory as
within a marketplace, but are all owned by the same capital. While the social
division of labor subdivides society, the detailed division of labor subdivides
humans, and while the subdivision of society may enhance the individual and
the species, the subdivision of the individual, when carried on without regard
to human capabilities and needs, is a crime against the person and against
humanity.
The view which ignores the distinction between the social and detailed
divisions of labor is given typical expression in the following comments:
"Social differentiation and division of labor are universal attributes of human
society. Contrary to the view persisting into the recent past that primitive man
lives in completely homogeneous and amorphous groups, modem knowledge
of primitive and peasant communities reveals much complexity and speciali
zation.... Modem specialization cannot therefore be contrasted with an
assumed society or period having no division of labor. The difference is one
of degree and not ofkind.,,4 Wilbert Moore here forces us to assume that the
division of society among trades, crafts, professions "cannot be contrasted"
with the breakup of those occupations, that there is no difference "in kind"
between the practice of farming, cabinetmaking, or blacksmithing, and the
repeated tightening of a single set of bolts hundreds of times each day or the
key punching of thousands of cards each week throughout a lifetime of labor,
because all are expressions of the "division oflabor." On this level of abstrac
tion, obviously, nothing can be learned about the division oflabor, except the
banal and apologetic conclusion that being "universal," each of its manifesta
tions is probably inevitable. Needless to say, this is precisely the conclusion
that bourgeois society prefers.
It is for this reason that the popUlarity of Emile Durkheim's work, The
Division ofLabor in Society, has grown as its applicability to the modem world
has dwindled. Durkheim adopts just such a level ofabstraction in his approach:
"The only way to succeed in objectively appreciating the division of labor is
to study it first in itself, entirely speculatively, to look for its use, and upon
what it depends, and finally, to form as adequate a notion as possible of it.,,5
He proceeds in this fashion, determinedly avoiding the specific social condi
tions under which the division of labor develops in our epoch, celebrating
throughout his proposition that "the ideal of human fraternity can be realized
only in proportion to the progress of the division of labor,,,6 until in the last

to finishing it. I

Herskovits gives us here a picture of a division of labor into crafts, a
differentiation which in the beginning owes much to sex roles. By and large,
however, there is no division of tasks within the crafts. While men or women
may habitually be connected with the making of certain products, they do not
as a rule divide up the separate operations involved in the making of each
product.
This form ofdivision oflabor, characteristic ofall societies, is, ifwe follow
Marx's terminology, called the social division oflabor. It is a derivative of the
specific character ofhuman work: "An animal forms things in accordance with
the standard and the need ofthe species to which it belongs, whilst man knows
how to produce in accordance with the standard ofevery species.,,2 The spider
weaves, the bear fishes, the beaver builds dams and houses, but the human is
simultaneously weaver, fisherman, builder, and a thousand other things com
bined in a manner which, because this takes place in, and is possible only
through, society, soon compels a social division according to craft. Each
individual ofthe human species cannot alone "produce in accordance with the
standard of every species" and invent standards unknown to any animal, but
the species as a whole finds it possible to do this, in part through the social
division oflabor. Thus the social division oflabor is apparently inherent in the
species character of human labor as soon as it becomes social labor, that is,
labor carried on in and through society.
As against this general or social division oflabor, there stands the division
of labor in detail, the manufactnring division oflabor. This is the breakdown
ofthe processes involved in the making ofthe product into manifold operations
performed by different workers.
The practice of regarding the social and the detailed divisions of labor as
a single continuum, a single abstract technical principle, is by far the greatest
source of confusion in discussions of this subject. * The division of labor in
society is characteristic of all known societies; the division of labor in the
workshop is the special product of capitalist society. The social division of
labor divides society among occupations, each adequate to a branch of

* "But, in spite of the numerous analogies and links connecting them," Marx
warned, "division of labour in the interior of a society, and that in the interior of a
workshop, differ not only in degree, but also in kind."3
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tenth of his work he discovers the division oflabor in the factories and offices
ofmodern capitalism, and dubs them "abnormal forms." But, as has been noted
by a recent critic, M. C. Kennedy, "when we inspect these abnormal forms
throughout the world, it becomes difficult to find one clear-cut case of the
normal division of labor." Kennedy is absolutely right when he calls Durk
heim's "normal" form of the division of labor "the ideal of a moralistic
sociologist and not a sociologist ofmorals.,,7 *
Our concern at this point, therefore, is not with the division of labor in
society at large, but within the enterprise; not with the distribution of labor
among various industries and occupations, but with the breakdown of occupa
tions and industrial processes; not with the division oflabor in "production in
general," but within the capitalist mode of production in particular. It is not
"pure technique" that concerns us, but rather the marriage of technique with
the special needs of capital.
The division of labor in production begins with the analysis of the labor
process-that is to say, the separation of the work of production into its
constituent elements. But this, in itself, is not what brings into being the detail
worker. Such an analysis or separation, in fact, is characteristic in every labor
process organized by workers to suit their own needs.
For example, a tinsmith makes a funnel: he draws the elevation view on
sheetmetal, and from this develops the outline of an unrolled funnel and its
bottom spout. He then cuts out each piece with snips and shears, rolls it to its
proper shape, and crimps or rivets the seams. He then rolls the top edge, solders
the seams, solders on a hanging ring, washes away the acid used in soldering,
and rounds the funnel to its final shape. But when he applies the same process
to a quantity of identical funnels, his mode of operation changes. Instead of
laying out the work directly on the material, he makes a pattern and uses it to
mark off the total quantity of funnels needed; then he cuts them all out, one
after the other, rolls them, etc. In this case, instead of making a single funnel
in the course of an hour or two, he spends hours or even days on each step of
'" Georges Friedmann says that had Durkheim lived to see the further development
of the division of labor, "he would have been obliged to consider'abnormal' most of
the forms taken by labour in modem society, both in industry and in administration,
and even more recently in commerce (1 am thinking of the American supermarkets)."g
The idea that anyone writing several generations after the Industrial Revolution, and
after Adam Smith, Babbage, Ure, Marx, and countless others, needed to wait for the
"American supermarkets" to learn about the division of labor in capitalism is not
convincing. But in general, Friedmann's gingerly handling of Durkheim, whom-de
spite the fact that in his succeeding pages he finds little of value in the book-he calls
"the most vigorous mind that has ever worked on this great problem," testifies to the
inflated reputation of Durkheim's contribution.
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the process, creating in each case fixtures, clamps, devices, etc. which would
not be worth making for a single funnel but which, where a sufficiently large
quantity offunnels is to be made, speed each step sufficiently so that the saving
justifies the extra outlay of time. Quantities, he has discovered, will be
produced with less trouble and greater economy of time in this way than by
finishing each funnel individually before starting the next.
In the same way a bookkeeper whose job it is to make out bills and
maintain office records against their future collection will, if he or she works
for a lawyer who has only a few clients at a time, prepare a bill and post it at
once to the proper accounts and the customer statement. But if there are
hundreds ofbills each month, the bookkeeper will accumulate them and spend
a full day or two, from time to time, posting them to the proper accounts. Some
of these postings will now be made by daily, weekly, or monthly totals instead
ofbill by bill, a practice which saves a great deal oflabor when large quantities
are involved; at the same time, the bookkeeper will now make use of other
shortcuts or aids, which become practicable when operations are analyzed or
broken up in this way, such as specially prepared ledger cards, or carbon forms
which combine into a single operation the posting to the customer's account
and the preparation of a monthly statement.
Such methods of analysis of the labor process and its division into
constituent elements have always been and are to this day common in all trades
and crafts, and represent the first form of the subdivision of labor in detail. It
is clear that they satisfY, essentially if not fully, the three advantages of the
division of labor given by Adam Smith in his famous discussion in the first
chapter of The llVealth ofNations:
This great increase in thc quantity of work, which, in consequcnce of the
division of labour, thc same number of people are capable of performing, is
to three different circumstances; first, to the increase of dexterity in
every particular workman; secondly, to the saving of the time which is
commonly lost in passing from one species of work to another; and lastly, to
the invention ofa great number ofmachines which facilitate and abridge labour,
9
and enable one man to do the work of many.

The example which Smith gives is the making ofpins, and his description
is as follows:
One man draws out the wire, another straightens it, a third cuts it, a fourth points
it, a fifth grinds it at the top for receiving the head; to make the head requires
two or three distinct operations; to put it on, is a peculiar business, to whiten
the pins is another; it is even a trade by itself to put them into the paper; and
the important business of making a pin is, in this manner, divided into about
eighteen distinct operations, which, in some manufactories, are all performed
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by distinct hands, though in others the same man will sometimes perform two
or three of them. \0
In this example, the division of labor is carried one step further than in the
examples of the tinsmith and the bookkeeper. Not only are the operations
separated from each other, but they are assigned to different workers. Here we
have not just the analysis of the labor process but the creation of the detail
worker. Both steps depend upon the scale of production: without sufficient
quantities they are impracticable. Each step represents a saving in labor time.
The greatest saving is embodied in the analysis of the process, and a further
saving, the extent varying with the nature ofthe process, is to be found in the
separation of operations among different workers. *
The worker may break the process down, but he never voluntarily converts
himself into a lifelong detail worker. This is the contribution of the capitalist,
who sees no reason why, if so much is to be gained from the first step--analy
sis--and something more gained from the second-breakdown among work
ers--he should not take the second step as well as the first. That the first step
breaks up only the process, while the second dismembers the worker as well,
means nothing to the capitalist, and all the less since, in destroying the craft as
a process under the control of the worker, he reconstitutes it as a process under

* The distinction between the analysis ofthe labor process and the creation of the
detail worker may be seen in these lines from a special report presented by George
Wallis to the House ofCommons about the American worker ofthe nineteenth century:
"... the American working boy develops rapidly into the skilled artizan, and having
once mastered one part of his business, he is never content until he has mastered all.
Doing one mechanical operation well, and only that one, does not satisfy him or his
employer. He is ambitious to do something more than a set task, and, therefore, he must
learn all. The second part of his trade he is allowed to learn as a reward for becoming
master of the first, and so on to the end, if he may be said ever to arrive at that. The
restless activity of mind and body--the anxiety to improve his own department of
industry--the facts constantly before him ofingenious men who have solved economic
and mechanical problems to their own profit and elevation, are all stimulative and
encouraging; and it may be said that there is not a working boy of average ability in the
New England States, at least, who has not an idea of some mechanical invention or
improvement in manufactures....
"... Nor does this knowledge of the two or three departments ofone trade, or even
the pursuit of several trades by one individual, interfere so much with the systematic
division of labour as may be supposed. In most instances the change ofemployment is
only made at convenient periods, or as a relief to the workman from the monotony of
always doing one thing.... There is, however, one drawback to this otherwise successful
violation of the economic law of sub-division. It is unfavourable to that perfect skill of
hand, and marvellous accuracy, which is always to be found associated with the constant
direction of attention and practice of the workman to one thing; and this is often very
apparent in most of thc manufactured articles of America.,,]l
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his own controL He can now count his gains in a double sense, not only in
productivity but in management control, since that which mortally injures the
worker is in this case advantageous to him. *
The effect of these advantages is heightened by still another which, while
it is given surprisingly little mention in economic literature, is certainly the
most compelling reason of all for the immense popularity of the division of
tasks among workers in the capitalist mode of production, and for its rapid
spread. It was not formulated clearly nor emphasized strongly until a half-cen
tury after Smith, by Charles Babbage.
In "On the Division of Labour," Chapter XIX of his On the Economy of
Machinery and Manufactures, the first edition ofwhich was published in 1832,
Babbage noted that "the most important and influential cause [of savings from
the division of labor] has been altogether unnoticed." He recapitulates the
classic arguments of William Petty, Adam Smith, and the other political
economists, quotes from Smith the passage reproduced above about the "three
different circumstances" of the division of labor which add to the productivity
oflabor, and continues:
Now, although all these are important causes, and each has its influence on the
result; yet it appears to me, that any explanation of the cheapness of manufac
tured articles, as consequent upon the division of labour, would be incomplete
if the following principle were omitted to be stated,
That the master manufacturer, by dividing the work to be executed into
different processes, each requiring difforent degrees ofskill or offorce, can
purchase exactly that precise quantity of both which is necessary for each
process; whereas, if the whole work were executed by one workman, that
person must possess sufficient skill to peifonn the most difficult, and sufficient
strength to execute the most laborious, ofthe operations into which the art is
divided. 13
To put this all-important principle another way, in a society based upon
the purchase and sale oflabor power, dividing the craft cheapens its individual

* "We have much studied and perfected, of late, the great civilised invention of
the division of labour; only we
it a false name. It is not, truly speaking, the labour
that is divided; but the men: divided into mere segments of men-broken into small
fragments and crumbs of life; so that all the little piece of intelligence that is left in a
man is not enough to make a pin, or a nail, but exhausts itself in making the point of a
pin, or the head ofa nail. Now it is a good and desirable thing, truly, to make many pins
in a day; but ifwe could only see with what crystal sand their points were polished-
sand of human soul, much to be magnified before it can be discerned for what it is--we
should think there might be some loss in it also. And the great cry that rises from all
our manufacturing cities, louder than the furnace blast, is all in very deed for this--that
we manufacture everything there except men .. ," Thus Ruskin.12
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parts. To clarifY this point, Babbage gives us an example drawn, like Smith's,
from pin manufacture. He presents a table for the labor employed, by type (that
is, by age and sex) and by pay, in the English manufacture ofthose pins known
in his day as "Elevens.,,14
Drawing wire

Man

3s. 3d. per day

Straightening wire

Woman
Girl

Is.Od.
Os.6d.

Pointing

Man

5s.3d.

Boy
Man

Os.
5s.4 1/2d.

and cutting heads
Heading
or whitening
Papering

Woman

Is. 3d.

Man
Woman

6s.0d.
3s.0d.

Woman

Is.6d.

It is clear from this tabulation, as Babbage points out, that ifthe minimum
pay for a craftsman capable of performing all operations is no more than the
highest pay in the above listing, and if such craftsmen are employed exclu
sively, then the labor costs of manufacture would be more than doubled, even
if the very same division of labor were employed and even if the craftsmen
produced pins at the very same speed as the detail workers. *
Let us add another and later example, taken from the first assembly line
in American industry, the meatpacking conveyor (actually a disassembly line).
1. R. Commons has realistically included in this description, along with the
usual details, the rates of pay of the workers:
It would be difficult to find another industry where division of labor has been

so ingeniously and microscopically worked out. The animal has been surveyed
and laid off like a map; and the men have been classified in over thirty
specialties and twenty rates of pay, from 16 cents to 50 cents an hour. The
50-cent man is restricted to using the knife on the most delicate parts of the
hide (floorman) or to using the ax in splitting the backbone (splitter); and
wherever a less-skilled man can be slipped in at 18 cents, 18 1/2 cents, 20 cents,
21 cents, 221/2 cents, 24 cents, 25 cents, and so on, a place is made for him,
and an occupation mapped out. In working on the hide alone there are nine
positions, at eight different rates of pay. A 20-cent man pulls off thc tail, a

* Not all economists have missed this point. Alfred Marshall called it "Babbage's
great principle of economical production.,,15 But Marshall, after all, wrote at a time
when economists were still interested in the way things worked in the real world.

22 112-cent man pounds off another part where good leather is not found, and
the knife of the 40-cent man cuts a different texture and has a different "feel"
from that of the 50-cent man. 16

Babbage's principle is fundamental to the evolution ofthe division oflabor
in capitalist society. It gives expression not to a technical aspect ofthe division
oflabor, but to its social aspect. Insofar as the labor process may be dissociated,
it may be separated into elements some of which are simpler than others and
each of which is simpler than the whole. Translated into market terms, this
means that the labor power capable of performing the process may be pur
chased more cheaply as dissociated elements than as a capacity integrated in
a single worker. Applied first to the handicrafts and then to the mechanical
crafts, Babbage 's principle eventually becomes the underlying force governing
all forms of work in capitalist society, no matter in what setting or at what
hierarchical level.
In the mythology of capitalism, the Babbage principle is presented as an
effort to "preserve scarce skills" by putting qualified workers to tasks which
"only they can perform," and not wasting "social resources." It is presented as
a response to "shortages" of skilled workers or technically trained people,
whose time is best used "efficiently" for the advantage of "society." But
however much this principle may manifest itself at times in the fOIm of a
response to the scarcity of skilled labor-for example, during wars or other
periods of rapid expansion ofproduction-this apology is on the whole false,
The capitalist mode of production systematically destroys all-around skills
where they exist, and brings into being skills and occupations that correspond
to its needs, Technical capacities are henceforth distributed on a strict "need
to know" basis. The generalized distribution of knowledge of the productive
process among all its participants becomes, from this point on, not merely
"unnecessary," but a positive barrier to the functioning of the capitalist mode
of production.
Labor power has become a commodity. Its uses are no longer organized
according to the needs and desires ofthose who sell it, but rather according to
the needs of its purchasers, who are, primarily, employers seeking to expand
the value of their capital. And it is the special and permanent interest of these
purchasers to cheapen this commodity. The most common mode of cheapen
ing labor power is exemplified by the Babbage principle: break it up into its
simplest elements. And, as the capitalist mode ofproduction creates a working
population suitable to its needs, the Babbage principle is, by the very shape of
this "labor market," enforced upon the capitalists themselves.
Every step in the labor process is divorced, so far as possible, from special
knowledge and training and reduced to simple labor. Meanwhile, the relatively
few persons for whom special knowledge and training are reserved are freed
so far as possible from the obligations of simple labor. In this way, a structure
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is given to all labor processes that at its extremes polarizes those whose time
is infinitely valuable and those whose time is worth almost nothing. This might
even be called the general law of the capitalist division of labor. It is not the
sole force acting upon the organization of work, but it is certainly the most
powerful and generaL Its results, more or less advanced in every industry and
occupation, give massive testimony to its validity. It shapes not only work, but
populations as well, because over the long run it creates that mass of simple
labor which is the primary feature of populations in developed capitalist
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countries.

The classical economists were the first to approach the problems of the
organization oflabor within capitalist relations ofproduction from a theoretical
point of view. They may thus be called the first management experts, and their
work was continued in the latter part of the Industrial Revolution by such men
as Andrew Ure and Charles Babbage. Between these men and the next step,
the comprehensive formulation of management theory in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, there lies a gap ofmore than halfa century during
which there was an enormous growth in the size ofenterprises, the beginnings
ofthe monopolistic organization ofindustry, and the purposive and systematic
application of science to production. The scientific management movement
initiated by Frederick Winslow Taylor in the last decades of the nineteenth
century was brought into being by these forces. Logically, Taylorism belongs
to the chain of development of management methods and the organization of
labor, and not to the development of technology, in which its role was minor. *
Scientific management, so-called, is an attempt to apply the methods of
science to the increasingly complex problems ofthe control oflabor in rapidly
growing capitalist enterprises. It lacks the characteristics of a true science
because its assumptions reflect nothing more than the outlook of the capitalist
with regard to the conditions of production. It starts, despite occasional
protestations to the contrary, not from the human point of view but from the
capitalist point of view, from the point of view of the management of a
refractory work force in a setting of antagonistic social relations. It does not
attempt to discover and confront the cause of this condition, but accepts it as
an inexorable given, a "natural" condition. It investigates not labor in general,
but the adaptation of labor to the needs of capital. It enters the workplace not
as the representative of science, but as the representative of management
masquerading in the trappings of science.
A comprehensive and detailed outline of the principles of Taylorism is
essential to our narrative, not because of the things for which it is popularly
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known----stopwatch, speed-up, etc.--but because behind these commonplaces
there lies a theory which is nothing less than the explicit verbalization of the
capitalist mode of production. But before I begin this presentation, a number
of introductory remarks are required to clarify the role of the Taylor school in
the development of management theory.
It is impossible to overestimate the importance of the scientific manage
ment movement in the shaping of the modem corporation and indeed all
institutions of capitalist society which carry on labor processes. The popu
lar notion that Taylorism has been "superseded" by later schools of indus
trial psychology or "human relations," that it "failed"--because ofTaylor's
amateurish and naive views of human motivation or because it brought
about a storm oflabor opposition or because Taylor and various successors
antagonized workers and sometimes management as well--or that it is
"outmoded" because certain Taylorian specifics like functional foreman
ship or his incentive-pay schemes have been discarded for more sophisti
cated methods: all these represent a woeful misreading of the actual
dynamics of the development of management.
Taylor dealt with the fundamentals of the organization of the labor
process and ofcontrol over it. The later schools ofHugo Miinsterberg, Elton
Mayo, and others of this type dealt primarily with the adjustment of the
worker to the ongoing production process as that process was designed by
the industrial engineer. The successors to Taylor are to be found in engi
neering and work design, and in top management; the successors to Miin
sterberg and Mayo are to be found in personnel departments and schools of
industrial psychology and sociology. Work itself is organized according to
Taylorian principles, while personnel departments and academics have
busied themselves with the selection, training, manipulation, pacification,
and adjustment of "manpower" to suit the work processes so organized.
Taylorism dominates the world of production; the practitioners of "human
relations" and "industrial psychology" are the maintenance crew for the
human machinery. If Taylorism does not exist as a separate school today,
that is because, apart from the bad odor of the name, it is no longer the
property of a faction, since its fundamental teachings have become the
bedrock of all work design. * Peter F. Drucker, who has the advantage of

* "As a separate movement," says George Soule, "it virtually disappeared in the
great depression ofthe 1930 '8, but by that time knowledge ofit had become widespread
in industry and its methods and philosophy were commonplaces in many schools of
engineering and business management.,,2 In other words, Taylorism is "outmoded" or
"superseded" only in the sense that a sect which has become generalized and broadly
accepted disappears as a sect.
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considerable direct experience as a management consultant, is emphatic on
thisscore:
Personnel Administration and Human Relations are the things talked about and
written about whenever the management of worker and work is being dis
cussed. They are the things the Personnel Department concerns itself with. But
they are not the concepts that underlie the actual management of worker and
work in American industry. This concept is Scientific Management. Scientific
Management focuses on the work. Its core is the organized study ofwork, the
ofwork into its simplest elements and the systematic improvement of
the worker's performance of each of these elements. Scientific Management
has both basic concepts and easily applicable tools and techniques. And it has
no difficulty proving the contribution it makes; its results in the form ofhigher
output are visible and readily measurable.
Indeed, Scientific Management is all but a systematic philosophy ofworker
and work. Altogether it may well be the most powerful as well as the most
contribution America has made to Western thought since the Federalist
Papers?

The use of experimental methods in the study of work did not begin with
Taylor; in fact, the self-use ofsuch methods by the craftsman is part ofthe very
practice ofa craft. But the study ofwork by or on behalf ofthose who manage
it rather than those who perform it seems to have come to the fore only with
the capitalist epoch; indeed, very little basis for it could have existed before.
The earliest references to the study of work correspond to the beginnings of
the capitalist era: such a reference, for example, is found in the History 0/ the
Royal Society a/London, and dates from the middle ofthe seventeenth century.
We have already mentioned the classical economists. Charles Babbage, who
not only wrote penetrating discussions ofthe organization ofthe labor process
in his day, but applied the same concept to the division of mental labor, and
who devised an early calculating "engine," was probably the most direct
forerunner of Taylor, who must have been familiar with Babbage's work even
though he never referred to it. France had a long tradition of attempting the
scientific study ofwork, starting with Louis XIV's minister Colbert; including
military engineers like Vauban and Belidor and especially Coulomb, whose
physiological studies ofexertion in labor are famous, through Marey, who used
smoked paper cylinders to make a graphic record of work phenomena; and
culminating in Henri Fayol, a contemporary ofTaylor, who in his General and
Industrial Management attempted a set of principles aimed at securing total
enterprise control by way of a systematic approach to administrations. 4 The
publication of management manuals, the discussions of the problems of
management, and the increasingly sophisticated approach taken in practice in
the second half ofthe nineteenth century lend support to the conclusion of the
historians of the scientific management movement that Taylor was the
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culmination of a pre-existing trend: "What Taylor did was not to invent
something quite new, but to synthesize and present as a reasonably coherent
whole ideas which had been germinating and gathering force in Great Britain
and the United States throughout the nineteenth century. He gave to a discon
nected series of initiatives and experiments a philosophy and a titie."s
Taylor has little in common with those physiologists or psychologists who
have attempted, before or after him, to gather information about human
capacities in a spirit of scientific interest. Such records and estimates as he did
produce are crude in the extreme, and this has made it easy for such critics as
Georges Friedmann to poke holes in his various "experiments" (most ofwhich
were not intended as experiments at all, but as forcible and hyperbolic dem
onstrations). Friedmann treats Taylorism as though it were a "science ofwork,"
where in reality it is intended to be a science ofthe management ofothers 'work
under capitalist conditions. 6 It is not the "best way" to do work "in general"
that Taylor was seeking, as Friedmann seems to assume, but an answer to the
specific problem of how best to control alienated labor--that is to say, labor
power that is bought and sold.
The second distinctive feature of Taylor's thought was his concept of
control. Control has been the essential feature of management throughout its
history, but with Taylor it assumed unprecedented dimensions. The stages of
management control over labor before Taylor had included, progressively: the
gathering together ofthe workers in a workshop and the dictation ofthe length
of the working day; the supervision of workers to ensure diligent, intense, or
uninterrupted application; the enforcement of rules against distractions (talk
ing, smoking, leaving the workplace, etc.) that were thought to interfere with
application; the setting of production minimums; etc. A worker is under
management control when subjected to these rules, or to any oftheir extensions
and variations. But Taylor raised the concept ofcontrol to an entirely new plane
when he asserted as an absolute necessity for adequate management the
dictation to the worker ofthe precise manner in which work is to be performed.
That management had the right to "control" labor was generally assumed
before Taylor, but in practice this right usually meant only the general setting
of tasks, with little direct interference in the worker's mode of performing
them. Taylor's contribution was to overturn this practice and replace it by its
opposite. Management, he insisted, could be only a limited and frustrated
undertaking so long as it left to the worker any decision about the work. His
"system" was simply a means for management to achieve control ofthe actual
mode of performance of every labor activity, from the simplest to the most
complicated. To this end, he pioneered a far greater revolution in the division
of labor than any that had gone before.
Taylor created a simple line of reasoning and advanced it with a logic and
clarity, a naive openness, and an evangelical zeal which soon won him a strong
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following among capitalists and managers. His work began in the 1880s but it
was notll11til the I 890s that he began to lecture, read papers, and publish results.
His own engineering training was limited, but his grasp of shop practice was
superior, since he had served a four-year combination apprenticeship in two
trades, those ofpattemmaker and machinist. The spread ofthe Taylor approach
was not limited to the United States and Britain; within a short time it became
popular in all industrial countries. In France it was called, in the absence of a
suitable word for management, "1' organisation scientifique du travail" (later
changed, when the reaction against Taylorism set in, to "1 'organisation ration
nelle du travail"). In Germany it was known simply as rationalization; the
German corporations were probably ahead of everyone else in the practice of
this technique, even before World War 1. 7
Taylor was the scion of a well-to-do Philadelphia family. After preparing
for Harvard at Exeter he suddenly dropped out, apparently in rebellion against
his father, who was directing Taylor toward his own profession, the law. He
then took the step, extraordinary for anyone of his class, of starting a craft
apprenticeship in a firm whose owners were social acquaintances of his
parents. When he had completed his apprenticeship, he took ajob at common
labor in the Midvale Steel Works, also owned by friends of his family and
technologically one of the most advanced companies in the steel industry.
Within a few months he had passed through jobs as clerk and joumeyman
machinist, and was appointed gang boss in charge of the lathe department.
In his psychic makeup, Taylor was an exaggerated example of the obses
sive-compulsive personality: from his youth he had counted his steps, meas
ured the time for his various activities, and analyzed his motions in a search
for "efficiency." Even when he had risen to importance and fame, he was still
something of a figure of fun, and his appearance on the shop floor produced
smiles. The picture ofhis personality that emerges from a study recently done
by Sudhir Kakar justifies calling him, at the very least, a neurotic crank. 8 These
traits fitted him perfectly for his role as the prophet of modem capitalist
management, since that which is neurotic in the individual
in capitalism,
normal and socially desirable for the functioning of society.
Shortly after Taylor became gang boss, he entered upon a struggle with
the machinists under him. Because this struggle was a classic instance of the
manner in which the antagonistic relations of production express themselves
in the workplace, not only in Taylor's time but before and after, and since Taylor
drew from this experience the conclusions that were to shape his subsequent
thinking, it is necessary to quote at length here from his description of the
events. * The following account, one of several he gave of the battle, is taken

* Extracts ofconsiderable length from Taylor's several writings will appear in this
chapter. This is because Taylor is still the most useful source for any study of scientific
management. In the storms of opposition that followed Taylorism, few ventured to put
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from his testimony, a quarter-century later, before a Special Committee of the
U.S. House of Representatives:

should have hardly gone into such a fight as this--deliberately attempting to
force the men to do something they did not propose to do.
We fought on the management's side with all the usual methods, and the
workmen fought on their side with all their usual methods. I began by going
to the management and telling them perfectly plainly, even before I accepted
the gang boss-ship, what would happen. I said, "Now these men will show you,
and show you conclusively, that, in the first place, I know nothing about my
business; and that in the second place, I am a liar, and you are being fooled,
and they will bring any amount of evidence to prove these facts beyond a
shadow of a doubt." I said to the management, "The only thing I ask you, and
I must have your firm promise, is that when I say a thing is so you will take
my word against the word of any 20 men or any 50 men in the shop:' I
"If you won't do that, I won't lift my finger toward increasing the output of
this shop." They agreed to it and stuck to it, although many times they were on
the verge of believing I was both incompetent and untruthful.
Now, I think it perhaps desirable to show the way in which that fight was
conducted.
I began, of course, by directing some one man to do more work than he had
done before, and then I got on the lathe myself and showed him that it could
be done. In spite of this, he went ahead and tumed out exactly the same old
output and refused to adopt better methods or to work quicker until finally I
laid him offand got another man inhis place. This new man--I could not blame
him in the least under the circumstances--tumed right around and joined the
other fellows and refused to do any more work than the rest. After trying this
policy for a while and failing to get any results I said distinctly to the fellows,
"Now, I am a mechanic; I am a machinist. I do not want to take the next step,
bccause it will be contrary to what you and I look upon as our interest as
machinists, but I will take it ifyou fellows won't compromise with me and get
more work off of these lathes, but I warn you if! have to take this step it will
be a durned mean one." I took it.
I hunted up some especially intelligent laborers who were competent men,
but who had not had the opportunity of learning a trade, and I deliberately
taught these men how to run a lathe and how to work right and fast. Evcry one
of these laborers promised me, "Now, if you will teach me the machinist's
trade, when I learn to run a lathe I will do a fair day's work," and every solitary
man, when I had taught them their trade, one after another turned right around
and joined the rest of the fellows and refused to work one bit faster.
That looked as if I were up against a stone wall, and for a time I was up
against a stone wall. I did not blame even these laborers in my heart, my
sympathy was with them all of the time, but I am telling you the facts as they
then existed in the machine shops ofthis country, and in truth, as they still exist.

Now, the machine shop ofthe Midvale Steel Works was a piecework shop. All
the work practically was done on pieccwork, and it ran night and day-five
nights in the week and six days. Two scts of men came on, one to run the
machines at night and the other to run them in the
We who were the workmen of that shop had the quantity output carefully
agreed upon for everything that was turned out in the shop. We limited the
output to about, I should think, one-third ofwhat we could very well have done.
Wc felt justified in doing this, owing to the piecework system-that is, owing
to the necessity for soldiering under the piecework system-which I pointed
out yesterday.
As soon as I became gang boss the men who were working under me and
who, of course, knew that I was onto the whole game of soldiering or
deliberately restricting output, came to me at once and said, "Now, Fred, you
are not going to be a damn piecework
are you?"
I said, "If you fellows mean you arc afraid I am going to try to get a larger
output from these lathes," I said, "Yes; I do propose to get more work out." I
said, "You must remember I have been square with you fellows up to now and
worked with you. I have not broken a single rate. I have been on your side of
the fence. But now I have accepted ajob under the management ofthis company
and I am on the other side ofthe fence, and I will tell you perfectly frankly that
I am going to try to get a bigger output from those lathes." They answered,
"Then, you are going to be a damned
I said, "Well, if you fellows put it that way, all right." They said, "We warn
you, Fred, ifyou try to bust any of these rates, we will have you over the fence
in six weeks." I said, "That is all right; I will tell you fellows again frankly that
I propose to try to get a bigger output off these machines."
Now, that was the beginning of a piecework fight that lasted for nearly three
years, as I remember it--two or three years--in which I was doing everything
in my power to increase the output ofthe shop, while the men were absolutely
determined that the output should not be increased. Anyone who has been
such a fight knows and dreads the meanness of it and the bitterness of
it. I believe that if I had been an older man--a man of more experience-I
the case so baldly as did Taylor, in his naive assumption that all reasonable people,
including workers, would see the supreme rationality of his argument and accede to
it. What he avows openly are the now-unacknowledged private assumptions of man
agement. On the other hand, most of the academic commentators on Taylor are of
limited usefulness, since everything that is so clear in Taylor becomes blurred or
misunderstood. Kakar's book is a useful exception, despite his conventional conclusion
that "with Taylor's ends there is no quarrel."
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Fortunately, I had told the manage~ent in advance that this would happen,
so they backed me up fully. When they began breaking their machines, I said
to the men, "All right; from this time on, any accident that happens in this shop,
every time you break any part of a machine you will have to pay part of the
cost of repairing it or else quit. I don't care if the rooffalls in and breaks your
machine, you will pay all the same." Every time a man broke anything I fmed
him and then turned the money over to the mutual benefit association, so that
in the end it came back to the men. But I fined them, right or wrong. They could
always show every time an accident happened that it was not their fault and
that it was an impossible thing for them not to break their machine under the
circumstances. Finally, when they found that these tactics did not produce the
desired effect on the management, they got sick and tired of being fined, their
opposition broke down, and they promised to do a fair day's work.
After that we were good friends, but it took three years of hard fighting to
bring this about. 10

When 1 had trained enough ofthese laborers so that they could run the lathes,
1 went to them and said, "Now, you men to whom I have taught a trade are in
a totally different position from the machinists who were running these lathes
before you came here.
one of you agreed to do a certain thing for me if
I taught you a trade, and now not one ofyou will keep his word. I did not break
my word with you, but every one of you has broken his word with me. Now,
I have not any mercy on you; I have not the slightest hesitation in treating you
entirely differently from the machinists." I said, "I know that very heavy social
pressure has been put upon you outside the works to keep you from carrying
out your agreement with me, and it is very difficult for you to stand out against
this pressure, but you ought not to have made your bargain with me if you did
not intend to keep your end of it. Now, I am going to cut your rate in two
tomorrow and you are going to work for half price from now on. But all you
will have to do is to turn out a fair day's work and you can earn better wages
than you have been earning."
These men, of course, went to the management, and protested that I was a
tyrant, and a nigger driver, and for a long time they stood right by the rest of
the men in the shop and refused to increase their output a particle. Finally, they
all of a sudden gave right in and did a fair day's work.
I want to call your attention, gentlemen, to the bitterness that was stirred up
in this fight before the men finally gave in, to the meanness of it, and the
contemptible conditions that exist under the old piecework system, and to show
you what it leads to. In this contest, after my first fighting blood which was
stirred up through strenuous opposition had subsided, I did not have any
bitterness against any particular man or men. My anger and hard feelings were
stirred up against the system; not against the men. Practically all of those men
were my friends, and many of them are still my friends.* As soon as I began
to be successful in forcing the men to do a fair day's work, they played what
is usually the winning card. I knew that it was corning. I had predicted to the
owners of the company what would happen when we began to win, and had
warned them that they must stand by me; so that I had the backing of the
company in taking effective steps to checkmate the final move of the men.
Every time I broke a rate or forced one ofthe new men whom I had trained to
work at a reasonable and proper speed, some one of the machini~s would
deliberately break some part ofhis machine as an object lesson to fmonstrate
to the management that a fool foreman was driving the men to overload their
machines until they broke. Almost every day ingenious accidents were
planned, and these happened to machines in different parts of the shop, and
were, of course, always laid to the fool foreman who was driving the men and
the machines beyond their proper limit.
* This particular bit of mythomania was typical ofthe man; there was apparently
no truth to it. Kakar calls it "characteristic of the obsessional personality.,,9
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The issue here turned on the work content of a day's labor power, which
Taylor defines in the phrase "a fair day's work." To this tenn he gave a crude
physiological interpretation: all the work a worker can do without injury to his
health, at a pace that can be sustained throughout a working lifetime. (In
practice, he tended to define this level of activity at an extreme limit, choosing
a pace that only a few could maintain, and then only under strain.) Why a "fair
day's work" should be defined as a physiological maximum is never made
clear. In attempting to give concrete meaning to the abstraction "fairness," it
would make just as much if not more sense to express a fuir day's work as the
amount oflabor necessary to add to the product a value equal to the worker's pay;
under such conditions, of course, profit would be impossible. The phrase "a fair
day's work" must therefore be regarded as inherently meaningless, and filled with
such content as the adversaries in the purchase-sale relationship try to give it.
Taylor set as his objective the maximum or "optimum" that can be
obtained from a day's labor power. "On the part ofthe men," he said in his first
book, "the greatest obstacle to the attainment ofthis standard is the slow pace
which they adopt, orthe loafing or 'soldiering,' marking time, as it is called."
In each of his later expositions of his system, he begins with this same point,
underscoring it heavily. I I The causes ofthis soldiering he breaks into two parts:
"This loafing or soldiering proceeds from two causes. First, from the natural
instinct and tendency of men to take it easy, which may be called natural
soldiering. Second, from more intricate second thought and reasoning caused
by their relations with other men, which may be called systematic soldiering."
The first of these he quickly puts aside, to concentrate on the second: "The
natural laziness of men is serious, but by far the greatest evil from which both
workmen and employers are suffering is the systematic soldiering which is
almost universal under all the ordinary schemes of management and which
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results from a careful study on the part of the workmen of what they think will
promote their best interests."
The greater part of systematic soldiering ... is done by the men with the
deliberate object of keeping thcir employers ignorant of how fast work can be
done.
So universal is soldiering for this purpose, that hardly a competent workman
can be found in a large establishmcnt, whether he works by the day or on piece
work, contract work or under any of the ordinary systems of compensating
labor, who does not devote a considerable part of his time to studying just how
slowly he can work and still eonvince his employer that he is going at a good paee.
The causes for this are, briefly, that practieally all employers determine upon
a maximum sum which they feel it is right for each oftheir classes ofemployes
to earn per day, whether their men work by the day or piece. 12

That the pay of labor is a socially determined figure, relatively inde
pendent of productivity, among employers of similar types of labor power in
any given period was thus known to Taylor. Workers who produce twice or
three times as much as they did the day before do not thereby double or triple
their pay, but may be given a small incremental advantage over their fellows,
an advantage which disappears as their level of production becomes general
ized. The contest over the size of the portion of the day's labor power to be
embodied in each product is thus relatively independent of the level of pay,
which responds chiefly to market, social, and historical factors. The worker
learns this from repeated experiences, whether working under day or piece
rates: "It is, however," says Taylor, "under piece work that the art ofsystematic
soldiering is thoroughly developed. After a workman has had the price per
piece ofthe work he is doing lowered two or three times as a result ofhis having
worked harder and increased his output, he is likely to entirely lose sight ofhis
employer's side of the case and to become imbued with a grim determination
to have no more cuts if soldiering can prevent it.,,13 To this it should be added
that even where a piecework or "incentive" system allows the worker to
increase his pay, the contest is not thereby ended but only exacerbated,
because the output records now determine the setting and revision of pay
rates.
Taylor always took the view that workers, by acting in this fashion, were
behaving rationally and with an adequate view of their own best interests. He
claimed, in another account of his Midvale battle, that he conceded as much
even in the midst of the struggle: "His workman friends came to him [Taylor]
continually and asked him, in a personal, friendly way, whether he would
advise them, for their own best interest, to tum out more work. And, as a truthful
man, he had to tell them that ifhe were in their place he would fight against
turning out any more work, just as they were doing, because under the
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piece-work system they would be allowed to earn no more wages than they
had been earning, and yet they would be made to work harder.,,14 *
The conclusions which Taylor drew from the baptism by fire he received
in the Midvale struggle may be summarized as follows: Workers who are
controlled only by general orders and discipline are not adequately controlled,
because they retain their grip on the actual processes of labor. So long as they
control the labor process itself, they will thwart efforts to realize to the full the
potential inherent in their labor power. To change this situation, control over
the labor process must pass into the hands ofmanagement, not only in a formal
sense but by the control and dictation ofeach step ofthe process, including its
mode ofperformance. In pursuit of this end, no pains are too great, no efforts
excessive, because the results will repay all efforts and expenses lavished on
this demanding and costly endeavor. **

* In this respect, the later industrial sociologists took a step backward from Taylor.
Rather than face the fact of a conflict of interests, they interpreted the behavior of
workers in refusing to work harder and earn more under piece rates as "irrational" and
"noneconomic" behavior, in contrast to that of management, which always behaved
rationally. And this despite the fact that, in the observations made at the Hawthorne plant
of Western Electric from which the "human relations" school emerged, the "lowest
producer in the room ranked first in intelligence and third in dexterity; the highest
producer in the room was seventh in dexterity and lowest in inteIligence.,,15
At least one economist, William M. Leiserson, has given a proper judgment on workers'
rationality in this connection: "... the same conditions that lead businessmen to curtail
production when prices are falling, and to cut wages when labor efficiency is increasing,
cause workers to limit output and reduce efficiency when wages are increasing.... If the
workers' reasoning is wrong, then business economics as it is mught by employers and the
business practices ofmodern industry generally must be equally wrong. ,,16 The Hawthorne
investigators thought, and their followers still think, that the Western Electric workers were
"irrational" or motivated by "group" or "social" or other "emotional" considerations in
holding their output down, despite the fact that these very Hawthorne investigations were
brought to an end by the Western Electric layoffs in the Great Depression ofthc 1930s, thus
demonstrating just how rational the workers' fears were.
One of the most interesting inquiries into this subjcct was done in the late 1940s
by a sociologist at the University of Chicago who took a job in a factory. He studied
intensively eighty-four workers, and found among them only nine "rate busters," who
were "social isolates" not only on the job but off; eight ofthe nine were Republicans while
the shop was 70 percent Democratic, and all were from farm or middle-class backfjounds
while the rest of the shop was predominantly working-class in family history." 7

** Clearly, this last conclusion depends on Adam Smith's well-known principle
that the division oflabor is limited by the extent of the market, and Taylorism cannot
become generalized in any industry or applicable in particular situations until the scale
ofproduction is adequate to support the efforts and costs involved in "rationalizing" it.
It is for this reason above all that Taylorism coincides with the growth of prodUction
and its concentration in ever larger corporate units in the latter part of the nineteenth
and in the twentieth centuries.
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The fonns of management that existed prior to Taylorism, which Taylor
called "ordinary management," he deemed altogether inadequate to meet these
demands. His descriptions of ordinary management bear the marks of the
propagandist and proselytizer: exaggeration, simplification, and schematiza
tion. But his point is clear:
Now, in the best ofthe ordinary types ofmanagement, the managers recognize
frankly that the ... workmen, included in the twenty or thirty trades, who are
under them, possess this mass of traditional knowledge, a large part ofwhich
is not in the possession of management. The management, of course, includes
foremen and superintendents, who themselves have been first-class workers at
their trades. And yet these foremen and superintendents know, better than any
one else, that their own knowledge and personal skill falls far short of the
combined knowledge and dexterity of all the workmen under them. The most
experienced managers frankly place before their workmen the problem of
doing the work in the best and most economical way. They recognize the task
before them as that of inducing each workman to use his best endeavors, his
hardest work, all his traditional knowledge, his skill, his ingenuity, and his
good-will-in a word, his "initiative," so as to yield the largest possible return
to his employer.

IS

As we have already seen from Taylor's belief in the universal prevalence
and in fact inevitability of "soldiering," he did not recommend reliance upon
the "initiative" of workers. Such a course, he felt, leads to the surrender of
control: "As was usual then, and in fact as is still usual in most ofthe shops in
this country, the shop was really run by the workmen and not by the bosses.
The workmen together had carefully planned just how fast each job should be
done." In his Midvale battle, Taylor pointed out, he had located the source of
the trouble in the "ignorance of the management as to what really constitutes
a proper day's work for a workman." He had "fully realized that, although he
was foreman of the shop, the combined knowledge and skill of the workmen
who were under him was certainly ten times as great as his own.,,19 This, then,
was the source of the trouble and the starting point of scientific management.
We may illustrate the Taylorian solution to this dilemma in the same
manner that Taylor often did: by using his story of his work for the Bethlehem
Steel Company in supervising the moving of pig iron by hand. This story has
the advantage of being the most detailed and circumstantial he set down, and
also of dealing with a type of work so simple that anyone can visualize it
without special technical preparation. We extract it here from Taylor's The
Principles ~r Scienti/'ic Management:
One of the first pieces of work undertaken by us, when the writer started to
introduce scientific management into the Bethlehem Steel Company, was to
handle pig iron on task work. The opening of the Spanish War found some
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tons of pig iron placed in small piles in an open field adjoining the
works. Prices for pig iron had been so low that it could not be sold at a profit,
and therefore had been stored. With the opening of the Spanish War the price
of pig iron rose, and this large accumulation of iron was sold. This gave us a
good opportunity to show the workmen, as well as the owners and managers
of the works, on a fairly large scale the advantages of task work over the
old-fashioned day work and piece work, in doing a very elementary class of
work.
The Bethlehem Steel Company had five blast furnaces, the product ofwhich
had been handled by a pig-iron gang for many years. This gang, at this time,
consisted of about 75 men. They were good, average pig-iron handlers, were
under an excellent foreman who himself had been a pig-iron handler, and the
work was done, on the whole, about as fast and as cheaply as it was anywhere
else at that time.
A railroad switch was run out into the field, right along the edge of the piles
of pig iron. An inclined plank was placed against the side of a car, and each
man picked up from his pile a pig of iron weighing about 92 pounds, walked
up the inclined plank and dropped it on the end of the car.
We found that this gang were loading on the average about 121/2 long tons
per man per day. We were surprised to find, after studying the matter, that a
first-class pig-iron handler ought to handle between 47 and 48 long tons per
day, instead of 121/2 tons. This task seemed to us so very large that we were
obliged to go over our work several times before we were absolutely sure that
we were right. Once we were sure, however, that 47 tons was a proper day's
work for a first-class pig-iron handler, the task which faced us as managers
under the modem scientific plan was clearly before us. It was our duty to see
that the 80,000 tons of pig iron was loaded on to the cars at the rate of 47 tons
per man per day, in place of 121;2 tons, at which rate the work was then being
done. And it was further our duty to see that this work was done without
bringing on a strike among the men, without any quarrel with the men, and to
see that the men were happier and better contented when loading at the new
rate of 47 tons than they were when loading at the old rate of 121/2 tons.
Our first step was the scientific selection of the workman. In dealing with
workmen under this type of management, it is an inflexible rule to talk to and
deal with only one man at a time, since each workman has his own special
abilities and limitations, and since we are not dealing with men in masses, but
are trying to develop each individual man to his highest state ofefficiency and
prosperity. OUf first step was to find the proper workman to begin with. We
therefore carefully watched and studied these 75 men for three or four days, at
the end of which time we had picked out four men who appeared to be
physically able to handle pig iron at the rate of47 tons per day. A careful
was then made of each of these men. We looked up their history as far back as
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practicable and thorough inquiries were made as to the character, habits, and
the ambition of each ofthem. Finally we selected one from among the four as
the most likely man to start with. He was a little Pennsylvania Dutchman who
had been observed to trot back home for a mile or so after his work in the
evening, about as fresh as he was when he came trotting down to work in the
moming. We found that upon wages of $1.15 a day he had succeeded
a small plot of ground, and that he was engaged in putting up the walls of a
little house for himself in the morning before starting to work and at night after
leaving. He also had the reputation of being exceedingly "close," that is, of
placing a very high value on a dollar. As one man whom we talked to about
him said, "A penny looks about the size of a cart-wheel to him." This man we
will call Schmidt.
The task before us, then, narrowed itself down to getting Schmidt to handle

47 tons of pig iron per day and making him glad to do it. This was done as
follows. Schmidt was called out from among the gang ofpig-iron handlers and
talked to somewhat in this way:
"Schmidt, are you a high-priced man?"
"Vell, I don't know vat you mean."
"Oh yes, you do. What I want to know is whether you are a high-priced man
or not."
"Vell, I don't know vat you mean."
"Oh, come now, you answer my questions. What I want to find out is whether
you are a high-priced man or one ofthese cheap fellows here. What I want to
find out is whether you want to earn $1.85 a day or whether you are satisfied
with $1.I 5, just the same as all those cheap fellows are getting."
"Did I vant $1.85 a day? Vas dot a high-priced man? Yell, yes, I vas a
high-priced man."
"Oh, you're aggravating me. Of course you want $1.85 a

one

wants it! You know perfectly well that that has very little to
a high-priced man. For goodness' sake answer my questions, and don't waste
any more of my time. Now come over here. You see that pile of pig iron?"
"Yes~'"

"You see that car?"

"Yes."
"Well, if you are a high-priced man, you will load that pig iron on that car
to-morrow for $1.85. Now do wake up and answer my question. Tell me
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"VeIl, dot's all right. I could load dot pig iron on the car to-morrow for $1.85,
and I get it every day, don't I?"
"Certainly you d~ertainly you do."
den, I vas a high-priced man."
hold on, hold on. You know
as well as I do that a high-priced
as he's told from morning till
man has to do
You have seen this
man here before, haven't you?"
"No, I never saw him."
"Well, ifyou are a high-priced man, you will do exactly as this man tells you
to-morrow, from morning till night. When he tells you to pick up a pig and
walk, you pick it up and you walk, and when he tells you to sit down and rest,
you sit down. You do that right straight through the day. And what's more, no
back talk. Now a high-priced man does just what he's told to do, and no back
talk. Do you understand that? When this man tells you to walk, you walk; when
he tells you to sit down, you sit down, and you don't talk back at him. Now
you come on to work here to-morrow morning and I'll know before night
whether you are really a high-priced man or not."
This seems to be rather rough talk. And indeed it would be if applied to an
educated mechanic, or even an intelligent laborer.
With a man of the mentally sluggish type of Schmidt it is appropriate and
not unkind, since it is effective in fixing his attention on the high wages which
he wants and away from what, if it were called to his attention, he probably
would consider impossibly hard work ....
Schmidt started to work, and all day long, and at regular intervals, was told
by the man who stood over him with a watch, "Now pick up a pig and walk.
Now sit down and rest. Now walk--now rest," etc. He worked when he was
told to work, and rested when he was told to rest, and at half-oast five in the
afternoon had his
tons loaded on the car. And he practically never failed
to work at this pace and do the task that was set him during the three years that
the writer was at Bethlehem. And throughout this time he averaged a little more
than $1.85 per day, whereas before he had never received over $1.15 per day,
which was the ruling rate of wages at that time in Bethlehem. That is, he
received 60 per cent. higher wages than were paid to other men who were not
working on task work. One man after another was picked out and trained to
handle pig iron at the rate of 47I;z tons per day until all of the pig iron was
handled at this rate, and the men were receiving 60 per cent. more wages than
other workmen around them,zo *

whether you are a high-priced man or not."
"Vell-did I got $1.85 forloading dot pig iron on dot car to-morrow?"
"Yes, of course you do, and you get $1.85 for loading a pile like that every

The merit of this tale is its clarity in illustrating the pivot upon which all
modem management turns: the control over work through the control over the

day right through the year. That is what a high-priced man does, and vou know

* Daniel Bell has recorded this event as follows: "But it was in 1899 that Taylor
achieved fame when he taught a Dutchman named Schmidt to shovel forty-seven tons

it just as well as I do."
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decisions that are made in the course of work. Since, in the case of pig-iron
handling, the only decisions to be made were those having to do with a time
sequence, Taylor simply dictated that timing and the results at the end of the
day added up to his planned day-task. As to the use of money as motivation,
while this element has a usefulness in the ftrst stages of a new mode of work,
employers do not, when they have once found a way to compel a more rapid
pace of work, continue to pay a 60 percent differential for common labor, or
for any other job. Taylor was to discover (and to complain) that management
treated his "scientific incentives" like any other piece rate, cutting them
mercilessly so long as the labor market permitted, so that workers pushed to
the Taylorian intensity found themselves getting little, or nothing, more than
the going rate for the area, while other employers---under pressure of this
competitive threat-forced their own workers to the higher intensities of
labor. *
Taylor liked to pretend that his work standards were not beyond human
capabilities exercised without undue strain, but as he himself made clear, this
pretense could be maintained only on the understanding that unusual physical
specimens were selected for each of his jobs:
instead of twelve and a half tons of pig iron a day. Every detail of the man's job was
specified: the size of the shovel, the bite into the pile, the weight of the scoop, the
distance to walk, the arc of the swing, and the rest periods that Schmidt should take.
By systematically varying each factor, Taylor got the optimum amount ofbarrow load?!
In the face of so much circumstantial detail, one hesitates to inquire whether Professor
Bell can imagine handling a 92-pound pig of iron on a shovel, let alone what sort of an
"arc ofthe swing" one could manage, or how a "barrow" would handle a whole "scoop"
of them. The point here is not that anyone may be tripped up by the use of secondary
sources, or get his stories mixed, or have never seen a pig of iron; the point is that
sociologists, with few exceptions, deem it proper to write about occupations, work,
skills, etc. without even bare familiarity. The result is what one would get from a school
ofiiterary critics who never read the novels, plays, poems they write about, but construct
their theories entirely on the basis of responses to questionnaires put to "scientifically
selected samples" of readers. Bell's error is only the grandfather of a long line of such
misapprehensions, which become truly extraordinary as more complex forms of work
are dealt with. In this situation, management can--and gleefully doeS:--tell academics
it pleases about the evolution of work, skills, etc.

* In his classic study of scientific management undertaken in 1915 for the United
States Commission on Industrial Relations, Robert F. Hoxie pointed out that most rate
cutting in shops which had installed a formal system of scientific management took
place indirectly, by creating new job classifications at lower rates, etc. He concludes
that under scientific management "what amounts to rate cutting seems to be almost of
necessity an essential part of its very nature." 22
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As to the scientific selection of the men, it is a fact that in this gang of 75
pig-iron handlers only about one man in eight was physically capable of
handling 47 1/2 tons per day. With the very best of intentions, the other seven
out of eight men were physically unable to work at this pace. Now the one man
in eight who was able to do this work was in no sense superior to the other men
who were working on the gang. He merely happened to be a man ofthe type
of the ox,-no rare specimen of humanity, difficult to find and therefore very
highly prized. On the contrary, he was a man so stupid that he was unfitted to
do most kinds oflaboring work, even. The selection ofthe man, then, does not
involve finding some extraordinary individual, but merely picking out from
among very ordinary men the few who are especially suited to this type of
work. Although in this particular gang only one man in eight was suited to
doing the work, we had not the slightest difficulty in getting all the men who
were needed--some of them from inside the works and others from the
neighboring country-who were exactly suited to the job. 23 *

Taylor spent his lifetime in expounding the principles of control enunci
ated here, and in applying them directly to many other tasks: shoveling loose
materials, lumbering, inspecting ball bearings, etc., but particularly to the
machinist's trade. He believed that the forms ofcontrol he advocated could be
applied not only to simple labor, but to labor in its most complex forms, without
exception, and in fact it was in machine shops, bricklaying, and other such sites
for the practice of well-developed crafts that he and his immediate successors
achieved their most striking results.
From earliest times to the Industrial Revolution the craft or skilled trade
was the basic unit, the elementary cell of the labor process. In each craft, the
worker was presumed to be the master of a body oftraditional knowledge, and
methods and procedures were left to his or her discretion. In each such worker
reposed the accumulated knowledge of materials and processes by which
production was accomplished in the craft. The potter, tanner, smith, weaver,
carpenter, baker, miller, glassmaker, cobbler, etc., each representing a branch
of the social division of labor, was a repository of human technique for the

* Georges Friedmann reports that in 1927 a German physiologist, reviewing the
Schmidt experience, calculated that the level of output set by Taylor could not be
accepted as a standard because "most workers will succumb under the pressure ofthese
labors.24 Yet Taylor persisted in calling it "a pace under which men become happier and
thrive.,,25 We should also note that although Taylor called Schmidt "a man of the type
of the ox," and Schmidt's stupidity has become part of the folklore of industrial
sociology, Taylor himself reported that Schmidt was building his own house, presum
ably without anyone to tell him when to stand and when to squat. But a belief in the
original stupidity of the worker is a necessity for management; otherwise it would have
to admit that it is engaged in a wholesale enterprise of prizing and fostering stupidity.
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labor processes of that branch. The worker combined, in mind and body, the
concepts and physical dexterities ofthe specialty: technique, understood in this
way, is, as has often been observed, the predecessor and progenitor ofscience.
The most important and widespread of all crafts was, and throughout the world
remains to this day, that offarmer. The farming family combines its craft with
the rude practice of a number of others, including those ofthe smith, mason,
carpenter, butcher, miller, and baker, etc. The apprenticeships required in
traditional crafts ranged from three to seven years, and for the farmer ofcourse
extends beyond this to include most of childhood, adolescence, and young
adulthood. In view of the knowledge to be assimilated, the dexterities to be
gained, and the fact that the craftsman, like the professional, was required to
master a specialty and become the best judge of the manner of its application
to specific production problems, the years of apprenticeship were generally
needed and were employed in a learning process that extended well into the
journeyman decades. Ofthese trades, that ofthe machinist was in Taylor's day
among the most recent, and certainly the most important to modern industry.
As I have already pointed out, Taylor was not primarily concerned with
the advance of technology (which, as we shall see, offers other means for
direct contro lover the labor process). He did make significant contributions
to the technical knowledge of machine-shop practice (high-speed tool steel,
in particular), but these were chiefly by-products of his effort to study this
practice with an eye to systematizing and classifying it. His concern was
with the control of labor at any given level of technology, and he tackled
his own trade with a boldness and energy which astonished his contempo
raries and set the pattern for industrial engineers, work designers, and office
managers from that day on. And in tackling machine-shop work, he had set
himself a prodigious task.
The machinist of Taylor's day started with the shop drawing, and turned,
milled, bored, drilled, planed, shaped, ground, filed, and otherwise machine
and hand-processed the proper stock to the desired shape as specified in the
drawing. The range of decisions to be made in the course of the process
is-unlike the case of a simple job, such as the handling of pig iron-by its
very nature enormous. Even for the lathe alone, disregarding all collateral tasks
such as the choice of stock, handling, centering and chucking the work, layout
and measuring, order of cuts, and considering only the operation of turning
itself, the range of possibilities is huge. Taylor himself worked with twelve
variables, including the hardness of the metal, the material of the cutting tool,
the thickness of the shaving, the shape of the cutting tool, the use of a coolant
during cutting, the depth of the cut, the frequency of regrinding cutting tools
as they became dulled, the lip and clearance angles ofthe tool, the smoothness
of cutting or absence of chatter, the diameter of the stock being turned, the
pressure ofthe chip or shaving on the cutting surface ofthe tool, and the speeds,
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feeds, and pulling power of the machine. 26 Each of these variables is subject
to broad choice, ranging from a few possibilities in the selection and use of a
coolant, to a very great number of effective choices in all matters having to do
with thickness, shape, depth, duration, speed, etc. Twelve variables, each
subject to a large number of choices, will yield in their possible combinations
and permutations astronomical figures, as Taylor soon realized. But upon these
decisions of the machinist depended not just the accuracy and finish of the
product, but also the pace of production. Nothing daunted, Taylor set out to
gather into management's hands all the basic information bearing on these
processes. He began a series of experiments at the Midvale Steel Company, in
the fall of 1880, which lasted twenty-six years, recording the results ofbetween
30,000 and 50,000 tests, and cutting up more than 800,000 pounds of iron and
steel on ten different machine tools reserved for his experimental use. * His
greatest difficulty, he reported, was not testing the many variations, but holding
eleven variables constant while altering the conditions ofthe twelfth. The data
were systematized, correlated, and reduced to practical form in the shape of
what he called a "slide rule" which would determine the optimum combination
ofchoices for each step in the machining process. 28 His machinists thenceforth
were required to work in accordance with instructions derived from these
experimental data, rather than from their own knowledge, experience, or
tradition. This was the Taylor approach in its first systematic application to a
complex labor process. Since the principles upon which it is based are funda
mental to all advanced work design or industrial engineering today, it is
important to examine them in detail. And since Taylor has been virtually alone
in giving clear expression to principles which are seldom now publicly
acknowledged, it is best to examine them with the aid of Taylor's own
forthright formulations.

First Principle
"The managers assume ... the burden ofgathering together all ofthe traditional
knowledge which in the past has been possessed by the workmen and then of
'" Friedmann so far forgets this enormous machine-shop project at one point that
he says: "This failure to appreciate the psychological factors in work is at least partially
explained by the nature of the jobs to which Taylor exclusively confined his observa
tions: handlers ofpig iron, shovel-laborers, and navvies." 27 He was led to this error by
his marked tendency to side with the psychological and sociological schools of"human
relations" and work adjustment which came after Taylor, and which he always attempts
to counterpose to Taylorism, although, as we have pointed out, they operate on different
levels. In general, Friedmann, with all his knowledge of work processes, suffers from
a confusion of viewpoints, writing sometimes as a socialist concerned about the trends
in capitalist work organization, but more often as though the various forms ofcapitalist
management and personnel administration represent scrupulous efforts to find a uni
versal answer to problems of work.
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This should be called the principle of the separation of conception from
execution, rather than by its more common name of the separation of mental
and manual labor (even though it is similar to the latter, and in practice often
identical). This is because mental labor, labor done primarily in the brain, is
also subjected to the same principle of separation of conception from execu
tion: mental labor is first separated from manual labor and, as we shall see, is
then itself subdivided rigorously according to the same rule.
The first implication ofthis principle is that Taylor's "science ofwork" is
never to be developed by the worker, always by management. This notion,
apparently so "natural" and undebatable today, was in fact vigorously dis
cussed in Taylor's day, a fact which shows how far we have traveled along the
road of transforming all ideas about the labor process in less than a century,
and how completely Taylor'S hotly contested assumptions have entered into
the conventional outlook within a short space of time. Taylor confronted this
question-why must work be studied by the management and not by the
worker himself; why not scientific workmanship rather than scientific manage
ment?--:repeatedly, and employed all his ingenuity in devising answers to it,
though not always with his customary frankness. In The Principles ofScientific
Management, he pointed out that the "older system" of management

classifying, tabulating, and reducing this know ledge to rules, laws, and formu
lae...." 29 We have seen the illustrations of this in the cases of the lathe
machinist and the pig-iron handler. The great disparity between these activities,
and the different orders of knowledge that may be collected about them,
illustrate that for Taylor--as for managers today--no task is either so simple
or so complex that it may not be studied with the object of collecting in the
hands of management at least as much information as is known by the worker
who performs it regularly, and very likely more. This brings to an end the
situation in which "Employers derive their knowledge of how much of a given
class of work can be done in a day from either their own experience, which
has frequently grown hazy with age, from casual and unsystematic observation
oftheir men, or at best from records which are kept, showing the quickest time
in which each job has been done." 30 It enables management to discover and
enforce those speedier methods and shortcuts which workers themselves, in
the practice of their trades or tasks, learn or improvise, and use at their own
discretion only. Such an experimental approach also brings into being new
methods such as can be devised only through the means of systematic study.
This first principle we may call the dissociation ofthe labor process from
the skills ofthe workers. The labor process is to be rendered independent of
craft, tradition, and the workers' knowledge. Henceforth it is to depend not at
all upon the abilities ofworkers, but entirely upon the practices ofmanagement.

makes it necessary for each workman to bear almost the entire responsibility
for the general plan as well as for each detail of his work, and in many cases
for his implements as well. In addition to this he must do all of the actual
physical labor. The development of a science, on the other hand, involves the
establishment of many rules, laws, and formulae which replace the judgment
ofthe individual workman and which can be effectively used only after having
been systematically recorded, indexed, etc. The practical use of scientific data
also calls for a room in which to keep the books, records, etc., and a desk for
the planner to work at. Thus an of the planning which under the old system
was done by the workman, as a result of his personal experience, must of
necessity under the new system be done by the management in accordance with
because even if the workman was wen suited to the
the laws of the
development and use of scientific data, it would be physically impossible for
him to work at his machine and at a desk at the same time. It is also clear that
in most cases one type of man is needed to plan ahead and an entirely different
type to execute the work. 32

Second Principle

"All possible brain work should be removed from the shop and centered in the
planning or laying-out department. ..." 31 Since this is the key to scientific
management, as Taylor well understood, he was especially emphatic on this
point and it is important to examine the principle thoroughly.
In the human, as we have seen, the essential feature that makes for a labor
capacity superior to that of the animal is the combination of execution with a
conception of the thing to be done. But as human labor becomes a social rather
than an individual phenomenon, it is possible-unlike in the instance of
animals where the motive force, instinct, is inseparable from action-to
divorce conception from execution. This dehumanization ofthe labor process,
in which workers are reduced almost to the level of labor in its animal form,
while purposeless and unthinkable in the case of the self-organized and
self-motivated social labor of a community of producers, becomes crucial for
the management ofpurchased labor. For ifthe workers' execution is guided by
their own conception, it is not possible, as we have seen, to enforce upon them
either the methodological efficiency or the working pace desired by capital.
The capitalist therefore learns from the start to take advantage of this aspect
of human labor power, and to break the unity of the labor process.

The objections having to do with physical arrangements in the workplace
are clearly of little importance, and represent the deliberate exaggeration of
obstacles which, while they may exist as inconveniences, are hardly insuper
able. To refer to the "different type" of worker needed for each job is worse
than disingenuous, since these "different types" hardly existed until the divi
sion oflabor created them. As Taylor well understood, the possession of craft
knowledge made the worker the best starting point for the development of the
i
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science of work; systematization often means, at least at the outset, the
gathering of knowledge which workers already possess. But Taylor, secure in
his obsession with the immense reasonableness of his proposed arrangement,
did not stop at this point. In his testimony before the Special Committee of the
House of Representatives, pressed and on the defensive, he brought forth still
other arguments:
I want to make it clear, Mr. Chairman, that work ofthis kind undertaken by the
management leads to thc development of a science, while it is next to impos
sible for the workman to develop a science. There are many workmen who are
intellectually just as capable ofdeveloping a science, who have plenty ofbrains,
and are just as capable of developing a sciencc as those on the managing side.
But the science of doing work of any kind cannot be developed by the
workman. Why? Because he has neither the timc nor the money to do it. The
development ofthe science ofdoing any kind ofwork always required the work
of two men, one man who actually does the work which is to be studied and
another man who observes closely thc first man while he works and studies the
time problems and the motion problems connected with this work. No work
man has either the time or the money to burn in making experiments of this
sort. If he is working for himself no one will pay him while he studies the
motions of some one else. The management must and ought to pay for all such
work. So that for the workman, the development of a science becomes
impossible, not because the workman is not intellectually capable of develop
ing it, but he has neither the time nor the money to do it and he realizes that
33
this is a question for the management to handle.

Taylor here argues that the systematic study of work and the fruits of this
study belong to management for the very same reason that machines, factory
buildings, etc., belong to them; that is, because it costs labor time to conduct
such a study, and only the possessors of capital can afford labor time. The
possessors of labor time cannot themselves afford to do anything with it but
sell it for their means of subsistence. It is true that this is the rule in capitalist
relations of production, and Taylor's use of the argument in this case shows
with great clarity where the sway of capital leads: Not only is capital the
property of the capitalist, but labor itself has become part of capital. Not
only do the workers lose control over their instruments of production, but
they must now lose control over their own labor and the manner of its
performance. This control now falls to those who can "afford" to study it
in order to know it better than the workers themselves know their own life
activity.
But Taylor has not yet completed his argument: "Furthermore," he told
the Committee, "if any workman were to find a new and quicker way of
doing work, or if he were to develop a new method, you can see at once it
becomes to his interest to keep that development to himself, not to teach
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the other workmen the quicker method. It is to his interest to do what workmen
have done in all times, to keep their trade secrets for themselves and their
friends. That is the old idea oftrade secrets. The workman kept his knowledge
to himselfinstead ofdeveloping a science and teaching itto others andmaking
it public property.,,34 Behind this hearkening back to old ideas of "guild
secrets" is Taylor's persistent and fundamental notion that the improvement
ofwork methods by workers brings few benefits to management. Elsewhere
in his testimony, in discussing the work of his associate, Frank Gilbreth,
who spent many years studying bricklaying methods, he candidly admits
that not only could the "science of bricklaying" be developed by workers,
but that it undoubtedly had been: "Now, I have not the slightest doubt
that during the last 4,000 years all the methods that Mr. Gilbreth
developed have many, many times suggested themselves to the minds of
bricklayers." But because knowledge possessed by workers is not useful
to capital, Taylor begins his list of the desiderata of scientific manage
ment: "First. The development-by the management, not the work
men--of the science of bricklaying.,,35 Workers, he explains, are not
going to put into execution any system or any method which harms them
and their workmates: "Would they be likely," he says, referring to the
pig-iron job, "to get rid of seven men out of eight from their own gang
and retain only the eighth man? No!,,36
Finally, Taylor understood the Babbage principle better than anyone ofhis
time, and it was always uppennost in his calculations. The purpose of work
study was never, in his mind, to enhance the ability of the worker, to concen
trate in the worker a greater share of scientific knowledge, to ensure that as
technique rose, the worker would rise with it. Rather, the purpose was to
cheapen the worker by decreasing his training and enlarging his output. In his
early book, Shop Management, he said frankly that the "full possibilities" of
his system "will not have been realized until almost all of the machines in the
shop are run by men who are of smaller calibre and attainments, and who are
therefore cheaper than those required under the old system.'.37
Therefore, both in order to ensure management control and to cheapen the
worker, conception and execution must be rendered separate spheres ofwork,
and for this purpose the study of work processes must be reserved to manage
ment and kept from the workers, to whom its results are communicated only
in the fonn of simplified job tasks governed by simplified instructions which
it is thenceforth their duty to follow unthinkingly and without comprehension
of the underlying technical reasoning or data.

Third Principle
The essential idea of"the ordinary types of management," Taylor said, "is that
each workman has become more skilled in his own trade than it is possible for
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anyone in the management to be, and that, therefore, the details of how the
work shall best be done must be left to him." But, by contrast: "Perhaps the
most prominent single element in modem scientific management is the task
idea. The work of every workman is fully planned out by the management at
least one day in advance, and each man receives in most cases complete written
instructions, describing in detail the task which he is to accomplish, as well as
the means to be used in doing the work. ... This task specifies not only what
is to be done, but how it is to be done and the exact time allowed for doing it.
... Scientific management consists very largely in preparing for and carrying
out these tasks.,,38
In this principle it is not the written instruction card that is important. *
Taylor had no need for such a card with Schmidt, nor did he use one in many
other instances. Rather, the essential element is the systematic pre-planning
and pre-calculation ofall elements of the labor process, which now no longer
exists as a process in the imagination of the worker but only as a process in the
imagination of a special management staff. Thus, if the first principle is the
gathering and development of knowledge of labor processes, and the second
is the concentration of this knowledge as the exclusive province of manage
ment--together with its essential converse, the absence of such knowledge
among the workers-then the third is the use ofthis monopoly over knowledge
to control each step ofthe labor process and its mode ofexecution.

As capitalist industrial, office, and market practices developed in accord
ance with this principle, it eventually became part of accepted routine and
custom, all the more so as the increasingly scientific character of most
processes, which grew in complexity while the worker was not allowed to
partake ofthis growth, made it ever more difficult for the workers to nnderstand
the processes in which they functioned. But in the beginning, as Taylor well
.. This despite the fact that for a time written instruction cards were a fetish among
managers. The vogue for such cards passed as work tasks became so simplified and
repetitious as to render the cards in most cases unnecessary. But the concept behind
them remains: it is the concept of the direct action of management to determine the
process, with the worker functioning as the mediating and closely govemed instrument.
This is the significance of Lillian Gilbreth's definition of the instruction card as "a
self-producer of a predetermined product.,,39 The worker as producer is ignored;
management becomes the producer, and its plans and instructions bring the product into
existence. This same instruction card inspired in Alfred Marshall, however, the curious
opinion that from it, workers could learn how production is carried on: such a card,
"whenever it comes into the hands of a thoughtful man, may suggest to him something
of the purposes and methods of those who have constructed it.'>40 The worker, in
Marshall's notion, having given up technical knowledge of the craft, is now to pick up
the far more complex technical knowledge of modem industry from his task card, as a
paleontologist reconstructs the entire animal from a fragment of a bone!
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understood, an abrupt psychological wrench was required. * We have seen in
the simple Schmidt case the means employed, both in the selection of a single
worker as a starting point and in the way in which he was reoriented to the new
conditions of work. In the more complex conditions of the machine shop,
Taylor gave this part ofthe responsibility to the foremen. It is essential, he said
of the gang bosses, to "nerve and brace them up to the point of insisting that
the workmen shall carry out the orders exactly as specified on the instruction
cards. This is a difficult task at first, as the workmen have been accustomed
for years to do the details of the work to suit themselves, and many of them
are intimate friends of the bosses and believe they know quite as much about
their business as the latter.'.41
Modem management came into being on the basis ofthese principles. It arose
as theoretical construct and as systematic practice, moreover, in the very period
during which the transformation of labor from processes based on skill to
processes based upon science was attaining its most rapid tempo. Its role was
to render conscious and systematic, the formerly unconscious tendency of
capitalist production. It was to ensure that as craft declined, the worker would
sink to the level of general and undifferentiated labor power, adaptable to a
large range of simple tasks, while as science grew, it would be concentrated in
the hands of management.
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Chapter 5
The Primary Effects of Scientific Management

The generalized practice of scientific management, as has been noted, coin
cides with the scientific-technical revolution. It coincides as well with a
number of fundamental changes in the structure and functioning of capitalism
and in the composition of the working class. In this chapter, we will discuss,
in a preliminary way, some of the effects of scientific management upon the
working class; later chapters will return to this discussion after the necessary
conditions for understanding it more fully have been established.
The separation of mental work from manual work reduces, at any given
level ofproduction, the need for workers engaged directly in production, since
it divests them oftime-consuming mental functions and assigns these functions
elsewhere. This is true regardless of any increase in productivity resulting from
the separation. Should productivity increase as well, the need for manual
workers to produce a given output is further reduced.
A necessary consequence of the separation of conception and execution
is that the labor process is now divided between separate sites and separate
bodies of workers. In one location, the physical processes of production are
executed. In another are concentrated the design, planning, calculation, and
record-keeping. The preconception ofthe process before it is set in motion, the
visualization of each worker's activities before they have actually begun, the
definition of each function along with the manner of its performance and the
time it will consume, the control and checking of the ongoing process once it
is under way, and the assessment of results upon completion of each stage of
the process----all of these aspects of production have been removed from the
shop floor to the management office. The physical processes ofproduction are
now carried out more or less blindly, not only by the workers who perform
them, but often by lower ranks of supervisory employees as well. The produc
tion units operate like a hand, watched, corrected, and controlled by a distant
brain.
The concept of control adopted by modem management requires that
every activity in production have its several parallel activities in the manage
ment center: each must be devised, precalculated, tested, laid out, assigned and
ordered, checked and inspected, and recorded throughout its duration and upon
completion. The result is that the process of production is replicated in paper
form before, as, and after it takes place in physical form. Just as labor in human
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beings requires that the labor process take place in the brain of the worker as
well as in the worker's physical activity, so now the image of the process,
removed from production to a separate location and a separate group, controls
the process itself. The novelty ofthis development during the past century lies
not in the separate existence of hand and brain, conception and execution, but
the rigor with which they are divided from one another, and then increasingly
subdivided, so that conception is concentrated, insofar as possible, in ever more
limited groups within management or closely associated with it. Thus, in the
setting of antagonistic social relations, of alienated labor, hand and brain
become not just separated, but divided and hostile, and the human unity of
hand and brain turns into its opposite, something less than human.
This paper replica of production, the shadow form which corresponds to
the physical, calls into existence a variety ofnew occupations, the hallmark of
which is that they are found not in the flow of things but in the flow of paper.
Production has now been split in two and depends upon the activities of both
groups. Inasmuch as the mode of production has been driven by capitalism to
this divided condition, it has separated the two aspects aflabor; but both remain
necessary to production, and in this the labor process retains its unity.
The separation of hand and brain is the most decisive single step in the
division of labor taken by the capitalist mode of production. It is inherent in
that mode of production from its beginnings, and it develops, under capitalist
management, throughout the history ofcapitalism, but it is only during the past
century that the scale ofproduction, the resources made available to the modem
corporation by the rapid accumulation of capital, and the conceptual apparatus
and trained personnel have become available to institutionalize this separation
in a systematic and formal fashion. *
The vast industrial engineering and record-keeping divisions of modem
corporations have their origins in the planning, estimating, and layout depart
ments, which grew in the wake ofthe scientific management movement. These
early departments had to make their way against the fears of cost-conscious
managers, whom Taylor sought to persuade with the following argument: "At
first view, the running of a planning department, together with the other
innovations, would appear to involve a large amount of additional work and
expense, and the most natural question would be is [sic] whether the increased

* The Hammonds speak of Boulton, who in the eighteenth century conducted a
large-scale machine-tool factory at Soho in England in association with Jamcs Watt, as
an "adept in scientific management." But the very description thcy cite of his manage
ment method belies this notion, and highlights by contrast the methods of modem
management: "While sitting in the midst of his factory, surrounded by the clang of
hammers and the noise ofengines, he could usually detect when any stoppage occurred,
or when the machinery was going too fast or too slow, and issue his orders accordingly. "I
Boulton did, however, have a well-developed supervisory line organization.
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efficiency ofthe shop more than offsets this outlay? It must be borne in mind,
however, that, with the exception of the study of unit times, there is hardly a
single item ofwork done in the planning department which is not already being
done in the shop. Establishing a planning department merely concentrates the
planning and much other brainwork in a few men especially fitted for their task
and trained in their especial lines, instead of having it done, as heretofore, in
most cases by high priced mechanics, well fitted to work at their trades, but
poorly trained for work more or less clerical in its nature.,,2 But to this he added
the following caution: "There is no question that the cost of production is
lowered by separating the work of planning and the brain work as much as
possible from the manual labor. Where this is done, however, it is evident that
the brain workers must be given sufficient work to keep them fully busy all the
time. They must not be allowed to stand around for a considerable part oftheir
time waiting for their particular kind ofwork to come along, as is so frequently
the case.,,3 This is by way of serving notice that no part of capitalist employ
ment is exempt from the methods which were first applied on the shop floor.
At first glance, the organization of labor according to simplified tasks,
conceived and controlled elsewhere, in place of the previous craft forms of
labor, have a clearly degrading effect upon the teclmical capacity ofthe worker.
In its effects upon the working population as a whole, however, this matter is
complicated by the rapid growth of specialized administrative and technical
staff work, as well as by the rapid growth of production and the shifting of
masses to new industries and within industrial processes to new occupations.
In the discussion ofthis issue in Taylor's day, a pattern was set which has
been followed since. "There are many people who will disapprove ofthe whole
scheme of a planning department to do the thinking for the men, * as well as a
number of foremen to assist and lead each man in his work, on the ground that
this does not tend to promote independence, self-reliance, and originality in
the individual," he wrote in Shop Management. "Those holding this view,
however, must take exception to the whole trend ofmodem industrial develop
ment.,,4 And in The Principles a/Scientific Management: "Now, when through
all ofthis teaching and this minute instruction the work is apparently made so
smooth and easy for the workman, the first impression is that this all tends to
make him a mere automaton, a wooden man. As the workmen frequently say
when they first come under this system, 'Why, I am not allowed to think or
move without someone interfering or doing it for me!' The same criticism and

objection, however, can be raised against all other modem subdivision of
labor."s
These responses, however, clearly did not satisfy Taylor, particularly since
they seemed to throw the blame on his own beloved "modem subdivision of
labor." And so in both books he went on to further arguments, which in Shop
Management took this form:
It is true, for instance, that the planning room, and functional foremanship,
render it possible for an intelligent laborer or helper in time to do much of the
work now done by a machinist. Is not this a good thing for the laborer and
helper? He is given a higher class of work, which tends to develop him and
gives him better wages. In the sympathy for the machinist the case ofthe laborer
is overlooked. This sympathy for the machinist is, however, wasted, since the
machinist, with the aid of the new system, will rise to a higher class of work
which he was unable to do in the past, and in addition, divided or functional
foremanship will call for a larger number ofmen in this class, so that men, who
must otherwise have remained machinists all their lives, will have the oppor
tunity of rising to a foremanship.
The demand for men oforiginality and brains was never so great as it is now,
and the modem subdivision of labor, instead of dwarfing men, enables them
all along the line to rise to a higher plane of efficiency, involving at the same
time more brain work and less monotony. The type ofman who was formerly
a day laborer and digging dirt is now for instance making shoes in a shoe
6
factory. The dirt handling is done by Italians or Hungarians.

This argument gains force in a period ofgrowth, ofthe rapid accumulation
of capital through production on an ever larger scale, and of the constant
opening ofnew fields ofcapital accumulation in new industries or the conquest
of pre-capitalist production forms by capital. In this context, new drafts of
workers are brought into jobs that have already been degraded in comparison
with the craft processes ofbefore; but inasmuch as they come from outside the
existing working class, chiefly from ruined and dispersed farming and peasant
populations, they enter a process unknown to them from previous experience
and they take the organization of work as given. Meanwhile, opportunities
open up for the advancement of some workers into planning, layout, estimat
ing, or drafting departments, or into foremanships (especially two or three
generations ago, when such jobs were customarily still staffed from the shop
floors). In this manner, short-term trends opening the way for the advancement
of some workers in rapidly growing industries, together with the ever lower
skill requirements characteristic at the entry level where large masses of
workers are being put to work in industrial, office, and marketing processes
for the first time, simply mask the secular trend toward the incessant lowering
ofthe working class as a whole below its previous conditions ofskill and labor.
As this continues over several generations, the very standards by which the

* I ask the reader, in passing, to note the bluntness of the phrase "a planning
department to do the thinking for the men." The functions ofplanning departments have
not changed, but in a more sophisticated age, and one in which debates rage about the
organization of work, the managers are forewarned, and it is not thought necessary to
speak so plainly.
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product ofwell-developed technical skill in a given area of activity. Someone,
some skilled worker, has in a reflective moment attempted to make explicit the
assumptions that are implicit in the skill itself.... Science is rooted deep in
skill and can only expand by the experimental and systematic development of
an achieved skill. The successful sciences consequently are all of humble
origin-the cautious development oflowly skills until the point oflogical and
experimental expansion is clearly gained.,,9
The profession of engineering is a relatively recent development. Before
the engineer, the conceptual and design functions were the province of crafts
manship, as were the functions of furthering the industrial arts through inno
vation. "The appearance of the modem engineer," Bernal says, "was a new
social phenomenon. He is not the lineal descendant ofthe old military engineer
but rather ofthe millwright and the metal-worker ofthe days of craftsmanship.
Bramah (1748-1814), Maudslay (1771-1831), Muir (1806-1888), Whitworth
(1803-1887), and the great George Stephenson (1781-1848) were all men of
this type."l0 Those even slightly familiar with the history of technology will
recognize the importance of the names on this roster, to which can be added
James Watt, whose trade was that of mathematical instrument maker; Samuel
Crompton, who was himself a spinner from the age of fourteen and continued,
in the absence of patent protection, to earn his living as a spinner even after
his spinning mule was in widespread use; and many others. * It should also be
noted that up to 1824 it was illegal for a British mechanic to accept work
abroad, a restriction inconceivable in our own day; the reasons for this were
clear so long as the craftsman remained the repository of the technical knowl
edge of the production process.

trend is judged become imperceptibly altered, and the meaning of'.'skill" itself
becomes degraded.
Sociologists and economists, nevertheless, continue to repeat Taylor's
argument in a world of labor that has become, for the largest portions of the
working population, increasingly devoid of any content of either skill or
scientific knowledge. Thus Michel Crozier, in The World ofthe Office Worker,
concedes that as office work has become an immensely enlarged occupational
field, its pay and status advantages over factory work have virtually disap
peared: "A mass of unskilled employees assigned a series of simple unchang
ing operations." "It is this general pattern of evolution," he says, "anticipated
by Marxist theoreticians, which constitutes the principal argument in favor of
the thesis of proletarization of white-collar employees." His response, strik
ingly similar to Taylor's, differs from the latter only in that, in place of"Italians
and Hungarian,S" he is pleased to use women as that category ofthe labor force
for which any job is good enough: "The proletarization of white-collar em
ployees does not have the same meaning at all if it is women, and not heads of
family, who comprise the majority ofthe group.,,7 As he explains:
It is true of course, on the other hand, that the 900,000 French office workers
of 1920 certainly had a more bourgeois status than the 1,920,000 white-collar
employees of 1962. But to the 600,000 male employees of 1920 there now
correspond probably 350,000 supervisors and 250,000 highly qualified em
ployees whose status is at least equivalent to that oftheir predecessors of 1920.
As for the 650,000 females newly entered into the profession, thirty years ago
they were laborers, seamstresses, or maids. As deadening and as alienating as
their assembly-line work may be, for them it may constitute a promotion.
To be sure, the professions of white-collar employees and minor
functionaries are, on the whole, considerably devalued compared to their status
fifty years ago. But this devaluation of the great mass of jobs has been
accompanied, we have seen, by a much greater differentiation and a change in
recruitment. The majority of white-collar tasks are less interesting, less pres
tigious, and bring lower remuneration, but they are carried out bv women with
reduced aspirations .... 8

As craftsmanship is destroyed or increasingly emptied of its traditional
content, the remaining ties, already tenuous and weakened, between the
working population and science are more or less completely broken. This
connection was, in the past, made chiefly through the craftsman or artisan
section of the working class, and in the earliest periods of capitalism the
connection was quite close. Before the assertion by management of its monop
oly over science, craftsmanship was the chief repository of scientific produc
tion technique in its then existing form, and historical accounts emphasize the
origins ofscience in craft technique. "Speaking historically," says Elton Mayo,
"I think it can be asserted that a science has generally come into being as a
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* Despite the flood ofmechanical invention in recent times, it would be impossible
to construct such a list for this century. One can think of Frank Whittle, originally a
rigger for metal aircraft, who played an important role in the invention ofthe jet engine,
and John Harwood, a watchmaker and watch repairman who invented the self-winding
wristwatch, patented in 1923. Hoxie reports that while he was preparing his study of
scientific management, during the World War I period, he "saw in one shop an automatic
machine invented by a workman which did the work of several hand workers. 'Did he
receive any reward?' was the question asked. 'Oh, yes,' came the answer, 'his rate of
pay was increased from 17 to 22 cents an hour.' Instances of this kind could be
multiplied."" But in more recent times such cases are rare. A study ofthe occupational
characteristics of a random sample of persons granted patents in the United States in
1953 showed that "about 60 percent were engineers, chemists, metallurgists, and
directors of research and development, and that most of the rest were non-R.&D.
executives; almost none were production workers."12 Here we may pause to give a
decent burial to Adam Smith's third argument in favor ofthe technical division oflabor:
that the worker, with attention focused upon a single repeated operation, would devise
machinery to facilitate that operation. Such truth as it once possessed has long since
disappeared in the conditions of capitalist production in which the worker is neither
encouraged nor permitted to understand his or her work.
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working-class district on the Lower East Side in the 1860s, saw and experi
enced this same working-class interest:

The working craftsman was tied to the technical and scientific knowledge
ofhis time in the daily practice ofhis craft. Apprenticeship commonly included
training in mathematics, including algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, in the
properties and provenance ofthe materials common to the craft, in the physical
sciences, and in mechanical drawing. WeB-administered apprenticeships pro
vided subscriptions to the trade and technical journals affecting the craft so
that apprentices could fol1ow developments. * But more important than formal
or informal training was the fact that the craft provided a daily link between
science and work, since the craftsman was constantly called upon to use
rudimentary scientific knowledge, mathematics, drawing, etc., in his prac
tice.** Such craftsmen were an important part of the scientific public of their
time, and as a rule exhibited an interest in science and culture beyond that
connected directly to their work. The flourishing Mechanics Institutes of the
mid-nineteenth century, which in Britain numbered some 1,200 and had a
membership of over 200,000, were in large measure devoted to satisfying this
interest through lectures and libraries. IS The Royal Institution, which existed
in England to further the progress of science and its application to industry,
was forced, when it became a fashionable place to visit and wished to preserve
its exclusivity, to brick up its back door to keep out the mechanics who stole
into the gal1ery. 16 Samuel Gompers, as a cigarmaker living in New York's dense

Cooper Union provided opportunities for formal study courses as well as
lectures every Saturday evening which were usually attended by from twenty
five hundred to three thousand. Nothing humanly possible ever kept me from
attending those Saturday night lectures. I was fairly quivering in my intense
desire to know. Mental hunger is just as painful as physical hunger. Every
Saturday night some great scholar talked to an open meeting and gave most
wonderfully illuminating results of experimentation and study. Sometimes
Professor Proctor told us of the wonders of astronomy--{)f what science had
learned of time and distance, light, motion, etc. Truths gleaned in these lectures
became a most vital part of me and gave the world marvelously inspiring
meaning. Those lectures were treasured opportunities to hear authorities in
science tell what they were doing and thinking. I attended these lectures and
study classes over a period oftwenty years. 17

We may marvel still at the British silk weavers of Spitalfields, whom
Mayhew found, in the middle of the nineteenth century, living in incredible
poverty and degradation, and who, but a short time before, when the day ofthe
skilled hand-loom weaver was not yet over, had made their district of London
a center of science and culture:
The weavers were, formerly, almost the only botanists in the metropolis, and
their love of flowers to this day is a strongly marked characteristic ofthe class.
Some years back, we are told, they passed their leisure hours, and generally
the whole family dined on Sundays, at the little gardens in the environs of
London, now mostly built upon. Not very long ago there was an Entomological
Society, and they were among the most diligent entomologists, in the kingdom.
This taste, though far less general than formerly, still continues to be a type of
the class. There was at one time a Floricultural Society, an Historical Society,
and a Mathematical Society, all maintained by the operative silk-weavers; and
the celebrated Dollond, the inventor ofthe achromatic telescope, was a weaver;
so too were Simpson and Edwards, the mathematicians, before they were taken
from the loom into the employ of Government, to teach mathematics to the
cadets at Woolwich and Chatham. IS

* The effects of the decline of apprenticeship were felt as long ago as the time of
the Hoxie report, which says: "It is evident, however, that the native efficiency of the
working class must suffer from the neglect of apprenticeship, if no other means of
industrial education is forthcoming. Scientific managers, themselves, have complained
bitterly of the poor and lawless material from which they must recruit their workers,
compared with the efficient and self-respecting craftsmen who applied for employment
twenty years ago.,,13 These same scientific managers have not ceased to complain
bitterly, as is their wont, of the characteristics of a working population which they
themselves have shaped to suit their ends, but they have not yet found a way to produce
workers who are at one and the same time degraded in their place in the labor process,
and also conscientious and proud of their work.

** In a discussion of the craftsmen of the Industrial Revolution, David Landes
writes: "Even more striking is the theoretical knowledge of these men. They were not,
on the whole, the unlettered tinkerers of historical mythology. Even the ordinary
millwright, as Fairbairn notes, was usually 'a fair arithmetician, knew something of
geometry, levelling, and mensuration, and in some cases possessed a very competent
knowledge of practical mathematics. He could calculate the velocities, strength, and
power of machines: could draw in plan and section ... .' Much of these 'superior
attainments and intellectual power' reflected the abundant facilities for technical
education in 'villages' like Manchester during this period, ranging from Dissenters'
academies and learned societies to local and visiting lecturers, 'mathematical and
commercial' private schools with evening classes, and a wide circulation of practical
manuals, periodicals, and encyclopaedias.,,14
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The same remarkable history characterized the weavers of Yorkshire and
Lancashire, as E. P. Thompson notes: "Every weaving district had its weaver
poets, biologists, mathematicians, musicians, geologists, botanists .... There
are northern museums and natural history societies which still possess records
or collections of \epidoptera built up by weavers; while there are accounts of
weavers in isolated villages who taught themselves geometry by chalking on
their flagstones, and who were eager to discuss the differential calculus.,,19
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The destruction of craftsmanship during the period of the rise of
scientific management did not go unnoticed by workers. Indeed, as a rule
workers are far more conscious of such a loss while it is being effected than
after it has taken place and the new conditions of production have become
generalized. Taylorism raised a storm of opposition among the trade unions
during the early part of this century; what is most noteworthy about this
early opposition is that it was concentrated not upon the trappings of the
Taylor system, such as the stopwatch and motion study, but upon its
essential effort to strip the workers of craft knowledge and autonomous
control and confront them with a fully thought-out labor process in which
they function as cogs and levers. In an editorial which appeared in the
International Molders Journal, we read:
The one great asset of the wage worker has been his craftsmanship. We
think of craftsmanship ordinarily as the ability to manipulate skillfully the
tools and materials of a craft or trade. But true craftsmanship is much more
than this. The really essential element in it is not manual skill and dexterity
but something stored up in the mind ofthe worker. This something is partly
the intimate knowledge of the character and uses of the tools, materials and
processes ofthe craft which tradition and experience have given the worker.
But beyond this and above this, it is the knowledge which enables him to
understand and overcome the constantly arising difficulties that grow out
of variations not only in the tools and materials, but in the conditions under
which the work must be done.
The editorial goes on to point to the separation of "craft knowledge"
from "craft skill" in "an ever-widening area and with an ever-increasing
acceleration," and describes as the most dangerous form of this separation
the gathering up of all this scattered craft knowledge, systematizing it
and concentrating it in the hands of the employer and then doling it out
again only in the form of minute instructions, giving to each worker
only the knowledge needed for the performance of a particular rela
tively minute task. This process, it is evident, separates skill and
knowledge even in their narrow relationship. When it is completed, the
worker is no longer a craftsman in any sense, but is an animated tool of
20
the management.
A half-century of commentary on scientific management has not suc
ceeded in producing a better formulation of the matter. *

* In this connection, see also Friedmann's Industrial Society, where he summarizes
"the first reactions of workers" to Taylorism in the United States, England, Germany,
and France. 21
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The Habituation ofthe Worker

Chapter 6
The Habituation of the Worker
to the Capitalist Mode of Production

The transformation of working humanity into a "labor force," a "factor of
production," an instrument of capital, is an incessant and unending process.
The condition is repugnant to the victims, whether their pay is high or low,
because it violates human conditions of work; and since the workers are not
destroyed as human beings but are simply utilized in inhuman ways, their
critical, intelligent, conceptual faculties, no matter how deadened or dimin
ished, always remain in some degree a threat to capitaL Moreover, the capitalist
mode of production is continually extended to new areas of work, including
those freshly created by technological advances and the shift of capital to new
industries. It is, in addition, continually being refined and perfected, so that its
pressure upon the workers is unceasing. At the same time, the habituation of
workers to the capitalist mode of production must be renewed with each
generation, all the more so as the generations which grow up under capitalism
are not formed within the matrix of work life, but are plunged into work from
the outside, so to speak, after a prolonged period of adolescence during which
they are held in reserve. The necessity for adjusting the worker to work in its
capitalist form, for overcoming natural resistance intensified by swiftly chang
ing technology, antagonistic social relations, and the succession ofthe genera
tions, does not therefore end with the "scientific organization of labor," but
becomes a permanent feature of capitalist society.
As a result, there has come into being, within the personnel and labor
relations departments ofcorporations and in the external support organizations
such as schools of industrial relations, college departments of sociology, and
other academic and para-academic institutions, a complex of practical and
academic disciplines devoted to the study of the worker. Shortly after Taylor,
industrial psychology and industrial physiology came into existence to perfect
methods ofselection, training, and motivation ofworkers, and these were soon
broadened into an attempted industrial sociology, the study of the workplace
as a social system.
The cardinal feature ofthese various schools and the currents within them
is that, unlike the scientific management movement, they do not by and
large concern themselves with the organization of work, but rather with the
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conditions under which the worker may best be brought to cooperate in the
scheme of work organized by the industrial engineer. * The evolving work
processes ofcapitalist society are taken by these schools as inexorable givens,
and are accepted as "necessary and inevitable" in any form of "industrial
society." The problems addressed are the problems of management: dissatis
faction as expressed in high turnover rates, absenteeism, resistance to the
prescribed work pace, indifference, neglect, cooperative group restrictions on
output, and overt hostility to management. As it presents itself to most of the
sociologists and psychologists concerned with the study of work and workers,
the problem is not that of the degradation of men and women, but the
difficulties raised by the reactions, conscious and unconscious, to that degra
dation. It is therefore not at all fortuitous that most orthodox social scientists
adhere firmly, indeed desperately, to the dictum that their task is not the study
of the objective conditions of work, but only of the subjective phenomena to
which these give rise: the degrees of "satisfaction" and "dissatisfaction"
elicited by their questionnaires.
The earliest systematic effort in this direction took place in the field of
industrial psychology. Its beginnings may be traced back to the experimental
psychology taught in nineteenth century Germany, and in particular to the
school of psychology at the University of Leipzig. Hugo Miinsterberg, after
receiving his training in Wilhelm Wundt's "laboratory" at that institution, came
to the United States where, at Harvard, he was in a position to observe the
development ofmodem management in its most vigorous and extensive forms,
and it became his ambition to marry the methods of the Leipzig school to the

* Personnel management, although thought ofas that part ofthe corporate structure
concerned with the worker, is usually given short shrift when a reorganization ofactual
work is under way. In a recent book, two prominent industrial engineers accord to almost
every management level a greater role in the change in work methods than the role
which they prescribe for the personnel department. They say flatly, in their recommen
dations for an overall "operations improvement program": "In the beginning, in most
organizations, the personnel director will have no active role in the conduct of an
operations improvement program." They restrict the place of this official to his value
"as a sounding board for employee reactions," and to orienting new employees to the
program and to answering questions and complaints. I As with personnel directors, so
also with their academic counterparts in labor sociology. Charles Rumford Walker, one
ofthe more experienced and sophisticated, as well as more "humane," ofthese stresses
this in a section of one ofhis papers devoted to the "Strategic Role of the Engineer," in
which he recognizes that the direction of the evolution of work is determined by
"managers and engineers, as architects of the future," while the role of sociologists is
that of trying to importune, press upon, and persuade the real designers of the work
process to take into account the "neglected human dimension" in order to reduce
discontent and increase productivity, to "seize the opportunity" offered by swift
technological change, etc. 2
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new practice of scientific management. His Psychology and Industrial Effi
ciency (published in German in 1912, with an English version following the
next year) may be called the first systematic outline of industrial psychology.3
Like Taylor, Miinsterberg disdained to conceal his views and aims:
Our aim is to sketch the outlines ofa new science which is intermediate between
the modern laboratory psychology and the problems of economics: the psy
chological experiment is systematically to be placed at the service ofcommerce
and industry.4

But what are the ends of commerce and industry? Miinsterberg leaves that
to others: "Economic psychotechnics may serve certain ends ofcommerce and
industry, but whether these ends are the best ones is not a care with which the
psychologist has to be burdened.'" Having relieved his "science" of this
burden, and having turned the task of setting the parameters of his investiga
tions over to those who control "commerce and industry," he returns to this
subject only when it is suggested that perhaps the point ofview ofthe workers,
who are also part of"commerce and industry," should be taken into considera
tion. So crass and vulgar an appeal to special interests arouses his horror, and
he rejects it sternly:
The inquiry into the possible psychological contributions to the question of
reinforced achievement must not be deterred by the superficial objection that
in one or another industrial concern a dismissal of wage-earners might at first
result. Psychotechnics does not stand in the service of a party, but exclusively
6

in the service of civilization.

Having identified the interests of "civilization" not with the immense
majority ofworkers but with those who manage them, he can now face without
blanching the everyday effects of "scientific work design" upon the worker:
" ... the development ofscientific management has shown clearly that the most
important improvements are just those which are deduced from scientific
researches, without at first giving satisfaction to the laborers themselves, until
a new habit has been formed.,,7 He sees the role of psychological science in
industry as the selection of workers from among the pool offered on the labor
market, and their acclimatization to the work routines devised by "civiliza
tion," the formation of the "new habit":
. . . we select three chiefpurposes ofbusiness life, purposes which are important
in commerce and industry and every economic endeavor. We ask how we can
find the men whose mental qualities make them best fitted for the work which
have to do; secondly, under what psychological conditions we can secure
the greatest and most satisfactory output ofwork from every man; and finally,
how we can produce most completely the influence on human minds which
are desired in the interests ofbusiness.

8
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In this definitiop. we have the aims--although rarely so flatly stated-of
the subsequent schools ofpsychological, physiological, and social investiga
tion ofthe worker and work. By and large, they have sought a model ofworkers
and work groups which would produce the results desired by management:
habituation to the terms of employment offered in the capitalist firm and
satisfactory performance on that basis. These schools and theories have suc
ceeded one another in a dazzling proliferation of approaches and theories, a
proliferation which is more than anything else testimony to their failure.
The spread of industrial psychology in the United States was in the
beginning largely due to the efforts of Walter Dill Scott, a psychologist at
Northwestern University who took his doctorate at Leipzig and came to the
new field by way of a prior career in advertising. During and after World War
I, psychological testing was used by a number ofmajor corporations (American
Tobacco, National Lead, Western Electric, Loose-Wiles Biscuit, Metropolitan
Life), and the fIrst psychological consulting service for industry was estab
lished at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1915, where Scott assumed
the first chair of applied psychology in an American academic institution.
During the war such testing was conducted on a grand scale in the United States
armed forces, also under Scott, and the popularity this gave to the new device
encouraged its spread throughout industry after the war. In England and
Germany the trend was similar, with Germany perhaps ahead of all others in
the field. 9
The premise of industrial psychology was that, using aptitude tests, it was
possible to determine in advance the suitability ofworkers for various positions
by classifying them according to degrees of"intelligence," "manual dexterity,"
"accident proneness," and general conformability to the "profile" desired by
management. The vanity of this attempt to calibrate individuals and anticipate
their behavior in the complex and antagonistic dynamics ofsocial life was soon
exposed by practice. The prolonged and exhaustive experiments conducted at
the Western Electric plant on the west side of Chicago-the so-called Haw
thorne experiments-during the last years ofthe 1920s crystallized the dissat
isfaction with industrial psychology. In those experiments, a Harvard Business
School team under the leadership of Elton Mayo arrived at chiefly negative
conclusion~onclusions, moreover, which were remarkably similar to those
with which Taylor had begun his investigations almost a half-century earlier.
They learned that the performance of workers had little relation to "ability"
and in fact often bore an inverse relation to test scores, with those scoring best
producing at lower levels and vice-versa--and that workers acted collectively
to resist management work-pace standards and demands. "The belief," said
Mayo, "that the behavior of an individual within the factory can be predicted
before employment upon the basis of a laborious and minute examination by
tests ofhis mechanical and other capacities is mainly, ifnot wholly mistaken. ,,10
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The chief conclusion of the Mayo school was that the workers' motiva
tions could not be understood on a purely individual basis, and that the key to
their behavior lay in the social groups of the factory. With this, the study of the
habituation of workers to their work moved from the plane of psychology to
that of sociology. The "human relations" approach, first of a series ofbehav
ioral sociological schools, focused on personnel counseling and on ingratiating
or nonirritating styles of "face to face" supervision. But these schools have
yielded little to management in the way ofsolid and tangible results. Moreover,
the birth of the "human relations" idea coincided with the Depression of the
1930s and the massive wave of working-class revolt that culminated in the
unionization of the basic industries of the United States. In the illumination
cast by these events, the workplace suddenly appeared not as a system of
bureaucratic formal organization on the Weberian model, nor as a system of
informal group relations as in the interpretation ofMayo and his followers, but
rather as a system of power, of class antagonisms. Industrial psychology and
sociology have never recovered from this blow. From their confident begin
nings as "sciences" devoted to discovering the springs of human behavior the
better to manipulate them in the interests ofmanagement, they have broken up
into a welter of confused and confusing approaches pursuing psychological,
sociological, economic, mathematical, or "systems" interpretations of the
realities of the workplace, with little real impact upon the management of
worker or work. *
If the adaptation of the worker to the capitalist mode of production owes
little to the efforts of practical and ideological manipulators, how is it in fact
accomplished? Much of the economic and political history of the capitalist
world during the last century and a half is bound up with this process of
adjustment and the conflicts and revolts which attended it, and this is not the
place to attempt a summary. A single illustration, that ofthe first comprehen
sive conveyor assembly line, will have to suffice as an indication that the
wrenching of the workers out oftheir prior conditions and their adjustment to
the forms ofwork engineered by capital is a fundamental process in which the

* The actual place of industrial psychology and sociology in corporate policies
was succinctly expressed by three specialists in industrial engineering at the end of an
article called "Current Job Design Criteria": "It can be concluded that company policies
and practices [this refers to the companies studied in the article) in job design are
inconsistent with programs and policies in human relations and personnel administra
tion. On the one hand, specific steps arc taken to minimize the contribution of the
individual, and on the other hand he is propagandized about his importance and value
to the organization."u But this is more than an "inconsistency," since job design
represents reality while personnel administration represents only mythology. From the
point of view of the corporation, there is no inconsistency, since the latter represents a
manipUlation to habituate the worker to the former.
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principal roles are played not by manipulation or cajolery but by socioeco
nomic conditions and forces.
In 1903, when the Ford Motor Company was founded, building automo
biles was a task reserved for craftsmen who had received their training in the
bicycle and carriage shops of Michigan and Ohio, then the centers of those
industries. "Final assembly, for example," writes Eli Chinoy, "had originally
been a highly skilled job. Each car was put together in one spot by a number
of all-around mechanics.,,12 By 1908, when Ford launched the Model T,
procedures had been changed somewhat, but the changes were slight compared
with what was soon to come. The organization of assembly labor at that time
is described as follows by Keith Sward:
At Ford's and in all the other shops in Detroit, the process of puttmg an
automobile together still revolved around the versatile mechanic, who was
compelled to move about in order to do his work. Ford's assemblers were still
all-around men. Their work was largely stationary, yet they had to move on to
their next job on foot as soon as the car-in-the-making at their particular station
had been taken the whole distance--from bare frame to finished product. To
be sure, time had added some refinements. In 1908 it was no longer necessary
for the assembler to leave his place ofwork for trips to the tool crib orthc parts
bin. Stock-runners had been set aside to perform this function. Nor was the
Ford mechanic himself in 1908 quite thc man he had been in 1903. In the
intervening years the job of final assembly had been split up ever so littlc. In
place ofthejack-of-all-trades who formerly "did it all," there were now several
assemblers who worked over a particular car side by side, each one responsible
for a somewhat limited set of operations.,,13

The demand for the Model T was so great that special engineering talent
was engaged to revise the production methods of the company. The key
element ofthe new organization oflabor was the endless conveyor chain upon
which car assemblies were carried past fixed stations where men performed
simple operations as they passed. This system was first put into operation for
various subassemblies, beginning around the same time that the Model Twas
launched, and developed through the next half-dozen years until it culminated
in January 1914 with the inauguration of the first endless-chain conveyor for
final assembly at Ford's Highland Park plant. Within three months, the assem
bly time for the Model T had been reduced to one-tenth the time formerly
needed, and by 1925 an organization had been created which produced almost
as many cars in a single day as had been produced, early in the history of the
Model T, in an entire year.
The quickening rate ofproduction in this case depended not only upon the
change in the organization oflabor, but upon the control which management,
at a single stroke, attained over the pace of assembly, so that it could now
double and triple the rate at which operations had to be performed and thus
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subject its workers to an extraordinary intensity of labor. Having achieved this,
Ford then moved to flatten the pay structure as a further cost-cutting measure:
Before the advent of the assembly line, the company had made a general
practice of dispensing more or less liberal bonuses in order to stimulate
production and individual initiative. But the moment moving belt lines came
into being, Ford did away with incentive pay. He reverted to the payment of a
flat hourly rate ofwages. The company had decided, said Iron Age in July 1913,
to abandon its graduated pay scale in favor of "more strenuous supervision."
Once the new wage policy had been put into effect, the run-of-the-mine Ford
employe could expect no more variation in his earnings than in the operations
which he was called upon to perform. His maximum pay was frozen, seemingly
14
for good, at $2.34 per day, the rate of pay which was standard for the area.

In this way the new conditions of employment that were to become
characteristic of the automobile industry, and thereafter of an increasing
number of industries, were established first at the Ford Motor Company.
Craftsmanship gave way to a repeated detail operation, and wage rates were
standardized at uniform levels. The reaction to this change was powerful, as
Sward relates:
As a consequence, the new technology at Ford's proved to be increasingly
unpopular; more and more it went against the grain. And the men who were
exposed to it began to rebel. They registered their dissatisfaction by walking
out in droves. They could afford to pick and choose. Other jobs were plentiful
in the community; they were easier to get to; they paid as well; and they were
less mechanized and more to labor's liking.
Ford's men had begun to desert him in large numbers as early as 1910. With
the coming of the assembly line, their ranks almost literally fell apart; the
company soon found it next to impossible to
its working force intact, let
alone expand it. It was apparent that the Ford Motor Co. had reached the point
of owning a great factory without having enough workers to keep it humming.
Ford admitted later that his startling factory innovations had ushered in the
outstanding labor crisis of his career. The turnover of his working force had
run, he was to write, to 380 percent for the year 1913 alone. So great was labor's
distaste for the new machine system that toward the close of 1913 every time
the company wanted to add 100 men to its factory personnel, it was necessary
to hire 963.

15

In this initial reaction to the assembly line we see the natural revulsion of
the worker against the new kind of work. What makes it possible to see it so
clearly is the fact that Ford, as a pioneer in the new mode of production, was
competing with prior modes of the organization of labor which still charac
terized the rest of the automobile industry and other industries in the area. In
this microcosm, there is an illustration of the rule that the working class is
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progressively subjected to the capitalist mode of production, and to the
successive forms which it takes, only as the capitalist mode ofproduction
conquers and destroys all other forms of the organization oflabor, and with
them, all alternatives for the working population. As Ford, by the competitive
advantage which he gained, forced the assembly line upon the rest of the
automobile industry, in the same degree workers were forced to submit to it
by the disappearance of other forms of work in that industry.
The crisis Ford faced was intensified by the unionization drive begun by
the Industrial Workers of the World among Ford workers in the summer of
1913. Ford's response to the double threat of unionization and the flight of
workers from his plants was the announcement, made with great fanfare early
in 1914, ofthe $5.00 day. Although this dramatic increase in wages was not so
strictly adhered to as Ford would have had the public believe when he launched
it, it did raise pay at the Ford plant so much above the prevailing rate in the
area that it solved both threats for the moment. It gave the company a large
pool of labor from which to choose and at the same time opened up new
possibilities for the intensification of labor within the plants, where workers
were now anxious to keep their jobs. "The payment of five dollars a day for
an eight-hour day," Ford was to write in his autobiography, "was one of the
finest cost-cutting moves we ever made."J6
In this move can be seen a second element in the adjustment of workers
to increasingly unpopular jobs. Conceding higher relative wages for a shrinkproportion of workers in order to guarantee uninterrupted production was
to become, particularly after the Second World War, a widespread feature of
corporate labor policy, especially after it was adopted by union leaderships.
John L. Lewis resolved upon this course of action shortly after the war: in
return for encouraging the mechanization of the coal-mining industry and the
reduction of employment, he insisted upon an increasing scale of compensa
tion for the ever smaller and ever more hard-driven miners remaining in the
pits. The bulk of the organized labor movement in production industries
followed his lead, either openly or implicitly, in the decades thereafter. And
these policies were greatly facilitated by the monopolistic structure of the indus
tries in question. The workers who were sloughed off, or the workers who never
entered manufacturing industries because ofthe proportional shrinkage ofthose
industries, furnished the masses for new branches ofindustry at lower rates ofpay.
If the petty manipulations of personnel departments and industrial psy
chology and sociology have not played a major role in the habituation of
worker to work, therefore, this does not mean that the "adjustment" of the
worker is free of manipulative elements. On the contrary, as in all of the
functionings of the capitalist system, manipulation is primary and coercion is
held in reserve-except that this manipulation is the product of powerful
economic forces, major corporate employment and bargaining policies, and
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the inner workings and evolution of the system of capitalism itself, and not
primarily of the clever schemes of labor relations experts. The apparent
acclimatization ofthe worker to the new modes ofproduction grows out ofthe
destruction ofall other ways ofliving, the striking ofwage bargains that permit
a cel!ain enlargement of the customary bounds of subsistence for the working
class, the weaving ofthe net of modem capitalist life that finally makes all other
modes ofliving impossible. But beneath this apparent habituation, the hostility of
workers to the degenerated forms ofwork which are forced upon them continues
as a subterranean stream that makes its way to the surface when employment
conditions permit, or when the capitalist drive for a greater intensity oflabor
oversteps the bounds of physical and mental capacity. It renews itself in new
generations, expresses itself in the unbounded cynicism and revulsion which
large numbers ofworkers feel about their work, and comes to the fore repeatedly
as a social issue demanding solution.
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Part II
Science and Mechanization

Chapter 7
The Scientific-Technical Revolution

Considered from a technical point of view, all production depends upon the
physical, chemical, and biological properties of materials and the processes
which can be based upon them. Management, in its activities as an organizer
of labor, does not deal directly with this aspect of production; it merely
provides the formal structure for the production process. But the process is not
complete without its content, which is a matter of technique. This technique,
as has been noted, is at first that of skill, of craft, and later assumes an
increasingly scientific character as knowledge of natural laws grows and
displaces the scrappy knowledge and fixed tradition of craftsmanship. The
transformation of labor from a basis of skill to a basis of science may thus be
said to incorporate a content supplied by a scientific and engineering revolution
within a form supplied by the rigorous division and subdivision of labor
favored by capitalist management.
With the rise of modem industry, Marx wrote, the "varie~j)apparently
unconnected, and petrified forms of the industrial processes now resolved
themselves into so many conscious and systematic applications of natural
science to the attainment of given useful effects.,,1 But, like many of Marx's
most illuminating observations, this was in his own day more an anticipatory
and prophetic insight than a description of reality. The age of "conscious and
systematic applications of natural science" had barely announced its arrival
when these words were published in 1867. The last two decades of the
nineteenth century form a watershed marking so great a change in the role of
science in production that the contrast-despite similarities which connect
both periods of capitalism-can hardly be exaggerated.
Science is the last--and after labor the most important--social property
to be turned into an adjunct of capital. The story of its conversion from the
province of amateurs, "philosophers," tinkerers, and seekers after knowledge
to its present highly organized and lavishly financed state is largely the story
ofits incorporation into the capitalist firm and subsidiary organizations. At first
science costs the capitalist nothing, since he merely exploits the accumulated
knowledge of the physical sciences, but later the capitalist systematically
organizes and harnesses science, paying for scientific education, research,
laboratories, etc., out of the huge surplus social product which either belongs
directly to him or which the capitalist class as a whole controls in the form of
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tax revenues. A fonnerly relatively free-floating social endeavor is integrated
into production and the market.
The contrast between science as a generalized social property incidental
to production and science as capitalist property at the very center ofproduction
is the contrast between the Industrial Revolution, which occupied the last half
of the eighteenth and the first third of the nineteenth centuries, and the
scientific-technical revolution, which began in the last decades of the nine
teenth century and is still going on. The role of science in the Industrial
Revolution was unquestionably great. Before the rise of capitalism-that is,
until the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Europe-the body of funda
mental scientific knowledge in the West was essentially that of classical
antiquity, that of the ancient Greeks as preserved by Arab scholarship and in
medieval monasteries. The era of scientific advance during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries supplied some of the conditions for the Industrial Revo
but the connection was indirect, general, and diffuse-not only because
science itself was as yet unstructured by capitalism and not directly dominated
by capitalist institutions, but also because of the important historical fact that
technique developed in advance of, and as a prerequisite for, science. Thus, in
contrast with modem practice, science did not systematically lead the way for
industry, but often lagged behind and grew out of the industrial arts. Instead of
fonnulating significantly fresh insights into natural conditions in a way that
makes possible new techniques, science in its beginnings under capitalism
more often fonnulated its generalizations side by side with, or as a result of,
technological development. * If we choose as a prime example the steam
engine--because of the significant scientific principles it exemplified and
because it was the central working mechanism of the Industrial Revolution-
we can see this clearly. One historian of science has written of the process by
which the steam engine came into being:
How much of this development was owing to the science of heat? All the
available evidence indicates that it was very little. This point of view was
expressed emphatically by a writer on the history ofthe invention of the steam
engine, Robert Stuart Meikleham. In the preface to his book Descriptive
History of the Steam Engine, of 1824, he wrote, "We know not who gave

* Of the technical skill that existed in Britain in the eighteenth century, Landes
writes: "This should not be confused with scientific knowledge; in spite ofsome efforts
to tie the Industrial Revolution to the Scientific Revolution of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the link would seem to have been an extremely diffuse one: both
reflected a heightened interest in natural and material phenomena and a more systematic
application of empirical searching. Indeed, ifanything, the growth of scientific knowl
edge owed much to the concerns and achievements of technology; there was far Jess
flow of ideas or methods the other way; and this was to continue to be the case well
into the nineteenth century.,,2
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currency to the phrase ofthe invention being one ofthe noblest gifts that science
ever made to mankind. The fact is that science, or scientific men, never had
anything to do in the matter. Indeed there is no machine or mechanism in which
the little that theorists have done is more useless. It arose, was improved and
perfected by working mechanics-and by them only.,,3
This view is buttressed by the fact that in the early days ofthe development
of steam power the prevailing scientific theory of heat was the caloric theory,
from which, as Lindsay points out, "few really significant deductions about
the properties of steam could be drawn.,,4 Landes concludes that the develop
ment of steam technology probably contributed much more to the physical
sciences than the other way around:
It is often stated that the Newcomen machine and its forerunners would have

been unthinkable without the theoretical ideas ofBoyle, Torricelli, and others;
and that Watt derived much ofhis technical competence and imagination from
his work with scientists and scientific instruments at Glasgow. There is no
doubt some truth in this, though how much is impossible to say. One thing is
clear, however: once the principle of the separate condenser was established,
subsequent advances owed little or nothing to theory. On the contrary, an entire
branch of physics, thermodynamics, developed in part as a result of empirical
observations of engineering methods and performance.s
To contrast this with the manner in which science has been employed as
the cutting edge ofindustrial change during the past three-quarters ofa century
is to contrast science in two very different modes of existence. The organized
scientific professions as we know them today hardly existed before the second
half ofthe nineteenth century. At the beginning of the century, the universities
were still oriented toward classicalleaming, scientific societies were in their
infancy, and scientific patronage was principally a private affair. Scientists
were "typically 'amateurs,' or men for whom science was often an avocation,
however passionate their interest in it. ... Not until the late nineteenth century
... is there a finnly established social basis for large numbers of scientists in
the universities, industries, and governments ofWestern society.,,6 Even as late
as 1880, Thomas Huxley could speak of those "ranged around the banners of
physical science" as "somewhat of a guerrilla force, composed largely of
irregulars."
The old epoch of industry gave way to the new during the last decades of
the nineteenth century primarily as a result ofadvances in four fields: electric
ity, steel, coal-petroleum, and the internal combustion engine. Scientific re
search along theoretical lines played enough of a role in these areas to
demonstrate to the capitalist class, and especially to the giant corporate entities
then coming into being as a result of the concentration and centralization of
capital, its importance as a means of furthering the accumulation of capital.
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This was particularly true in the electrical industries, which were entirely the
product of nineteenth-century science, and in the chemistry of the synthetic
products of coal and oil.
The story of the incorporation of science into the capitalist finn properly
begins in Gennany. The early symbiosis between science and industry which
was developed by the capitalist class of that country proved to be one of the
most important facts of world history in the twentieth century, furnished the
capability for two world wars, and offered to the other capitalist nations an
example which they learned to emulate only when they were forced to do so
many decades later. The role of science in Gennan industry was the product
of the weakness of Gennan capitalism in its initial stages, together with the
advanced state of Gennan theoretical science.
It would be well for those who still do not understand the importance of
Gennan speculative philosophy to ponder, ifnot the example ofMarx, ofwhich
they are so mistrustful, the concrete instance ofmodern science and its sharply
contrasting careers in Gennany on the one hand and in the United States and
Britain on the other. "If much in contemporary Britain is to be explained in
tenns of Bentham's philosophy," writes P. W. Musgrave in his study of
technical change in Britain and Gennany, "so did Hegel have a great influence
in Gennany.,,7 Hegel's influence on the development of science was, as
Musgrave points out, both direct and indirect. In the first instance, there was
his role in the refonn of Prussian education in the second decade of the
nineteenth century. And next, there was the pervasive influence of Gennan
speculative philosophy, of which Hegel was the culminating thinker, in giving
to Gennan scientific education a fundamental and theoretical cast. Thus while
Britain and the United States were still in the grip of that common-sense
empiricism which stunts and discourages reflective thought and basic scientific
research, in Gennany it was these very habits of mind that were being
developed in the scientific community.s It was for this reason more than any
other that the primacy in European science passed from France to Gennany in
the middle ofthe nineteenth century, while Britain in the same period remained
mired in "what J. S. Mill called 'the dogma~ism of common sense' backed by
rule ofthumb.,,9
By 1870, the Gennan university system could boast a considerable num
ber ofprofessors and lecturers, especially in the sciences, who, favored by light
duties and well-equipped laboratories, could pursue basic research. Industrial
research laboratories such as that maintained by Krupp at Essen were to
become models for corporate research everywhere. The polytechnic institutes
which had arisen during the 1830s and 1840s as an alternative to university
education, and were to evolve into the celebrated Technische Hochschulen,
attracted students from all over the world. And the apprenticeship system,
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stronger than elsewhere, was producing higher grades of mechanics in large
quantities in those crafts required by the new industries.
The manner in which Gennany anticipated the modern era is nowhere
better illustrated than in the story of the Gennan chemical industry: "It was
Gennany which showed the rest ofthe world how to make critical raw materials
out of a sandbox and a pile of coal. And it was IG Farben which led the way
for Gennany. IG changed chemistry from pure research and commercial
pill-rolling into a mammoth industry affecting every phase of civilization.,,10
The leadership in chemistry and its industrial applications first belonged
to France, especially after the cutting off of supplies of soda, sugar, and other
products during the Napoleonic wars "promoted the French chemical industry
and helped to give France chemical predominance for thirty years.,,11 Thus
Gennans and others learned their chemistry in France in the first half of the
nineteenth century; one of these students was Justus von Liebig, who, after
studying with Gay-Lussac and other French chemists, returned to Gennany to
lay the foundations for modern organic, and especially agricultural, chemistry.
One of Liebig's students, August Wilhelm von Hofmann, found his first
teaching job in England, where in 1845 he became the first director ofthe Royal
College of Chemistry. Hofmann had a particular interest in the chemistry of
coal tar, a subject into which he led his best British pupils, among them William
Henry Perkin. The earliest efforts of chemists had been merely to get rid of
coal tar by boiling it off, but since it boiled in stages and at different tempera
tures, the result was a variety of tars which could, by chemical processing, be
made to yield useful substances. Perkin, in 1856 (at the age of eighteen),
derived the first true synthetic dye from aniline, a coal tar derivative; it could
color fabrics and hold its color against washing, time, and sunlight. The
importance of this discovery was the juncture it established between the older
textile industry and the new steel industry which produced coal tar as a
by-product of the use of coal in reducing iron.
Britain was, ofcourse, the greatest textile and steel manufacturing country
in the world, but British manufacturers turned a deaf ear to Perkin. They
imported dyes from all over: indigo from the Far East, alizarin red from madder
root, scarlets from cochineal and tin solutions. Gennany, on the other hand,
had coal but, having entered the race for colonies late, no access to the world's
dyestuffs. Perkin turned to the Gennan capitalists, and in so doing helped lay
the foundation for the long Gennan supremacy in the chemical industries. By
the turn of the century, the six largest Gennan chemical works employed more
than 650 chemists and engineers, while the entire British coal tar industry had
no more than thirty or forty.12* Thus at a time when British and American

* James B. Conant tells this story: "At the time of our entry into World War I, a
representative of the American Chemical Society called on the Secretary of War,
Newton Baker, and offered the service ofthe chemists in the conflict. He was thanked
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industry used university-trained scientists only sporadically, for help on spe
cific problems, the German capitalist class had already created that total and
integrated effort which organized, in the universities, industrial laboratories,
professional societies and trade associations, and in government-sponsored
research a continuous scientific-technological effort as the new basis for
modem industry. This was soon recognized by the more far sighted economists
of that day (notably by Marshall and Veblen). Henry L. Gantt, after Taylor
probably the foremost advocate and practitioner of scientific management of
his time, wrote in 1910:
It is an economic law that large profits can be permanently assured only by

efficient operation .... The supreme importance of efficiency as an economic
factor was first realized by the Germans, and it is this fact that has enabled them
to advance their industrial condition, which twenty years ago was a jcst, to the
first place in Europe, if not in the world. We naturally want to know in detail
the methods they have used; and the reply is that they have recognized the value
of the scientifically trained engineer as an economic factor.
In the United States, superb natural resources have enabled us to make
phenomenal progress without much regard to the teachings of science, and in
many cases in spite 0 four neglect of them. The progress of Germany warns us
that we have now reached the point where we must recognize that the proper
application of science to industry is ofvital importance to the future prosperity
of this country .... Our universities and schools of higher learning are still
dominated by those whose training was largely literary or classical, and they
utterly fail to realize the difference between a classical and an industrial age.
This difference is not sentimental, but real; for that nation which is industrially
most efficient will soon become the richest and most powerful. 14

early in the era of monopoly capitalism, the borrowings from
Germany left a trail through American higher education and industry. It was
not only the brewing industry which imported scientifically trained specialists
(in its case brewmasters) from Germany: Carnegie put a German chemist to
work at the start of the 1870s and in part through his efforts dispelled much of
the uncertainty that had previously surrounded the manufacture of pig iron;
and General Electric enlisted C. P. Steinmetz, the German physicist, chiefly to
help design alternating current equipment. 15
The corporate research laboratories of the United States begin more or
less with the beginnings ofthe era of monopoly capitalism. The first research
organization established for the specific purpose of systematic invention was
set up by Thomas Edison at Menlo Park, New Jersey, in 1876, and the first
and asked to come back the next day. On so doing, he was told by the Secretary of War
that while he appreciated the offer of the chemists, he found that it was unnecessary as
he had looked into the matter and found the War Department already had a chemist.,,13
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government laboratories were established by the Department of Agriculture
under the Hatch Act of 1887. Arthur D. Little began his independent research
laboratory in 1886. These were the forerunners of the corporate research
organizations: Eastman Kodak (1893), B. F. Goodrich (1895), and most
important, General Electric (1900). General Motors did a great deal of its
research through Charles F. Kettering's Dayton Engineering Laboratories
Company (DELCO), organized in 1909, and acquired by GM in 1919, although
at the same time the corporation set up other laboratories, such as the one
organized for it by the Arthur D. Little Company in 1911 to do materials
testings and analysis; in 1920, all GM research activities were combined to
form the General Motors Research Corporation at Moraine, Ohio. Frank B.
Jewett began research for Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1904. The Westing
house Research Laboratories were begun in Pittsburgh in 1917. By 1920 there
were perhaps 300 such corporate laboratories, and by 1940, over 2,200. By
then, corporations with a tangible net worth of over $100 million averaged
research staffs of 170, and those with a net worth exceeding a billion dollars
averaged research staffs of 1,250. The Bell Telephone laboratories, employing
over 5,000, was by far the largest research organization in the world. 16
Along with these research laboratories came the increase ofscientific and
engineering education in new or expanded university departments in the
physical sciences, through learnedjournals and societies, and at trade associa
tion research facilities, as well as a growing government role in research. For
a long time, however, imitation of the German example was imitation of
manner rather than matter. The tradition ofa thin and facile empiricism did not
offer favorable soil for the development of basic science, and the corporate
magnates, still impatient of free and undirected research and anxious for
nuts-and-bolts engineering innovations, hardly bothered to conceal beneath
their new commitment to science a contempt for its most fundamental forms.
The most important of the corporate research laboratories, that organized by
General Electric at Schenectady eight years after the merger ofEdison General
Electric and Thomson-Houston, was typical in this regard. "It was soon
recognized by the directors of this new company that the amount of techno
logical development which could be drawn out of the scientific knowledge
already accumulated, though large, was finite and that there would be a greater
chance of ingenious developments ifthere were n\ore science to work with.,,17
But the directors of the new company, and those oj many others as well, were
slow to understand the importance ofthe work ofsuch pioneer scientists in the
United States as Willard Gibbs, who helped establish a basis for physical
chemistry by his use of thermodynamics in the study of chemical reactions.
The general characteristic of the work required of scientists in these corporate
laboratories remained Edisonian, with the modification that in place of
Edison's laborious trial and error, scientific calculation was to lead to quicker
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solutions. Thus General Electric put Irving Langmuir to work studying the
effect of various gases in lamp bulbs on the radiation of thermal energy from
the filament, and on the rate of evaporation of the filament material. 18 In other
corporate laboratories, particularly those of the automotive industry, interest
in "science" was confined to trouble-shooting (gear noise, vibration, etc.) and
product engineering (transmission fluids, paints, fuels, compression problems,
etc.). The guiding principle seems to have been almost entirely fast payoff; it
was this motivation which led to the disaster ofthe early 1920s when the entire
operating force of several divisions of General Motors awaited, from day to
day, the outcome of Kettering's attempts to get his so-called copper-cooled
(air-cooled) engine ready for production.
It was not until the rise ofNazism in Germany and World War II, as a result
of which a great deal of scientific talent was either driven from Germany by
Hitler's racial and political policies or was appropriated by the victorious allies,
that the United States acquired a scientific base equal to its industrial power,
which had prior to this development depended largely upon the engineering
exploitation of foreign science. Thus it has been only since World War II that
scientific research in the United States, heavily financed by corporations and
government, and buttressed by further drafts of scientific talent from all over
the world, has systematically furnished the scientific knowledge utilized in
industry. *
By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, what Landes called "the
exhaustion of the technological possibilities ofthe Industrial Revolution" had
set in. 20 The new scientific-technical revolution which replenished the stock
of technological possibilities had a conscious and purposive character largely
absent from the old. In place of spontaneous innovation indirectly evoked by
the social processes of production came the planned progress of technology
and product design. This was accomplished by means ofthe transformation of
science itselfinto a commodity bought and sold like the other implements and
labors of production. From an "external economy," scientific knowledge has
become a balance-sheet item. 21 Like all commodities, its supply is called forth
by demand, with the result that the development of materials, power sources,
and processes has become less fortuitous and more responsive to the immediate
needs of capital. The scientific-technical revolution, for this reason, cannot be
understood in terms of specific innovations-as in the case of the Industrial
Revolution, which may be adequately characterized by a handful of key

* As spending for research and development has grown, a characteristic pattern of
financing and control has appeared. Most such research is financed by federal expen
ditures and controlled by private industry. Thus in the early 1960s, three-fourths ofsuch
research, concentrated chiefly in the areas of engineering and the physical sciences,
was carried on by corporations, while the federal government paid for some three-fifths
of the cost directly and most of the rest indirectly, through tax write-offs. 19
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inventions--but must be understood rather in its totality as a mode of produc
tion into which science and exhaustive engineering investigations have been
integrated as part ofordinary functioning. The key innovation is not to be found
in chemistry, electronics, automatic machinery, aeronautics, atomic physics,
or any of the products ofthese science-technologies, but rather in the transfor
mation of science itself into capital. *
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Chapter 8
The Scientific-Technical Revolution
and the Worker

"In manufacture," wrote Marx, referring to the hand workshops that preceded
the Industrial Revolution, "the revolution in the mode of production begins
with the labour-power, in modern industry it begins with the instruments of
labour."1 In other words, in the first stage of capitalism the traditional work of
the craftsman is subdivided into its constituent tasks and performed in series
a chain of detail workers, so that the process is little changed; what has
changed is the organization oflabor. But in the next stage, machinofacture,
the instrument oflabor is removed from the worker's hand and placed in the
grip of a mechanism and the forces of nature are enlisted to supply power
which, transmitted to the tool, acts upon the materials to yield the desired result;
thus the change in the mode ofproduction in this case comes from a change in
the instruments oflabor.
To the next question-how is the labor process transformed by the
scientific-technical revolution?-no such unitary answer may be given. This
is because the scientific and managerial attack upon the labor process over the
past century embraces all its aspects: labor power, the instruments oflabor, the
materials of labor, and the products of labor. We have seen how labor is
reorganized and subdivided according to rigorous principles which were only
anticipated a century ago. The materials used in production are now so freely
synthesized, adapted, and substituted according to need that an increasing
number of industries practice substantially altered manufacturing processes as
a result of this fact alone. The instruments used in production, including those
used in transport and communications, have been revolutionized not only in
respect to the power, speed, and accuracy with which they accomplish their
tasks, but often act to gain the desired result by way of entirely different
physical principles from those traditionally employed. And the products of
production have themselves been freely transformed and invented in accord
ance with marketing and manufacturing needs. Taking nothing for granted and
nothing as permanent, modem production constantly overhauls all aspects of
its performance, and in some industries has completely reconstituted itself
more than once in the space of a hundred years. Thus modern electronic
circuitry, to cite only a single example, would be completely incomprehensible
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in its mode of operation, in the manner of its production, and even in the very
materials used, to those who, only a couple of generations ago, designed and
made the first examples of this geme.
Insofar as these changes have been governed by manufacturing rather than
marketing considerations (and the two are by no means independent), they
have been brought about by the drive for greater productivity: that is, the effort
to find ways to incorporate ever smaller quantities of labor time into ever
greater quantities of product. This leads to faster and more efficient methods
and machinery. But in the capitalist mode ofproduction, new methods and new
machinery are incorporated within a management effort to dissolve the labor
process as a process conducted by the worker and reconstitute it as a process
conducted by management. In the first form of the division of labor, the
capitalist disassembles the craft and returns it to the workers piecemeal, so that
the process as a whole is no longer the province ofany individual worker. Then,
as we have seen, the capitalist conducts an analysis of each of the tasks
distributed among the workers, with an eye toward getting a grip on the
individual operations. It is in the age ofthe scientific-technical revolution that
management sets itself the problem of grasping the process as a whole and
controlling every element of it, without exception. "Improving the system of
management," wrote H. L. Gantt, "means the elimination of elements of
chance or accident, and the accomplislunent of all the ends desired in accord
ance with knowledge derived from a scientific investigation of everything
down to the smallest detail of labor....,,2 And it is the scientific-technical
revolution which furnishes the means for the partial realization of this theo
retical ideal.
Thus, after a million years oflabor, during which humans created not only
a complex social culture but in a very real sense created themselves as well,
the very cultural-biological trait upon which this entire evolution is founded
has been brought, within the last two hundred years, to a crisis, a crisis which
Marcuse aptly calls the threat of a "catastrophe of the human essence.") The
unity ofthought and action, conception and execution, hand and mind, which
capitalism threatened from its beginnings, is now attacked by a systematic
dissolution employing all the resources ofscience and the various engineering
disciplines based upon it. The subjective factor ofthe labor process is removed
to a place among its inanimate objective factors. To the materials and instru
ments of production are added a "labor force," another "factor ofproduction,"
and the process is henceforth carried on by management as the sole subjective
element. * This is the ideal toward which management tends, and in pursuit of
which it uses and shapes every productive innovation furnished by science.

* When the conditions are fully realized through an automatic machine system,
wrote Marx in the Grundrisse der Kritik derpolitischen Okonomie, then: "The produc
tion process has ceased to be a labour process in the sense of a process dominated
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This displacement of labor as the SUbjective element of the process, and
its subordination as an objective element in a productive process now con
ducted by management, is an ideal realized by capital only within definite
limits, and unevenly among industries. The principle is itself restrained in its
application by the nature of the various specific and determinate processes of
production. Moreover, its very application brings into being new crafts and
skills and technical specialties which are at first the province of labor rather
than management. Thus in industry all forms of labor coexist: the craft, the
hand or machine detail worker, the automatic machine or flow process. But far
more important than this relative restraint on the operation of the principle is
the resulting continual shifting of employment. The very success of manage
ment in increasing productivity in some industries leads to the displacement
oflabor into other fields, where it accumulates in large quantities because the
processes employed have not yet been subjected--and in some cases cannot
be subjected to the same degree-to the mechanizing tendency of modern
industry. The result therefore is not the elimination of labor, but its displace
mentto other occupations and industries, a matter which will be discussed more
fully in later chapters.
The reduction of the worker to the level of an instrument in the production
process is by no means exclusively associated with machinery. We must also
note the attempt, either in the absence of machinery or in conjunction with
individually operated machines, to treat the workers themselves as machines.
This aspect of scientific management was developed by Taylor's immediate
successors.
Taylor popularized time study as part of his effort to gain control over the
job. Time study may be defined as the measurement of elapsed time for each
component operation of a work process; its prime instrument is the stopwatch,
calibrated in fractions ofan hour, minute, or second. But this kind oftime study
was found too gross to satisfy the increasingly demanding standards pursued
by managers and their engineers. From their point of view, Taylor'S approach
had two major defects. First, the various activities oflabor could by this means
be analyzed only in their actual daily practice, and in relatively gross incre
ments. And second, the method remained tied to particular forms of concrete
labour as its governing unity.,,4 The Grundrisse consists ofmonographs written by Marx
for his own clarification and served as a preparatory manuscript for Capital. Here Marx
allowed himself to speculate further, to revolve his subject under his eye more freely,
than in the writings he prepared for publication. The sections on labor and production
are thus extraordinarily interesting, although substantially everything in them appears
in a more fully worked out and final form in Capital; the bold formulation quoted above
is one ofthe more suggestive remarks which did not find a place, to my knowledge, in
the writings he published.
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labor. In other words, the universality of the approach Taylor had taken was
not matched by an equally universal methodology.
A new line of development was opened by Frank B. Gilbreth, one of
Taylor's most prominent followers. He added to time study the concept of
motion study: that is, the investigation and classification of the basic motions
ofthe body, regardless ofthe particular and concrete form ofthe labor in which
these motions are used. In motion and time study, the elementary movements
were visualized as the building blocks ofevery work activity; they were
in a variant of Gilbreth's name spelled backward, therbligs. To the stopwatch
were added the chronocyclegraph (a photograph ofthe workplace with motion
paths superimposed), stroboscopic pictures (made by keeping the camera lens
open to show changing positions assumed by the worker), and the motion
picture; these were to be supplemented by more advanced means. In its first
form, motion study catalogs the various movements of the body as standard
data, with the aim ofdetermining time requirements and making the procedure
"primarily a statistical problem rather than a problem of observation and
measurement of particular workers."s
Therblig charts used by industrial engineers, work designers, and office
managers give to each motion a name, a symbol, a color code, and a time in
ten-thousandths of a minute. The basic motion symbols are given in a recent
textbook by the chairman ofthe Industrial Engineering Division at the Univer
6
of Wisconsin as follows:
G
RL
P
PP
A
DA
U
SH
ST
TL
TE

Grasp
Release Load
Position
Pre-position
Assemble
Disassemble
Use
Seareh
Select
Transport Loaded
Transport Empty

UD
AD
H
R
PN
I
W
B
SI
SD
K

Unavoidable Delay
Avoidable Delay
Hold
Rest
Plan
Inspect
Walk
Bending
Sit
Stand Up
Kneel

Each of these motions is described in machine terms. For example,
Bending, we are told, is "trunk movement with hips as hinge." These defined
motions are in fact classifications of motion types, for each is in tum broken
down into finer motion types. Thus G, Grasp, has four basic subclassifications:
Gl Contact Grasp (pick up wafer by touching with fingertip).
G2 Pinch Grasp (thumb opposes finger).
G3 Wrap Grasp
G4
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Transport Empty is further defined according to the distance the hand must
extend, and Transport Loaded is broken down not only according to distance
but also to the weight ofthe load. To pick up a pencil, therefore, would involve
the proper categories of Transport Empty, Pinch Grasp, and Transport Loaded,
each with a standard time value, and the sum of the time categories for these
three therbligs, given in ten-thousandths of a minute. constitutes the time for
the complete motion.
The combination ofmotions required to perform each operation is worked
out on a therblig chart: "The therblig chart (Therb CH) is the detailed symbolic
and systematic presentation of the method of work performed by the body
members."? As a rule, the therblig chart is a two-column affair, representing
separately the activities of each hand, whether in motion or at rest, during any
part of the time sequence.
The therblig was only the first of a series of standard data systems, which
are now constructed by many large corporations for their internal use
Chapter 15, "Clerical Workers"), or provided by research organizations. Of
these various systems of "predetermined work time," the most popular is
Methods-Time Measurement, put out by the MTM Association for Standards
and Research in Ann Arbor, Michigan. This association publishes "Application
Data" in booklet form.'" In this system, the time standard used is the TMU,
which is defined as one hundred-thousandth of an hour, equal to six ten-thou
sandths of a minute or thirty-six thousandths of a second. It offers refinements
of the therblig to apply to many conditions. Reach, for instance, is tabulated
separately for objects in fixed or varying locations, for objects jumbled with
others, for very small objects, and so forth, and for distances varying from
three-fourths ofan inch up to thirty inches. For example, to reach a single object
the location of which may vary slightly from cycle to cycle, twenty inches
away, consumes according to the MTM chart 18.6 TMU, or .6696 second (not,
we ask the readerto note, two-thirds ofa second, which would be .6666 second;
a difference which, in an operation repeated a thousand times a day, would add
up to three seconds).
Move is defined for objects from 2.5 to 47.51bs.: to either hand or against
stop; to approximate or indefinite location; to exact location.
Turn and apply pressure is given for pressures up to 35Ibs., and for vectors
of30 degrees to 180 degrees, in increments of 15 U"'1'","''',l).
Position: loosely, closely, or exactly; for easy-to-handle and difficult-to
handle objects (its opposite, Disengage, is also given for the same conditions).

* The front cover of the booklet bears the boxed legend: "Do not attempt to usc
this chart or apply Methods-Time Measurement in any way unless you understand the
proper application ofthe data. This statement is included as a word ofcaution to prevent
difficulties resulting from misapplication of the data."
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Release is given not only for nonnal release (by opening fingers), but for
contact release (releasing typewriter key).
Body, leg, and foot motions are set forth for the various movements of
Bend, Sit, Stop, Walk, etc., for varying distances. And finally, a fonnula is
given for
Travel Time:
ET = 15.2 x

f5 TMU

with a maximum of 20 TMU. Eye Focus is defined as occupying 7.3 TMU.*
More recent research has attempted to overcome the defects inherent in
standard data, which, in breaking down motions into elementary components,
neglect the factors of velocity and acceleration in human motions--motions
which take place as a flow rather than. as a series of disjunctive movements.
Efforts have been made to find a means of gaining a continuous, uninterrupted
view of human motion, and to measure it on that basis. In the course of this
research, the use of radar, accelerometers, photoelectric waves, air pressure,
magnetic fields, capacitive effects, motion pictures, radioactivity, etc., have
been investigated, and in the end, sound waves, using the Doppler shift, have
been chosen as the most suitable. An inaudible sound source (20,000 cycles
per second) given offby a transducer is attached to the body member under
consideration. Three microphones, each ten feet from an assumed one cubic
yard of work area, are placed in such a way that each represents one of the
three spatial dimensions, and they pick up the increased or decreased number
of cycles per second as the sound source moves toward or away from each of
them. These changes in cycles are converted into changes in voltage, the output
of which is therefore proportional to the velocity of motion. The three veloci
ties are recorded on magnetic tape (or plotted on oscillographic paper) and can
then be combined into a total velocity by vector summation. Total acceleration
and total distance can be derived, and can then be handled mathematically, and
by computer, for analysis and prediction. This device goes by the name
Universal Operator Perfonnance Analyzer and Recorder (UNOPAR), and is
said to be, if nothing else, an excellent timing device accurate to .000066
minutes, though not to be compared in this respect to electronic timing devices,
which are accurate to a millionth of a second. (But thest: last, we are told
are useful only for experimental purposes, and not in the workplace.)9
Physiological models are also used for the measurement of energy expen
diture, for which oxygen consumption and heart rate are the most usual
indicators; these are charted by means of oxygen-supply measuring devices

* These last are instances of the charting approach to human sensory
visual, auditory, and tactile, which have been developed since the early 1950s and which
aim at comprehending a larger range of work activities outside the purely manual, in
them not only to clerical work but also to professional and semi-profes
s
sional
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and electrocardiograms. Forces applied by the body (as well as to it) are
measured on a force platfonn, using piezo-electric crystals in the mountings.
In another variant, we read, in an article entitled "The Quantification ofHuman
Effort and Motion for the Upper Limbs," about a framework called "the
exoskeletal kinematometer," which is described as "a device which mounts
externally upon the human subject for the purpose of measuring the kinematic
characteristics of his limbs during the perfonnance of a task.,,10 The measure
ment of eye movements is done through photographic techniques and also by
electro-oculography, which uses electrodes placed near the eye.
The data derived from all these systems, from the crudest to the most
refined, are used as the basis for engineering the "human factor" in work
design. Since the accumulation of data does away with the need to time each
operation, management is spared the friction that arises in such a procedure,
and the worker is spared the knowledge that the motions, time, and labor cost
for his or herjob have been precalculated, with "humane" allowances for rest,
toilet, and coffee time, before anyone was hired and perhaps even before the
building was erected. * By eliminating the need for repeated experiments, they
make available to any user, at low cost, figures which may be combined and
recombined in any desired fashion, merely by the use of pencil and paper, to
bring into being predetennined time standards for any engineering or office
purpose. The time values of given motion pattems are respected in manage
ment circles as "objective" and "scientific," and bearthe authority such values
are presumed to carry. In recent years, motion-time study or therblig systems
have had their logic and arithmetic assigned to computers, so that the time
allowance for various job elements is worked out by the computer on the basis
of standard data, perhaps supplemented by time study observations. **

* A management team with the Dickensian name of Payne and Swett see in this
the very first advantage of standard data: its "favorable impact on employee relations."
which is their euphemism for the above. II

** This was the mode used by the General Motors Assembly Division in its
reorganization, begun in 1968, of the jobs of both clerical and production workers, in
which the number ofjobs was reduced and the number of operations assigned to each
worker was increased, the number of repair or inspection workers reduced, and the
number of supervisors to enforce the new standards was increased. It was this reorgani
zation which led to the 1972 strikes in the General Motors plants at Norwood, Ohio,
lasting 174 days, and Lordstown, Ohio, lasting three weeks (although the Lordstown
strike got all the journalistic attention because it was attributed largely to the youthful
composition of the work force at that plant, while the Norwood strike was susceptible
of no such interpretation). 12 A vice-president of General Motors pointed out that in ten
plant reorganizations conducted by the General Motors Assembly Division after 1968,
eight ofthem produced strikes. "I'm not boasting," he added, "I'm just relating relevant
,,13
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It is, finally, worthy of note that in management's eyes as well as in the
practice it dictates, the more labor is govemed by classified motions which
extend across the boundaries of trades and occupations, the more it dissolves
its concrete fonns into the general types of work motions. This mechanical
exercise of human faculties according to motion types which are studied
independently of the particular kind of work being done, brings to life the
Marxist conception of "abstract labor." We see that this abstraction from the
concrete fonns of labor--the simple "expenditure ofhuman labor in general,"
in Marx's phrase--which Marx employed as a means of clarifying the value
of commodities (according to the share of such general human labor they
embodied), is not something that exists only in the pages of the first chapter
of Capital, but exists as well in the mind of the capitalist, the manager, the
industrial engineer. It is precisely their effort and metier to visualize labor not
as a total human endeavor, but to abstract from all its concrete qualities in order
to comprehend it as universal and endlessly repeated motions, the sum of
which, when merged with the other things that capital buys-machines,
materials, etc.--results in the production of a larger sum of capital than that
which was "invested" at the outset of the process. Labor in the fonn of
standardized motion patterns is labor used as an interchangeable part, and in
this fonn comes ever closer to corresponding, in life, to the abstraction
employed by Marx in analysis of the capitalist mode of production.

The animating principle of all such work investigations is the view of
human beings in machine tenns. Since management is not interested in the
person of the worker, but in the worker as he or she is used in office, factory,
warehouse, store, or transport processes, this view is from the management
point of view not only eminently rational but the basis of all calculation. The
human being is here regarded as a mechanism articulated by hinges, ball-and
socket joints, etc. Thus an article in the British Journal ofPsychiatry aptly
entitled "Theory of the Human Operator in Control Systems" says: " ... as an
element in a control system, a man may be regarded as a chain consisting of
the following items: (1) sensory devices ... (2) a computing system which
responds ... on the basis of previous experience ... (3) an amplifying
system-the motor-nerve endings and muscles ... (4) mechanical linkages ..
. whereby the muscular work produces externally observable effects." 14 In this
we see not merely the tenns of a machine analogy used for experimental
purposes, nor merely a teaching metaphor or didactic device, but in the context
of the capitalist mode of production the operating theory by which people of
one class set into motion people of another class. It is the reductive fonnula
that expresses both how capital employs labor and what it makes ofhumanity.
This attempt to conceive of the worker as a general-purpose machine
operated by management is one ofmany paths taken toward the same goal: the
displacement of labor as the subjective element of the labor process and its
transformation into an object. Here the entire work operation, down to its
smallest motion, is conceptualized by the management and engineering staffs,
laid out, measured, fitted with training and perfonnance standards---all entirely
in advance. The human instruments are adapted to the machinery ofproduction
according to specifications that resemble nothing so much as machine-capacity
specifications. Just as the engineer knows the rated revolutions per minute,
electrical current demand, lubrication requirements, etc. of a motor according
to a manufacturer's specification sheet, he tries to know the motions-of-a
given-variety of the human operator from standard data. In the system as a
whole little is left to chance, just as in a machine the motion ofthe components
is rigidly governed; results are precalculated before the system has been set in
motion. In this, the manager counts not only upon the physiological charac
teristics of the human body as codified in his data, but also upon the tendency
of the cooperative working mass, of which each worker is, along with the
machines, one of the limbs, to enforce upon the individual the average pace
upon which his calculations are based. *

and this is true of human machinery as well as mechanical. The problem as it presents
itself to management is well summarized by James R. Bright of the Harvard Business
School: "Meanwhile, refinement toward mechanical ends has gone on----or has at
tempted to go on-with people. Many past efforts to gain precision in manufacturing
have been to subdivide and apportion human effort to minute parts of the task and thus
to increase reliability by facilitating machine-like action. Managers and engineers have
tried to obtain this by arbitrary rule ofquotas and standard tasks, by mechanistic devices
such as the indexing machine or pacing by conveyor, and by motivating devices such
as incentive systems, profit-sharing plans, or even music in the shop. In the abstract,
these are nothing more than efforts to constrain people to perfonn consistently in the
desired manner at points on the production line where machines are not available or not
economical. In other words, this is 'force-closure' applied to the human element of the
manufacturing system. The attempt has been to create timed, predictable, consistent
production action on the part of human beings. Yet, such an approach inevitably must
be short ofperfection. As links or 'resistant bodies' in the supennachine, human beings
are not mechanically reliable. They do not consistently 'respond in the desired manner,'
nor can they be constrained to do so.... Thinking of the factory in these tenus enables
one to appreciate why the so-called automatic factory is far from automatic: only a
portion ofthe economic task ofthe factory has been adequately constrained. People are
needed to fill in many of the gaps in mechanization and to provide control on levels as
yet beyond mechanical or economic feasibility.,,15

* This is a description of a "theoretical ideal" system from management's point of
view, and not an attempt to describe the actual course of events. We are here omitting
for the moment the fact that workers are rebellious, and that the average pace of
production is decided in a practice which largely assumes the fonn ofa struggle, whether
organized or not. Thus the machinery operated by management has internal frictions,
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Chapter 9
Machinery

Machines may be defined, classified, and studied in their evolution according
to any criteria one wishes to select: their motive power, their complexity, their
use ofphysical principles, etc. But one is forced atthe outsetto choose between
two essentially different modes of thought. The first is the engineering ap
proach, which views technology primarily in its internal connections and tends
to define the machine in relation to itself, as a technical fact The other is the
social approach, which views technology in its connections with humanity and
defines the machine in relation to human labor, and as a social artifact.
As an illustration of the first approach, we may take the work of Abbott
Payson Usher. In A History ofMechanical Inventions, Usher began with the
nineteenth-century classifiers, Robert Willis and Franz Reuleaux, whose defi
nitions he quotes. First from Willis:
Every machine will be found to consist of a train of pieces connected together
in various ways, so that if one be made to move, they all receive a motion, the
relation ofwhich to that ofthe first is governed by the nature ofthe connection.
And Reuleaux:
A machine is a combination ofresistant bodies so arranged that by their means
the mechanical forces of nature can be compelled to do work accompanied by
certain determinate motions.
Following this approach, Usher himself describes the evolution of ma
chinery in the following way:
The parts of the machine are more and more elaborately connected so that the
possibility of any but the desired motion is progressively eliminated. As the
process of constraint becomes more complete, the machine becomes more
perfect mechanically .... Such a transformation results in the complete and
continuous control ofmotion.... The completeness of the constraint ofmotion
becomes in Reuleaux 's analysis the criterion ofmechanical perfection. Loosely
adjusted and ill-controlled machines are supplanted by closely adjusted ma
chines that can be controlled minutely. I
From a technical standpoint, the value ofsuch a definition is apparent. The
precision of the mechanism, and the degree of its automatic or self-acting
character, are determined by the success of the designer in eliminating "any
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but the desired motion" and achieving "the complete and continuous control
of motion."* But what is missing from this definition, or present only by
implication, is a view of machinery in relation to the labor process and to the
worker. We may contrast the approach taken by Marx, who singles out from
among a great many possible criteria this very aspect of machinery:
The machine proper is therefore a mechanism that, after being set in motion,
performs with its tools the same operations that were formerly done by the
workman with similar tools. Whether the motive power is derived from man,
or from some other machine, makes no difference in this respect. From the
moment that the tool proper is taken from man, and fitted into a mechanism, a
machine takes the place of a mere implement. The difference strikes one at
once, even in those cases where man himself continues to be the prime mover.2

This initial step, removing the tool from the hands ofthe worker and fitting
it into a mechanism, is for Marx the starting point of that evolution which
begins with simple machinery and continues to the automatic system of
machinery. Like all starting points in Marx, it is not fortuitous. Marx selects
from among a host oftechnical characteristics the specific feature which forms
the juncture between humanity and the machine: its effect upon the labor
process. The technical is never considered purely in its internal relations, but
in relation to the worker. **
The analysis of the machine by means ofpurely technical characteristics,
such as its power source, the scientific principles it employs, etc., may yield
much information ofvalue to engineers, but this study ofthe machine "in itself'
has little direct value for a comprehension of its social role. The moment we
begin to assess its evolution from the point of view of the labor process,

* This same definition is often used by management analysis as an overall picture
of the workplace, for which they recommend the development of constraint and the
elimination of all but the desired motion; and this definition may be, as we have seen,
applied to the workers themselves as they are subjected to criteria of mechanical
perfection.
** In engineering literature, by contrast, the worker tends to disappear, which
accounts for the fact that this literature is written almost entirely in the awkward
grammar ofthe passive voice, in which operations seem to perform themselves, without
human agency.
It is also worth noting that Usher, when he wishes to quote from Marx a
"definition" of machinery, seizes upon a descriptive passage where Marx, before
tackling the analysis of machinery, indicates that "fully developed machinery consists
of three essentially different parts, the motor mechanism, the transmitting mechanism,
and finally the tool or working machine.,,3 lt is typical of the engineering mind that it
is drawn by this, the technical description, while that which for the labor process is truly
definitive escapes attention.
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however, its technical characteristics group themselves around this axis and
lines of development begin to emerge. Such a "critical history oftechnology,"
which Marx noted had not been written in his day, is no more in evidence in
ours. But if it existed it would furnish the basis for a taxonomy of machines as
they are used in production, as well as a classification according to the technical
features that are utilized by capital as the basis for the organization and control
oflabor.
Some sociologists have attempted to sketch broad "production systems"
or "varieties of technology." Joan Woodward has divided production into the
making of "integral products" (in single units, small batches, large batches,
and by mass production); "dimensional products" (in batches and by continu
ous flow processes, as in chemical plants); and "combined systems" (in which
standardized components are made in large batches and subsequently assem
bled in a continuous flow process, or, conversely, a flow process is used to
prepare a product which is subsequently broken down into smaller units for
4
packaging and sale). Robert Blauner divides production technologies into four
varieties: craft, machine tending, assembly line, and continuous process. s As
distinguished from these scattergun approaches, James R. Bright ofthe Gradu
ate School ofBusiness Administration at Harvard has taken a much closer look
at the characteristics of machines in association with labor. 6 He has outlined a
"mechanization profile" of seventeen levels (to be described more fully later
in this chapter), which he applies to a large number of production processes
and to the way they utilize varying levels of mechanization as they take their
course from start to finish. The "degrees of mechanical accomplishment in
machinery" are judged on the basis of the question: "In what way does a
machine supplement man's muscles, mental processes, judgment, and degree
of control?"? Bright comments (in 1966): "To my knowledge, this is still the
only theory interlinking machine evolution and worker contribution."s It is
worthy of note that just as Bright has apparently been alone in the academic
world in this kind of detailed study of what machines actually do as they
become more automatic, and what the worker is called upon to know and to
do, so also are his conclusions strikingly different from those who let them
selves be guided only by vague impressions.
From this point of view, the key element in the evolution of machinery is
not its size, complexity, or speed of operation, but the manner in which its
operations are controlled. Between the fIrst typewriter and the electrically
driven ball-type machine ofthe present there lies a whole epoch ofmechanical
development, but nothing that has been changed affects the manner in which
the typewriter is guided through its activities and hence there is little essential
difference in the relation between typist and machine. The labor process
remains more or less as it was, despite all refinements. The application of
power to various hand tools such as drills, saws, grindstones, wrenches, chisels,
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rivet hammers, staplers, sanders, buffers, etc. has not changed the relation
between worker and machine-for all that they belong to a recent branch of
machinery because they had to wait upon the development of specialized
electrical or pneumatic power systems before they became possible. In all these
forms, the guidance of the tool remains entirely in the hands of the worker,
whatever other properties or capacities may have been added.
It is only when the tool and/or the work are given a fixed motion path
by the structure of the machine itself that machinery in the modern sense
begins to develop. The drill press, the lathe fitted with a slide rest, and the
sewing or 'knitting machine all move cutting tools or needles along grooves
cut into the machine frame or parts. The grindstone turns in a path deter
mined by its axle and bearings; the moving blade of the shears descends,
and the head of the trip-hammer or piledriver falls in accord with the
structure of each device.
But this is only the first step in the development of machinery. The
laying-down of these fixed motion paths opens the way for further control
of the motion of the tool or the work, by internal gearing, cams, etc. At first,
as Bright points out, this takes the form of a fixed or single cycle. The
cutting tool of a lathe, for instance, or the bit of a drill press, may be
connected to the power source in such a way that when the connection is
locked the tool will be brought against the work at a fixed rate of approach
and to a predetermined depth, after which it will retract to its original
position. This single cycle may also be a repeated one, as in the case of the
planer which draws the full length of the work against the cutting tool,
removes a shaving from the surface, and returns to repeat the process; the
cutting tool is meanwhile shifted so that the next shaving may be removed,
and this continues without outside intervention until the entire surface has
been planed.
Once this type of cycle has been mastered, it is only a further mechanical
step to the construction ofmultiple function machines in which the mechanism
indexes its way, according to a preset pattern, through a sequence ofoperations.
This is the principle of the automatic turret lathe, which carries its series of
tools in a turret that revolves to the next tool as the previous one completes its
cycle. In such machines the sequence of operations is either built once and for
all into the mechanism and cannot be altered (this is the case with the home
washing machine, for instance, which follows a sequence of operations that
may be changed as to duration, or some of which may be skipped, but which
can, basically, do only that which it was designed and built to do), or the
machine may be adapted to a limited variety of functions by changing its
internal (cam or gearing) arrangements. It is characteristic ofall machinery, up
to this stage in its evolution, that the pattern of its action is fixed within the
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mechanism and has no links to either external controls or its own working
results. Its movements are not so much automatic as predetermined. *
Between the stage represented by machines constructed according to this
concept and the next stage of machine development, there is a significant
difference: control over the machine in accordance with information coming
from outside the direct working mechanism. This may take the form of
measurements of the machine output itself. It is a simple step from installing
on a printing press a counter to record the number of sheets that have passed
through the press, to arranging this counter so that it shuts offthe press, or rings
a bell, when the selected number has been reached. The classic example ofthe
flyball governor, which uses the motion of the weights, as they are flung
outward by increasing speed or fall inward as speed reduces, to control the
throttle ofthe engine is a perfect instance of a machine which regulates its own
pace by measuring its own output. In checking the results of its own work, the
machine may simply stop, signal, or reject, as in the case of the key punch
verifier, which signals and marks any difference between the holes already
punched in the card and the keys struck by the operator. Or, in its furthest
refinements, the machine may measure the results of its work while that work
is in progress, compare these results with an image ofthe desired product, and
make continual adjustments throughout the course of the operation so that the
result conforms to the plan.
This capacity to draw upon information from external sources, or from the
progress of its own operation, brings about a certain reversal in the trend of
machine development. Prior to this, the evolution ofmachinery had been from
the universal to the special purpose machine. The broad range of earlier
machinery had been general purpose equipment, adapted not to a particular
product or to a specialized operation, but to a range of operations. Lathes
existed for metal-turning, not for the manufacture of a particular size and class
of screw or shaft; presses were adaptable to a variety of forming operations,
not to a particular part. As machinery underwent its first phase of progress
toward increase in control, this took the form of fixed arrangements adapting
the machine to a particular product or operation. In an advanced state, such as
the machining of an automobile engine block, a single machine drills scores
of holes from various angles, mills surfaces to final finish, counterbores, taps
threads, etc., performing these operations simultaneously or in rapid sequence.
01< Bright includes the possibility of reducing the need for human intervention in
such a machine still further by putting the actuation ofthe machine underremote control,
so that many machines may be set in motion or stopped from a single control site; there
is also the possibility of doing away with the need to start and stop the machine if the
introduction of the workpiece itself actuates the mechanism, and the completion and
ejection of the workpiece stops the machine until the next piece is introduced. But this
and other such refinements do not change the intemally fixed character ofthe machine
cycle.
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Such machines can be used for no other purpose, and they come into existence
when the continuous volume of production can repay the cost of elaborate
equipment. Thus one finds on many production lines carefully engineered
devices--powered assembly jigs, single purpose stamping presses, rigidly
positioned cutting tools adapted to a single motion, welding or riveting heads,
etc.-which would have no useful function away from that particular produc
tion line. But the ability to guide the machine from an external source ofcontrol
in many cases restores the universality of the machine. It can now regain its
adaptability to many purposes without loss of control, since that control is no
longer dependent upon its specialized internal construction. A lathe can be
controlled even more efficiently by a punched-paper or magnetic tape, and be
immediately adaptable to work of every kind suitable to its size and power.
As important in its way as the refinements ofcontrol in separate machines
has been the process of adapting machines to one another. This process begins
as a problem of plant layout of individual machines, in an arrangement that
follows the sequence of operations so that each machine can deliver the work
in process to the subsequent operation. The next step is the provision ofchutes,
conveyors, etc. for moving the work from machine to machine; in their most
developed form these are the transfer machines used in the production lines
for engines in the automobile industry. When such a system includes arrange
ments for the actuation of the machine by the workpiece, so that the need for
direct labor diminishes still further, the production line has become "automat
ic." But when a production line has reached this continuous and automatic
state, it is close to the point where it becomes a single machine instead of a
system ofconnected machinery. Thus the machine which prints, folds, gathers,
covers, and binds the sheets ofa paperback book would hardly be recognizable
to an outsider as a combination ofthe several machines it has brought together
in such a process of evolution. For this to take place, all that need be done is
for the production system of linked machines to be conceived and redesigned
as a single, massive, integrated whole. In this fashion, the control over machine
processes grows until they can be rendered more nearly automatic within the
compass of a system of interlocked machines or a single machine which
embraces an entire production process and conducts it with greatly reduced
human intervention.
The evolution of machinery from its primitive forms, in which simple rigid
frames replace the hand as guides for the motion of the tool, to those modem
complexes in which the entire process is guided from start to finish by not only
mechanical but also electrical, chemical, and other physical forces-this
evolution may thus be described as an increase in human control over the action
oftools. These tools are controlled, in their activities, as extensions ofthe human
organs ofwork, including the sensory organs, and this feat is accomplished by
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an increasing human understanding of the properties of matter-in other
words, by the growth of the scientific command of physical principles. The
study and understanding of nature has, as its primary manifestation in human
civilization, the increasing control by humans over labor processes by means
of machines and machine systems.
But the control of humans over the labor process, thus far understood, is
nothing more than an abstraction. This abstraction must acquire concrete form
in the social setting in which machinery is being developed. And this social
setting is, and has been from the beginnings ofthe development ofmachinery
in its modem forms, one in which humanity is sharply divided, and nowhere
more sharply divided than in the labor process itself. The mass of humanity is
subjected to the labor process for the purposes of those who control it rather
than for any general purposes of"humanity" as such. In thus acquiring concrete
form, the control of humans over the labor process turns into its opposite and
becomes the control of the labor process over the mass ofhumans. Machinery
comes into the world not as the servant of "humanity," but as the instrument
of those to whom the accumulation of capital gives the ownership of the
machines. The capacity of humans to control the labor process through
machinery is seized upon by management from the beginning ofcapitalism as
the prime means whereby production may be controlled not by the direct
producer but by the owners and representatives ofcapital. Thus, in addition to
its technical function of increasing the productivity oflabor-which would be
a mark of machinery under any social system--machinery also has in the
capitalist system the function of divesting the mass ofworkers oftheir control
over their own labor. It is ironic that this feat is accomplished by taking
advantage of that great human advance represented by the technical and
scientific developments that increase human control over the labor process. It
is even more ironic that this appears perfectly "natural" to the minds of those
who, subjected to two centuries of this fetishism of capital, actually see the
machine as an alien force which subjugates humanity!
The evolution of machinery represents an expansion ofhuman capacities,
an increase of human control over environment through the ability to elicit
from instruments ofproduction an increasing range and exactitude ofresponse.
But it is in the nature of machinery, and a corollary oftechnical development,
that the control over the machine need no longer be vested in its immediate
operator. This possibility is seized upon by the capitalist mode of production
and utilized to the fullest extent. What was mere technical possibility has
become, since the Industrial Revolution, an inevitability that devastates with
the force of a natural calamity, although there is nothing more "natural" about
it than any other form ofthe organization oflabor. Before the human capacity
to control machinery can be transformed into its opposite, a series of special
conditions must be met which have nothing to do with the physical character
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of the machine. The machine must be the property not of the producer, nor of
the associated producers, but of an alien power. The interests of the two must
be antagonistic. The manner in which labor is deployed around the machin
ery-from the labor required to design, build, repair, and control it to the labor
required to feed and operate it-must be dictated not by the human needs of
the producers but by the special needs ofthose who own both the machine and
the labor power, and whose interest it is to bring these two together in a special
way. Along with these conditions, a social evolution must take place which
parallels the physical evolution of machinery: a step-by-step creation of a
"labor force" in place of self-directed human labor; that is to say, a working
population conforming to the needs of this social organization of labor, in
which knowledge of the machine becomes a specialized and segregated trait,
while among the mass of the working population there grows only ignorance,
incapacity, and thus a fitness for machine servitude. In this way the remarkable
development of machinery becomes, for most of the working population, the
source not of freedom but of enslavement, not ofmastery but of helplessness,
and not of the broadening ofthe horizon oflabor but of the confinement ofthe
worker within a blind round of servile duties in which the machine appears as
the embodiment of science and the worker as little or nothing. But this is no
more a technical necessity of machinery than appetite is, in the ironic words
of Ambrose Bierce, "an instinct thoughtfully implanted by Providence as a
solution to the labor question."
Machinery offers to management the opportunity to do by wholly me
chanical means that which it had previously attempted to do by organizational
and disciplinary means. The fact that many machines may be paced and
controlled according to centralized decisions, and that these controls may thus
be in the hands of management, removed from the site of production to the
office -these technical possibilities are ofjust as great interest to management
as the fact that the machine multiplies the productivity oflabor. * It is not always
necessary, for this purpose, that the machine be a well-developed or sophisti
cated example of its kind. The moving conveyor, when used for an assembly
line, though it is an exceedingly primitive piece of machinery, answers per
fectly to the needs of capital in the organization of work which may not be
otherwise mechanized Its pace is in the hands of management, and is deter
mined by a mechanical device the construction of which could hardly be
simpler but one whicb enables management to seize upon tbe single essential
control element of the process.
To explore this subject in somewhat greater detail by means of a very
recent instance, let us take as an example the work of the machine shop. This

remains the fundamental branch of all industry, not only because of the great
role which machine tools play in a great many areas of production, but also
because it is in machine sbops that the macbinery ofindustry is itselffabricated.
It is also particularly important because of the recent innovations in machine
control which are revolutionizing production methods in machine shops, and
which have initiated control systems that are spreading into many quite
different industries. It has a further interest for this discussion because in this
industry one may see how machinery is utilized to tackle the very machine
shop problems with which Taylor wrestled for so many years.
The problem of controlling machine tools presents itselfto management
largely as a problem of unit or small-batch production. Highly automatic
machine systems adapted to mass production or continuous flow processes are
oflittle help in this respect, since they represent huge fixed investments which
can return their cost only when applied to a large volume. And it has been
estimated that three-fourths of all production in the metal-working industries
ofthe United States takes place in batches of fifty units or less. 10 Quantities as
small as these must be manufactured on universal or general purpose machine
tools, and the tooling, fixtures, and setup costs that may be distributed among
these short runs are necessarily limited. Thus this vast area ofmetal cutting has
until recently remained the province of the skilled machinist. Insofar as
management has found an answer to the problems of cheapening labor and
controlling production, it has taken the form, on the one hand, of breaking
down the machinist's craft among machine operators specializing in the lathe,
milling macbine, and other individual machines, and making machine setup
itself a specialty; and, on the other band, ofpredetermining operations accord
ing to management standards in the Taylor tradition.
The mechanical solution to the problem has taken the form of numerical
control, * whicb has been called "probably tbe most significant new develop
ment in manufacturing technology since Henry Ford introduced the concept
of the moving assembly line."JI In application to machine tools alone, this
concept is working a revolution in industry, but its applications are spreading
beyond machine tools and potentially embrace a great variety of machine and
hand operations. It is therefore worth considering in detail, as a prime instance
of the managerial use ofmachinery in tbe capitalist mode of production, and
how this affects the worker and the labor process.
The concept of this form of control over machinery has been traced back
to two French inventions: tbat of Falcon in 1725, a knitting machine controlled
by a perforated card, and that of Jacquard in 1804, a knitting and weaving

'" "One great advantage which we may derive from machinery," wrote Babbage,
"is from the check which it affords against the inattention, the idleness, or the dishonesty
of human agents.,,9

'" The term comes from the control (usually by a punched-tape reading device)
over the movements of the tool or the work by means of numbers (for instance, 2.375
inches) which represent distances along three axes, and by means ofwhich the tool may
be guided to any point in a three-dimensional solid.
I
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machine controlled in the same way. The principle is like that of the player
piano, which is actuated by holes in a paper roll. It was picked up again by an
American inventor who in 1916 patented a continuous-path machine for
cutting cloth in the garment industry. An application of this method to the
control of machine tools was patented in 1930, but the development and
application of the concept did not really begin, despite this long history,
after the Second World War. Financing for the research was made available by
the United States Air Force and was carried on by the John Parsons Corporation
and later by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which demonstrated in
1952 a prototype in the form of a vertical milling machine operated under
12
numerical control.
The possibility ofwidespread industrial application ofthis as well as many
other control systems materialized with the electronics revolution ofthe 1950s
and 1960s, which furnished cheap and reliable circuitry for the control instru
ments. This began with the transistor, which at first simply replaced the vacuum
tube on a one-for-one basis. By the early 1960s, however, integrated circuits
combined transistors and other components on tiny chips of silicon crystal, so
that eventually large-scale integrated circuits offering the functions of hun
dreds of expensive and bulkier parts were combined on a single chip. As the
yield ofbatch production processes climbed, the cost fell from an average price
per circuit function (one transistor) of$2 in 1965 to under three cents in 1971. The
reliability ofoperation and ease ofrepair through modular replacement, combined
with this cheapening of increasingly complex circuitry, are the basis for the
revolution in control technology, and it is here rather than in earlier experiments
that the source ofthis new industrial technique and its broad use must be sought. *
By 1968, no more than 1 percent of machine tools in industrial use were
numerically controlled, but the shape of the future could be seen in the fact
that 20 percent of all new machine tools shipped in that year were equipped with
this attachment. And in trade showings of machinery, as well as in industry
journals, the big majority of machines displayed or advertised are now tools
of this type.
With numerical control, the machine process is subjected to the control of
a separate unit, which receives instructions from two sources: in numerical
form from an external source, and in the form of signals from monitoring
devices which check the ongoing process at the point of contact between tool
and work. Using this information, the control unit originates signals which
activate power drives controlling the work, tool, coolant, etc.
From a technical point of view, the system offers several advantages.
Complex metal cutting-for example, the machining of surfaces to compound

* On this, see Business Weeks recent special issue on productivity, which charac
terizes the goals of increased productivity through solid-state electronic controls as
"fewer parts, less-skilled, low-cost labor, and fewer manufacturing steps.,,13
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curves---slow and demanding when the calculations are made in the course of
cutting, may be coded with relative ease and cut with assurance; this was one
of the features which, because of its applicability to the shaping of dies and
other parts used in aircraft production, interested the air force in the method.
The coding of any job is quickly completed when separated from machine
execution, and once coded a job need never be analyzed again: the tape may
be kept on file and used whenever a remake is called for. The processes of
metal cutting are virtually automatic, relieving the worker ofthe need for close
control ofthe machine while cutting is in progress. The separation of concep
tualization and calculation from the machine means that the tool itself is in
more constant use for metal cutting; at the same time, it goes through its
continuous cutting path without interruption, which also makes for more
efficient use of these expensive pieces of equipment.
The unity of this process in the hands of the skilled machinist is perfectly
feasible, and indeed has much to recommend it, since the knowledge of
metal-cutting practices which is required for programming is already mastered
by the machinist. Thus there is no question that from a practical standpoint
there is nothing to prevent the machining process under numerical control from
remaining the province of the total craftsman. That this almost never happens
is due, of course, to the opportunities the process offers for the destruction of
craft and the cheapening ofthe resulting pieces oflabor into which it is broken.
Thus, as the process takes shape in the minds of engineers, the labor configu
ration to operate it takes shape simultaneously in the minds of its designers,
and in part shapes the design itself. The equipment is made to be operated;
operating costs involve, apart from the cost of the machine itself, the hourly
cost of labor, and this is part of the calculation involved in machine design.
The design which will enable the operation to be broken down among cheaper
operators is the design which is sought by management and engineers who
have so internalized this value that it appears to them to have the force of
natural law or scientific necessity. *

* That engineers think: in this fashion, or are guided in this direction by all the
circumstances of their work, will not appear strange to anyone with the slightest
familiarity with engineering as it has developed from its nineteenth-century beginnings.
"The monogram ofour national initials, which is the symbol for our monetary unit, the
dollar, is almost as frequently conjoined to the figures ofan engineer's calculations as
are the symbols indicating feet, minutes, pounds, or gallons," said Henry R. Towne, the
industrialist and pioneer of shop management, in a paper read to the American Society
ofMechanical Engineers in 1886. "The dollar," he said on a later occasion, "is the final
term in almost every equation which arises in the practice of engineering....,,14 Or, in
the words ofa chemist in more recent years: ''I'm no longer really interested in problems
that don't involve economic considerations. I've come to see economics as another
variable to be dealt with in studying a reaction--there's pressure, there's temperature,
and there's the dollar.,,15
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Numerical control is thus used to divide the process among separate
operatives, each representing far less in tenns oftraining, abilities, and hourly
labor costs than does the competent machinist. Here we see once more the
Babbage principle, but now in a setting of technical revolution. The process
has become more complex, but this is lost to the workers, who do not rise with
the process but sink beneath it. Each ofthese workers is required to know and
understand not more than did the single worker of before, but much less. The
skilled machinist is, by this innovation, deliberately rendered as obsolete as
the glassblower or Morse code telegrapher, and as a rule is replaced by three
sorts of operatives.
First, there is the parts programmer. The process of taking the specifica
tions of an engineering drawing and recording them on a planning sheet is
essentially the same work as that previously done by the machinist when,
drawing in hand, he approached a given job. But the parts programmer is not
required to know everything else the machinist knew: that is to say, the actual
craft ofcutting metals in its execution on the machine. He learns instead merely
the shadow of the process in tabulated and standardized fonn, and with that
his learning ceases. He is taught to work this infonnation up in a manner
suitable for coding.
"The planner," in the words of one description, "simulates the machining
done in the shop .... He goes through every step in very much detail, leaving
no decision to be made later at the machine. The planner detennines the feeds
and speeds, the cutters required, and even the miscellaneous functions such as
when coolant is to be on or off. Importantly, he detennines the feed rates and
the depths of cut to be taken.,,16 To convert the specifications on the drawing
into a planning sheet requires, in the case of much of the equipment used for
numerical control, only a knowledge ofblueprint reading such as the craftsman
acquires in his first months of apprenticeship, plus the basic arithmetic of
adding and subtracting, plus the use of standard data on machine capabilities.
This may be made more or less difficult by the type of equipment used and the
complexity of the job in hand. In a recent development, the machining
specifications are themselves stored on computer tape and the programmer
need only make a description of the part (both rough fonn and finished fonn)
by simply converting the engineering drawing into a listing of dimensions,
using nothing but simple machine-shop tenns. The computer delivers a ma
chine control tape, a printout ofwhat is on the tape, a tool list, and the computed
job cycle time. This system, it is claimed, reduces program time for a part that
once required four or five hours to only twenty or thirty minutes. One company
advertises another programming system that uses a "1 O-word program vocabu
lary" and says: "Within a week a shop man can program effectively.,,17 An
article in Monthly Labor Review says: "Most of the functions of the skilled
machinist have been shifted to the parts programmer. Consequently, skilled
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machinists often staff these positions.,,18 This may have been so at the outset,
but the job of parts programmer now increasingly falls to the technical college
graduate (often from the two-year junior college) who fits the "labor profile"
of this desk job more closely than the machinist, especially in being cheaper.
The next job is that ofconverting the planning sheet into machine-readable
form--usually a paper tape punched on a simple coding machine. Here the
candidate is immediately selected by unanimous choice: the "girl" machine
operator who learns her job in a few days, attains optimum efficiency in a few
weeks or months, and is drawn from a large pool at hardly more than halfthe
pay of the machinist.
So far as the machine operator is concerned, it is now possible to remove
from his area of competence whatever skills still remain after three-quarters
of a century of "rationalization." He is now definitively relieved of all the
decisions, judgment, and knowledge which Taylor attempted to abstract from
him by organizational means. The true "instruction card"-Lillian Gilbreth's
"self-producer of a predetennined product"--is at last fully revealed in the
program tape. ''Numerically controlled machines," we are told by one author
ity, "are fundamentally easier to operate. The skills required of an operator are
less than with conventional machines, wherc he must often be a trained
machinist. With numerical control equipment, the operator must, of course,
know his equipment. He must have the training and intelligence required to
perfonn several rather straightforward prescribed routines, but he does not
possess the technical skills of the experienced machinist. The intelligence
corresponding to these latter skills is on the tape in numerical control.,,19
The difference between the trained machinist-even one so limited in
craftsmanship that he can operate only a single machine-and the operator of
a numerically controlled machine is often understated, both by managers, who
are prepared (in public at least) to conceal the downgrading in the interest of
a smoother transition and for public relations reasons, and also unions, for
whom the exaggeration ofthe "demanding nature" and "increased responsibility"
of the new process is a routine part of contract bargaining. But some idea of the
manner in which managers view this difference can be seen in the following
response to a University of Michigan survey of companies using numerical
control: "Cost of developing and training an operator to produce identical
parts by conventional methods and machines compared with NC machining
system is approximately 12 to 1.,,20 This would mean thatifit takes four years
to give a machinist his basic training, an operator of the sort required by
numerically controlled machine tools may be trained in four months.
Experience bears this out. *

* This is not to say that, in unionized situations, the pay of machinists is
immediately reduced to operator levels the moment numerical control is introduced. In
some exceptional instances, where very few numerically controlled machine tools have
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Control in this form, and in other forms that are developing out of it, is by
no means limited to metal-cutting machinery; the principle has general appli
cability in many crafts. In this connection, the evolution of boiler shop and
other heavy plate construction work is of interest. In these trades the best-paid
craft has long been that of layout. The layout man takes off the blueprint the
specifications of each part and inscribes them on the plate stock, along with
directions for flame-cutting or shearing, punching or drilling, bending or
ro \ling, etc. It was at one point noted that the layout man spent a certain amount
ofhis time simply marking his layout with close-spaced center-punched marks.
In those shops that had enough work to warrant a subdivision of tasks in the
layout department, this task was taken from the layout mechanic and vested in
"markers," at a far lower pay rate. Then, in the 1950s, a method was devised
for drawing each piece, in the drafting room, to accurate scale on a transparency
which could be projected on the steel from a slide projector mounted high
above the layout trestles. Now the layout man became nothing more than a
marker himself; after he had adjusted the focus so that a single dimension was
correct, he had no more to do than mark. But with numerical control, the steel
can go straight to the flame-cutting tables, where the cutting torch is guided
by the control tape, so that not only is the work oflayout eliminated-or rather
transferred to the office-but so is the so-called semi-skill ofthe flame cutter.
In the same way, in sheetrnetal shops numerically controlled machines are
now used for cutting required shapes (with "nibbling" tools, multiple-tool
turrets, etc.) without the necessity ofshop layout or skilled sheetmetal workers.
One furniture manufacturer makes kitchen cabinets and bedroom furniture out
of vinyl-clad particle board by numerical control, using a so-called mitre-fold
process. The boards are cut in such a way that they fold to make complete units
and are held together by the "wood-grained vinyl covering"; folded and glued,
each "unit" is complete. It takes just one hour of labor to assemble each piece
of this furniture, one-third the time taken by woodworkers (our source leaves
to the imagination of the reader the quality and appearance of these surpass
ingly modern products)?l And it remains only to be noted that the process of
been brought into a shop, the union has been able successfully to insist that the entire
including programming and coding, be handled by the machinist. In many other
cases, the pay scale ofthe machinist has been maintained or even increased by the union
after the introduction of numerical control, even though he has become no more than
an operator. But such pay maintenance is bound to have a temporary character, and is
really an agreement, whether formal or not, to "red circle" these jobs, as this is known
in negotiating language; that is, to safeguard the pay of the incumbents. Management is
thus sometimes forced to be content to wait until the historical process of devaluation
ofthe worker's skill takes eirect over the long run, and the relative pay scale falls to its
expected level, since the only alternative to such patience is, in many cases, a bitter battle
with the union.
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making an engineering drawing has itself been found to be readily susceptible
to the same attack, so that there now exist drafting machines which draw plans
from tape under numerical control. In each ofthese cases, the public unveiling
of the new devices is accompanied by much self-congratulation and by
philanthropic phrases about the lightening of the toil of the worker, the ease
with which laborious tasks are accomplished, and so forth. Few write so plainly
about the way in which functions are distributed, and the effect this is having
upon the world ofwork, as did Thilliez, the engineer who introduced numerical
control into the Renault plants, in his 1967 technical book, La Commande
numerique des machines:
But in addition the teChnique of numerical control implies an effect which
might be called extraordinary, on the I.evel ofthe philosophy ofthe organization
ofthe enterprise. It separates the intellectual work from the work ofexecution,
just as has for a long time been the case with the fabrication of long runs on
special purpose machines, and this separation allows the execution of both
functions under the technical conditions best adapted to a superior organiza
22
tion, thus in the final accounting most profitable.

Such a separation of "intellectual work from the work of execution" is
indeed a "technical condition" best adapted to a hierarchical organization, best
adapted to control of both the hand and the brain worker, best adapted to
profitability, best adapted to everything but the needs of the people. These
needs, however, are, in the word of the economists, "externalities," a notion
that is absolutely incomprehensible from the human point of view, but from
the capitalist point ofview is perfectly clear and precise, since it simply means
external to the balance sheet.
While the forms of utilization of machinery-the manner in which labor is
organized and deployed around it--are dictated by the tendencies of the
capitalist mode of production, the drive to mechanize is itself dictated by the
effort to increase the productivity of labor. But the increasing productivity of
labor is neither sought nor utilized by capitalism from the point of view of the
satisfaction of human needs. Rather, powered by the needs of the capital
accumulation process, it becomes a frenzied drive which approaches the level
of a generalized social insanity. Never is any level ofproductivity regarded as
sufficient. In the automobile industry, a constantly diminishing number of
workers produces, decade by decade, a growing number of increasingly
degraded products which, as they are placed upon the streets and highways,
poison and disrupt the entire social atrnosphere-while at the same time the
cities where motor vehicles are produced become centers ofdegraded labor on
the one hand and permanent unemployment on the other. It is a measure of the
manner in which capitalist standards have diverged from human standards that
this situation is seen as representing a high degree of "economic efficiency."
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rnachines.,,24 The very "efficiency" which produced the crises is here seen as
the only answer to it. The machine which, working at top speed, threatens to
fly apart is to be preserved from that threat by running it even faster. Each
capitalist nation will further degrade its own working population and social
life in an attempt to save a social system which, like the very planets in their
orbits, will fall to its destruction if it slows in its velocity. Here we have the
reductio ad absurdum of capitalist efficiency, and the expression in concrete
terms of the insoluble contradiction that exists between the development ofthe
means of production and the social relations of production that characterize
capitalism.

The most advanced methods of science and rational calculation in the hands
of a social system that is at odds with human needs produce nothing but
irrationality; the more advanced the science and the more rational the calcula
tions, the more swiftly and calamitously is this irrationality engendered. Like
Captain Ahab, the capitalist can say, "All my means are sane, my motives and
object mad."
The drive for increased productivity inheres in each capitalist firm by
virtue of its purpose as an organization for the expansion of capital; it is
moreover enforced upon laggards by the threats of national and international
competition. In this setting, the development of technology takes the form of
a headlong rush in which social effects are largely disregarded, priorities are
set only by the criteria of profitability, and the equitable spread, reasonable
assimilation, and selective appropriation of the fruits of science, considered
from the social point of view, remain the visions of helpless idealists. * Each
advance in productivity shrinks the number of truly productive workers,
enlarges the number ofworkers who are available to be utilized in the struggles
between corporations over the distribution of the surplus, expands the use of
labor in wasteful employment or no employment at all, and gives to all society
the form of an inverted pyramid resting upon an ever narrower base of useful
labor. Yet no matter how rapidly productivity may grow, no matter how
miraculous the contributions of science to this development, no satisfactory
level can ever be attained. Thus, a century after the beginning of the scientific
technical revolution and almost two centuries after the Industrial Revolution,
the problem for capitalism which towers over all others, and which takes the
form of a crisis threatening survival itself, remains: more productivity. In
Business Week we read: "Five years of inflation, recession, and uncertain
recovery have forced the men who manage U.S. business and the men who
make U.S. economic policy to a painful conclusion: Somehow the nation must
make a quantum jump in efficiency. It must get more output from its men and
>I< The occasional dream that flickers in the minds of those who have assimilated
the capitalist way of looking at all problems is quickly extinguished by "practical"
considerations. Thus Alfred Marshall, early in the present epoch: "In fact, if all the
world were a single people, with one purpose and that the highest, it might be well to
put some check on this rapid supersession of human skill; even at the expense of
delaying the increase of material comforts and luxuries. But Britain can exist only by
obtaining her necessary supplies offood and raw products in return for the exportation
of manufactures: and her hold on external markets can be maintained only by her use
of the most effective processes known.'>23 The impulse to view society from a human
standpoint, "a single people, with one purpose and that the highest," does Marshall
credit, but he can entertain it no longer than is necessary to dismiss it from the standpoint
of British capitalism, whose single impulse, and that the lowest, requires first of all the

sacrifice of the British people.
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In pursuit of this "solution," industry, trade, and offices rationalize, mechanize,
innovate, and revolutionize the labor process to a truly astonishing degree. The
methods used are as various as the resources of science itself. And since these
resources are so vast, where they cannot accomplish a large saving of labor by
a revolution in production they achieve the same effect by a degradation ofthe
product.
The construction industry, for example, divides its efforts between the
destruction of sound buildings and their replacement with shoddy structures
whose total life span will not equal the useful life remaining to the demolished
buildings. This industry, which because of the nature of its processes is still
largely in the era of hand craftsmanship supplemented by powered hand tools,
the lowest level of mechanization, makes continual and determined efforts to
climb out of this disadvantageous position. It favors new materials, especially
plastics, painting and plastering with spray guns (a single spray plasterer keeps
a number of workers busy smoothing), and the pre-assembly of as many
elements as possible on a factory basis (a carpenter can install six to ten
prefabricated door assemblies, pre-hung in the frames with hardware already
in place, in the time it takes to hang a single door by conventional methods;
and in the process becomes a doorhanger and ceases to be a carpenter). The
trend of dwelling construction is best exemplified by the rapidly growing
"mobile home" segment of the industry. The "mobile home" is a mass-pro
duced factory product; of the three parties involved--the workers, the manu
facturers, and the residents---only the middle one has any advantage to show
from the transaction. Yet mobile homes are spreading over the landscape
triumphantly, and one may easily predict for them a still greater future because
of the high degree of "efficiency" with which they allocate labor and capital.
A quarter-century ago, Siegfried Giedion described the transformation of
the crusty, wholesome loaf of bread into a "product" with the "resiliency of a
rubber sponge.,,25 But the production process for the manufacture ofthis bread
is a triumph of the factory arts. Continuous mixing, reduction ofbrew fermen
tation time, dough which is metered, extruded, divided, and panned to the
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accuracy of a gram in the pound, conveyorized baking and automatic depan
ning, cooling, slicing, wrapping, and labelling have effectively rid the bakery
of the troublesome and unprofitable arts of the baker, and have replaced the
baker himself with engineers on the one hand and factory operatives on the
other. The speed with which the operation is conducted is a marvel of effi
ciency, and, apart from its effects on the worker, if only it were not necessary
for the people to consume the "product" the whole thing could be considered
a resounding success.
Furniture production is being remade in the image of the automobile
industry. It has increasingly become a mass-production process in which the
skills and effects of woodworking and cabinetmaking are disappearing. Shap
ing is done on automatic contour-profilers operated by unskilled labor. Routers
for grooving and cutouts are done by template-controlled machines with a cam
and sensing system ofprograrnming. "Unskilled operators need only to feed
material to the machine; in some applications, even feeding is automatic.,,26
"The use of pneumatic power clamps and assembly machines is speeding the
assembly of frames, case ends, drawers, and chairs, while requiring fewer and
less-skilled workers. One machine takes parts directly from a tenoner, feeds
metal parts from hoppers, inserts these parts, drives pins or nails, and ejects a
completed shelving onto a conveyor at a rate of 7 to 10 per minute, and only
one operative is required to load the hoppers and pinners. Another machine
takes panels, aligns and joins them perfectly square, drives staples to hold the
assembly true while the glue dries, and permits the assembly of a kitchen
cabinet by one man every 60 seconds.,,27 Painting has been mechanized, using
automatic spray and flow-coating techniques. Upholstery work is now done
with precut, preformed, and stretch materials, thus putting an end to the
traditional skills of that trade.
In meatpacking, the industry which was the first in the United States to
introduce conveyor lines, the on-the-rail dressing system has displaced the
older conveyor. "In rail systems, stunned cattle are hoisted to a high conveyor
rail, on which they are slaughtered and then moved through all dressing
operations to the chill cooler. Workers, stationed on mechanized platforms
which move vertically and horizontally according to the requirements of each
task, use power knives and saws. Mechanical hide strippers, which grasp and
peel the hide from the carcass, substantially reduce the skilled hand-cutting
operations once necessary to remove a high-quality hide without damage.
Labor savings per unit may be between 25 and 60 percent on the kill line. These
savings are in reduction of waiting time between performance of individual
tasks, which are now machine-paced and synchronized, and elimination of
constant repositioning of the carcass necessary in the older 'bed' system.,,28
There is a machine which permits an image of each carcass to be projected
on a screen so that workers can be guided in making major cuts by a pointer
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which indicates them; far fewer workers need to know how and where to cut
a carcass. Machines emulsify, form, smoke, cook, chill, peel, wash, and
package frankfurters. Electronic machines that weigh and package poultry
along with mechanical pluckers process up to 9,000 chickens an hour, al
though, we are told, the prevalence of "low wage rates in poultry packing
plants" is among the factors which "tend to retard technological change" in
that branch of the industry.29
In the manufacture of wearing apparel, every aspect of the production
process is being energetically attacked. Since this is an industry which is
characterized by the existence of many shops, most of them relatively small,
a great many are still in the stage of traditional "rationalization," breaking
down operations into a large number of smaller and simpler steps. At the same
time these steps are being speeded up by the introduction of a variety of
devices, chiefly attachments to sewing machines such as needle positioners,
automatic thread cutters, pleaters, and hemmers. The use oftwo- or three-layer
bonded materials, which eliminate separate linings, and synthetic fabrics,
which may be processed by novel methods such as the electronic fusing of
seams in place ofsewing, opens up new vistas for cheapening and transforming
mass-produced clothing. Advanced production methods are copied from sheet
metal and boiler-shop techniques: die-cutting to replace hand cutting, pattern
grading equipment which produces different size copies of a master pattern,
etc. There is a photo line tracer which guides a sewing head along the path of
a pattern placed in a control unit. Improving on this, a photoelectric control is
used to guide a sewing head along the edge of the fabric. In these latter
innovations we see the manner in which science and technology apply similar
principles to dissimilar processes, since the same control principles may be
applied to complex contours, whether on steel or cloth.
In typesetting, the printing industry first took the path of eliminating the
linotyper's skill through the use of tape-controlled linecasting, the essence of
which was the separation of the keyboard from the casting of lead slugs. The
operator prepares a control tape on a machine much more rapid and simpler to
operate than the linotype. But the use of photocomposition in tandem with the
electronic computer has enabled the industry to begin the elimination ofmetal
type altogether, and along with it the need for the operator to justifY lines and
hyphenate words, since these functions can be performed by a computer which
utilizes a record of the syllabification of almost every word in the language.
That this rids the typesetter of one more load ofuseless knowledge has already
been amply pointed out, but no one has yet pointed to the knowledge acquired
in its place.
Despite the variety of means used in all the innovations we have been
describing, their unifYing feature is the same as that which we noted at the
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outset of this discussion: the progressive elimination of the control functions
of the worker, insofar as possible, and their transfer to a device which is
controlled, again insofar as possible, by management from outside the direct
process. It is this which dominates the new place of the worker in production
processes, and it is this above all which is slighted or entirely neglected in
conventional assessments. The knowledge of labor and production processes
which the outsider may gain from a study of nontechnical sources is limited
by the vague and imprecise impressions which pass for information, and from
which sociologists and journalists, already too eager to achieve optimistic
conclusions, glean their notions about the trend of labor in modem society.
Morris A. Horowitz and Irwin L. Herrenstadt did an exhaustive survey of such
materials in the course oftheir attempt to study changes in skill requirements
of various occupations, and they report the following:
Limiting our focus to the past 15 years, we examined various bibliographies
and indexes in an effort to pull together the literature relevant to our field of
interest. Over 500 bibliographic titles were selected for careful scrutiny and
analysis. The overwhelming majority of these speculated about the effects of
automation based upon general impressions, discussions with a few industri
alists or union leaders, or a few very limited case studies conducted by others.
If an article or book discussed automation and manpower, it typically referred
to employment opportunities resulting from technological change, the effects
\,
on the occupational structure ofthe plant or industry, or the effects on the skill
composition ofthe labor force. Only a small number of studies made any effort
to investigate and analyze the effects of automation on job content and the
worker characteristics required of the changing jobs. *

This very paucity of systematic information and analysis makes all the
more important James R. Bright's unique study, referred to earlier in this
chapter. In 1954, research was begun at the Harvard Business School on the
"managerial implications" of "automation." In 1958, Bright published a vol
ume entitled Automation and Management, which begins with a survey of the

* Horowitz and Herrenstadt are to be thanked for this survey, but unfortunately
the remainder of their article is just as useless as the literature they criticize. It is an
attempt to assess "worker characteristics required ofthe changing jobs" entirely on the
basis of the descriptions of "job content" in the second and third editions, 1949 and
1965 respectively, ofthe Dictionary a/Occupational Titles published by the Department
ofLabor. A more arid and unrewarding exercise can hardly be imagined, and the result
is that after scores ofpages ofmeticulous tabulation and statistics, the authors conclude
that "the overall or net change in the skill requirements" d1.!ring these fifteen years was
"remarkably small"; that the "small net change" was "the product of numerous
offsetting changes"; and that the result "on balance" is "either inconsequential or
inconclusive with respect to overall skilllevels.,,3o
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evolution of mechanization in manufacturing (with special attention to the
electric lamp and shoe industries) and then analyzes in great detail thirteen of
the most advanced production systems in operation at the time of the study.
These included the Ford Cleveland Engine Plant; a highly automated bread
bakery; a small integrated oil refinery with the reputation ofbeing an outstand
ing example of automatic control; a new automatic production line for the
manufacture of oil seals; the foam rubber mattress department of a rubber
company, in which the entire process, from raw material stores to finished
product warehouse had been integrated into a single radically new system; a
chemical plant making commercial fertilizer; a feed and grain plant with a high
degree of automaticity; a small coal mine which attempted extensive use of
automatic equipment; a plating plant in which a complex production sequence
was subjected to a highly automatic handling system; an instrument manufac
turerwith a unique work-feeding system; an electrical parts manufacturer who
applied automatic methods to assembly operations; another plating plant with
a differing system of work organization; and a V-8 engine plant. Bright later
wrote several articles (see, for example, the July-August 1958 issue ofHarvard
Business Review) and, most important, a summary of his conclusions with
regard to skill written in 1966 for the National Commission on Technology,
Automation, and Economic Progress.
While the Bright studies dealt in general with the "management" aspects
of automation, the principal focus was the "skill requirements" ofincreasingly
mechanized industries. It must be pointed out that Bright nowhere indicates a
concern with this aspect of his subject from the point of view of the worker,
but views the problem entirely from the management standpoint. His approach
is detached and rigidly factual, and his concern is expressed in his final
conclusion: "I suggest that excessive educational and skill specification is a
serious mistake and potential hazard to our economic and social system. We
will hurt individuals, raise labor costs improperly, create disillusion and
resentment, and destroy valid job standards by setting standards that are not
truly needed for a given task... .',31
In the preface to his book, Bright notes: "A controversial area ofthis study
will lie, no doubt, in my conclusions regarding the skill required of the work
force in the automated plant. The relationship of skill requirements to the
degree of automaticity as a declining rather than increasing ratio is not
commonly accepted, or even considered." Nevertheless, after exploring his
tentative conclusions with three to four hundred industrialists, and in present
ing his findings to "at least a dozen industrial audiences totaling perhaps three
thousand persons," he notes that "in general, these conclusions have not been
strongly challenged" except with regard to plant maintenance skills, and even
these challenges he attributes to "intense personal experiences" peculiar to
special situations. 32
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Bright's work is not only informative but especially useful for the analyti
cal framework it provides, since he sets up a "mechanization profile" of
seventeen levels (see Bright's chart of mechanization levels, p. 149). Apart
from the first two--work with the hand and with a hand tool--each level deals
with a specific machine function and its operating characteristics. With this
"profile," Bright was able to chart the entire series of operations in every
production system he studied, thus affording a far more realistic glimpse of
so-called automatic production systems than that furnished by the glowing
self-tributes of managers or the breathless prose ofjournalists.
On mechanization levels I to 4 Bright concludes that since control is
entirely up to the worker, skill is increasing (see Bright's chart, "Changing
Contribution Required of Operators," pp. 151-52). On levels 5 to 8, where
control is mechanical but still dependent upon the worker, some skills are
increasing but a nurnber have turned downward, resulting, in Bright's opinion,
in an overall decrease in total skill required. In levels 9 to 11, where the machine
has been put under external control at least to the extent of signalling its own
needs, most skills tum downward. And finally, in the top six levels, which are
characterized by self-modifications of machine action and therefore corre
spond to advanced methods of automatic production, every indicator of skill
used by Bright, from knowledge and experience through decision-making,
plunges downward sharply, and the indicators of "Worker contribution" all
read either "Decreasing-nil," or flatly, "Nil" (with vague exceptions only for
and "Education,,).33 The result is summarized by a curve
which Bright calls the "Hump in Skill Requirements." (See Bright's curve of
"Skill ;versus Automation," p. 154. It describes a "suggested average expe
rience as mechanization increases," and shows an increase only through the
first four levels, a decrease thereafter, and a plunge into the nether regions with
the installation of those elements of mechanization which are associated with
the popular term "automation." He outlines the idea as follows:

Levels oj Mechanization and Their Relationship
to Power and Control Sources
(as charted by James R. Bright)
bO

"machinist."
When the mechanically controlled machines oflevels 5 and 6 are encoun
tered, job knowledge may not be reduced but attention, decision-making,
and machine control requirements are partially or largely reduced. In many
instances, the technical knowledge requirement of machine functioning and
adjustment is reduced tremendously. This is why "machine operators," rather
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than machinists are so frequently quite adequate. The job becomes more nearly
one of simple machine actuation, workfeeding, patrolling, and inspecting.
In moving to higher levels of mechanization where the machines supply
control signals there is a further reduction in the attention-judgment-decision
action activity demanded of the worker. Of course, this may be offset by
increasing technical complexity of the equipment and its adjustment, which
requires additional knowledge bv the worker. Yet the reverse seems more
common.
When the variable control levels (Levels 11-17) are reached, we find that the
worker contributes little or no physical or mental effort to the production
More of the functions are mechanized. The inspecting devices feed
corrective information into the machine and thus relieve the operator ofmental
effort, decision-making, judgment, and even the need to adjust the machine.
By its very definition the truly automatic machine needs no human assistance
for its normal functioning. "Patrolling" becomes the main human contribution.
The "operator," if he is still there, becomes a sort of watchman, a monitor, a
helper. We might think ofhim as a liaison man between machine and operating
management. 35

That this conclusion is not simply the result of an abstract schematization
of the problem, but corresponds to real conditions, is made clear by Bright
through numerous examples: "During the several years that I spent in field
research on managerial problems in so-called automated plants and in explor
ing automation with industrialists, government personnel, social scientists, and
other researchers, I was startled to find that the upgrading effect had not
occurred to anywhere near the extent that is often assumed. On the contrary,
there was more evidence that automation had reduced the skill requirements
of the operating work force, and occasionally of the entire factory force,
including the maintenance organization.,,36
Bright's reference to the maintenance organization reflects a considerable
study he made of maintenance and repair work in the plants he analyzed. He
found that the effect of increased mechanization, particularly in its more
developed stages, upon the need for skilled maintenance mechanics is not so
simple as is usually supposed. On the one side, it is certainly true that the
mechanization of a larger span of the production process, the novelty of the
equipment used, the electronic circuitry and electro-hydraulic-pneumatic ac
tuating mechanisms, and other such factors tend to increase the need for
maintenance and for new skills. But on the other side, he points to a great many
factors which tend in the other direction. For example: "One ofthe effects of
automation is to compress the production line and literally to reduce the total
physical amount of machinery for a given output, evep. though that machinery
may be more complex. Hence, in several instances the maintenance force was
reduced simply because the total volume of machinery was reduced. This
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reduction more than compensated for the increase in the complexity of the
equipment.'.37 This tendency is reinforced by the mechanization of trouble
prevention itself with monitoring devices that anticipate difficulties, bv the
simplification and standardization of control mechanisms, and so on.
At the same time, the novelty of the control equipment affects only small
parts of the maintenance staff. "I found no evidence," says Bright, "that
tinsmiths, pipefitters, welders, and carpenters required increased skill, some
evidence that hydraulic and pneumatic repairmen need better training because
of the increased complexity ofthe control circuitry, and much evidence that a
significant proportion of electricians need extensive additional training." But
even in the last instance, Bright points out, the need for electronic maintenance
skills requires retraining a very limited number of mechanics. In one plant, in
a maintenance crew of seven hundred, eighty were electricians, and the plant
engineer found that he needed only three or four competent electronic repair
men per shift. "In other words, only about 10 percent ofhis electricians needed
specialized skill----and these amounted to only I percent of his total mainte
nance force.,,38 Overall, while Bright found a number of plants that increased
their maintenance staffs substantially, he also found contrasting instances, such
as the following:
The most automatic small refinery in the U.S. in 1954 had a maintenance force
amounting to 21 percent ofthe total work force. Convcntional refineries show
a 50 to 60 percent ratio.
Two major parts-manufacturing plants, each employing over 10,000, have
devoted their attention to automatic production since 1946. Both are well
known in engineering circles for outstanding automation accomplishments and
use literally hundreds ofhighly automatic machines. Both maintenance forces
are characterized by one peculiarity-lack of change. The maintenance force
has remained a steady 3.5 to 5 percent of the work force in one finn, and 6 to
8 percent in the other, over the last dozen years of aggressive mechanization
with automatic machinery.39*

The entire evolution is marked by the very same design characteristic
that the consumer sees in home appliances or automobiles: the modular
construction of equipment for easy replacement of entire assemblies. While
the consumer finds it expensive to buy an entire new assembly in order to
replace a part worth a few cents, and also finds the consequent deterioration
*Jolm I. Snyder, Jr., president and chainnan ofU.S. Industries, Inc., manufacturers
of automatic machinery and controls, writes: "Another myth is that automation will
create jobs, not only in the running of machines, but in the building and maintenance
ofthem. Of course this is true to a degree, but not nearly to the degree that some would
have us believe. Experience has shown that after the initial 'debugging' of automated
machines, they require relatively very little maintenance." 40

Changing Contribution Required of Operators with Advances in Levels of Mechanization
(as charted by James R. Bright)

Mechanization levels
Worker contribution!
or sacrifice
traditionally
receiving compensation

12-17

9-11

1-4

5-8

Hand control

Mechanical
control

Physical effort

Increasing
decreasing

Decreasing

Decreasing-nil

Nil

Mental effort

Increasing

Increasingdecreasing

Increasingdecreasing

Decreasing-nil

Manipulative skill
(dexterity)

Increasing

Decreasing

Decreasing-nil

Decreasing-nil

Variable control, Variable control,
signal response
action response

Nil

_

.....

General skill

Increasing

Increasing

Increasingdecreasing

Education

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing or
decreasing

Increasing or
decreasing

Experience

Increasing

Increasingdecreasing

Increasingdecreasing

Decreasing-nil

Increasing

Decreasing

Decreasing

Nil

Acceptance of undesirable
job conditions

Increasing

Decreasing

Decreasing-nil

Decreasing-nil

Responsibility2

Increasing

Increasing

Increasingdecreasing

Increasing,
decreasing, or nil

Decision-making

Increasing

Increasingdecreasing

Decreasing

Decreasing-nil

Influence on
productivity 3

Increasing

Increasingdecreasing, or nil

Decreasing-nil

Nil

Seniority

Not affected

Not affected

Not affected

Not affected

Exposure to

ha~l.

1. Refers to operators and not to setup men, maintenance men, engineers, or supervisors.
2. Safety of equipment, of the product, of other people.
3. Refers to opportunity for the worker to increase output through extra effort, skill, or judgment.
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Why Advances in Automation Can Have
Contrary Effects on Skill Requirements
(as charted by James R. Bright)

time for a job that may only be running a couple of hours. These jobs were not
studied previously because it took too long to make the studies. 41

"Skin versus Automation"
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15
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of repair skills among servicemen exasperating, in industry, where the length
of time the production system is shut down for repairs is the most important
and expensive factor, replacing entire assemblies is by far the cheapest way.
But this tendency further reduces the number of mechanics who are able to do
anything but replace the entire module after the source ofthe malfunction has
been located--and this is something advanced electronic machinery in
creasingly does for itself. Moreover, even the work of the repair mechanic
is now being studied and standardized in much the same fashion as that of
the production worker. One such system is called Universal Maintenance
Standards:
UMS uses a number of selected jobs or types of work whose work content is
known and divides them into ranges oftime .... One national organir..ation had
by the end of 1960 almost finished establishing universal standard data
elements for all plants. Anyone in any plant could use the same standard for
the jobs in his department. Fifty-two thousand universal elements had been
isolated and studied. The data are placed on punch cards and magnetic tape to
utilize a computer with a large memory. Plans will allow each foreman
anywhere in the country to call into a central unit, to get a standard time for the
job in which he is interested.... A foreman can, for example, get a standard

The picture of mechanization and skill cannot be completed without
reference to those industries where mechanization has made the process so
automatic that the worker takes virtually no physical part in it whatsoever. This
theoretical ideal can be but seldom realized, and most plants considered
"automatic" still require a great deal of direct labor of all sorts. But in the
chemical industry it very often comes closer to realization than elsewhere,
because ofthe nature ofthe continuous processes employed and the possibility
of moving the entire product-in-preparation within enclosed vessels and pipThus the chemical operator is singled out, time and again, as the outstand
ing beneficiary of "automation," and the praises of this job are sung in
countless variations. The work ofthe chemical operator is generally clean, and
it has to do with "reading instruments" and "keeping charts." These character
istics already endear him to all middle-class observers, who readily confuse
them with skill, technical knowledge, etc. Yet few have stopped to think
whether it is harder to learn to read a dial than to tell time. Even Blauner, who
selected this work as his example of the tendency of modem industry to bring
the total process of production back within the ken of the worker, admits that
chemical operators need know nothing about chemical processes. 42 He cites
one oil refinery personnel executive who has placed a limit on the I.Q. 's of
workers hired for operating jobs, another who calls them "only watchmen,"
and reports this outburst by a chemical operator:
It takes skill to be an operator. Maybe you've heard of this job-evaluation
program that's been going on. Well, our supervisor thinks there's not much
skill in our work. The way he described our jobs for the job-evaluation program,
it's like he thinks you could train a bunch of chimps and they could do the job.
43
He thinks we're a bunch of idiots. That has caused unhappy feelings.

Transfers from operations to maintenance are common, Blauner says, but
there are virtually no transfers in the other direction. This may also have
something to do with pay rates, since, as reported by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for June 1971, the highest average pay rate among chemical operators
(Class A) is lower than the lowest average classification among maintenance
mechanics. Class B chemical operators are paid on the level of stock clerks.44
What happens in such an industry is comparable to what happens in other
production systems: the automation ofprocesses places them under the control
ofmanagement engineers and destroys the need for knowledge or training. "In
the chemical industry, although the division of labour does not as a rule take
the form of the assembly line, the modernization of equipment has consider
ably lessened the time needed to train 'experienced' workers. In a factory for
distilling coal-tar (Lyons, 1949), the training of a 'good distiller,' which
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previously took about six months, to-day takes three weeks. This is due
particularly to the process of continuous distillation, resulting from more
numerous and more sensitive measuring devices.,,45
Those who have tried to see in continuous-process industry (as it is
organized in the capitalist mode ofproduction) the method, at last discovered,
whereby the worker is restored to his human birthright, but who at the same
time are aware of the low pay and undemanding duties in these occupations,
wrestle with the dilemma to no avail. Thus Joan Woodward:
The main problem in this type of industry appeared to be establishing the
occupational status of the plant operators; these men, although often highly
were not formally recognized as skilled outside their own firm. The
traditional differentiation between the skilled and the semi-skilled worker does
not allow for a situation in which the manual and motor elements of skill have
been taken out ofthe main production task, while the conceptual and perceptual
elements remain.
The skill of a plant operator is of the perceptual and conceptual kind in that
over a period of time he has to learn to absorb a great deal of information and
to act on it continuously. But, this skill not being recognized formally, the plant
operator has to be recruited as a semi-skilled worker at a comparatively low
rate of pay. Several firms felt that this created difficulties for them, as in the
competitive labour situation of the area it was very difficult to find and keep
men of sufficiently high calibre at this low figure. Ajob in which the emphasis
is laid more on the intellectual elements ofskill, and which calls for articulation
in both speech and writing, can attract only those with the minimum educational
46
qualifications.
Here we are told that the chemical process operator is not formally credited
with a high degree of skill because the nature ofthat skill is chiefly intellectual,
conceptual, requires education, etc. But in capitalist society, it is these very
elements which are always accorded a higher degree of recognition than
manual skills; why not in this case? We are further told that this problem exists
only outside the firm; within the firm the skill is presumably recognized and
appreciated. But despite this, "the plant operator has to be recruited as a
semi-skilled worker at a comparatively low rate of pay." The exact nature of
the constraint is not specified, and so we must take leave to doubt it. Is not the
matter better understood as being exactly what it seems, without resort to
convoluted theorizing? Those who, unlike Joan Woodward, are not even aware
of the low pay, the low "occupational status," and the limited training ofthe
chemical operator in their ignorance manage much more smoothly the feat of
seeing him as the worker who now controls entire factories, needs much
"technical knowledge," and represents a reversal of the trend of modern
industry.
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Considered only in their physical aspect, machines are nothing but developed
instruments of production whereby humankind increases the effectiveness of
its labor. Just as in producing a simple tool the worker fashions, preparatory to
the direct production process itself, an aid for that process, in the same way
the production of modem means of production, no matter how complex or
developed, represents the expenditure oflabor time not for the direct making
of the product but for the making of instruments to help in the making of the
product or service. This past labor, incorporated into instruments ofproduction,
imparts its value to the product piecemeal, as it is used up in productions--a
fact which the capitalist recognizes in the depreciation allowance.
Once labor has been embodied in instruments ofproduction and enters the
further processes of labor to play its role there, it may be called, following
Marx, dead labor, to distinguish it from the living labor which takes part
directly in production. Now, as a material process, production which makes
use of tools, instruments, machinery, buildings, etc. is an ordinary and easily
comprehensible activity: living labor making use of its own past stored-up
labor to carry on production. As such a purely physical process, its terms are
as clear as the relation between the first axes or potter's wheels and the men
and women who used them.
But within the framework ofcapitalist social relations, all this is reversed.
The means of production become the property of the capitalist, and thus past
or dead labor takes the form of capital. The purely physical relationship
assumes the social form given to it by capitalism and itselfbegins to be altered.
The ideal toward which capitalism strives is the domination of dead labor over
living labor. In the beginning this ideal is seldom realized, but as capitalism
develops machinery and makes use of its every suitable technical peculiarity
for its own ends, it brings into being this system ofthe domination ofliving by
dead labor not just as an allegorical expression, not just as the domination of
wealth over poverty, of employer over employed, or of capital over labor in
the sense of financial or power relationships, but as a physical fact. And this
is brought about, as we have seen, by the incessant drive to enlarge and perfect
machinery on the one hand, and to diminish the worker on the other. The
expression Marx gave to this process at a time when it was just beginning
cannot be improved upon even from the present vantage point of another
century of its further development:
Every kind of capitalist production, in so far as it is not only a labour-process,
but also a process of creating surplus-value, has this in common, that it is not
the workman that employs the instruments of labour, but the instruments of
labour that employ the workman. But it is only in the factory system that this
inversion for the nrsttime acquires technical and palpable reality. By means
of its conversion into an automaton, the instrument of labour confronts the
labourer, during the labour-process, in the shape ofcapital, ofdead labour, that
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labour-power. The separation of the intel
lectual powers of production from the manual labour, and the conversion of
those powers into the might ofcapital over labour, is, as we have already shown,
completed by modem industry erected on the foundation ofmachinery.
The
skill of each individual insignificant factory operative vanishes as
an infinitesimal quantity before the science, the gigantic physical forces, and
the mass of labour that are embodied in the factory mechanism and, together
with that mechanism, constitute the power of the "master." 47

It is ofcourse this "master," standing behind the machine, who dominates,
pumps dry, the Ii ving labor power; it is not the productive strength ofmachinery
that weakens the human race, but the manner in which it is employed in
capitalist social relations. It has become fashionable, however, to attribute to
machinery the powers over humanity which arise in fact from social relations.
Society, in this view, is nothing but an extrapolation ofscience and technology,
and the machine itself is the enemy. The machine, the mere product of human
labor and ingenuity, designed and constructed by humans and alterable by them
at will, is viewed as an independent participant in human social arrangements.
It is given life, enters into "relations" with the workers, relations fixed by its
own nature, is endowed with the power to shape the life of mankind, and is
sometimes even invested with designs upon the human race. * This is the
reification of a social relation; it is, as we have already noted earlier in this
fetishism, in Marx's sense ofthe term. "In order ... to find
an analogy, we must have recourse to the mist-enveloped regions of the
religious world. In that world the productions of the human brain appear as
independent beings endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one
another and the human race. So it is in the world of commodities with the
products of men's hands. This I call the Fetishism which attaches itself to the

* It is characteristic of bourgeois ideologists that although many of them take a
positive view of the effects of machinery and some others adopt an attitude of horror
at its effects, both attribute the results, whether hopefully or pessimistically interpreted,
to "the machine." Thus Jacques Ellul, today a leader of the pessimists, waits no longer
than the fifth page of his book on this subject before making his standpoint perfectly
clear: "It is useless to rail against capitalism. Capitalism did not create our world; the
machine did." A few lines further he says: "The machine took its place in a social milieu
that was not made for it, and for that reason created the inhuman society in which we
live." But what was that "social milieu" if not capitalism? And was it just by chance
that the machine "took its place" in this social milieu? Was it an accidental confluence,
or was it the whole course of its history which made caoitalism create the machine and
use it as it does? The arbitrariness ofthis
view throughout, which is consttucted on every level to exonerate capitalism; perhaps
48
this accounts for its being so fashionable in liberal circles.
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products of labour, so soon as they are produced as commodities.,,49 This
fetishism achieves its greatest force when it attaches to those products ofmen's
hands which, in the form of machinery, become capital. Acting for the master
in a way which he plans with inexhaustible care and precision, they seem in
human eyes to act/or themselves and out o/their own inner necessities. These
necessities are called "technical needs," "machine characteristics," "the re
quirements of efficiency," but by and large they are the exigencies of capital
and not oftechnique. For the machine, they are only the expression ofthat side
of its possibilities which capital tends to develop most energetically: the
technical ability to separate control from execution.
In reality, machinery embraces a host of possibilities, many of which are
systematically thwarted, rather than developed, by capital. An automatic
system ofmachinery opens up the possibility ofthe true control over a highly
productive factory by a relatively small corps of workers, providing these
workers attain the level ofmastery over the machinery offered by engineering
knowledge, and providing they then share out among themselves the routines
ofthe operation, from the most technically advanced to the most routine. This
tendency to socialize labor, and to make of it an engineering enterprise on a
high level of technical accomplishment, is, considered abstractly, a far more
striking characteristic of machinery in its fully developed state than any other.
Yet this promise, which has been repeatedly held out with every technical
advance since the Industrial Revolution, is frustrated by the capitalist effort to
reconstitute and even deepen the division of labor in all of its worst aspects,
despite the fact that this division of labor becomes more archaic with every
passing day. * This observation may easily be verified by the fact that workers
in each industry today are far less capable ofoperating that industry than were
the workers of a half-century ago, and even less than those of a hundred years
ago. The "progress" of capitalism seems only to deepen the gulf between
worker and machine and to subordinate the worker ever more decisively to the
yoke of the machine. **

* As Georges Friedmann says, for once clearly and unambiguously: "The theory
of automation gives hope ofthe total disappearance ofunpleasant work, the relocating
of workers driven from industry by technical progress in other skilled occupations, and
the transformation of the man at work into a sort of demiurge or creator, making and
minding machines. Butthese are technicians' abstractions which the actual evolution of
capitalist societies since the beginning of this century has cruellv contradicted."so
** One of Marx's comments on this score has so often been subjected to a flat
misreading in recent years th/lt it is necessary to comment on it. The passage: " ... Modem
of recognising, as a fundamental law of production,
Industry ... imposes the
variation of work, consequently fitness of the labourer for varied work, consequently
the greatest possible development of his varied aptitudes. It becomes a question of life
and death for society to adapt the mode of production to the normal functioning ofthis
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Ifthe machine is fetishized, the division oflabor in its present form is the
subject of a veritable religion. Consider this from the author of a book on
modem science and society:
The industrial assembly line, for instance, is an important social invention in the
division of labor, and modern machine technology is impossible without it no
matter how much scientific knowledge we have. Therefore, since sciencc and
technology are now extremely interdependent and fructifying for each other, both
are fundamentally dependent upon the maintenance ofthat great division of labor
which is so essential a characteristic ofmodem industrial
,,53
The chiefadvantage ofthe industrial assembly line is the control it affords
over the pace of labor, and as such it is supremely useful to owners and
managers whose interests are at loggerheads with those oftheir workers. From
a technological point ofview, it is extraordinarily primitive and has little to do
with "modem machine technology." Nevertheless, in such barbarous relics is
found the seat of "scientific knowledge" and the basis for technology. Apolo
gists for chattel slavery, from Greece to the American South, used to argue that
the labors of their fieldhands and domestic slaves were necessary so that they
could preserve and develop art, science, and culture. Modem apologists go
under penalty of death, to replace the
detail-worker of to-day, crippled by life-long repetition of one and the same trivial
operation, and thus reduced to thc mere fragment of a man, by the fully developed
fit for a variety of labours, ready to face any change of production, and to
whom the different social functions he performs are but so many modes of giving free
scope to his own natural and acquired powers.''sl This, extracted from its context, has
been undcrstood to mean that Marx was predicting that with the further development
of capitalism an "educated" and "technical" working class would be created by modem
industry. In fact, that was not his thought at all, as a reading of the section in question
makes clear. He saw capitalism as being in direct contradiction to the tendency
modem industry to call into being a new type ofworker,
and what he is saying here is that
itself is threatened with extinction unless it
rids itself of the capitalist system which, the more modern scientific industry makes it
obsolete, the more tenaciously it holds on to and even deepens an outmoded division
of labor. "Although then," he says in another place, "technically speaking, the old
system of division of labour is thrown overboard by machincry, it hangs on in the
factory, as a traditional habit handed down from Manufacture [that is, hand industry],
and is afterwards systematically re-moulded and established in far more hideous form
by capital, as a means of exploiting labour-power." And at this point he has a footnote
assailing Proudhon for interpreting machinery as a synthesis ofdetail operations for the
benefit ofthe worker. 52 Every line Marx wrote on this subject makes it clear that he did
capitalism Of from science and machinery as uscd by capitalism, no
in(""fease in the technical scope, scientific
any
broadening ofthe competence ofthe worker, and that in fact he expected
the opposite.
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further and instruct the workers that they must keep to their places on the
"industrial assembly line" as a precondition for the development of a science
and technology which will then devise for them still better ~"tml-I!e,\'
division C!flabor. And it is truly in this way that workers, so long as they remain
servants ofcapital instead offreely associated producers who control their own
labor and their own destinies, work every day to build for themselves more
"modem," more "scientific," more dehumanized prisons oflabor.
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Chapter 10
Further Effects of Management and Technology on
the Distribution of Labor

Marx has pointed out that unlike generals, who win their wars by recruiting
armies, captains ofindustry win their wars by discharging armies. A necessary
consequence of management and technology is a reduction in the demand for
labor. The constant raising ofthe productivity oflabor through the org.aniza
tional and technical means that have been described herein must, in itself,
produce this tendency. The application ofmodem methods ofmanagement and
machine technology, however, become practical only with the rapid increase
in the scale of production. Thus the rapid increase in the productivity oflabor
tends to be counterbalanced by the growth in production. Chiefly as a conse
quence ofthis, employment in those industries concerned with the production
of goods has not declined in absolute terms. Statistics which estimate the
numbers ofworkers in those industrial divisions which are directly concerned
with the fabrication ofgoods (including manufacturing, contract construction,
fishing, and the so-called mechanical industries--the latter
being a term used in early censuses) show a constant rise since the earliest
occupational census of 1820 (see table, page 164 below). The enormous size
of the working population still concentrated in these industries, and the fact
that, despite all mechanization, this total has continued to grow until the
present, reflects, besides the growth of output, the limits mechanization itself
places on the process oflabor displacement. The point at which the worker is
cheaper than the machinery which replaces him or her is determined by more
than a mere technical relationship: it depends as well upon the level of wages,
which in turn is affected by the supply oflabor as measured against the demand.
And the supply of labor, including the size of the reserve army of workers
hunting for jobs, depends in part upon the mechanization of industry, which
transforms employed workers into surplus workers. Thus the very rapidity of
mechanization, insofar as it makes available a supply of cheap labor by
discharging workers from some industries or putting an end to the expansion
of employment in others, acts as a check upon further mechanization. *

* It has been pointed out that the transfer machines which characterize so-called Detroit
automation were first used by Morris Motors in 1927 but were not considered economical,
in view ofthe relative price of labor power at the time.
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If the displacement oflaborcannot be seen in the figures for the absolute
size ofthe working population occupied in the making of goods, it can be seen
in the measures ofits relative size. Ifwe convert the tabulation to the form of
percentages of total nonagricultural employment for each census year, the
trend emerges with some clarity (see percentage column of table, below).
Non-Agricultural Workers, 1820-1970*
Total
number
in ,thousands

Workers in manufacturing,
construction, and other
"goods producing" industries

182O
183O
184O
185O
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920

81O
1,167
1,702
2,732
4,244
6,023
8,885
13,549
18,374
25,750
30,931

number in thousands
369
550
828
1,375
2,153
2,979
4,539
6,549
8,641
11,836
14,179

1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930

6,075
8,807
13,380
18,161
25,779
30,985
38,658

2,890
4,237
6,155
8,103
11,864
14,221
15,345

47.6
48.1
46.0
44.6
46.0
45.9
40.0

1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970

27,350
29,424
32,376
45,222
54,234
70,616

12,745
11,943
13,204
18,475
20,393
23,336

46.6
40.6
40.8
40.9
37.6
33.0

percent
45.6
47.1
48.6
50.3
50.7
49.5
51.1
48.3
47.0
46.0
45.8

* This table is constructed in three parts because there is no single continuous series
covering the entire 150 years since the first occupational census. Nor is it possible to splice the
three series together, since they were each constructed on somewhat different principles. The
first two sections of the table (by, respectively, P. K. Whelpton in 1926 and Alba Edwards in
1943) are attempts at reconstruction of census data; the fmal portion is from Bureau of Labor
Statistics figures as gathered in their monthly payroll surveys. Despite the lack of a continuous
series constructed on a single set ofprinciples for the entire period, and despite the unreliability
ofearly occupational statistics, the trends are clear, both as to numbers and percentages. 2
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In view of the untrustworthy nature of nineteenth-century statistics, it
would perhaps be wrong to draw from them any other conclusion than that the
percentage of those gainfully occupied who were to be found in these goods
producing industries fluctuated in a fairly narrow range, between 45 and 50
percent ofnonagncultural employment. And this situation, strikingly enough,
continued until 1920; thereafter, the percentage moved consistently downward
to the 33 percent figure of the 1970 census. The balance between the growth
ofproduction on the one side and the growth ofproductivity on the other held
for a century and was, it would appear, finally broken in the decade of the
1920s, when employment in these manufacturing, extractive, and construction
industries began for the first time to fall off as a proportion of all nonfarm
employment.
But the more striking tendency is the marked change in occupational
composition within these industries. As has already been pointed out, the
separation of conceptualization from execution-the removal of all possible
work from the shop floor, the point ofexecution, to the office--and the further
necessity of maintaining a shadow replica of the entire process of production
in paper form, brings into being large technical and office staffs. Statistics from
all the principal capitalist countries indicate that there has been a rapid rise,
starting before the tum of the century, in the proportion ofthose not employed
directly in production. Characteristically, there were in manufacturing indus
tries around the start of this century somewhere between five and ten nonpro
duction employees for every hundred employed in production, and by the
post-World War II period this had risen to more than twenty per hundred. The
figures given for United States manufacturing industries are as follows: 3 *

1899
1909
1923
1929
1937
1947

Administrative

Production

Admin.lprod. ratio

348,000
750,000
1,280,000
1,496,000
1,518,000
2,578,000

4,496,000
6,256,000
8,187,000
8,361,000
8,553,000
11,916,000

7.7 percent
12.0
15.6
17.9
17.7
21.6

* The United States Census data for the ratio of nonproduction to production
workers in manufacturing shows "a secular trend upward, beginning in 1899, with some
variation in slope but unmistakable in direction. This means that if one is looking for
causal forces, the place to look is the whole twentieth century." This is the conclusion
of George E. Delehanty, who has done one of the most thorough investigations of this
subject. Delehanty points out that the series maintained by the Bureau ofLabor Statistics
on a different basis gives a different picture, showing a constancy in the ratio up to
1952, and then an upward trend. After reviewing the evidence for both series, Delehanty
is forced to conclude that it is impossible to choose between them on the basis of
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It is most important to note, however, that not all of this increase is
attributable to the tendencies that have concerned us thus far: the reorganiza
tion of production and the use of large-scale machine systems. The category
of nonproduction employment used in all these figures is a melange; it is, as
Delehanty notes, a residual category, including all those employed in manu
facturing apart from production, maintenance, and auxiliary workers. This
means it includes not only engineers, technicians, and the clerical workers
associated with production tasks, but all administrative, financial, marketing,
and other such employment. Available figures do not permit a ready separation
of the two types of nonproduction employment into those associated with the
production process and those associated with other aspects ofthe corporation's
activity, but there are ample indications that the technical portion of nonpro
duction employment is the smaller.
For example, Emil Lederer, an early investigator ofthis subject, noted that
in Germany between 1895 and 1907, technical personnel in manufacturing,
mining, and construction increased by 153 percent, while commercial person
nel increased by 206 percent.5 And Delehanty points outthat in 1961, in United
States manufacturing, while there were 35 nonproduction workers for every
100 production workers, only 7.9 of these were engineers, scientists, or
6
technicians.
It is probably better to turn from these industrial statistics to the occupa
tional figures for technical people if we are to attempt to estimate the size of
the grouping created by the new industrial revolution to bear responsibility for
the conceptualization and planning of production. According to these figures,
there were in 1970 some 1.2 million technical engineers in the United States,
employed chiefly in the goods-producing industries but also in transportation
and communications, as independent consultants, by government, etc. At the
same time, there were about a million technicians, including draftsmen, as well
as some 365,000 natural scientists of all kinds. Since this total of close to 2.5
million in these occupations may be compared with a total of no more than
80,000 in the same occupations in 1900, it is clear that these are virtually new
occupational groupings, produced by the revolution in production of the past
century.
But despite this rapid growth, what is remarkable is the concentration of
the technical expertise of United States industries in a relatively small group
ing. Taken together, the technical engineers, chemists, scientists, architects,
draftsmen, designers, and technicians represented not much more than 3
percent ofthe total labor force in 1970. Ofcourse, this must be enlarged by the
addition of some number, impossible to estimate, of managers serving as
available statistical evidence. 4 But whatever the cause ofthis statistical quirk, it seems
clear enough that the increase in the proportion ofnonproduction workers began, in the
United States as elsewhere, long before 1952.
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primarily technical superiors; but it should also be lowered by the large
numbers of natural scientists in fields remote from production in any form, and
also by the large numbers of draftsmen (including tracers and detailers) and
technicians whose jobs are confined to the repetition of simple activities that
are rapidly learned and do not encompass any tnle conceptualization or
planning functions. On balance, it is probably proper to say that the technical
knowledge required to operate the various industries of the United States is
concentrated in a grouping in the neighborhood of only 3 percent of the entire
working population-although this percentage is higher in some industries and
lower in others.
The profession of technical engineer is at the present time almost com
pletely restricted to those who have taken at least a four-year degree in
engineering. Alongside the traditional specialties within this field and such
recent arrivals as aeronautical engineering, industrial engineering, which was
a small specialty as recently as the 1930s, has grown most rapidly. This is the
aspect of engineering concerned most directly with the design of the produc
tion process. In the early part of the nineteenth century, the engineering
professions scarcely existed; it has been estimated that there were no more than
some 30 engineers or quasi-engineers in the United States in 1816. The first
census which enumerated the profession separately, that of 1850, showed about
2,000 civil engineers, few of whom had gained their titles through academic
training and most of whom were engaged in canal and railroad construction.
It was only with the rise of manufacturing industry that the other categories of
engineering came into significant existence, and between 1880 and 1920 the
number of engineers of all sorts increased by nearly 2000 percent, from 7,000
to 136,000; now the civil engineer was overshadowed by mining, metallurgi
cal, mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineers. Where, in 1870, only 866
engineering degrees had been granted in the United States, more than that
number were enrolled in engineering colleges in the single year 1890, and by
1910 enrollment had risen to 30,000. 7
The enormous and continuous growth in demand for engineers has created
a new mass occupation. On the one hand, this has, along with other new
professions such as accounting, given a place to those thrust out of the old
middle class by the relative decline of the petty entrepreneurial occupations in
trade and other erstwhile arenas of small business. But on the other hand,
having become a mass occupation engineering has begun to exhibit, even if
faintly, some ofthe characteristics of other mass employments: rationalization
and division of labor, simplification of duties, application ofmechanization, a
downward drift in relative pay, some unemployment, and some unionization.
In a study done for the National Bureau of Economic Research, The
Demand and Supply ofScientific Personnel, David M. Blank and George J.
Stigler point out that "in the United States since 1890: demand has grown quite
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rapidly but supply has grown even more rapidly so salaries have drifted
downward relative to those for the entire working population." Their index of
the ratio ofmedian engineering salaries to those ofthe full time manufacturing
wage earner shows that, ifthe 1929 ratio is taken as 100, by 1954 the ratio was
only 66.6. 8
The engineer's job is chiefly one of design, but even design, where a
project has grown large enough, may be subjected to the traditional rules of
the division of labor. An example of how this is done may be seen from the
manner in which the A. O. Smith Company went about the engineering ofits new
automobile frame plant in the 1950s. The design work was broken down into
segments, both ofthe design task to be done and ofvarious technical specialties:
First we developed a rating chart for all the engineers available. Technical
specialties, attitudes, type ofwork were included. For instance, some might be
draftsmen, capable designers, or medium designers, etc. This rating was
developed by the group leaders who best knew these people.
We even had a psychological evaluation of every man ....
Then we brought the engineers together and told them what our objeetive
was.... We laid down certain rules ofoperation. We said that we would brook
absolutely no interference with the rules but would follow them rcligiously.
Anyone who did not so operate would have to move aside. We said that eight hours
a day they were to follow the rules. We wanted all complaints to come to us formally
and we would consider them and amend the rules, but we wanted no one to make
changes or alter procedure from the operating pattern we had established.
We asked each of our group leaders to put on blinders and absolutely not to
worry about the other fellow's job. That was engineering management's
9
business to handle.

Admittedly, this procedure was adopted under the pressure of time, but
many large engineering proj ects are handled in a similar way, to the point where
many engineers are restricted to a design specialty or an engineering routine,
while the conception to which they have been subordinated remains "engineer
ing management's business." At the same time, so-called computer-aided
design and computer-aided engineering encourage the translation ofthe tradi
tional graphic language of the engineer into numerical form so that it may be
handled by computers and numerical control instrumentation. 10 This opens the
way for the transfer ofpart ofthe engineer's function to electronic equipment.
Much of the design process, which consists of the recall of standard informa
tion, from handbooks, files, etc., together with calculations based upon this
information, can then be stored in computer records and the calculations done
much more rapidly by the computer.
Some objects, like mechanical cams, can be designed by programmed
computations, skipping the use of drawings either as input specifications or as
directions for production. The present practice is chiefly to produce numerical
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tables and text printouts, but the increased use ofnumerical control ofmachine
tools encourages a trend toward computer outputs of magnetic tapes which
then operate production machinery directly.
Small electric motors are examples of much more complicated products
which are designed today in a completely automatic way. For a given specifi
cation, the computer chooses standardized iron cores for stator and rotor
design, as well as rotor axles and casings. It also makes some engineering
computations for the wire dimensions and the windings. The input for such an
automatic design procedure is simply a table form in which the desired
performance data are filled in by an engineer. The computer output is a list of
standard parts and data on the wire, the configuration ofthe windings, and the
turns to be wound. 11
These methods are also being applied to stress analysis for the intricate
patterns offlush rivets in aircraft, to bridge design, hospital planning, and other
engineering problems. Apart from the labor-saving aspects ofthe technique, it
alters the occupational composition in the same manner as does numerical
controL Since such techniques are used in accord with the management-fa
vored division oflabor, they replace engineers and draftsmen with data-entry
clerks and machine operators, and further intensifY the concentration ofconceptual
and design knowledge. Thus the very process which brought into being a mass
engineering profession is being applied to that profession itself when it has
grown to a large size, is occupied with duties which may be routinized, and
when the advance of solid-state electronic technology makes it feasible to do so.
Outside of the medical and dental fields, there were approximately a
million technicians in employment in 1970. Of these, some 310,000 were
draftsmen and another 90,000 were surveyors, air traffic controllers, and radio
operators, leaving about 600,000 as the total of all others, including engineer
ing and physical science technicians. There is no generally accepted definition
of the term, but the distinguishing characteristic ofthe technician is that he or
she functions as "support" for the engineer or scientist; the routine which can
be passed to a lower-paid and slightly trained person goes to the technician. *
Most have no special training or education apart from what they learned on
their jobs; but with the growth of attendance in higher educational institutions,
,.. It should be noted that there is a eonsiderable discrepancy between European
and American engineering practices insofar as the use of engineering technicians is
concerned. "Overall British industry," says a recent study, "employs 4.7 technicians per
professional as against the American ratio of 0.62 technicians per professional." The
French and Genn!m ratios, while not so high as the British, are still very high compared
to the American; in the neighborhood of2.5 technicians per professional engineer. This
means that this occupational classification, important in these European countries, is
relatively small in the United States. It also means that whatever the importance given
to the classification in Europe, that SIgnificance cannot be automatically transferred to
the United States. 12
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employers are increasingly using graduates oftwo-year technical institutes and
even holders of four-year degrees. Pay is not much above that received by
craftsmen; for example, in early 1971 the average weekly pay of draftsmen
was $170, while the average weekly earnings of all craftsmen and foremen
were $167. 13
If in these groups, and particularly among engineers and scientists, is
concentrated the technical expertise required by management in modern
production processes, this does not exhaust the changes wrought by the
revolution in management and technique. A mass ofclerical workers has come
into existence whose work embraces all that was formerly handled on an
informal basis in the shop itself, or on a minimal basis in the small shop offices
ofthe past. Since management now carries on the production process from its
desktops, conducting On paper a parallel process that follows and anticipates
everything that happens in production itself, an enormous mass ofrecordkeep
and calculation comes into being. Materials, work in progress, finished
inventory, labor, machinery, are subjected to meticulous time and cost account
ing. Each step is detailed, recorded, and controlled from afar, and worked up
into reports that offer a cross-sectional picture at a given moment, often on a
daily basis, of the physical processes of production, maintenance, shipment,
storage, etc. This work is attended by armies of clerks, data-processing
equipment, and an office management dedicated to its accomplishment. Since
there is no way to separate this work from the other administrative work ofthe
corporation----both because work auxiliary to production is not classified and
enumerated separately, and also because it is in fact so intermingled with the
rest ofthe administrative work that it probably cannot be subjected to separate
statistical accounting---work of this sort must be left for later discussion. It
must await the description of other forces in monopoly capitalism, apart from
the technical ones we have been discussing, which have caused shifts in the
occupations of the working population.
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Chapter 11
Surplus Value and Surplus Labor

The atomized and competitive model of capitalism, in which the individual
owner ofcapital (or family group, or small group ofpartners) and the capitalist
firm were identical, and production in each industry was distributed among a
reasonably large number of firms, is no longer the model of capitalism today.
Economists and social observers of a variety of persuasions are in general
agreement that it has been displaced by a substantially different structure,
although they may disagree in their descriptions and analyses of the new
structure. Marxists have used various names for this new stage of capitalism
since it made its appearance:finance capitalism, imperialism, neocapitalism,
late capitalism. But since it has been generally recognized that, as Lenin
it in one of the pioneer treatments of the subject, "the economic quintessence
of imperialism is monopoly capitalism," it is the latter term that has proved
most acceptable. l The most substantial recent discussion ofthis new stage from
the Marxist point of view is found in Monopoly Capital, bv Paul Baran and
Paul M. Sweezy. 2
Monopoly capital had its beginnings, it is generally agreed, in the last two
or three decades of the nineteenth century. It was then that the concentration
and centralization of capital, in the form of the early trusts, cartels, and other
forms of combination, began to assert itself; it was consequently then that the
modem structure of capitalist industry and finance began to take shape. At the
same time, the rapid completion of the colonization of the world and the
international rivalries and armed clashes over the division of the globe into
spheres of economic influence or dominance opened the modem imperialist
era. Monopoly capitalism thus embraces the increase ofmonopolistic organi
zations within each capitalist country, the internationalization of capital, the
international division of labor, imperialism, the world market and the world
movement of capital, and changes in the structure of state power.
It will already have been noticed that the crucial developments in the
processes of production date from precisely the same period as monopoly
capitalism. Scientific management and the whole "movement" for the organi
zation of production on its modern basis have their beginnings in the last two
decades of the last century. And the scientific-technical revolution, based on
the systematic use of science for the more rapid transformation oflabor power
into capital, also begins, as we have indicated, at the same time. In describing
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these two facets of the activity of capital, we have therefore been describing
two of the prime aspects of monopoly capitaL Both chronologically and
functionally, they are part ofthe new stage ofcapitalist development, and they
grow out of monopoly capitalism and make it possible.
It is unnecessary either to repeat or to attempt to summarize the description
of the changes in capitalism to be found in Monopoly Capital, for obvious
reasons, but also because not all the aspects which Baran and Sweezy analyze
are of direct interest to us in this discussion. The angle of vision adopted in
that work was the view of capitalist society as the producer of a gigantic and
growing economic surplus, and the authors were concerned with the way that
surplus is used, or "absorbed," in monopoly capitalism. And at the outset, they
point out:
We do not claim that directing attention to the generation and absorption of
surplus gives a complete picture of this or any other society. And we are
particularly conscious of the fact that this approach, as we have used it, has
resulted in almost total neglect of a subject which occupies a central place in
Marx's study of capitalism: the labor process. We stress the crucial role of
technological change in the development of monopoly capitalism but make no
attempt to inquire systematically into the consequences which the particular
kinds of technological change characteristic ofthe monopoly capitalist period
have had for the nature of work, the composition (and differentiation) of
the working class, the psychology of workers, the forms of working-class
organization and struggle, and so on. These are all obviously important
subjects which would have to be dealt with in any comprehensive study of
monopoly capitalism.3

As this makes clear, Baran and Sweezy deal less with the movements of
production than with the movements of its outcome, the product. But, as they
point out, not only technological change but also a changing product bring
about new and different processes oflabor, a new occupational distribution of
the employed population, and thus a changed working class. It is thus clear
that the investigation of the movements of labor undertaken here are but
another form of the investigation of the movements of value undertaken in
Monopoly Capital.
The process by which the movement of value and the movement oflabor
go hand in hand was described by Marx in his exposition ofthe general law of
capitalist accumulation:
With accumulation, and the development of the productiveness of labor that
accompanies it, the power of sudden expansion of capital grows also.... The
mass of social wealth, overflowing with the advance of accumulation, and
transformable into additional capital, thrusts itself frantically into old branches
of production, whose market suddenly expands, or into newly formed
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branches.... In all such cases, there must be the possibility of throwing great
masses ofmen * suddenly on the decisive points without injury to the scale of
production in other spheres.... This increase is effected by the simple process
that constantly "sets free" a part ofthe labourers; by methods which lessen the
number of labourers employed in proportion to the increased production. 4

Considered on the scale of the century that has passed since Marx, the
"methods which lessen the number oflabourers employed in proportion to the.
increased production" have "set free" workers in vast numbers. The figures for
the United States, which are by no means untypical of the major capitalist
countries, indicate, as we have already pointed out, that employment in the
nonfarm industries devoted to the production of goods began in the 1920s to
drop from its traditional 45 to 50 percent ofurban employment, and had fallen
to 33 percent by 1970. But at the same time the proportion of the working
population occupied in agriculture, which amounted to approximately 50
percent in 1880, had by 1970 sunk to less than 4 percent oftotal employment.
Since agriculture, together with manufacturing, construction, and their accom
panying extractive industries, occupied three-fourths ofthe popUlation in 1880
and by 1970 had fallen to only about three-eighths, the mass oflabor to be
traced is indeed huge; millions ofjobs for those who, "freed" from agriculture
and "freed" from manufacturing industries, are nevertheless occupied in some
way in the social division oflabor. In tracing this mass oflabor, we will be led
not only to "newly formed branches ofproduction" in Marx's sense, but also,
as were Baran and Sweezy, into branches of nonproduction, entire industries
and large sectors ofexisting industries whose only function is the struggle over
the allocation of the social surplus among the various sectors of the capitalist
class and its dependents. In this process, capital which "thrusts itself frantic
ally" into every possible new area of investment has totally reorganized
society, and in creating the new distribution of labor has created a social life
vastly different from that ofonly seventy or eighty years ago. And this restless
and insatiable activity ofcapital continues to transform social life almost daily
before our eyes, without heed that by doing so it is creating a situation in which
social life becomes increasingly impossible.
The surplus we seek, because it is a surplus of labor rather than of value,
is somewhat different from the surplus Baran and Sweezy sought to trace. For
example, for their purpose it was perfectly proper to include in the economic
surplus the enormous and apparently irreducible military establishment

* Marx here uses the word Menschenmassen, which in this context would more
properly translate as "human masses" or "masses of people." Since the masses dra
gooned for the new branches ofcapitalist industry are now more often women than men,
it is all the more necessary to call attention to the male linguistic bias which in this case,
as in others, has affected the translation of Marx.
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maintained by capital at great social expense. This is ofcourse one ofthe chief
ways in which the abundance created by modem production is absorbed,
drained off, wasted, beneficially for capital though with great injury to society.
But insofar as this military establishment involves the bolstering up ofdemand
for the products of manufacturing industry, the labor so utilized is already
accounted for in the manufacturing sector of the economy. The fact that labor
is used in the making of useless or harmful products does not for the moment
concern us. It is the surplus of labor that has been drawn into new forms of
production or ofnonproduction that concerns us, since it is in this way that the
occupational structure and thus the working class have been transformed.
We have already described the manner in which occupations within the
manufacturing industries are rearranged and the balance is shifted toward
indirect labor so that labor in the mass, as it is applied directly in production,
may be lessened in numbers and controlled in its activities. This shift creates
a small proportion of technical jobs, most of them closely linked to manage
ment, and a larger proportion oflower-grade routinized technical or unskilled
clerical jobs. It is now necessary to focus not on the occupational shifts within
these traditional industries but rather on the industrial shifts, the movements
that change the entire social division of labor. In doing this we are following
the course ofcapital, and the paths along which it has drawn labor. And for this
we must attempt to sketch some of the broad social forces at work, and the
social changes which are themselves nothing but the results of the rapid
accumulation ofcapital in the monopoly era, as well as the conditions offurther
accumulation.
Notes

1. V.1. Lenin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage o/Capitalism, in Selected Works,
vol. V (Ne~ York, n.d.), p. 114.
2. Paul A. Baran and Paul M. Sweezy, Monopoly Capital (New York, 1966).
3. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
4. Karl Marx, Capital, vol. I (Moscow, n.d.), pp. 592-93.

Chapter 12
The Modern Corporation

The first ofthese forces is to be found in the changed structure ofthe capitalist
enterprise. The foundations for the theory ofthe monopolistic corporation were
laid by Marx when he described the tendency ofcapital to agglomerate in huge
units. This comes about in the first instance by the concentration of capital,
which Marx defined as the natural result of the accumulation process: each
capital grows and with it grows the scale of production it carries on. The
centralization ofcapital, on the other hand, changes the distribution ofexisting
capitals, bringing together "capitals already formed," by means of"destruction
of their individual independence, expropriation of capitalist by capitalist,
transformation of many small into few large capitals.... Capital grows in one
place to a huge mass in a single hand, because it has in another place been lost
by many." I This centralization may be accomplished, as Marx points out, either
through competition or through the credit system, whereby many owners make
their capital available to a single control.
The scale of capitalist enterprise, prior to the development of the modern
corporation, was limited by both the availability ofcapital and the management
capacities of the capitalist or group of partners. These are the limits set by
personal fortunes and personal capabilities. It is only in the monopoly period
that these limits are overcome, or at least immensely broadened and detached
from the personal wealth and capacities of individuals. The corporation as a
form severs the direct link between capital and its individual owner, and
monopoly capitalism builds upon this form. Huge aggregates of capital may
be assembled that far transcend the sum of the wealth of those immediately
associated with the enterprise. And operating control is vested increasingly in
a specialized management staff for each enterprise. Since both capital and
professional management--at its top levels--are drawn, by and large, from
the same class, it may be said that the two sides of the capitalist, owner and
manager, formerly united in one person, now become aspects of the class. It is
true that ownership of capital and the management of enterprises are never
totally divorced from each other in the individuals of the class, since both
remain concentrated in a social grouping of extremely limited size: therefore,
as a rule, top managers are not capital-less individuals, nor are owners ofcapital
necessarily inactive in management. But in each enterprise the direct and
personal unity between the two is ruptured. Capital has now transcended its
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limited and limiting personal form and has entered into an institutional form.
This remains true even though claims to ownership remain, in the last resort,
largely personal or familial in accordance with the rationale and juridical
structure of capitalism.
To belong to the capitalist class by virtue ofownership ofcapital, one must
simply possess adequate wealth; that is the only requirement for membership
in that sense. To belong to the capitalist class in its aspect as the direct organizer
and manager of a capitalist enterprise is another matter. Here, a process of
selection goes on having to do with such qualities as aggressiveness and
ruthlessness, organizational proficiency and drive, technical insight, and espe
cially marketing talent. Thus while the managerial stratum continues to be
drawn from among those endowed with capital, family, connections, and other
ties within the network of the class as a whole, it is not closed to some who
may rise from other social classes, not through the acquisition of wealth on
their part but through the co-optation oftheir talent on the part ofthe capitalist
organization which they serve. In this case the ownership of capital later
follows from the managerial position, rather than the other way around. But
this is exceptional, not just because top management is drawn as a rule from
within the class, but also because the stratum as a whole is not a large one.
While the title of "manager" is bestowed in various statistical classifica
tions upon a great variety of jobs, the possession of this title has, for most,
nothing to do with the capitalist management of the substantial corporations
ofthe country. For example, the Bureau ofthe Census classified almost six and
one-half million persons, out of some 80 million, as "managers and adminis
trators, except farm," in the census of 1970. But this included perhaps a million
managers ofretail and service outlets, and as much as another million self-em
ployed petty proprietors in these same fields. It included buyers and purchasing
agents, officials and administrators at the various levels ofgovernment, school
administration, hospitals and other such institutions; postmasters and mail
superintendents; ships' officers, pilots, and pursers; building managers and
superintendents; railroad conductors; union officials; and funeral directors.
Since such categories consume almost halfofthe entire classification, it is clear
without further analysis ofthe rest that the managerial stratum oftrue operating
executives of the corporate world is quite a small group.
But though proportionately small in the total population, this stratum has
become very large in comparison with the pre-monopoly situation. Speaking
of the early part of the nineteenth century, Pollard says: "The large-scale
entrepreneur of the day began with very limited managerial, clerical or
administrative staff: he wrote his own letters, visited his own customers, and
belaboured his men with his own walking stick." The small number of clerks
employed even in large establishments did not only bookkeeping but timekeep
ing, quality control, traveling, and draftsmanship. For years, says Pollard, Watt
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made all his drawings himself, and he gives this remarkable statistic: "The
Arkwrights, in 1801-4, employed only three clerks to look after 1,063 workers,
nearly all ofwhom, again, were paid by complicated piece rates.,,2 In the United
States, Alfred D. Chandler points out: "Before 1850 very few American
businesses needed the services ofa full-time administrator or required a clearly
defined administrative structure. Industrial enterprises were very small, in
comparison with those oftoday. And they were usually family affairs. The two
or three men responsible for the destiny of a single enterprise handled all its
basic activities-economic and administrative, operational and en
trepreneurial. .,3
The institutionalization of capital and the vesting of control in a special
ized stratum of the capitalist class corresponds chronologically to an immense
growth in the scale of management operations. Not only is the size of enter
prises growing at a great pace-to the point where a few enterprises begin to
dominate the productive activity ofeach major industry-but at the same time
the functions undertaken by management are broadened very rapidly. We have
already traced this development in the sphere of production. When fully
reorganized in the modem corporation, the producing activities are subdivided
among functional departments, each having a specific aspect ofthe process for
its domain: design, styling, research and development; planning; production
control; inspection or quality control; manufacturing cost accounting; work
study, methods study, and industrial engineering; routing and traffic; materials
purchasing and control; maintenance of plant and machinery, and power;
personnel management and training; and so on.
But if the engineering organization was the first requirement, it was soon
outstripped in functional importance by the marketing apparatus. The first
great integrated corporations, which began to appear in the United States in
the 1880s and 1890s, were constructed on the basis of a new approach to the
marketing problem, and it is not too much to say that after the assurance of
basic engineering requirements it was this revolutionary marketing approach
that served as the basis for the monopolistic corporation. The earlier pattern
had been one of buying and selling through commission agents, wholesalers,
and the like. The growing scope of the market, based upon improvements in
transport and communications as well as upon the rapid increase in the size of
cities created by the growth of industry, showed itself not only through
increases in volume but also in geographical dispersion. The fundamental
corporate innovation in this area was the national marketing organizations they
established as part of their own structures, organizations which were soon to
become internationaL 4
The transportation network was the first arena for the giant corporation.
The railroads and shipping organizations, by virtue of their demand for steel
rails, plate, and structural shapes, drew in their wake the steel industry which
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had just begun to become proficient in the manufacture of steel at a price and
quantity that made these developments possible.
Special adaptations of the means oftransport to food shipping, in the form
of insulated and refrigerated compartments (at first iced, later mechanically
cooled), made possible the long-distance movement of the most essential
commodities required by the rapidly growing urban centers. The cities were
released from their dependence on local supplies and made part of an interna
tional market. Gustavus Swift began in the mid-1870s to market Western meat
in the Eastern region, and by the end ofthe century his organization had become
a giant vertically integrated manufacturing, shipping, and marketing empire.
This lead was soon followed by a number of other meatpackers, as well as by
Andrew Preston who, beginning with bananas in the 1890s, had laid the
foundation for the United Fruit Company by the end of the decade.
In general, the industrialization of the food industry provided the indis
pensable basis ofthe type of urban life that was being created; and it was in
the food industry that the marketing structure of the corporation-embracing
sales, distribution, and intensive consumer promotion and advertising-be
came fully developed. The canning industry had come into being in the 1840s
with the development of stamping and forming machinery for producing tin
cans on a mass basis. The expansion of this industry to embrace national and
international markets did not come, however, until the 1870s, when further
technical developments, including rotary pressure cookers and automatic
soldering ofcans--not to speak ofthe development ofrail and sea transport
made it possible. 5 And soon thereafter, in the 1890s, the automatic-roller
process for milling grain formed the basis for the international marketing of
centrally produced flour.
Apart from food, various other industries based themselves upon the urban
pattern oflife that was coming into being. Steel-frame construction in the cities
brought about a demand which supplemented and soon replaced the railroads
as the prime market for steel. The production of petroleum was perforce
localized, while its use was international, and the marketing apparatus of the
oil industry corresponded to this. The tobacco industry is another example:
cigarettes were smoked almost entirely in the cities. The cigarette rolling
machine devised in 1881 furnished the technical basis upon which Duke raised
a national and international sales organization.
<;:':yrus McCormick's vast agricultural-machinery enterprise was built
upon his own worldwide marketing and distribution organization, as was
William Clark's Singer Sewing Machine Company. In these cases, as in the
cases of the many machine-building and electrical-equipment companies that
came into existence in the early period of monopoly capitalism, the need for a
self-operated marketing organization was imposed, in addition to those factors we
have already discussed, by two further reasons. First, the orders, specifications,
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and uses of the products became more technical and complicated, and de
manded a specially trained sales organization which could work closely with
the engineering division. And second, the new machines could not be sold
and in many cases installation.
without the provision of maintenance,
This made it difficult for the manufacturer to be represented on the spot by
existing trade facilities. Factors such as the need to provide service and
replacement parts virtually dictated to the new automobile industry the con
struction of its own marketing network.
Thus marketing became the second major subdivision ofthe corporation,
"subdivided in its turn among sales, advertising, promotion, correspondence,
orders, commissions, sales analysis, and other such sections. At the same time,
other functions of management were separated out to form entire divisions.
Finance, for example, although not as a rule large in size, became the brain
center of the entire organism, because here was centralized the function of
watching over capital, ofchecking and controlling the progress of its enlarge
ment; for this purpose, the finance division has its own subdivisions for
borrowing, extending credit, collections, supervising cash flow, stockholder
relations, and overall supervision ofthe financial condition ofthe corporation.
And so on, throughout the various functions and activities of the corporation,
including construction and real estate, legal, public relations, personnel and
labor relations, etc.
Each of these corporate subdivisions also requires, for its own smooth
functioning, internal departments which reflect and imitate the subdivisions of
the entire corporation. Each requires its own accounting section, ranging from
the complex cost accounting of the manufacturing divisions to the simpler
budgeting functions required of even the smallest divisions. Each often con
trols its own hiring through its own personnel department; many require
separate maintenance and cleaning sections, as well as traffic and routing,
office management, purchasing, planning, correspondence, and so forth. Thus
each corporate division takes on the characteristics of a separate enterprise,
with its own management staff.
The picture is rendered still more complex by the tendency of the modem
corporation to integrate, vertically as well as horizontally. Thus, by growth and
by combination, the manufacturing corporation acquires facilities for the
production of raw materials, for transportation, semi-banking institutions for
the raising of capital or extending of credit, etc. At the same time, horizontal
integration brings together a variety of products under the aegis of a single
aggregate ofcapital, sometimes assemb ling under one overall financial control
products and services bearing no discernible relation to each other except in
their function as sources of profit. Each of these massive sub-corporations
requires a complete management strllcture, with all of its divisions and
subdivisions.
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As Chandler has related, the eventual outcome ofthis pyramiding was the
need for decentralization, and the result was the modem decentralized corpo
rate structure pioneered by Du Pont, General Motors, Standard Oil of New
Jersey, and Sears Roebuck in the 1920s, and much imitated since. The essence
of the policy has been best explained, in brief form, by Alfred P. Sloan,
long-time operating head of General Motors and the person responsible, more
than any other, for the adaptation of this method to that corporation. It places,
he said, "each operation on its own foundation ... assuming its own respon
sibility and contributing its share to the final result." The final result is ofcourse
the accumulation of capital. Each section "develops statistics correctly reflect
ing the relation between the net return and the invested capital of each
operating division-----the true measure of efficiency...." This "enables the
Corporation to direct the placing of additional capital where it will result in
the greatest benefit to the Corporation as a whole.,,6
From this briefsketch ofthe development ofthe modem corporation, three
important aspects may be singled out as having
consequences for the
occupational structure. The first has to do with marketing, the second with the
structure ofmanagement, and the third with the function ofsocial coordination
now exercised by the corporation.
as in the case of
The overall purpose of all administrative controls
production controls, the elimination of uncertainty and the exercise of con
straint to achieve the desired result. * Since markets must remain the prime area
of uncertainty, the effort of the corporation is therefore to reduce the autono
mous character of the demand for its products and to increase its induced
character. For this purpose, the marketing organization becomes second in size
only to the production organization in manufacturing corporations, and other
types ofcorporations come into existence whose entire purpose and activity is
marketing.
These marketing organizations take as their responsibility what Veblen
called "a quantity-production ofcustomers." His description ofthis task, while
couched in his customarily sardonic language, is nevertheless a precise expres
sion of the modem theory of marketing: "There is, of course, no actual

* Seymour Melman says: "The explanation of the rather homogeneous increase
in the administrative type ofoverhead will be found, we suggest, in the growing variety
of business activities which are being subjected to controls, both private and public. As
administrators have sought to lessen the uncertainty of their prospects, by controlling
more and more of the factors which determine the advantage oftheir plants and firms,
they have attempted to control, in ever greater detail, production costs, intensity ofwork,
market demands for products, and other aspects of firm operation. Following this
hypothesis, the evolution of the business process towards the expansion of controlled
areas ofactivity by management comprises the basis for the additions to administrative
functions, and, thereby, the enlarged administration personnel.,,7
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fabrication ofpersons endowed with purchasing power ad hoc . .. ; nor is there
even any importation ofan unused supply ofsuch customers from abroad,--the
law does not allow it." Rather, as he points out, there is "a diversion of
customers from one to another ofthe competing sellers." But, from the point
of view of each seller, this appears as "a production of new customers or the
upkeep of customers already in use by the given concern. So that this acquisi
tion and repair ofcustomers may fairly be reckoned at a stated production-cost
per unit; and this operation lends itself to quantity production." Veblen goes
on to point out that "the fabrication of customers can now be carried on as a
routine operation, quite in the spirit ofthe mechanical industries and with much
the same degree ofassurance as regards the quality, rate and volume ofoutput;
the mechanical equipment as well as its complement ofman-power employed
in such production of customers being held to its work under the surveillance
oftechnically trained persons who might fairly be called publicity engineers.',g
Moreover, within the manufacturing organization, marketing considera
tions become so dominant that the structure ofthe engineering division is itself
permeated by and often subordinated to it. Styling, design, and packaging,
although effectuated by the producing part of the organization, represent the
imposition ofmarketing demands upon the engineering division. The planning
of product obsolescence, both through styling and the impermanence of
construction, is a marketing demand exercised through the engineering divi
sion, as is the concept ofthe product cycle: the attempt to gear consumer needs
to the needs of production instead of the other way around. Thus through the
direct structure of the marketing organization, and through the predominance
of marketing in all areas of the corporation's ftmctioning, a large amount of
labor is channeled into marketing.
Second, the change in the overall structure of management: We have
already described the specialization of the management function, and the
reorganization ofmanagement from a simple line organization-------a direct chain
of command over operations from executive head through superintendent and
foreman--into a complex of staff organizations suited to a subdivision of
authority by various specialized ftmctions. It must now be noted that this
represents the dismemberment of the ftmctions of the enterprise head. Corre
sponding to the managing ftmctions of the capitalist of the past, there is now
a complex of departments, each of which has taken over in greatly expanded
form a single duty which he exercised with very little assistance in the past.
Corresponding to each ofthese duties there is not just a single manager, but an
entire operating department which imitates in its organization and its ftmction
ing the factory out of which it grew. The particular management ftmction is
exercised not just by a manager, nor even by a staff of managers, but by an
organization of workers under the control ofmanagers, assistant managers,
supervisors, etc. Thus the relations ofpurchase and sale oflabor power, and
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hence ofalienated labor, have become part ofthe management apparatus itself.
Taken all together, this becomes the administrative apparatus of the corpora
tion. Management has become administration, which is a labor process
conducted for the purpose of control within the corporation, and conducted
moreover as a labor process exactly analogous to the process of production,
although it produces no product other than the operation and coordination of
the corporation. From this point on, to examine management means also to
examine this labor process, which contains the same antagonistic relations as
are contained in the process of production. * The effects of this will become
clearer when we examine the evolution of clerical work.
Finally, there is the corporate function of social coordination. The com
plexity of the social division oflabor which capitalism has developed over the
past century, and the concentrated urban society which attempts to hold huge
masses in delicate balance, call for an immense amount of social coordination
that was not previously required. Since capitalist society resists and in fact has
no way of developing an overall planning mechanism for providing this social
coordination, much of this public function becomes the internal affair of the
corporation. This has no juridical basis or administrative concept behind it; it
simply comes into being by virtue of the giant size and power of the corpora
tions, whose internal planning becomes, in effect, a crude substitute for
necessary social planning. Apart from the federal government, for example,
corporations are the largest employing and administrative units in the United
States. Thus the five hundred largest industrial corporations employ almost 15
million persons, or three-quarters of the persons employed by all industrial
corporations. The internal planning of such corporations becomes in effect
social planning, even though, as Alfred P. Sloan explained, it is based upon the

* In the words ofone observer: "The corporation is a society which accomplishes
its work through division of labor-a proposition now so much taken for granted that
it is surprising to think it once represented a discovery. In the modern industrial
corporation, division of labor has been carried to great lengths. Not only are there
broadly separate functions tied to classes of individuals-marketing, production,
finance, law, accounting, technology, management--but within each of these there are
many subdivisions, anyone of which may constitute a career. This functionalism rests
on the clear description of the varied, interrelated tasks that make up the corporation's
work. The 'job description' is a statement of task meant to be independent of the
individual who fills the job. Individuals become 'personnel' or 'manpower' in relation
to such job descriptions ....
"In the twentieth century we have become increasingly aware of the tendency of
this industrial functionalism to take on the characteristics of the production process
itself. Not only is the complex work ofthe corporation divided into many discrete tasks
performed by discrete individuals, but there has been a strong tendency to make these
tasks consist of simple, uniform, repeatable elements capable of at least partial
mechanization.,,9
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"net return" on "invested capital," which he calls "the true measure of effi
ciency." The rapid growth of administrative employment in the corporations
thus reflects the urgency of the need for social coordination, the general
absence of such coordination, and the partial filling of the gap by the corpora
tion operating on a capitalist basis and out ofpurely capitalist motivations. The
expansion of governmental functions of social coordination in recent decades
is another expression of this urgent need, and the fact that such government
activities are highly visible, in comparison with those of the corporation, has
led to the notion that the prime exercise of social control is done by govern
ment. On the contrary, so long as investment decisions are made by the
corporations, the locus of social control and coordination must be sought
among them; government fills the interstices left by these prime decisions.
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The Universal Market

Chapter 13
The Universal Market

It is only in its era of monopoly that the capitalist mode of production takes
over the totality of individual, family, and social needs and, in subordinating
them to the market, also reshapes them to serve the needs of capital. It is
impossible to understand the new occupational structure--and hence the
modem working class--without understanding this development. How capi
talism transformed all of society into a gigantic marketplace is a process that
has been little investigated, although it is one of the keys to all recent social
history.
Industrial capitalism began with a limited range of commodities in com
mon circulation. On the household level these included the basic foodstuffs in
more or less unprocessed form, such as grains and meals, fish and meats, dairy
products, vegetables, distilled and fermented liquors, bread and biscuits, and
molasses. Other regular household needs included tobacco, coal and candles,
lamp oils and soap, tallow and beeswax, paper and printed matter. Clothing
production was in its infancy, but the market in the early part of the nineteenth
century was already well developed for thread and textiles, including knit
goods, and boots and shoes. Household items also included the lumber prod
ucts of sawmills and planing mills, iron hardware, bricks and stone, clay and
glass products, furniture, furnishings, china and utensils, musical instruments,
tinware and silverware, cutlery, clocks and watches, apothecary chemicals and
drugs.
Behind these were the commodities required as raw materials for the
manufacture of such articles: iron and nonferrous ores and metals, raw lumber,
tar, pitch, turpentine, potash, furs, hemp, quarry products, and so forth. Trans
portation required the manufacture of carts, wagons, coaches and carriages,
ships and boats, casks and barrels. And the industries which produced tools
and implements, such as scythes, plows, axes, and hammers, hadjust begun to
produce machinery in the form ofpumps, steam engines, spinning and weaving
equipment, and the early machine tools.
In this earliest stage of industrial capitalism, the role of the family
remained central in the productive processes of society. While capitalism was
preparing the destruction of that role, it had not yet penetrated into the daily
life ofthe family and the community; so much was this the case that one student
ofUnited States industrial history described this as the "family stage, in which
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household manufacturing was supreme. Practically all of the family's needs
were supplied by its members. The producer and consumer were virtually
identical. The family was the economic unit, and the whole system ofproduc
tion was based upon it. Before 1810 this stage was common throughout many
sections of the country; after this date it became more or less localized.,,1
So long as the bulk of the population lived on farms or in small towns,
commodity production confronted a barrier that limited its expansion. On the
United States farm, for example, much of the construction work (apart from
basic framing, as a rule) was accomplished without recourse to the market, as
was a good deal ofhouse furnishing. Food production, including the raising of
crops and livestock and the processing of these products for table use was of
course the daily activity of the farm family, and in large measure so also was
the home production of clothing. The farmer and his wife and their children
divided among them such tasks as making brooms, mattresses, and soap,
carpentry and small smith work, tanning, brewing and distilling, harness
making, churning and cheese making, pressing and boiling sorghum for
molasses, cutting posts and splitting rails for fencing, baking, preserving, and
sometimes even spinning and weaving. Many of these farm activities contin
ued as the natural mode of life of the family even after the beginnings of
urbanization and the transfer of employment from the farm to the factory or
other city job. Here is a description of the life of workers around the tum of
the century which indicates the extent ofthe transformation that has taken place
in the last seventy or eighty years:
Except in the crowded tenement districts of the large cities--which housed a
small fraction of the total urban population--town and city dwellers often
produced some of their own food. Especially in the coal and steel regions, the
grounds around the urban and suburban house sometimes looked much like a
rural fannyard. Many families kept chickens or rabbits, sometimes pigs or
goats, and even a cow or two, and raised vegetables and fruits in their own
garden plots. A study of 2,500 families living in the principal coal, iron, and
steel regions in 1890 suggests that about half of them had livestock, poultry,
vegetable gardens, or all three. Nearly 30 percent purchased no vegetables other
than potatoes during the course ofa year. Describing the anthracite coal region
ofPennsylvania in 1904, Peter Roberts wrote that "it is interesting to pass along
the Schuylkill and Tremont valleys and see the many little fanns which are
cultivated by mine employees of the Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron
Company. In the strike of 1902, hundreds of mine employees' families could
not have carried on the fight were it not for the small fanns and large gardens
they cultivate."
Though only a few miles from the center of the greatest metropolis in the
land, Queens County and much of Brooklyn were still semirural in 1890, and
many families were as dependent on small-scale agriculture as on the industrial
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or commercial employment ofthe men in the family. North ofwhat is now the
midtown area, Manhattan itself was more bucolic than urban, and pigs and
goats were often seen along the East River as far south as Forty-second Street.
At a time when men worked ten or twelve hours a day, six days a week, much
of the care of urban livestock and gardens inevitably fell to women~-quite
apart from the fact that such tasks were theirs by tradition.
Most purchased foods came into the urban home in their natural, unproc
essed, uncanned, unpackaged state. Perhaps the majority of wives undertook
a strenuous annual bout ofpreserving, pickling, canning, and jelly-making, and
most baking was done in the family kitchen. Among 7,000 working-class
families investigated by the U. S. Bureau of Labor between 1889 and 1892,
less than half purchased any bread, and almost all bought huge amounts of
flour, an average of more than 1,000 pounds per family per year. Even among
the families of skilled craftsmen, who earned more than most other working
men, one fourth bought no bread, and flour consumption averaged over two
pounds per family per day.
No respectable home in 1890 was without a well-used sewing machine- one
ofthe ftrst items widely sold on the installment plan. Most men's clothing was
bought, but most ofthe clothing ofwomen and children was still made at home.
In addition, there were curtains and sheets to be hemmed, caps and sweaters
and stockings to be knitted and darned. Every prospective mother was expected
to knit and sew a complete wardrobe for her first child, and to replenish it
thereafter as needed?

Before the present stage of capitalism, food processing was the province
on the one side of the farm family, and on the other ofthe household. The role
of industrial capital was minimal, except in transportation. But during the last
hundred years industrial capital has thrust itself between farm and household,
and appropriated all the processing functions of both, thus extending the
commodity form to food in its semi-prepared or even fully prepared forms. For
example, almost all butter was produced on farms in 1879; by 1899 this had
been reduced to well under three-fourths, and by 1939little more than one-fifth
ofbutter was being made on farms. Livestock slaughter moved away from the
farm both earlier and more rapidly. The proportion offlour used by commercial
bakeries climbed rapidly from only one-seventh in 1899 to more than two
fifths by 1939. And during the same period, the per capita production ofcanned
3
vegetables multiplied fivefold, and ofcanned fruits twelve times over. As with
food, so with clothing, shelter, household articles of all sorts: the range of
commodity production extended itself rapidly.
This conquest ofthe labor processes formerly carried on by farm families,
or in homes of every variety, naturally gave fresh energy to capital by
increasing the scope ofits operations and the size ofthe "labor force" subjected
to its exploitation. The workers for the new processing and manufacturing
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industries were drawn from the previous sites of these labor processes: from
the farms and from the homes, in great part in the form ofwomen progressively
transformed in ever larger numbers from housewives into workers. And with
the industrialization offarm and home tasks came the SUbjugation ofthese new
workers to all the conditions of the capitalist mode of production, the chief of
which is that they now pay tribute to capital and thus serve to enlarge it.
The manner in which this transition was accomplished includes a host of
interrelated factors, not one of which can be separated from the others. In the
first place, the tighter packing of urbanization destroys the conditions under
which it is possible to carry on the old life. The urban rings close around the
worker, and around the farmer driven from the land, and confine them within
circumstances that preclude the former self-provisioning practices of the
home. At the same time, the income offered by the job makes available the
wherewithal to purchase the means of subsistence from industry, and thus,
except in times of unemployment, the constraint ofnecessity which compelled
home crafts is much weakened. Often, home labor is rendered uneconomic as
compared with wage labor by the cheapening ofmanufactured goods, and this,
together with all the other pressures bearing on the working-class family, helps
to drive the woman out of the home and into industry. But many other factors
contribute: the pressure of social custom as exercised, especially upon each
younger generation in turn, by style, fashion, advertising, and the educational
process (all of which turn "homemade" into a derogation and "factory made"
or "store bought" into a boast); the deterioration of skills (along with the
availability ofmaterials); and the powerful urge in each family member toward
an independent income, which is one of the strongest feelings instilled by the
transformation of society into a giant market for labor and goods, since the
source of status is no longer the ability to make many things but simply the
ability to purchase them.
But the industrialization of food and other elementary home provisions is
only the first step in a process which eventually leads to the dependence of all
social life, and indeed of all the interrelatedness of humankind, upon the
marketplace. The population of cities, more or less completely cut off from a
natural environment by the division between town and country, becomes
totally dependent upon social artifice for its every need. But social artifice has
been destroyed in all but its marketable forms. Thus the popUlation no longer
relies upon social organization in the form of family, friends, neighbors,
community, elders, children, but with few exceptions must go to market and
only to market, not only for food, clothing, and shelter, but also for recreation,
amusement, security, for the care of the young, the old, the sick, the handi
capped. In time not only the material and service needs but even the emotional
patterns of life are channeled through the market.
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It thereby comes to pass that while population is packed ever more closely
together in the urban environment, the atomization of social life proceeds
apace. In its most fundamental aspect, this often noticed phenomenon can be
explained only by the development of market relations as the substitute for
individual and community relations. The social structure, built upon the
market, is such that relations between individuals and social groups do not take
place directly, as cooperative human encounters, but through the market as
relations ofpurchase and sale. Thus the more social life becomes a dense and
close network ofinterlocked activities in which people are totally interdepend
ent, the more atomized they become and the more their contacts with one
another separate them instead of bringing them closer. This is true, for related
reasons, also offamily life. Apart from its biological functions, the family has
served as a key institution ofsociall!fe,production, and consumption. Ofthese
three, capitalism leaves only the last, and that in attenuated form, since even
as a consuming unit the family tends to break up into component parts that
carry on consumption separately. The function of the family as a cooperative
enterprise pursuing the joint production of a way of life is brought to an end,
and with this its other functions are progressively weakened.
This process is but one side ofa more complex equation: As the social and
family life of the community are weakened, new branches of production are
brought into being to fill the resulting gap; and as new services and commodi
ties provide substitutes for human relations in the form of market relations,
social and family life are further weakened. Thus it is a process that involves
economic and social changes on the one side, and profound changes in
psychological and affective patterns on the other.
The movement of capitalist society in this direction is bound up, on the
economic side, with the capitalist drive to innovate new products, new services,
new industries. The surp Ius produced first ofall inthe manufacturing industries
in the form of concentrations of wealth is matched on the side oflabor by the
relative decline in demand for workers in those same industries as they are
mechanized. The ample streams of capital meet the "freed" labor in the
marketplace upon the ground ofnew products and industries. This results first
of all in the conversion into a commodity of every product of human labor, so
that goods-producing labor is carried on in none but its capitalist form. Then
new commodities are brought into being that match the conditions of life of
the urban dweller, and are put into circulation in the forms dictated by the
capitalist organization of society. Thus a plentiful supply of printed matter
becomes a vehicle for corporate marketing, as do scientific marvels of the
twentieth century such as radio and television. The automobile is developed
as an immensely profitable form of transportation which in the end destroys
the more practical forms of transportation in the interest of profit. Like
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machinery in the factory, the machinery of society becomes a pillory instead
of a convenience, and a substitute for, instead of an aid to, competence.
In a society where labor power is purchased and sold, working time
becomes sharply and antagonistically divided from nonworking time, and the
worker places an extraordinary value upon this "free" time, while on-the-job
time is regarded as lost or wasted. Work ceases to be a natural function and
becomes an extorted activity, and the antagonism to it expresses itself in a dri ve
for the shortening of hours on the one side, and the popularity oflabor-saving
devices for the home, which the market hastens to supply, on the other. But the
atrophy of community and the sharp division from the natural environment
leaves a void when it comes to the "free" hours. Thus the filling of the time
away from the job also becomes dependent upon the market, which develops
to an enormous degree those passive amusements, entertainments, and spec
tacles that suit the restricted circumstances of the city and are offered as
substitutes for life itself. Since they become the means of filling all the hours
of "free" time, they flow profusely from corporate institutions which have
transformed every means of entertainment and "sport" into a production
process for the enlargement of capitaL * By their very profusion, they cannot
help but tend to a standard ofmediocrity and vulgarity which debases popular
taste, a result which is further guaranteed by the fact that the mass market has
a powerful lowest-common-denominator effect because of the search for
maximum profit. So enterprising is capital that even where the effort is made
by one or another section of the popUlation to find a way to nature, sport, or
art through personal activity and amateur or "underground" innovation, these
activities are rapidly incorporated into the market so far as is possible.
The ebbing of family facilities, and offamily, community, and neighborly
feelings upon which the performance of many social functions formerly
depended, leaves a void. As the family members, more of them now at work
away from the home, become less and less able to care for each other in time
of need, and as the ties of neighborhood, community, and friendship are
reinterpreted on a narrower scale to exclude onerous responsibilities, the care
of humans for each other becomes increasingly institutionalized. At the same

* A story datelined Los Angeles in the New York Times of February 20, 1973, tells
of a car-smashing derby attended by almost 24,000 persons: "Around a centerpiece of
wrecked automobiles, a Cadillac Eldorado bearing a red
'See PamelIi Jones
destroy this car,' a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, a Lincoln Continental Mark IV and some
$50,000 worth of other late-model cars bashed each other into junk here yesterday.
Billed as the 'world's richest demolition derby,' it ended in a limping, sputtering
confrontation between a battered Ford LTD and a Mercury station wagon ....
" 'I figure it's a little like the last of the Roman Empire; George Daines said as he
bought tickets (at $8 for adults and $4 for children) for himself and his son. 'I wanted
to be here to watch the last of the American empire.' "
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time, the human detritus of the urban civilization increases, not just because
the aged population, its life prolonged by the progress ofmedicine, grows ever
larger; those who need care include children--not only those who cannot
"function" smoothly but even the "normal" ones whose only defect is their
tender age. Whole new strata of the helpless and dependent are created, or
familiar old ones enlarged enormously: the proportion of "mentally ill" or
"deficient," the "criminals," the pauperized layers at the bottom of society, all
representing varieties of crumbling under the pressures of capitalist urbanism
and the conditions ofcapitalist employment or unemployment. In addition, the
pressures of urban life grow more intense and it becomes harder to care for
any who need care in the conditions of the jungle of the cities. Since no care
is forthcoming from an atomized community, and since the family cannot bear
all such encumbrances if it is to strip for action in order to survive and
"succeed" in the market society, the care of all these layers becomes institu
tionalized, often in the most barbarous and oppressive forms. Thus understood,
the massive growth of institutions stretching all the way from schools and
hospitals on the one side to prisons and madhouses on the other represents not
just the progress of medicine, education, or crime prevention, but the clearing
of the rnatketplace of all but the "economically active" and "functioning"
members of society, generally at public expense and at a handsome profit to
the maimfacturing and service corporations who sometimes own and invari
ably supply these institutions.
The growth of such institutions calls forth a very large "service" employ
ment, which is further swelled by the reorganization ofhospitality on a market
basis in the form of motels, hotels, restaurants, etc. The growth not only of
such institutions but of immense amounts of floor space devoted to wholesal
ing and retailing, offices, and also multiple-dwelling units, brings into being a
huge specialized personnel whose function is nothing but cleaning, again made
up in good part of women who, in accord with the precepts of the division of
labor, perform one of the functions they formerly exercised in the home, but
now in the service of capital which profits from each day's labor.
In the period of monopoly capitalism, the first step in the creation of the
univen>al market is the conquest of all goods production by the commodity
form, the second step is the conquest of an increasing range of services and
their conversion into commodities, and the third step is a "product cycle" which
invents new products and services, some of which become indispensable as
the conditions of modem life change to destroy alternatives. In this way the
inhabitant of capitalist society is enmeshed in a web made up of commodity
goods and commodity services from which there is little possibility of escape
except through partial or total abstention from social life as it now exists. This
is reinforced from the other side by a development which is analogous to that
which proceeds in the worker's work: the atrophy of competence. In the end,
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the population finds itself willy-nilly in the position of being able to do little
or nothing itself as easily as it can be hired, done in the marketplace, by one
of the multifarious new branches of social labor. And while from the point of
view ofconsumption this means total dependence on the market, from the point
of view of labor it means that all work is carried on under the aegis of capital
and is subject to its tribute ofprofit to expand capital still further.
The universal market is widely celebrated as a bountiful "service econ
omy," and praised for its "convenience," "cultural opportunities," "modem
facilities for care ofthe handicapped," etc. We need not emphasize how badly
this urban civilization works and how much misery it embraces. For purposes
ofour discussion, it is the other side of the universal market, its dehumanizing
aspects, its confinement ofa large portion ofthe population to degraded labor,
that is chiefly of interest. Just as in the factory it is not the machines that are
at fault but the conditions of the capitalist mode of production under which
they are used, so here it is not the necessary provision of social services that
is at fault, but the effects of an all-powerful marketplace which, governed by
capital and its profitable investment, is both chaotic and profoundly hostile to
all feelings ofcommunity. Thus the very social services which should facilitate
social life and social solidarity have the opposite effect. As the advances of
modem household and service industries lighten the family labor, they increase
the futility offamily life; as they remove the burdens ofpersonal relations, they
strip away its affections; as they create an intricate social life, they rob it of
every vestige of community and leave in its place the cash nexus.
It is characteristic ofmost of the jobs created in this "service sector" that,
by the nature of the labor processes they incorporate, they are less susceptible
to technological change than the processes of most goods-producing indus
tries. Thus while labor tends to stagnate or shrink in the manufacturing sector,
it piles up in these services and meets a renewal of the traditional forms of
pre-monopoly competition among the many firms that proliferate in fields with
lower capital-entry requirements. Largely nonunion and drawing on the pool
of pauperized labor at the bottom of the working-class popUlation, these
industries create new low-wage sectors of the working class, more intensely
exploited and oppressed than those in the mechanized fields of production.
This is the field of employment, along with clerical work, into which
women in large numbers are drawn out of the household. According to the
statistical conventions of economics, the conversion ofmuch household labor
into labor in factories, offices, hospitals, canneries, laundries, clothing shops,
retail stores, restaurants, and so forth, represents a vast enlargement of the
national product. The goods and services produced by unpaid labor in the home
are not reckoned at all, but when the same goods and services are produced by
paid labor outside the home they are counted. From a capitalist point of view,
which is the only viewpoint recognized for national accounting purposes, such
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reckoning makes sense. The work of the housewife, though it has the same
material or service effect as that of the chambermaid, restaurant worker,
cleaner, porter, or laundry worker, is outside the purview of capital; but when
she takes one ofthese jobs outside the home she becomes a productive worker.
Her labor now enriches capital and thus deserves a place in the national
product. This is the logic of the universal market Its effect upon the pattems
of employment and the composition of the working class will later be treated

Chapter 14
The Role of the State

in greater detail.
Notes

1. Rolla Milton Tryon, Household Manufactures in the United States: 1640-1860
(Chicago, 1917), pp. 243-44.
2. Robert W. Smuts, Women and Work in America (1959; paperback ed., New
York, 1971) pp. 11-13.
3. George J. Stigler, Trends in Output and Employment (New York, 1947), pp.
14,24.

The use ofthe power ofthe state to foster the development ofcapitalism is not
a new phenomenon peculiar to the monopoly stage ofthe past hundred years.
The governments of capitalist countries have played this role from the begin
nings of capitalism. In the most elementary sense, the state is guarantor ofthe
conditions, the social relations, ofcapitalism, and the protector ofthe evermore
unequal distribution of property which this system brings about. But in a
further sense state power has everywhere been used by governments to enrich
the capitalist class, and by groups or individuals to enrich themselves. The
powers of the state having to do with taxation, the regulation of foreign trade,
public lands, commerce and transportation, the maintenance of armed forces,
and the discharge of the functions of public administration have served as an
engine to siphon wealth into the hands of special groups, by both legal and
illegal means.
But with monopoly capitalism this role is greatly expanded and takes on
a more complex and sophisticated form. In some countries, particularly Ger
many and Japan, monopoly capitalism both created and was created by a new
state power; thus the modem role ofthe state appears in these countries from
the very beginning of the epoch. In other countries, principally the United
States and Britain, the capitalist class had marked off for the government a
more circumscribed sphere of operations, and for this and other reasons the
growth ofsocial and economic interventionism on the part ofthe state assumed,
for a time, the peculiar shape of a movement for reform and appeared to
develop as a struggle against capital, although this proved illusory. At any rate,
in the end and in all places the maturing ofthe various tendencies ofmonopoly
capitalism created a situation in which the expansion of direct state activities
in the economy could not be avoided. This can be clearly seen if we consider
some of the reasons for this development under four general headings:
1. Monopoly capitalism tends to generate a greater economic surplus than
it can absorb. As a result it becomes increasingly vulnerable to disorders in its
overall functioning, in the forms of stagnation and/or severe depression,
marked by unemployment and idle plant capacity. * With the diagnosis pointing
>I< It is far beyond our scope to try to deal with this subject here. I recommend to the
reader the excellent exposition in Baran and Sweezy, Monopoly Capital. While the entire work
is devoted to the generation and absorption of the surplus, see especially Chapters 3 and 8.
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to a shortage in "effective demand," it has finally been accepted by the
policy-makers of capitalist societies that government spending will, to the
extent that it is enlarged, fill this gap-the effect ofan increase in government
spending being merely proportional if taxes are increased a like amount, but
greater than proportional if spending outruns tax revenues. I But this policy,
which has in one form or another been adopted by all capitalist countries, did
not become universally accepted doctrine until a half-century after the begin
nings ofmonopoly capitalism, and then only because ofthe prolonged depres
sion of the 1930s, a crisis which found no spontaneous resolution and which
threatened the existence of capitalism on a world scale.
2. The internationalization ofcapital-with respect to markets, materials,
and investments---:capidly created a situation of economic competition which
brought in its wake military clashes among capitalist countries. At the same
time the spread of revolutionary movements in the countries dominated by
foreign capital gave to all capitalist countries an interest in policing the world
structure ofimperialism. In this situation, the traditional concept ofa peacetime
military establishment supplemented by war mobilization in time of need
eventually gave way, because ofthe unremitting crisis nature ofmilitary needs,
to a permanent war mobilization as the ordinary posture. This meshed with the
need for a government guarantee of"effective demand," and provided a form
of absorption of the economic surplus acceptable to the capitalist class. * Like
other aspects ofmonopoly capitalism, this one too was pioneered by Germany
(during the Nazi era in the 1930s) and has been practiced on a grand scale by
the United States since World War II.
3. Within capitalist nations, poverty and insecurity have become more or
less permanent features of social life, and have grown beyond the ability of
private philanthropies to cope with them. Since these and other sources of
discontent are concentrated in great cities and, if allowed to persist without
amelioration, threaten the very existence of the social structure, the govern
ment intervenes to sustain life and relieve insecurity. Characteristically, the
disputes within the capitalist class over this issue, including disagreements
over the scale, scope, and auspices ofthe welfare measures to be adopted, offer
an arena for political agitation which engages the working population as well,
and offers a substitute for the revolutionary movements which would soon gain
ground if the rulers followed a more traditional laissez-faire course.
'" Business Week once explained this as follows: "There's a tremendous social and
economic difference between welfare pump priming and military pump priming....
Military spending doesn't really alter the structure of the economy. It goes through the
regular channels. As far as a business man is concerned, a munitions order from the
government is much like an order from a private customer." Spending for public works
and public welfare, on the other hand, "makes new channels of its own. It creates new
institutions. It redistributes income. It shifts demand from one industry to another. It
changes the whole economic pattern ....,,2
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4. With the rapid urbanization of society, and the acceleration ofthe pace
of economic and social life, the need for other government-provided services
has increased and the number and variety of these has thereby multiplied.
Foremost among these services is education, which has assumed a much
enlarged role in the era of monopoly capitalism. The place of educational
services in catering to the occupational needs of capitalist society will be
treated in a later section of this book, but here we must mention another
important function ofthe educational structure: with the disappearance offarm
and small-town life as the major arenas of child-rearing, the responsibility for
the care and socialization of children has become increasingly institutional
ized. The minimum requirements for "functioning" in a modern urban envi
ronment--both as workers and as consumers--are imparted to children in an
institutional setting rather than in the family or the community. At the same
time, what the child must learn is no longer adaptation to the slow round of
seasonal labor in an immediately natural environment, but rather adaptation to
a speedy and intricate social machinery which is not adjusted to social
humanity in general, let alone to the individual, but dictates the rounds of
production, consumption, survival, and amusement. Whatever the formal
educational content ofthe curriculum, it is in this respect not so much what the
child learns that is important as what he or she becomes wise to. In school, the
child and the adolescent practice what they will later be called upon to do as
adults: the conformity to routines, the manner in which they will be expected
to snatch from the fast-moving machinery their needs and wants. *
The school system which provides this as well as other forms
is only one of the services which are necessarily expanded in the industriali
zation and urbanization of society and in the specifically capitalist form taken
by these transformations. Public health, postal, and many other government
functions are similarly expanded by the needs of an intricate and delicately
balanced social structure which has no means of social coordination or plan
ning other than the internal corporate planning ofthe monopolies that provide
the skeletal structure of the economy. And many of these "services," such as

* This is a way oflife that has seldom been expressed more exactly than by Veblen:
"... 'the consumer,' as the denizens ofthese machine-made communities are called, is
required to conform to this network ofstandardisations in his demand and uses ofthem .
. . . To take effectual advantage of what is offered as the wheels ofroutine _
the way of work and play, livelihood and recreation, he must know by facile habituation
what is going on and how and in what quantities and at what price and where
and for the best effect he must adapt his movements with skilled exactitude and a
mechanical insight to the nicely balanced moving equilibrium of the mechanical
processes engaged. To live---not to say at ease-under the exigencies ofthis machine
made routine requires a measure of consistent training in the mechanical apprehension
of things. The mere mechanics ofconformity to the schedule ofliving implies a degree
of trained insight and facile strategy in all manner of quantitative adjustments and
adaptations, particularly at the larger centres of population, where the routine is more
comprehensive and elaborate.,,3
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Gross National
Total government Government
Product (GNP)
spending
spending as percent
of GNP
(in billions of dollars)
1903
1913
1929
1939
1949
1959
1961

23.0
40.0
104.4
91.1
258.1
482.1
518.7

1.7
3.1
10.2
17.5
59.5
131.6
149.3

7.4
7.7
9.8
19.2
23.1
27.3
28.8

prisons, police, and "social work," expand extraordinarily because of the
embittered and antagonistic social life of the cities.
The growth of government spending, relatively slow in the first half-century
of monopoly capitalism, becomes extremely rapid thereafter. The following
tabulation made by Baran and Sweezy illustrates this, in terms both ofspending
figures and the percentage of Gross National Product passing through govern
ment in the United States. 4
It must not be supposed, however, that the impact of government spend
ing upon the occupational structure is proportional to these figures. Much of
government spending is channeled through the existing structure of the
market rather than through direct government employment: it takes the form
of military orders, the letting of contracts for highway and building construc
tion, transfer payments to individuals and businesses, etc. Thus in 1961, when
the federal, state, and local governments were spending almost 29 percent of
the Gross National Product, the combined civilian employment of all three
types of government was 13 percent of total civilian employment. But even
this percentage is large, and it has been growing. In federal employment, it is
concentrated heavily in the civilian establishment for administering the
military; in state and local governments, it is concentrated in education.
Notes

L Paul A. Baran and Paul M. Sweezy, Monopoly Capital (New York, 1966), pp.
143-45.
2. Business Week, February 12, 1949.
3. Thorstein Veblen, The Instinct ofWorkmanship and the State ofthe Industrial
Arts (New York, 1914), pp. 313-14.
4. Baran and Sweezy, Monopoly Capital, p. 146.

Part IV

The Growing Working-Class Occupations

Chapter 15
Clerical Workers

Ifwe view the evolution ofthose occupations called "clerical" over a long time
span, from the Industrial Revolution to the present, we are soon led to doubt
that we are dealing with the continuous evolution of a single stratum. The
clerical employees of the early nineteenth-century enterprise may, on the
whole, more properly appear as the ancestors ofmodem professional manage
ment than of the present classification ofclerical workers. While it is probable
that some ofthe clerks ofthat time corresponded roughly to the modem clerical
worker in function and status, it is for various reasons more accurate to see the
clerical workers of the present monopoly capitalist era as virtually a new
stratum, created in the last decades ofthe nineteenth century and tremendously
enlarged since then. It is very important that this be understood, because if it
is not, and if one ascribes to the millions of present-day clerical workers the
"middle class" or semi-managerial functions of that tiny and long-vanished
clerical stratum of early capitalism, the result can only be a drastic misconcep
tion of modem society. Yet this is exactly the practice of academic sociology
and popular journalism.
The place of the handful of clerks in the early industrial enterprise--and
there were generally fewer than a half-dozen in even the largest firms--was
semi-managerial in terms of the present distribution of functions. Lockwood
says of the mid-nineteenth century in his book on British clerical labor that
"many ofthe clerks mentioned at the earlier period were probably performing
duties which would nowadays be classified as 'managerial.,,,1 And, in fact, in
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, "clerk" or "chief clerk" was the
title ofthe manager in some British industries, railways, and public services.
It was not uncommon for clerks to be paid by the manager out ofhis own salary,
thus attesting to their position as assistant managers or at least assistants to the
manager, and some would be favored with annuities upon the closing of a
works or inheritances upon the death of the owner (Matthew Boulton, the
pioneer machine builder, included such a provision in his will). Managers and
owners filled clerical posts with their relatives, since clerks often rose into
managerships or partnerships? Klingender, writing ofthe period 1840 to 1860
in Britain, says: "As long as the requirements of banking, commerce, or
industry did not exceed the resources offamily concerns or small partnerships,
there could not be an extensive development of clerical labour. In this early
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stage there was an almost feudal relationship between the small number of
clerks to be found in such offices and their employers. The clerk was more a
family servant than a wage labourer.") Lewis Corey, writing about the United
States, says: "The clerk was an honored employee ISO years ago, and still more
so in earlier times. His position was a confidential one, the employer discussed
affairs with him and relied on his judgment; he might, and often did, become
a partner and marry the employer's daughter. The clerk was measurably a
professional and undeniably a member of the middle class.,,4
This picture ofthe clerk as assistant manager, retainer, confidant, manage
ment trainee, and prospective son-in-law can of course be overdrawn. There
were clerks--hard-driven copyists in law offices, for example-whose condi
tion and prospects in life were little better than those of dock workers. But by
and large, in terms offunction, authority, pay, tenure ofemployment (a clerical
position was usually a lifetime post), prospects, not to mention status and even
dress, the clerks stood much closer to the employer than to factory labor.
This is underlined by the tiny size of the nineteenth-century clerical
groups. The census of 1870 in the United States classified only 82,000--0r
six-tenths of I percent of all "gainful workers"-in clerical occupations. * In
Great Britain, the census of 1851 counted some 70,000 to 80,000 clerks, or
eight-tenths of 1 percent of the gainfully occupied. By the turn of the century
the proportion of clerks in the working population had risen to 4 percent in
Great Britain and 3 percent in the United States; in the intervening decades,
the clerical working class had begun to be born. By the census ofl961, there
were in Britain about 3 million clerks, almost 13 percent of the occupied
popUlation; and in the United States in 1970, the clerical classification had
risen to more than 14 million workers, almost 18 percent of the gainfully
occupied, making this equal in size, among the gross classifications of the
occupational scale, to that of operatives of all sorts.
It must be emphasized, for the sake of avoiding confusion with the
common but absolutely meaningless term "white-collar worker," that the
clerical classification to which these figures refer and which is discussed in
this section includes only such occupations as bookkeeper (generally speaking
the highest occupation in this group), secretary, stenographer, cashier, bank
teller, file clerk, telephone operator, office machine operator, payroll and
timekeeping clerk, postal clerk, receptionist, stock clerk, typist, and the like-
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and it includes these clerical workers no matter where they are employed,
in private or in government offices, in manufacturing, trade, banking,
insurance, etc.
The creation of a new class of workers, having little continuity with the
small and privileged clerical stratum ofthe past, is emphasized by fundamental
changes in two other respects: composition by sex, and relative pay.
The British census of 1851 counted 19 women under the heading of
"commercial clerks," and altogether it is estimated that no more than one-tenth
of 1 percent ofclerks were women--in other words, fewer than 100 ofall clerks
in the British Isles. In the United States as late as 1900, the clerical classifica
tion of under 900,000 persons was still more than three-quarters male. By the
censuses of 1961 in Great Britain and 1960 in the United States, the percentage
of women had risen in both countries to about two-thirds. And within only
another decade in the United States, three-fourths were women: this repre
sented an increase from a little over 200,000 female clerical workers in 1900
to more than 10 million only seventy years later! Male clerical workers, a
rapidly declining proportion, are increasingly confined to occupations such as
postal clerks and mail carriers, stock clerks and storekeepers, and shipping and
receiving clerks. 5
If we consider the pay scales for clerical labor as compared with the pay
of production labor, the change is just as emphatic. According to Lockwood,
the lower grades of British clerks in the period 1850 to 1880 were in the per
annum range of £75 to £150. Only some 10 to 15 percent ofthe working class
ofthe time was in that same range, the portion which Lockwood calls a "highly
select superaristocracy.,,6 We may conclude from this that the pay of clerks
began at about the point where the pay of production and transportation
workers left off. In the United States, in 1900, clerical employees of steam
railroads and in manufacturing establishments had average annual earnings of
$1,0 II; in the same year, the average annual earnings of workers in these
7
industries was $435 for manufacturing and $548 for steam railroads. And there
are other indications that the average pay of the clerical classification was
about double the production and transportation workers' average; in 1899, for
example, the average pay of all full-time postal employees was $955. 8
The extent of the change in relative pay scales that has taken place since
that time is made clear in a Special Labor Force Report on weekly earnings of
full-time workers in the United States, which groups workers by occupation
and which was based upon data gathered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in
May 1971.9 According to this report, the median usual weekly wage for
full-time clerical work was lower than that in every type ofso-called blue-col
lar work. In fact, it was lower than the median in all urban occupational
classifications except service employment:

* Occupational statistics more than a half-century old must be viewed with
skepticism, since the methods of counting and of classification, apart from their crudity,
were often not comparable to those used at present. They must be taken as estimates
rather than precise statistics (even modern statistics fall far short of precision, especially
when they involve counts and classifications of the low-wage strata). In the present
discussion they are used as indicators of relative orders of magnitude, and they are
adequate for that purpose.
...i
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Occupational group

Clerical Workers

Median usual weekly earnings offull-time workers

Craftsmen and foremen

$167

Operatives and kindred workers

120

Nonfarm laborers

117

Clerical workers

115

Service workers (except private household)

96

Nor does the fact that these medians are a fonn of averaging distort the
picture of relative pay. In fact, the earnings distribution simply bears out the
impression conveyed by the medians:
Percent Distribution by Earnings
Under

$60-

$100-

$150-

$200

$60

$99

$149

$199

or more

Craftsmen and foremen
Operatives and kindred
workers
Nonfarm laborers

1.3

8.6

29.3

31.6

29.2

4.2
6.9

29.0
28.6

36.5
38.3

20.8
18.6

9.4
7.6

Clerical workers

5.2

29.8

42.2

16.4

6.3

Service workers (except
private household)

16.4

35.9

28.2

12.4

7.2

From this tabulation it is clear how similar the pay scales and distributions
are in the clerical and operative categories, the differences between the
two-both in overall medians and in distribution--favoring the operatives. *
Clerical work in its earlier stages has been likened to a craft. 12 The similarities
are indeed apparent. Although the tools of the craft consisted only ofpen, ink,
other desk appurtenances, and writing paper, envelopes, and ledgers, it repre
sented a total occupation, the object of which was to keep current the records

* In Great Britain the trend has been similar. Writing in 1958 and basing himself
upon data up to 1956, Lockwood says: " ... the gross change in income relativities is
unmistakable. The main result of this change is that the average clerk is now very roughly
on the same income level as the average manual worker, or perhaps even slightly below." 10
And the same conclusion was reached by David M. Gordon on the basis of 1959 data
forthe United States: "The full distributions ofclerical and sales jobs and blue-collar manual
jobs were almost exactly comparable," so far as earnings are concerned. 11 But within only
a decade, the rapidly worsening relative pay position ofclerical workers brought them,
on the average, below all forms of so-called blue-collar jobs.
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ofthe financial and operating condition ofthe enterprise, as well as its relations
with the external world. Master craftsmen, such as bookkeepers or chiefclerks,
maintained control over the process in its totality, and apprentices or journey
men craftsmen-ordinary clerks, copying clerks, office boys--Iearned their
crafts in office apprenticeships, and in the ordinary course of events advanced
through the levels by promotion. The work involved, in addition to ordinary
bookkeeping on the double-entry or Italian model (to which was added the
rudiments of cost as well as profit-and-Ioss accounting at the beginning of the
nineteenth century), such tasks as timekeeping and payroll, quality control,
commercial traveling, drafting, copying duplicates by hand, preparing ac
counts in several copies, etc.
In its most general aspects, office work entails accounting and recordkeep
ing, planning and scheduling, correspondence and interviewing, filing and
copying, and the like. But with the development of the modern corporation
these functions assume the particular fonns of the various departments and
branches of the enterprise.
The factory office, which began with its first and original functionary, the
timekeeper, usually added as its second functionary a foreman's clerk, whose
task was to assist the foreman by keeping track of the work in process and its
stages of completion. These clerks had as their responsibility the records of
workers, materials, and tasks. Out of these rudimentary functions grew the
modem cost, planning and scheduling, purchasing, and engineering and design
sections.
Sales, previously handled chiefly by the owner himself, perhaps assisted
by a clerk who doubled as traveler, became the function of a marketing
division, subdivided into sections to handle sales traveling, correspondence
with customers, salesmen, and manufacturers, order processing, commissions,
sales analyses, advertising, promotion, and publicity. A separate financial
office takes care offinancial statements, borrowing, extending credit, ensuring
collections, assessing and regnlating cash flow, etc. And so on for other office
divisions, among which the most important is an administration office where
corporate policy is made and enforced upon all divisions.
The offices so described are those of a producing corporation, in which
commodities in the fonn ofgoods or services are made and sold; these offices
are thus subsidiary and complementary to the productive labor processes
carried on elsewhere within the same corporation. But with the development
of monopoly capitalism carne the extraordinary enlargement ofthose types of
enterprises which, entirely separated from the process ofproduction, carry on
their activities either chiefly or entirely through clerical labor.
COl1l11lercial concerns which deal only with the purchase and resale of
commodities generally require three types oflabor in large masses: distributive
(for warehousing, packing, shipping), sales, and clericaL This is particularly
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This ghostly form of the production process assumes an ever greater
importance in capitalist society, not only because of the requirements of the
new way in which production is organized, and not only because ofthe growing
need for coordination and control, but for another and more significant reason
as well. In the social forms ofcapitalism all products oflabor carry, apart from
their physical characteristics, the invisible marks of ownership. Apart from
their physical fonn, there is their social form as value. From the point of view
ofcapital, the representation of value is more important than the physical form
or useful properties of the labor product. The particular kind of commodity
being sold means little; the net gain is everything. A portion of the labor of
society must therefore be devoted to the accounting of value. As capitalism
becomes more complex and develops into its monopoly stage, the accounting
of value becomes infinitely more complex. The number of intermediaries
between production and consumption increases, so that the value accounting
of the single commodity is duplicated through a number of stages. The battle
to realize values, to turn them into cash, calls for a special accounting of its
own. Just as in some industries the labor expended upon marketing begins to
approach the amount expended upon the production of the commodities being
sold, so in some industries the labor expended upon the mere transformation
of the form of value (from the commodity form into the form of money or
credit)--including the policing, the cashiers and collection work, the record
keeping, the accounting, etc.--begins to approach or surpass the labor used in
producing the underlying commodity or service. And finally, as we have
already noted, entire "industries" come into existence whose activity is con
cerned with nothing but the transfer of values and the accounting entailed by
this.
Since the work of recording the movement of values is generally accom
plished by a capitalist agency for its particular ends, its own accounting has no
standing with other organizations. This leads to an immense amount of
duplication. The normal presumption in intercorporate dealings is not one of
honesty but of dishonesty; unverified records are not considered adequate or
trustworthy for any purposes but those of the institution which keeps them.
Thus each pair of corporations, in their dealings with each other in the
transactions ofpurchase and sale, credit and payment, etc., maintain a complete
set of records, each the mirror image of those kept by the other. That which
appears on the books of one as a credit shows in the books of the other as a
debit. Since, when disputes arise, the burden ofproofis shuffled back and forth
between the parties in accordance with the available documentation, each set
of records is as a rule a private affair to be used not for heloful coordination
but as a weapon.
The internal recordkeeping of each corporate institution is, moreover,
constructed in a way which assumes the possible dishonesty, disloyalty, or

true on the wholesale level, in which the clerks are the largest category of .
workers, outnumbering even sales workers. But even in retail trade, some kinds
of enterprises, such as general merchandising and mail order houses, show a
very large percentage of clerical labor.
In the pure clerical industries, this tendency is carried much further. Banks
and credit agencies conduct only one mode of labor, the clerical, and below
the managerial level the labor employed consists almost entirely ofclerks who
work in offices and service workers who clean the offices. The only thing that
prevents this from being the case with brokerage and investment houses and
insurance companies is the need for a large number ofsalespeople. To a lesser
the same heavily clerical character of the labor process is true oflaw
offices and the offices of other institutionalized professions, advertising agen
cies, the publishers ofbooks and periodicals insofar as they do not themselves
do the work of manufacture, philanthropic and religious organizations, corre
spondence schools, agencies for travel, employment, etc., and government
offices for public administration.
In all these industries, the development of capital has transformed the
operating function of the capitalist from a personal activity into the work of a
mass of people. The function of the capitalist is to represent capital and to
enlarge it. This is done either by controlling the production ofsurplus value in
the productive industries and activities, or by appropriating it from outside
those industries and activities. The industrial capitalist, the manufacturer, is an
example of the first; the banker of the second. * These management functions
ofcontrol and appropriation have in themselves become labor processes. They
are conducted by capital in the same way that it carries on the labor processes
of production: with wage labor purchased on a large scale in a labor market
and organized into huge "production" machines according to the same princi
ples that govern the organization of factory labor. Here the productive proc
esses ofsociety disappear into a stream ofpaper--a stream ofpaper, moreover,
which is processed in a continuous flow like that of the cannery, the meatpack
ing line, the car assembly conveyor, by workers organized in much the same
way.

* The fact that banking corporations produce nothing, but merely profit from the
mass of capital in money form at their disposal through activities which once went by
the name "usury," no longer subjects them to discredit in monopoly capitalist society
as it once did in feudal and in eady capitalist society. In fact, financial institutions are
accorded a place at the pinnacle of the social division of labor. This is because they
have mastered the art of expanding capital without the necessity of passing it through
any production process whatsoever. (The magical appearance of the feat merely
conceals the fact that such corporations are appropriating a share in the values produced
elsewhere.) The cleanliness and economy ofthe procedure, its absolute purity as a form
of the accumulation of capital, now elicit nothing but admiration from those who are
still tied to production.
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laxity of every human agency which it employs; this, in fact, is the first,
principle of modem accounting. It is for this reason, among others, that
double-entry bookkeeping proved so suitable to capitalist accounting. Under
this system, every transaction is recorded at birth in two places, and the entire
movement of the values that pass through the enterprise is reflected in an
interlocking set of accounts which check and verifY each other. The falsifica
tion ofonly one single account will usually lead directly to the falsifier, and as
a rule the work of falsifYing many accounts so that they continue in balance
with each other is possible only through the collaboration of a number of
people. This system of dovetailing accounts is supplemented by a variety of
independent checks and controls. In total, a modem financial system, although
not impervious to falsification or error, is a well-guarded structure a large part
of which exists for purposes of self-security, and as a rule such falsifications
as are found in it appear not by accident but by the policy of the management.
Nor is this all. Since corporations must exhibit financial statements to the
outside world for the purpose of raising capital, and since various other needs
for such public disclosure exist--such as bank credit, settlement of accounts
with outside parties as required under contracts with them, etc.--still another
means of establishing the truth ofrecords is provided. This is the independent
audit by an accounting firm which makes it a "profession" to investigate
records either when called upon or on a continuing basis, and to "certifY" their
results. The dishonesty presumed of all corporations is offset by the special
function of such auditors, who are supposed to make a proJession ojhonesty,
although this is not usually the case either. At any rate, this brings into existence
still another set of records and another species of duplicatory clerical work.
And to this may be added much ofthe work of government regulatory and tax
offices which deal with the same material from still other standpoints.
Thus the value-form ofcommodities separates itself out from the physical
form as a vast paper empire which under capitalism becomes as real as the
physical world, and which swallows ever increasing amounts oflabor. This is
the world in which value is kept track of, and in which surplus value is
transferred, struggled over, and allocated. A society which is based upon the
value-form surrenders more and more ofits working popUlation to the complex
ramifications of the claims to ownership ofvalue. Although there is no way of
calculating it or testing the proposition, it is likely that the greatest part of the
rapid increase of clerical labor is due to this; certainly there is no doubt that
the demands of marketing, together with the demands of value accounting,
COnsume the bulk of clerical time.

it began to be felt. When this work was carried on in offices which contained
only a few desks separated by a railing from the proprietor, it was, in effect,
self-supervising, and required only the usual prudent safeguards against em
bezzlement, etc. In industrial enterprises, clerical expenses were small and
incidental to production expenses. In commercial and financial offices, these
expenses were also small and incidental before the era ofmass merchandising,
"consumer" banking, and group insurance. None ofthese enterprises could yet
feel that its success was significantly dependent upon the efficiency of the
clerical labor process.
As this situation changed, the intimate associations, the atmosphere of
mutual obligation, and the degree of loyalty which characterized the small
office became transformed from a prime desideratum into a positive liability,
and management began to cut those ties and substitute the impersonal disci
pline of a so-called modem organization. To be sure, in doing so it was careful
throughout this transitional period to retain as long as it could the feelings of
obligation and loyalty it had traditionally fostered; but its own special com
mitments to its office staff were severed, one by one, as the office grew. The
characteristic feature of this era was the ending ofthe reign ofthe bookkeeper
and the rise of the office manager as the prime functionary and representative
of higher management. Office managership, a product ofthe monopoly period
of capitalism, developed as a specialized branch ofmanagement, with its own
schools, professional associations, textbooks and manuals, periodicals, stand
ards, and methods.
In the context of the times in which it took place, this naturally meant the
application of scientific management methods to the office. By the first
decades ofthe present century, the effort was well under way. In 1917, avolume
entitled Scientific Office Management, and subtitled A report on the results of
applications ojthe Taylor System ofScientific Management to offices, supple
mented with a discussion oJhow to obtain the most important oJthese results,
was published in New York, Chicago, and London. Its author, William Henry
Leffingwell, had begun to use the Taylor system ten years earlier, and had
accumulated considerable experience in offices like those of the Curtis Pub
lishing Company. The following year Lee Galloway, for many years professor
at New York University, published his standard work, Office Management: Its
PrinCiples and Practice. In these volumes, among others, the program ofoffice
management is clearly set forth: the purpose of the office is control over the
enterprise, and the purpose of office management is control over the office.
Thus Galloway:

With the rapid growth of offices in the last decades ofthe nineteenth century,
and the change of office work from something merely incidental to manage
ment into a labor process in its own right, the need to systematize and control

The larger ... business offices grow, the more difficult and important become
the problems of management. Orders must be given to employees by the
managers, and reports of work perfonned must be recorded. Inspectors,
superintendents, foremen, senior clerks, and office managers increase in
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number---their function being to keep the employecs and machines working
harmoniously. At first one of these supervisors can give instructions verbally
and keep the details in his memory, but as the subdivisions of work increase
the necessity grows for continual communication between the various ranks of
authority. Letters and memos, production orders and work tickets, speaking
tubes and telautographs, cost statistics and controlling accounts, time clocks
and messenger boys, mUltiply to keep pace with the growing complexity of
13
business and to save the time of executives and workmen alike.

The emphasis in this passage is upon the increase in clerical work in the
processes of production. But Galloway soon extends the idea to cover the total
office function in the capitalist enterprise:
Execution implies control--control ofthe factory organization--control ofthe
financial organization--control of the marketing organization. It is the work
of the office organization, under the supervision of the office manager, to
devise records, methods, and systems for carrying out the function of control
14
and for co-ordinating the activities of one department with those of another.

With the growth of the control function, and with the consequent trans
fonnation ofthese functions ofmanagement into independent labor processes,
comes the need to control the new labor processes, according to the same
principles as those applied to the factory. Leffingwell thus says at the opening
of his work:
Time and motion study reveal just as startling results in the ordinary details of
clerical work as they do in the factory. And after all, since every motion of the
hand or body, every thought, no matter how simple, involves the consumption
of physieal energy, why should not the study and analysis of these motions
result in the discovery ofa mass ofuseless effort in clerical work just as it does
in the factory?15

These early practitioners of scientific management applied to the office
the basic concepts of the Taylor system, beginning with the breakup of the
arrangement under which each clerk did his or her own work according to
traditional methods, independent judgment, and light general supervision,
usually on the part of the bookkeeper. Work was henceforth to be carried on
as prescribed by the office manager, and its methods and time durations were
to be verified and controlled by management on the basis of its own studies of
each job. Thus Leffingwell instances the installation of the Taylor system in
the offices of the Curtis Publishing Company, which conducted a large mail
order operation. The opening ofmail was reorganized, with the result that five
hundred pieces per hour were handled by one clerk, as against the previous
one hundred; the same efforts were applied to the standardization of over five
hundred other clerical operations.
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Stenographic output and other fonns of typing were studied most care
fully. "Some typewriter concerns equip their machines with a mechanical
contrivance which automatically counts the strokes made on the typewriter and
records them on a dial." This meter was used in conjunction with a time clock,
which the typist punched at the start and finish of each job. Metering of this
kind was used as the basis for piecework payments (it took some time before
management experts discovered that under such a regimen typists never used
the tabulator key, always the space bar, in order to increase their count).
Companies using typewriters without such advanced equipment made use of
the square-inch method described in many textbooks down to the present day.
A celluloid sheet ruled in square inches is placed over the typed page, and the
number of characters within the area oftype is shown at the end ofthe last line.
"If the letter is double-spaced," Galloway adds with the meticulous scientific
spirit that characterizes his school, "the number of square inches is of course
divided by two." The same result is obtained with a line gauge which measures
length and number of lines. But these devices are merely preliminaries to the
elaborate systems for recording output, typist by typist, by day and by week,
so that the number of lines transcribed from dictation, copied from other
documents, etc., is subject to continuous check. 16 Dictation time is also
recorded, at first by the page and later, with the spread of dictation machines,
by mechanical means. The object is a report which accounts for the time of
every stenographer. The entire charting system resembles a factory production
record, and is used in the same way for setting minimum standards and raising
average standards ofproduction.
As in the case of the factory, the system of production records is in itself
a way of increasing output, apart from any changes in office methods. "As a
means of knowing the capacity of every clerk," wrote Leffingwell, "and also
as a means ofspurring him to even better efforts, the planning department keeps
daily records of the amount of work perfonned by each clerk and his relative
efficiency. The keeping of such records alone has been known to greatly
increase the efficiency of many offices." A great many of the effects obtained
by scientific management came from this alone, despite the pretense that the
studies were being conducted for purposes of methods improvement. When
Leffingwell says, for example, that "the output of one clerk was doubled
merely by the re-arrangement of the work on the desk," we may understand
this was an effect of close and frightening supervision rather than a miracle of
efficiency; this was understood by the managers as well, although concealed
beneath a "scientific" mystique. 17
From the beginning, office managers held that all forms of clerical work,
not just routine or repetitive ones, could be standardized and "rationalized."
For this purpose they undertook elaborate studies of even those occupations
which involved little routine, scores of different operations each day, and the
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exercise of judgment. The essential feature of this effort was to make the
clerical worker, of whatever sort, account for the entire working day. Its effect
was to make the work of every office employee, no matter how experienced,
the subject of management interference. In this way, management began to
assert in the office its hitherto unused or sporadically exercised right ofcontrol
over the labor process.
The introduction of piecework systems in their various forms----straight
piece rates, incentives, or the Taylor differential system-followed naturally
on the heels of the other innovations. "One of the great changes which forced
business men to revise their opinions about the wages system was the enormous
growth of the operating side of business. It became necessary to employ
hundreds ofclerks, typists, and bookkeepers instead of a half-dozen or so. The
management was confronted with a new condition in which it was impossible
to determine whether or not the employees were living up to the standard of a
fair day's work.,,18
The early "scientific" office managers were primarily concerned with the
theory of existing procedures rather than with the mechanization of the office;
like Taylor, they took the existing level of technical development as given.
Although the basic instrument of office labor, the typewriter, was in universal
use, and the instruments for adding, dictating, and ledger posting by mechani
cal means had already been devised, the mechanization of the office still lay
far in the future. Insofar as office managers dealt with the tools and materials
of office labor, they concerned themselves chiefly with the trivia of arranging,
and selecting among, existing possibilities. Office layout was given an inordi
nate amount of attention, and the use of pneumatic tubes for communication
between desks and offices, and ofendless conveyor belts for the movement of
work in process, became quite fashionable. The economies sought in the
organization of masses of labor can be seen, to take a single instance, from the
following: Leffingwell calculated that the placement ofwater fountains so that
each clerk walked, on the average, a mere hundred feet for a drink would cause
the clerical workers in one office to walk an aggregate of fifty thousand miles
each year just to drink an adequate amount ofwater, with a corresponding loss
of time for the employer. (This represents the walking time of a thousand
clerks, each of whom walked only a few hundred yards a day.) The care with
which arrangements are made to avoid this "waste" gives birth to the sedentary
tradition which shackles the clerical worker as the factory worker is shack
led--by placing everything within easy reach so that the clerk not only need
not, but dare not, be too long away from the desk. *

* "Save ten steps a day for each of 12,000 employees," said Henry Ford of his
system of having stock-chasers bring materials to the worker instead of having the
worker move around freely, "and you will have saved fifty miles of wasted motion and
misspent energy.,,19 All motions or energies not directed to the increase of capital are
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"If the paper upon which the writing is done is of good hard quality and
a fine pen is used instead of a stub pen, the use of a blotter, and the thousands
of useless motions caused by it, may be dispensed with. It is a saving far
exceeding the pen supply for years. The size and shape ofthe penholder should
also be carefully studied and standardized." One manager made a "time study"
ofthe evaporation of inks and found that nonevaporating inkwells would save
a dollar a year on each inkwell. This is reported in all seriousness, along with
the observation that the "rate of evaporation, of course, varies with the
humidity, and the results would not be constant." A time study of the removal
ofpins or paper clips from correspondence before filing or destroying "showed
that it required ten minutes to remove one pound ofclips and pins.... It is true
that the pins have to be put in the pin cushion, but this work can be done by
the office messenger between trips. A thousand pins can be put in a pin
cushion," Leffingwell adds, with uncharacteristic inexactitude, "in fifteen to
twenty minutes." He concludes this discussion on a hortatory note:
This briefoutline ofhow the physical office may be standardized will give you
an idea ofthe amount ofdetail to be considered. Under scientific management,
however, the work of standardization is never quite complete. New and
improved methods are constantly being evolved and tried out in order to keep
up to date. The standards of today may be entirely revolutionized tomorrow.
This is no excuse for not standardizing but is an argument for it. Some managers
ofsteel companies, for example, were willing to let well enough alone, thinking
that the investment they had in equipment was sufficient for all purposes and
that it was folly to be continually remodeling. Carnegie, on the other hand,
junked all his old equipment and installed modem machinery and methods.
The result is well known. The office manager who has the courage ofa Carnegie
20
will win just as surely as the ironmaster did.

By later standards, the equipment and methods of the early Carnegies of
office management were crude, and represented merely the first response to
the problem of the large-scale office. As in the factory, the solution to the
problem was found first in the technical division of labor and second in
mechanization. Although these are today aspects of the same process, histori
cally they came about in stages, and it is preferable to separate them and deal
first with the division oflabor in office processes.
ofcourse "wasted" or "misspent." That every individual needs a variety ofmovements
and changes of routine in order to maintain a state of physical health and mental
freshness, and that from this point of view such motion is not wasted, does not enter
into the case. The solicitude that brings everything to the worker's hand is of a piece
with the fattening arrangements of a cattle feed-lot or poultry plant, in that the end
sought is the same in each case: the fattening of the corporate balance sheet. The
accompanying degenerative effects on the physique and well-being of the worker are
not counted at all.
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The work processes of most offices are readily recognizable, in industrial
terms, as continuous flow processes. In the main they consist of the flow of
documents required to effect and record commercial transactions, contractual
arrangements, etc. While the processes are punctuated by personal interviews
and correspondence, these serve merely to facilitate the flow ofdocumentation.
We may take as our example the most common form of transaction, the sale
of commodities; it will be understood that everythi.ng that takes place in this
process has as its mirror image a corresponding process on the part ofthe firms
on the other side, with the signs reversed.
The customer order is the cell of the process. It moves through a stream
of records and calculations which begin with its appearance in the salesman's
order book, or in the mail, or over the telephone, until it reaches its final resting
place as an infinitesimal portion of the corporation's statement of financial
condition. The order must be opened and examined. The customer must be
clearly identified as to firm name, address for billing, separate address, if any,
for shipping, and, most important, credit standing. (If the order comes with
payment already attached, it becomes part of a tributary which subsequently
rejoins the main stream.) The items ordered must be clearly and properly
interpreted as to type and quantity. The correct discount must be chosen for
each order in accordance with corporate sales policy, which is more or less
complex and is stratified according to quantities ordered, type of customer,
special arrangements, etc. An invoice or bill must be prepared listing the
merchandise for shipment and extending quantities by unit price; this invoice
must be totaled, discounted, and supplementary charges such as shipping or
tax added. Now the invoice moves on to another stage: On the one side, some
of its copies provide shipping documents for the shipping division and packing
slips for the customer. On the other side, further copies provide the raw
materials of the accounting procedure. In the latter process, the invoice totals
are posted to accounts for sales on the one side and the customer's account (or
cash) on the other. Customer accounts are further posted, in controlled batch
totals, to an overall accounts-receivable account. At the same time, tabulations
must be made from the invoice to record the depletion of inventory, to keep
sales records on each stock item, as well as sales records by salesman and
territory for the calculation ofsales commission due, for charting sales trends,
etc. Finally, the summaries of these various accounts, tested for internal
consistency and balance with each other, form the raw materials for the
monthly summary accounts and the statements of financial condition of the
division or corporation.
In traditional form, this entire process was the province ofthe bookkeeper,
with the assistance of other clerical help such as the order biller, junior clerk
for posting, etc. But as soon as the flow of work becomes large enough, and
the methods of office management are applied, the process is subdivided into
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minute operations. Characteristically, separate clerks open the mail, date and
route the orders, interpret customer information, clear credit, check the items
ordered for clarity and to see ifthey are in inventory, type an invoice, add prices
to it, extend, discount, calculate shipping charges, postto the customer account,
etc., etc. just as in manufacturing processes-in fact, even more easily than in
manufacturing processes--the work ofthe office is analyzed and parcelled out
among a great many detail workers, who now lose all comprehension of the
process as a whole and the policies which underlie it. The special privilege of
the clerk of old, that of being witness to the operation of the enterprise as a
whole and gaining a view of its progress toward its ends and its condition at
any given moment, disappears. Each of the activities requiring interpretation
of policy or contact beyond the department or section becomes the province
of a higher functionary.
Needless to say, this conception is all the more readily applicable to those
transactions which reflect no movement of physical commodities, such as
banking and other financial transactions, the payment of insurance premiums
and claims, and so on. But even those processes which, in an outsider's view,
would appear to be difficult to subdivide in this way become, with sufficient
volume, susceptible to the same treatment. Correspondence, for example, may
be sorted into a variety of standard inquiries and problems and then answered
with preformulated responses-either duplicated by machine or repetitiously
typed (nowadays on automatic, tape-controlled typewriters). That smaller
portion which requires individual treatment can be set aside for the attention
of a higher grade of correspondence clerk while all the rest is classified,
batched, and counted. On the basis of batch totals, the higher echelons of the
office will then be able to see the type of inquiry or error which has caused the
correspondence and use this as a check against other departments, or weigh
these figures against past experience and against the experience ofthe trade as
a whole. At the same time, the batch totals can be correlated with the time taken
for dealing with correspondence of a particular sort, so that the expenditure of
labor time may be kept under constant scrutiny and control.
In general, the rationalization ofmost office work and the replacement of
the all-around clerical worker by the subdivided detail worker proceeds easily
because of the nature ofthe process itself. In the frrst place, clerical operations
are conducted almost entirely on paper, and paper is far easier than industrial
products to rearrange, move from station to station, combine and recombine
according to the needs of the process, etc. Second and more important, much
of the "raw material" of clerical work is numerical in form, and so the process
may itself be structured according to the rules of mathematics, an advantage
which the managers ofphysical production processes often strive after but can
seldom achieve. As flows subject to mathematical rules, clerical processes can
be checked at various points by mathematical controls. Thus, contrary to the
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past opinion of many that office work was unlike factory work in that its
complexities rendered it more difficult to rationalize, it proved easier to do so
once the volume of work grew large enough and once a search for methods of
rationalization was seriously undertaken.
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("computers"), but in his On the Economy ofMachinery and Manufactures,
written in the 1830s, he included a prophetic chapter called "On the Division
of Mental Labour," in which he subjected the matter to one of its earliest and
most trenchant analyses. "We have already mentioned," he begins, "what may,
perhaps, appear paradoxical to some of our readers,--that the division of
labour can be applied with equal success to mental as to mechanical operations,
and that it ensures in both the same economy oftime.'>22 This he demonstrates
by the following example.
During the French Revolution, the adoption of the decimal system made
it necessary that mathematical tables adapted to that system be produced. This
task was given to a certain M. Prony, who soon found that even with the help
ofseveral associates he could not expect to complete the job during his lifetime.
While pondering the problem, he happened to pass a bookseller's shop where
Adam Smith's recently published Wealth ofNations was displayed, and opened
it to the first chapter. He decided to put his logarithms and trigonometric
functions into manufacture, like pins, and set up two separate workshops---the
product of each to serve as verification for that ofthe other-for this purpose.
He divided the task among three sections. The first section, consisting of
five or six eminent French mathematicians, was charged with the work of
devising the formulas best adapted for use by the other sections. The second
group, made up of seven or eight persons with a good knowledge of mathe
matics, undertook the problem of converting these formulas into numerical
values and devising means of checking the calculations. The third section,
varying in number from sixty to eighty persons, used nothing more than simp Ie
addition or subtraction and returned the results to the second section for
checking. Babbage describes the process and its requirements as follows:

Mental and Manual Labor
In the beginning, the office was the site of mental labor and the shop the site
ofmanual labor. This was even true, as we have seen, after Taylor and in part
because of Taylor: scientific management gave the office a monopoly over
conception, planning, judgment, and the appraisal of results, while in the shop
nothing was to take place other than the physical execution of all that was
thought up in the office. Insofar as this was true, the identification of office
work with thinking and educated labor, and of the production process proper
with unthinking and uneducated labor, retained some validity. But once the
office was itself subjected to the rationalization process, this contrast lost its
force. The functions of thought and planning became concentrated in an ever
smaller group within the office, and for the mass of those employed there the
office became just as much a site of manual labor as the factory floor. '" With
the transformation of management into an administrative labor process, man
ual work spreads to the office and soon becomes characteristic ofthe tasks of
the mass of clerical workers.
Labor in general is a process whose determinate forms are shaped by the
end result, the product. The materials and instruments used by the shoemaker,
tailor, butcher, carpenter, machinist, or farmer may vary with the state of
technology, but they must be adapted to the production of footwear, apparel,
meat, wooden structures, metal shapes, or grain. The typical, although not
exclusive, product ofmental labor consists ofmarkings on paper. Mental labor
is carried on in the brain, but since it takes form in an external product---sym
boIs in linguistic, numeric, or other representational forrns--it involves manual
operations such as writing, drawing, operating writing machines, etc.-for the
purpose ofbringing this product into being. It is therefore possible to separate
the functions of conception and execution: all that is required is that the scale
of the work be large enough to make this subdivision economical for the
corporation.
Among the first to recognize this was Charles Babbage. Babbage was not
only responsible for the design of one of the first calculating engines

When it is stated that the tables thus completed occupy seventeen large folio
volumes, some idea may perhaps be fonned of the labour. From that part
executed by the third class, which may almost be tenned mechanical, requiring
the least knowledge and by far the greatest exertions, the first class were
entirely exempt. Such labour can always be purchased at an easy rate. The
duties ofthe second class, although requiring considerable skill in arithmetical
operations, were yet in some measure relieved by the higher interest naturally
felt in those more difficult operations. 23
Of the third section, Babbage says: "It is remarkable that nine-tenths of
this class had no knowledge ofarithmetic beyond the first two rules which they
were thus called upon to exercise, and that these persons were usually found
more correct in their calculations, than those who possessed a more extensive
knowledge of the subject." The way is thereby opened for two conclusions
which capitalism finds irresistible, regardless oftheir consequences for human
ity. The first is that the labor of educated or better-paid persons should never
be "wasted" on matters that can be accomplished for them by others oflesser

* In Lockwood's words: "One of the main changes in the division of labour has
been the appearance ofthe specialized, semi-skilled office employee who is responsible
for the 'processing' of data. The actual division of tasks very often preceded mechani
zation, but machinery has speeded up the trend by which a small group of executives,
who make decisions about the selection and analysis ofdata, are separated from a mass
of subordinates whose functions less and less justify their classification as brain
workers.,,21
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training. The second is that those of little or no special training are superior for
the performance of routine work, in the first place because they "can always
be purchased at an easy rate," and in the second place because, undistracted
by too much in their brains, they will perform routine work more correctly and
faithfully. It remains only to add to this story that Babbage foresaw the time
when the "completion of a calculating engine" would eliminate the necessity
for the operations of addition and subtraction performed by the third section,
and that thereafter it would prove possible to find ways to simplify the work
of the second section. In Babbage's vision we can see the conversion of the
entire process into a mechanical routine supervised by the "first section"
which, at that point, would be the only group required to understand either
mathematical science or the process itself The work of all others would be
converted into the "preparation of data" and the operation of machinery.
The progressive elimination ofthought from the work ofthe office worker
thus takes the form, at first, of reducing mental labor to a repetitious perform
ance ofthe same small set offunctions. The work is still performed in the brain,
but the brain is used as the equivalent of the hand of the detail worker in
production, grasping and releasing a single piece of"data" over and over again.
The next step is the elimination of the thought process completely--or at least
insofar as it is ever removed from human labor-and the increase of clerical
categories in which nothing but manual labor is performed.
Office Work as Manual Labor

The management experts ofthe second and third generation after Taylor erased
the distinction between work in factories and work in offices, and analyzed
work into simple motion components. This reduction ofwork to abstract labor,
to finite motions of hands, feet, eyes, etc., along with the absorption of sense
impressions by the brain, all ofwhich is measured and analyzed without regard
to the form of the product or process, naturally has the effect of bringing
together as a single field of management study the work in offices and in
factories. The modem "science" ofmotion study treats office and factory work
according to the same rules of analysis, as aspects ofthe unvarying motions of
human "operators." A typical handbook by a management engineer thus begins
with a section headed "The Concept ofthe Universal Process," and in discuss
ing work "in a shop, warehouse, store, office, or any other area," first takes
pains to establish the general applicability of work measurement and produc
tion control systems to work of every kind: "Each situation presents a different
surface appearance, and so the work which is performed in each of these
diverse areas is ordinarily assumed to be very different. But a very marked
similarity of basic purpose exists in all of these areas.... The universality of
the process may be seen by analyzing that which goes to make up the process.
To say that wherever humans labor they are performing the same types ofwork
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certainly seems to be a ridiculous statement. This seems to be even more
inaccurate when it is remembered that much work is mental in nature, and not
physical. But the statement is true.,,24 "Universal standard data," the collection
of which began with an eye principally toward factory work, are now applied
at least as frequently to work in the office.
In addition, standard data have been collected specifically for office
purposes, in the form ofstudies ofparticularly common office motions that are
offered as interchangeable parts from which office managers may assemble
their own complete operations. The Systems and Procedures Association of
America, for instance, has assembled in compact form such a manual, entitled
A Guide to Office Clerical Time Standards: A Compilation ofStandard Data
Used by Large American Companies (Detroit, 1960). The organizations which
contributed their materials to this handbook are the General Electric Company,
Stanford University, the General Tire and Rubber Company, Kerr-McGee Oil
Industries, Inc., Owens-Illinois, Harris Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago,
and the Chicago Chapter ofthe Systems and Procedures Association.*
The clerical standards maintained by these organizations begin with unit
time values for the various elements of motion, as we have described above in
Chapter 8, but they go on to agglomerate elemental motions into office tasks,
and to offer the office manager the standards by which labor processes may be
organized and calibrated. For example:
Open and close

File drawer, open and close, no selection
Folder, open or close flaps
Desk drawer, open side drawer of standard desk
Open center drawer
Close side
Close center

Minutes
.04
.04
.014
.026
.015
.027

Chair activity

Get up from chair
Sit down in chair
Tum in swivel chair
Move in chair to adjoining desk or file (4 ft. maximum)

.033
.033
.009
.050

* The tables in the Guide are published without direct identification ofthe source
corporation, but the information given makes identification clear in most cases. Thus
"Company A," from whose data most of the examples used here are taken, is identified only
as a "large manufacturer ofelectrical appliances and allied products," but ofthe cooperating
parties, the only organization that fits this description is General Electric, which contributed
the office standards used in its Distribution Transformer Department, manufacturer of
heavy power-processing equipment. In what follows, we manage to catch a glimpse of
the office standards and analyses under which modem office workers are actually super
vised, whether they know it or not, and this is superior to looking at textbook standards.

----------.
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Walking time is tabulated for distances from one foot to a thousand feet,
but since walking within the office requires many turns, "Walking (confined)"
adds .01 minute for each tum. The reading of a one- to three-digit number is
presumed to take .005 minutes, and of a seven- to nine-digit number, .015
minutes. To make comparison checks, going from one paper to another, is rated
at .0026 minutes per character. To read typed copy, per inch: .008 minutes. And
to write, not including "get" or "release" ofpencil or pen:
Numerals, per number
Print characters, each
Normal longhand, per letter

.01 minute
.01 minute
.015 minute

For some reason, the operation called "jogging" is a favorite of office
management experts, and is charted, analyzed, and timed in scores of studies.
In this instance, the time for "jog" ("basic times, paper in hand") is given as
follows:
1st jog
2nd or subsequent
Pat following jog
Pat following pat

.006 minute
.009 minute
.004 minute
.007 minute

In this table, the time for jogs from one to ten is given, and we are told to "add
.0 I for each jog over 10."
The time value for "Cut with scissors" is given as .44 minute, with ".30
for each additional snip."* "A snip," we are told, "includes opening, moving
forward and closing the scissors." Tabulations are given for unit time values
for rubber stamping, including the time for getting the stamp, checking the date
setting, and putting it aside, and for stamping a series of sheets and putting
them aside, with allowance for inking the stamp at every fourth impression.
Also for the time required to collate, gather, lay aside, handle, punch, staple
(orremove staples), rubber band (orremove), move material between stations,
count, fold or unfold, open mail container (envelope) and remov.e contents,
insert mail in container. Unit times are given for locating a single item in a
drawer file, Kardex file, Linedex file, Speed-O-Matic file, binder or folder, log
sheet, planning card, or at a specific position on a form. Times are given to file
random items, to start a new file, to do numerical and miscellaneous filing, to
enter or write, and at this point, still another chart for jogging.

* Why it is that, when one is "jogging" or rapping a stack ofpapers to align them,
the second jog takes longer than the first is not made clear. Nor is it clear why it should
take almost half a minute to make the first snip with a scissors, and almost a third of a
minute for each additional snip, unless these are misprints.
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Typing times are subjected to a stringent analysis. The conventional
standards for words per minute are charted against minutes per inch; but
beyond this, time values are assigned to the steps of handling the paper,
inserting it in the typewriter, aligning (for various numbers of sheets and
carbons), erasing, making strike-over corrections, and "handling material
after." We are given such intelligence as the "fact" that back spacing (per space)
requires .0060 minutes on a manual machine and .0025 on an electric modeL
Further tables cover the time required for various duplicating processes, by
offset, spirit, and mimeograph. A tabulation covering the operation of a
key-driven calculator includes time values for clearing the machine and turning
over each sheet between calculations (.0 120 minute). *
The charts used by Company B, which is described as a large manufacturer
ofrubber products, plastics, etc.--and is therefore presumably the General Tire
and RubberCompany--offer a similar array ofdetailed tabulations. In addition
to charts which duplicate, in other forms, the kinds ofmaterials we have already
described, there are charts for pinning, clipping, counting cash, operating
Pitney Bowes postage meters, matching papers, xeroxing, working bookkeep
ing machines, and an extraordinary table as follows:
Punch Time Clock
Identify card

.0156

Get from rack

.0246

Insert in clock

.0222

Remove from clock

.0138

Identity position

.0126

Put card in rack

.0270
.1158

For the rest, tabulations supplied by other companies include, in addition
to more of the same, time information for the operation of a great many office
machines, including key punch and billing machines, and also for such
bookkeeping functions as posting entries to ledgers by pen.
With the growing use of keyboard machines in offices, the analysis ofthe
time requirements of operating them has become ever more intensive. For an
example of this type of analysis, we turn to a 1963 volume called Work
Measurement in Machine Accounting, two of the three authors ofwhich were
at the time of writing associated with the LEtna Life Insurance Co. In their

* All the charts taken from the standards of Company A bear the legend: "Bare
standards--no allowances included for rest or personal needs." These are to be added,
since modern capital is nothing if not meticulous and considerate.
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the labor process as a whole. More than this cannot be said ofany manual labor
process, and once it is true of clerical labor, labor in that fonn is placed on an
equal footing with the simpler forms of so-called blue-collar manual labor. For
this reason, the traditional distinctions between "manual" and "white-collar"
labor, which are so thoughtlessly and widely used in the literature on this
subject, represent echoes of a past situation which has virtually ceased to have
meaning in the modern world of work. And with the rapid progress of
mechanization in offices it becomes all the more important to grasp this.

1.7
1.7

The Mechanization ofthe Office

treatment ofkey punching (the operation of the machine which punches holes
in the eighty-column standard data-processing card), the authors arrive at the
following breakdown of the time needed to punch a numeric character: *
Standard time (

Unit time
(TMUs)
Reach to key
Contact key
Depress key
Release key
Release contact with key

Frequency

1.7
1.7
0.0

(TMUs)

1.6

1.6
0.0

1
1
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0.0
5.0

Since a TMU is defined as one one-hundred-thousandth (.00001) of an
hour, and there are thus 28 TMU s in each second, this means that a key punch
machine is to be operated at the rate of 53/5 strokes per second when purely
numeric punching is being done. For the punching of alphabetical characters,
however, one additional TMU per stroke is allowed for "mental time." In this
way, the lEtna specialists calculated that to punch numeric values in 26
skipping over the other 30 columns,
columns, and alphabetic characters in
allowing for automatic duplication and allowing 20 TMUs (317 of a second),
for consulting the infonnation source, as well as 17.2 TMUs for additional
handling, it should take .2295 minutes to punch the card and .2017 minutes for
another operator to verify it on a second machine. Under 15 seconds per card
is allowed, in other words, for key punching or for verification, including a 5
percent allowance for error. But since key punch operators have to handle work
before and after punching, a further set of calculations is made in order to
account for all the operator's time: a tabulation onl motions, including time
for "stand," "sit," "get pencil," "initial cards," "open and close card clip,"
25
"open and close drawer," "get rubber band," "band cards," etc.
In the clerical routine of offices, the use ofthe brain is never entirely done
away with--any more than it is entirely done away with in any fonn ofmanual
work. The mental processes are rendered repetitious and routine, or they are
reduced to so small a factor in the work process that the speed and dexterity
with which the manual portion of the operation can be perfonned dominates

* It is worth noting that this simple list oftbree unit times, with their total, is made
into a "table" by the addition of two useless lines and two useless columns. This is
typical of the manner in which management "experts" dress their presentations in the
trappings of mathematics in order to
them the appearance of "science"; whether
the sociologists have learned this from the schools of business administration or the
other way around would make a nice study.

Machinery that is used to mUltiply the useful effects oflabor in production may
be classified, as we have seen, according to the degree of its control over
motion. Insofar as control over motion rests with the operator, the machine
falls short of automatic operation; insofar as it is rendered automatic, direct
control has been transferred to the machine itself. In office machinery, how
ever, the control over motion is generally incidental to the purpose of the
machine. Thus the rapidity and precision of the high-speed printer are not
required in order to print rapidly---there are other and faster ways to ink
characters onto paper--hut in order to record a controlled flow of information
as it is processed in the computer. It is one part of a machine system designed
to control not motion but information.
Infonnation exists, in the main, in the form of a record of symbolic
characters: the alphabet, numbers, and other conventional symbols. Until
recently, the processing of these characters--that is to say, assembling and
reassembling them in required fonns and combining or analyzing them accord
ing to the rules ofmathematics-was directly dependent upon the human brain.
While various mechanical means for recording or combining them were in
daily office use, such as the typewriter, the adding or calculating machine, and
the bookkeeping machine, each ofthese machines could only carry or process
information through a very short part of its total cycle before it again had to
involve the human brain to move it into its next position. In this sense, the
office process resembled a pipeline that required a great many pumping
stations at very close intervals. The difficulty lay in the form in which
infonnation was recorded: so long as it took the fonn ofa notation which could
be apprehended only by the human senses, humans were required to seize it
and move or manipulate it. Thus every key-driven mechanical adding or
calculating machine depended on the line-by-line keyboard work of the
operator, and its storage and processing facilities were limited to the capacities
of a few mechanical registers. While this situation continued, every office
machine remained on the primitive level of the hand tool, or power-assisted
hand tool.
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The change began with the machine for counting punched cards invented
by Dr. Herman Hollerith in 1885 and used to tabulate the United States census
of 1890. The importance ofthis invention lay not in any technical advance, but
entirely in the concept it embodied. In recording bits of data, each on its own
card, by means of a system that gave to each column and rank of the card a
specific meaning, the punched-card system made available a means of "read
ing" and "interpreting" simple data without direct human participation. Now,
through one means or another of sensing the holes, machines could sort and
classify, combine and tabulate, the bits of data on the cards. The significance
ofthe method lay in the recasting ofthe form ofthe information so that it could
be picked up by a machine.
This revolutionary conception passed through a series of purely technical
improvements in the years that followed, first electromechanical, in which
electrical impulses were made to control mechanical registers, and then elec
tronic, in which information is handled and stored by means of the electrical
impulses themselves and the mechanical elements virtually disappear. The
effect upon the storage and handling capacities of computing systems has been
enormous. In contrast to the punched card, which in its standard form stores
eighty characters on a surface slightly larger than two playing cards, the
common type of magnetic disk pack, which consists of eleven fourteen-inch
disks mounted a half-inch apart, will hold up to 29 million characters. And
these can be transferred at the rate of 156,000 characters per second to or from
the computer processing unit, within which they may be manipulated in
operations that are measured in millionths or even billionths of a second each.
Thus once the information is recorded, bit by bit, by means of key-driven
machines, it may be summoned, brought together from diverse sources,
arranged, combined mathematically, etc., in very short periods oftime, and the
results displayed on a screen, or more commonly recorded by the high-speed
printer which is itself a typewriter that puts to shame the combined efforts of
scores of typists.
The computer system working on these principles is the chief, though not
the only, instrument of mechanization of the office. Its first applications were
for large-scale routine and repetitive operations which to some extent were
already performed mechanically: payrolls, billing, accounts payable and ac
counts receivable, mortgage accounting, inventory control, actuarial and divi
dend calculations, etc. But it was soon applied in new tasks, such as for
elaborate sales reports, production-cost accounting, market research informa
tion, sales commissions, and so forth, all the way up to general accounting, at
which point the corporation's books ofrecord are put into computerized form.
This automatic system for data-processing resembles automatic systems
of production machinery in that it re-unifies the labor process, eliminating the
many steps that had previously been assigned to detail workers. But, as in
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manufacturing, the office computer does not become, in the capitalist mode of
production, the giant step that it could be toward the dismantling and scaling
down of the technical division of labor. Instead, capitalism goes against the
grain of the technological trend and stubbornly reproduces the outmoded
division of labor in a new and more pernicious form. The development of
computer work has been so recent and so swift that here we can see reproduced
in compressed form the evolution of labor processes in accord with this
tendency.
For a short time in the 1940s and early 1950s, the data-processing
occupations displayed the characteristics ofa craft. This was during the period
when tabulating equipment based on the punched card dominated the industry.
Installations were small and the tabulating craftsman worked on all machines:
the sorter, collator, tabulator, calculator, etc. * These machines were pro
grammed by wiring a panel board for each machine, and this operation was
learned as the worker gained a general familiarity with all the machines. Thus
the equivalent of an apprenticeship was a period ofleaming the use of all the
equipment, and the programming done at that time was simply the highest skill
of an all-around trade.
The development of a data-processing craft was abortive, however, since
along with the computer a new division of labor was introduced and the
destruction of the craft greatly hastened. Each aspect of computer operations
was graded to a different level of pay frozen into a hierarchy: systems
managers, systems analysts, programmers, computer console operators, key
punch operators, tape librarians, stock room attendants, etc. It soon became
characteristic that entry into the higher jobs was at the higher level of the
hierarchy, rather than through an all-around training. And the concentration of
knowledge and control in a very small portion ofthe hierarchy became the key
here, as with automatic machines in the factory, to control over the process.
The upper level of the computer hierarchy is occupied by the systems
analyst and the programmer. The systems analyst is the office equivalent of
the industrial engineer, and it is his or herjob to develop a comprehensive view
of the processing of data in the office and to work out a machine system which
will satisfy the processing requirements. The programmer converts this system
into a set of instructions for the computer. In early computer installations, the
programmer was generally a systems analyst as well, and combined the two
functions of devising and writing the system. But with the encroachment of
the division oflabor, these functions were increasingly separated as it became
clear that a great deal of the work of programming was routine and could be
delegated to cheaper employees. Thus the designation of "programmer" has
by this time become somewhat ambiguous, and can be applied to expert
~ Except for the key punch machine; being a keyboard machine, this was
immediately recognized as a job for "girls."
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program analysts who grasp the rationale ofthe systems they work on, as well
as to program coders who take as their materials the pre-digested instructions
for the system or subsystem and simply translate them mechanically into
specialized terminology. The training for this latter work occupies no more
than a few months, and peak performance is realized within a one- to two-year
period. In accordance with the logic of the capitalist division of labor, most
programmers have been reduced to this level ofwork.
Below this level, computer work leaves the arena of specialized or
technical skills and enters the realm of working-class occupations. The com
puter operator runs the computer in accordance with a set of rigid and specific
instructions set down for each routine. The training and education required for
this job may perhaps best be estimated from the pay scales, which in the case
of a Class A operator are on about the level ofthe craftsman in the factory, and
for Class C operators on about the level of the factory operative.
The largest single occupation created by computerization is that ofthe key
punch operator. Since it in many ways typifies the direction being taken by
office work, it is worth examining in some detail.
The extraordinary swiftness with which computers process information
depends in the fITst instance upon the careful preparation of a data base for the
computer's use. While all other office functions dwindle in the face of the
computer, this one tends to grow. First, everything which the computer digests
must be translated into uniform codes. Second, the pre-calculated operation of
the entire system depends upon the provision ofadequate coding to cover every
requirement at the time of entering the original data; nothing can be left for
later recognition, apprehension, and action by the human brain if it is to be
done by the computer in the course of its operations. Third, every preassigned
code must be prepared for the computer in accordance with a strict and
undeviating form so that it can have the desired effect. And fourth, this must
be done in a relatively error-free way, since the computer does not recognize
errors (except insofar as they transcend the parameters set in the program) but
acts upon all the information it is given.
This requires the preparation of data according to rigid forms because no
matter how ingeniously the matter is approached, the computer cannot inter
pret any symbols but those that derive their meaning from their form and
position. The computer card, punched as desired by a key-driven machine and
verified by a repetition on another such machine, is still the most common such
form. It is not the only one, however, and a variety of other devices that record
data on a magnetic tape, or print out symbols that can be "read" by an optical
scanner, are now in use. Their advantage is not that they "eliminate key
punching," as some hasty publicists have rushed to announce, but that they
simplify the operation still further so that it may be performed on keyboards
similar to that of the typewriter, and so divest the coding operation of even the
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very limited amount oftraining it now requires. Although the manner ofcoding
may be varied, it cannot be eliminated; and while there are some ways in which
the volume of coding may be held in check, in general it tends to grow with
the growth of computerization. To describe key punching, therefore, is to
describe the sort of work which, in this form or another, is growing rapidly in
offices.
The training required for this sort of work has been described in one
sociological study as follows:
Card punching can be a rather monotonous job when it involves large masses
of homogeneous data, pre-sorted and prepared in ready-to-copy columnar
format. The job can be learned in a matter of a week or two, and satisfactory
production skills can be attained within some six months. Despite most
employers' stated preference, a high-school diploma is not essential for satis
factory performance. Some training officials estimated that a ninth-grade
reading level and equivalent proficiency in arithmetic provide a good starting
base.
For all these reasons, a highly knowledgeable personnel man, in the COurse
of one interview, described keypunch operating as a "semi-blue-collar" job.
He considered the term descriptive not only of the nature of the job, but also
of the entry requirements, both formal and informal. In many instances girls
who lack formal education or the "social graces ofthe office" can be placed in
keypunching, whereas they would probably be rejected for other purely
white-collar work.26

The authors of this study, who like most of their colleagues in the social
sciences prefer to look on the bright side, profess themselves "intrigued" by
the view expressed by this personnel manager. They are quick to theorize that
key punching can become a handy substitute for unskilled manufacturingjobs
which in the past "served as the first step on the ladder." But within a page they
themselves are forced to characterize key punching as a "dead-end" occupa
tion: "Whereas messengers are frequently promoted to file clerks, file clerks
to typists, and typists to secretaries, keypunch operators tend to remain
keypunch operators.'.27
The work itself is described by key punch department managers them
selves as "extremely boring" with "no intelligence looked for" and a very high
28
turnover rate. Here is a description, reported on the occasion of the change
over from a pre-computer tabulating machine system (which also required
punched cards) to a computer system:
One key-puncher reported that before the installation ofthe computer, her work
had been somewhat varied and had occasionally called for the exercise of
judgment. This had made it bearable. Every three or four
as the
conversion to automation proceeds, several of her associates are transferred
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measured, even unaccompanied by incentives, there would be a 20 to 30%
increase in output. It is stated that incentives are most applicable to already
mechanized jobs. When an office machine is used, various devices such as
stroke counters, automatic sequential numbering, and the like simplif'y count
ing. Similarly, prenumbered documents, processed in sequence, facilitate
production counting.
Most of the firms included in this study quantif'y the operations associated
with data-processing. Key-punching, in partiCUlar, lends itself to objective
count. Government agencies and private business firms reported that this type
ofwork measurement was standard procedure. In some instances, the girls fill
out a daily tally form indicating how many inches they have punched, and the
verifiers keep count ofthe errors. An executive ofone large insurance company
commented that, although it is not generally mentioned, an objective record of
productivity is kept, and the operator whose output lags is fired. Many finns
rely on the supervisor to keep a visual check which can be objective because
she would know the total number oftrays ofcards processed during any period.
One official explained that the careful tally ofkey-punch output in his firm was
made necessary because all service functions must be allocated as to cost, and
that check on operators' speed was a secondary consideration. Serial checking
on other types of office equipment is the method used by many firms, and is
applicable to calculators, check sorters and various machines besides key
punches. "Industrialization" of clerical work is evident not only in the work
count, but also in the use of a moving belt to carry the work from one station
to the next. Several companies studied use this method ofcarrying orders from
the point of origin through the various stages of processing to the computer.
The factory atmosphere is unmistakably present. Not only are the office
machine operators often required to punch a time clock, but they are not
permitted to converse while at work. They are subject to dismissal with as little
notice as a week or at most a month. There are few distinguishing marks
between the employee in the electronic office and the factory worker in light
3o
manufacturing.

from the original group of key-punchers and assigned to the new work, which
is more monotonous and repetitious. Since there is no variation in job content,
the pace is continuous, steady, and "pressured." The most frequent comment
among the girls is, "We are working for the machine now."
Mrs. Duncan described all key-punch girls as "nervous wrecks." "If you
happen to speak to an operator while she is working, she will jump a mile. You
can't help being tense. The machine makes you that way. Even though the
supervisor does not keep an official production count on our work, she certainly
knows how much each of us is turning out--by the number ofboxes of cards
we do." Mrs. Calvin, a former operator for a different company, reported the
same kind of tension: "I f you just tap one ofthem on the shoulder when she is
working, she'll fly through the ceiling."
Both women reported that absenteeism was very high among their group.
Mrs. Duncan remarked, "Someone is always saying, 'I don't think I'll come
in tomorrow. I just can't stand this any longer.' " Although the girls do not quit,
they stay home frequently and keep supplies oftranquilizers and aspirin at their
desks. The key-punchers felt that they were really doing a factory job and that
they were "frozen" to their desk as though it were a spot on the assembly-line?9

As in the factory, the machine-pacing of work becomes increasingly
available to office management as a weapon ofcontroL The reduction ofoffice
information to standardized "bits" and their processing by computer systems
and other office equipment provides management with an automatic account
ing of the size ofthe work load and the amount done by each operator, section,
or division:
Precise measurement of clerical output is one ofthe aspects of the production
room approach heightened by if not exclusively new to automated offices.
Simplification and routinization ofoffice tasks by automation makes the work
much more amenable to objective count and measurement. The American
Management Association has published numerous studies reporting the expe
rience ofvarious large firms in developing clerical cost programs by means of
time measurement of office operations. These articles refer only indirectly to
employee irritation and resistance. In the Standard Oil Company of Ohio, for
example, a special name was coined to avoid such terms as "work measure
ment," which was considered to be "irritating to the employees and made it
difficult to secure their participation."
The Seventh Annual Conference on Systems and Procedures in 1958 stressed
that the systems profession is devoted to methods improvement or "working
smarter." Implicit in this was the job ofmotivating the office worker to greater
productivity. Henry Gunders, associate director, Management Advisory Serv
ices, Price Waterhouse and Company, Houston, Texas, maintained that in the
unmeasured office the rate of clerical output is low. He estimates that such an
office is operating on 50 to 60% efficiency, and that with clerical output

As work has been simplified, routinized, and measured, the drive for speed
has come to the fore. "Everything is speed in the work now," said a woman
who found herself near a nervous breakdown, and the pace is "terrific." And
with the economies furnished by the computer system and the forcing of the
intensity of labor come layoffs which selectively increase the tendency toward
factory-like work: "With each reduction in force, the remaining workers are
told to increase their output. Automation has reduced the staff in that office by
more than one-third, and more mechanization is in prospect. The union
spokesman said that the categories ofjobs which have disappeared are those
which require some skill and judgment. Those remaining are the tabulating
and key-punch operations, which become even simpler, less varied, and more
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routinized as work is geared to the computer." The vice-president of an
insurance company, pointing to a room filled with key punch operators,
remarked: "All they lack is a chain," and explained himself by adding that the
machines kept the "girls" at their desks, punching monotonously and without
cease. '" And the workers themselves are under no illusions about their "white
collar" jobs: "This job is no different from a factory job except that I don't get
paid as much," one operator in a large farm-equipment office said. 3l
The educational requirements for this new kind ofoffice work are subject
to confusion, some of it deliberate, between the needs of the work itself and
other considerations. Thus the authors ofa recent study ofelectronic data-proc
essing in New York write:
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study of technological change in banking, that "it would be misleading to
assume that a massive upgrading will take place, for a large proportion ofjobs
created up to this point are relatively low rated. Encoders are a case in point:
Encoding 'is a low-grade job which is easily and quickly learned, requiring
only the ability to operate a lO-key keyboard.' At one bank, 'Due to the
simplicity of operator training for single pocket proof encoders, the job, as
related to our job evaluation scale, has been downgraded three grades and
reduced from an average base of $68 to $53 per week.' * An EDP clerk is only
'a slightly higher grade position than that of encoder.... ' At the large branch
bank referred to above, approximately 70 percent ofthe jobs created were low
rated, while at the small branch bank they comprised around 50 percent ofthe
new jobs."J5 And it is in the nature of the organization of work around the
computer system that, like factory work, it does not have the advancement
ladder characteristic of the bank and office of several generations ago. This
was recognized early in the computer era by the American Management
Association, which, in a special report designed to help employers set up
data-processing operations, said: "To be honest-we don't want people to take
data-processing jobs as stepping stones to other jobs. We want permanent
employees capable ofdoing good work and satisfied to stay and do it. To promise
rapid advancement is to falsifY the facts. The only rapid advancement for the
bulk of nonsupervisory data-processing staff is out ofdata-processing! ,,36
So far as the traditional grades of office labor are concerned, the comput
erization ofoffice accounting procedures further weakens the position ofthose
skilled in the system as a whole, particularly bookkeepers. The decline of the
bookkeeper, which had begun, as we have seen, with the rise of the office
manager, was helped along by the rise ofthe bookkeeping or posting machine,
which converted a certain amount of skilled ledger work into a mechanical
operation. The decline was continued, especially in banking, by the develop
ment of electronic bookkeeping machines, which complete the conversion of
bookkeepers into machine operators and at the same time reduce the demand
for them sharply. Thus one multi-branch bank reported that within eighteen
months after installing electronic bookkeeping machines, the bookkeeping
staff of 600 had been reduced to 150, and the data-processing staff had grown
to 122. This is in line with the experience of most banks, which achieve a
reduction in overall labor requirements of40 to 50 percent for the same vo lume
of work, and in the process cut down the bookkeeping people sharply and
replace them with machine operators. 37
Not only bookkeepers, but even the lower grades ofmanagement, feel the
effects in a similar way. The computer presents management with an enormous

We have already noted the general tendency of employers to specify a high
school diploma as a prerequisite to employment for keypunch operators. It is
also true, however, that many successful"'* operators are hired without the
diploma, particularly in a period when the labor market is tight. Our interviews
convinced us that a high-school diploma is viewed as something other than a
certification of academic or intellectual proficiency.
Some firms, admittedly, relish their ability to state that "all our employees
are high-school graduates," as an indication of status or prestige. The great
majority, however, view the diploma as a certification of responsibility,
motivation, and reliability.... "Sure, we can find out quickly if a girl can really
punch cards. But will she come in every Monday? Will she stay after 5 o'clock
when we're pushed for overtime? Will she drift to another job after three
weeks?" These are the kinds of questions that were repeatedly raised by
employers.32
Earlier in the computer era, various managements not yet oriented in the
field and perhaps somewhat deceived by their own glowing estimates of the
mass "upgrading of the labor force" that would take place, hired the "wrong
kind of labor." This was particularly true in banking, where the snobbish
tradition of "superior" employees had not yet been overcome by managers.
Thus in one study of bank computerization it was decided that personnel
managers were "recruiting girls of too high an intellectual calibre for the new
simple machine jobs." 33 Experience soon showed, in the words of another
'" This vice-president gives us a clear illustration of the fetishism which puts the
blame for the situation on the "machines" rather than on the social relations within
which they are employed. He knew when he made this remark that it was not the
"machines" but he himselfwho chained the workers to their desks, for in his next breath
he pointed out that a count ofproduction was kept for the workers in that machine room.

** This term in itself is quite remarkable, and can only be understood if taken to
mean key punch operators who turn out to be "successful" hiring strokes for the
personnel manager.

* These pay figures refer to 1963. Elsewhere, thejob ofcoder is characterized thus
by a data-processing executive: "The only gal who will stick with this work has to have
a husband with two broken legs and five hungry kids. No one else could stand it."34
I
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so many mechanical eyes, fingers, and voices whose functioning is, insofar as
possible, predetermined by both rules and machinery. As an important instance
of this, we may note the changes in the work of the bank teller, once an
important functionary upon whose honesty, judgment, and personality much
of the public operation and relations of the bank used to depend. Attached to
mechanical and electronic equipment, these employees have been transformed
into checkout clerks at a money supermarket counter, their labor power
purchased at the lowest rates in the mass labor market, their activities pre
scribed, checked, and controlled in such a way that they have become so many
interchangeable parts. And it should be added that the teller's function, limited
as it now is, will gradually be replaced by new mechanical-electronic equip
ment that originated in England and has been spreading in the United States.
A cash machine which, activated by a customer card, supplies cash from the
customer's account is no more than the first tentative step in this direction.
So-called automated tellers are able, on the same principle, to transact any of
a number of banking functions, including deposits to or withdrawals from
savings or checking accounts, transfers between accounts, and loan repay
ments. 39 Such equipment requires not so much a revolution in banking tech
no logy as the modification ofexisting equipment so that it may be used direct! y
by the customer, with minimal opportunity for error or fraud. The fact that this
is becoming increasingly common in trade and service areas indicates that
much automated equipment is so simple to operate that it requires no training
whatsoever; it also foreshadows the weakening of the demand for labor in
fields of employment that have been expanding rapidly.
The trend in what is known as "secretarial work" assumes great impor
tance in this transformation of clerical labor, for two reasons. First, it is an
occupational category of enormous size. Some 2.75 million persons were
employed as secretaries in the United States in 1970, according to the census
for that year, almost all of them women. This is the largest single category of
clerical labor. And second, we are at the beginning of a revolution in this field
which will transform the office almost to the same extent as it is now being
transfonned by the computer. To understand this incipient upheaval, we must
review this occupation and its fundamental rationale.
From a functional standpoint, the secretary came into existence as a device
to extend the administrative scope ofthe entrepreneur and proprietor. Later, as
the managerial structure grew, the secretary, from this same functional stand
point, came to represent a pure expression of the Babbage principle: it was
thought "wasteful," from the capitalist point of view, to have a manager spend
time typing letters, opening mail, sending parcels, making travel arrangements,
answering the telephone, etc., when these duties could be performed by labor
power hired at anywhere from one-third to one-fiftieth of the remuneration of
the manager. But here the operation of the Babbage principle is further

temptation to save management time as well as labor time by "mechanizing"
many choices and decisions. It is probably for this reason that Howard C.
Carlso~ a psychologist employed by General Motors, has said: "The computer
may be to middle management what the assembly line is to the hourly
worker. ,,38
The tendency 0 f the labor process exemplified in the various machine jobs
is not confined to the workers grouped immediately around the computer. On
the contrary, with the exception of a specialized minority whose technical and
"systems" skills are expanded, this tendency increasingly affects all clerical
workers. The reasons for this may be separated into two parts.
First, the formal demands of computerization extend far beyond those
machine operators who work with the raw materials or finished products of
the computer. Since coding operations are performed mechanically according
to fixed layouts, the materials prepared by others for the machine rooms must
also follow strict rules ofform. Thus the clerk who uses nothing but paper and
writing instruments, and who apprehends the information in the first instance
from original source documents, is governed by the same rules of form. This
has led to the possibility oftransferring the work of the key punch operator to
the other grades of clerk, a change which is now under way and which will
undoubtedly accelerate. Under this system, the work of transcribing informa
tion into a form that can be used by the computer is spread throughout the office
instead of being localized in machine rooms, by means of terminals or other
simple keyboard machines that can be operated by any clerk. In this way,
machine operation is generalized throughout the office. If, in the first instance,
this involves a combination ofjobs-that of interpreting being combined with
that of keyboard operation---the next step is the simplification and even
elimination ofthe judgmental steps involved in interpretation by tying the new
keyboard machine to the computer and utilizing its storage and swift-search
capacities. Thus, in a variety of ways, the reduction of data to symbolic form
with accurate positional attributes becomes, increasingly, the business of the
office as a whole, as a measure to economize on labor costs.
Second, a variety ofother machines and systems are applied to other work
processes not within the immediate orbit of the computer. For example, file
clerks serve elaborate and semiautomatic machine systems which eliminate
the need to know the sequence of the alphabet, or even the sequence of
numbers; everything is eliminated but the task of placing under the photo
graphic apparatus of the machine, as swiftly as possible, one document after
another. Typists, mail sorters, telephone operators, stock clerks, receptionists,
payroll and timekeeping clerks, shipping and receiving clerks are subjected to
routines, more or less mechanized according to current possibilities, that strip
them of their former grasp of even a limited amount of office information,
divest them of the need or ability to understand and decide, and make of them
I
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smaller finns that might otherwise escape them for a while longer, through the
purchase of such finns by conglomerates whose first step is to send in systems
engineers (and here the fact that the blame for the changes can be assigned to
distant proprietors makes the installation of new systems by corporate man
agement somewhat easier); the perfection ofvarious cheap systems ofcentral
ized communications and recording; even the new attitudes of women, who
dispute and scorn the body-servant role and make it more difficult to recruit
tractable secretaries--all of these are among the factors which both encourage
and facilitate the ending of the secretarial explosion.
Office managements have thus entered upon a sweeping campaign to
destroy what they call the "social office," to use a phrase which has recently
gained popularity.40 It is only necessary to follow the periodicals published for
top office managers, such as Administrative Management, to see that they are
attacking on this front not only with a newly systematized armamentarium of
ideas and procedures, but with a fresh determination, and that the object ofthis
attack is no longer just the clerk but the comfortable arrangements made by
their own lower managers.
There is of course no disposition on the part of office managements to
reject the Babbage principle and to have those functionaries who are now
assisted by secretaries begin to do their own typing and other chores. This
would contradict the basic tenet of management that each task must be
performed at the lowest possible rate ofpay. Rather, they feel that the time has
come to end a system which makes of each functionary a supervisor over the
labor of one assistant, because the labor time of secretaries is used wastefully
and inefficiently, is subject only to relaxed and friendly supervision by a
superior who is more interested in personal convenience than in office effi
ciency, and because such functionaries often cannot delegate enough work to
fully occupy the time of another person.
Secretarial work is analyzed into two parts: typing and administrative
routine (sometimes reception and telephone answering are separated from the
latter as a distinct function). The first is being made the business of what has
been named the "word processing center." This center is a modernized version
of the stenographic pool; it does not send stenographers to take dictation from
executives, but rather gives each executive a link with the stenographic process
through the telephone on his end and recording equipment on the other. These
recordings are then "processed" by typists, and the fmished letter, document, brief,
contract, script, or any other fonn requiring typing is brought by messenger
for checking and signature. As distinguished from a stenographic pool, which
merely held and dispatched labor power to departments as required, this system
visualizes the construction ofa separate production department whose business
it is to manufacture to order all the correspondence and other documentary
work required anywhere throughout the offices of the enterprise. Thus this

stimulated by the fact that the managers are organizing not the distant labor
processes of subordinates, but their own labor. Since they tend to place an
exaggerated value upon their own time, and a minimal value upon the time of
others as compared with their own, the Babbage principle goes to work in the
offices of managing executives with particular force, all the more so as it is
intensified by the prestige attaching to managers with large staffs, the useful
ness of a retinue of office servants for the transacting ofpersonal matters, and
other career, social, and personal considerations.
Thereafter this system of secretarial assistance spreads to lower ranks as
well, as the numbers of managerial and semi-managerial employees increase.
Since the Babbage principle operates wherever a mass of work may be
subdivided and its "lower" portions separated out and delegated, it invades all
the realms ofpaper work perfonned by "executives," assistants to executives,
heads of small departments sometimes consisting ofno more than the "head"
and a secretary, professional and even semi-professional employees. The
Babbage principle has here transcended its own limits, especially as social and
prestige factors come into play and the personal secretary becomes a perquisite
of the privileged job as one of its chief privileges. Top managers watched this
multiplication of secretaries with nothing more than amusement, until it grew
to dimensions which threatened the balance sheet.
For management to tackle this monstrosity in order to reduce the drain on
the corporate pocketbook is by no means simple. It is not just a matter of
attacking a traditional and entrenched privilege, but one which is enjoyed by
the lower reaches of the managerial structure itself, those whose loyalty and
interest in the corporation is guaranteed by, among other things, these very
trappings and pretenses ofmanagerial status. Corporate managements confront
the danger, in any such attack, of alienating their own instruments of control
over the administrative structure. True, some managements have not allowed
such a situation to develop, or have destroyed it at an earlier stage-steno
graphic pools as a substitute for personal secretaries, for example, are hardly
unknown-but many others have shrunk from the task. There is ample evi
dence, however, that this situation is ending, and that management is now
nerving itself for major surgery upon its own lower limbs.
The reasons for this new attitude are various. The most important has
already been mentioned: the extent to which this expensive practice has
burgeoned, and the immense amounts of payroll it devours, not just through
the multiplication ofsecretaries but through the effect ofthis arrangement upon
the entire functioning ofthe office. But there are other factors: the completion
of the basic work of rationalization in the factory, so far as it can be carried
through, freeing management to tum to the office; the maturation of"systems
thinking" among managers to the point where they have reconceptualized the
entire problem; the spread of the methods of close calculation throughout
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major portion of the secretarial job now becomes the province of production
workers, assisted by electronic equipment. Not unexpectedly, this concept and
its application have made the furthest strides in Germany, and an article in
Administrative Management describes the stress given there to the use of
canned texts and automatic typewriters. Word processing is
a process of having word originators (executives, sales correspondents,
lawyers, and the like) select formula clauses from pre-coded, pre-organized
clause books. For example, an administrator who would normally dictate
the same kind of reply to a letter several times a day, instead selects the
appropriate clauses (by code number) from the clause book--or from
memory ifhe's used them often enough. Once selected, clause codes plus
individual names, addresses and other variable inserts (such as dates or
prices) are either dictated into recorders or jotted down on "to-be-typed"
forms. This source dictation or form is then used by the typist to prepare a
final letter. Automatic typewriters repetitively type the "canned" clauses,
and the typist manually keyboards in the new or variable data. . Benefits
are word originator and typist efficiency, and more work produced from
the same number of hours on the job. In addition, less training is required
of all the people involved. 41

This last "benefit," the reduction of training for "all," indicates the
sensitivity ofmanagement to the proliferation ofcorrespondents and other such
"word originators," each of whom is required to know how to formulate a
passable paragraph so that it may be understood by the recipient; under the
new system, this requirement disappears, leaving only the ability to select the
proper paragraph.
The other functions of the secretary are taken over by an "administrative
support center." The superior who formerly had a secretary is known, in
relation to this center, not as a "word originator" but as a "principal," and it is
considered that a ratio of four to eight principals to each "administrative
support secretary" will prove adequate. This support center handles all the
nontyping chores formerly required of the secretary, foremost among them
being filing, phone answering, and mail handling. "Filing," we are told,
"should be performed in the support center-not in the principal's office." The
clear objective of such arrangements is to prevent the renewal ofthe previous
situation by imperceptible degrees, and to ensure that all secretarial work is
performed under centralized production supervision and not under the supervi
sion of the "principal." Moreover, "principals should answer their own phone,
but the phone should also ring in the center so if the principal doesn't pick it
up by the third ring the secretary can get it." Like the "word processing center,"
the "administrative support center" is connected to the various offices by phone
and messenger service. 42
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Thus, under the new arrangement, the secretarial function is replaced
by an integrated system which aims at centralized management, the break
down of secretarial jobs into detail operations subdivided among produc
tion workers, and the reduction of the number of secretarial workers to
one-half, one-quarter, or even smaller fractions of their former number.
Among the subsidiary benefits management expects to derive from this
arrangement is the reduction and thus cheapening of the skills of adminis
trative employees, and, not the least, the squeezing out of the minutes and
hours of labor power lost in the personal relations and contacts among
secretaries and between secretaries and their "principals"-which is what
they mean when they speak of the "end of the social office." The force and
seriousness of this campaign, which has begun in this form only in the past
few years, can be seen not only from its conception as a total system with
its own jargon, technology, and specialists, and from the space now being
devoted to it in office management periodicals, but also from the launching
of new periodicals and organizations devoted entirely to this subject (for
instance, Word Processing Report and the Word Processing Institute). The
total system has been installed in a great variety of corporations, including
sophisticated publishing offices in New York, where systems analysts have
shown themselves to be sturdy of purpose and impervious to the barbed
comments of editors who are being deprived of their secretaries.
We have now described, in its major facets, the conversion ofthe office
routine into a factory-like process in accordance with the precepts of
modern management and available technology_ The greatest single obstacle
to the proper functioning of such an office is the concentration of informa
tion and decision-making capacity in the minds of key clerical employees.
Just as Frederick Taylor diagnosed the problem of the management of a
machine shop as one of removing craft information from the workers, in
the same way the office manager views with horror the possibility of
dependence upon the historical knowledge ofthe office past, or of the rapid
flow of information in the present, on the part of some of his or her clerical
workers. The recording of everything in mechanical form, and the move
ment of everything in a mechanical way, is thus the ideal of the office
manager. But this conversion of the office flow into a high-speed industrial
process requires the conversion of the great mass of office workers into
more or less helpless attendants of that process. As an inevitable concomi
tant of this, the ability of the office worker to cope with deviations from
the routine, errors, special cases, etc., all of which require information and
training, virtually disappears. The number of people who can operate the
system, instead ofbeing operated by it, declines precipitously. In this sense,
the modern office becomes a machine which at best functions well only
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within its routine limits, and functions badly when it is called upon to meet
special requirements. '*
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or hourly wage of the manual worker, that in themselves had a determinate
meaning, but rather the whole complex of social position and position in the
enterprise and the labor process that these terms symbolized. *
In 1896, Charles Booth was able to write: "The 'average, undifferentiated
human labour power' upon which Karl Marx bases his gigantic fallacy does
not exist anywhere on this planet, but least ofall, I think, is itto be found among
clerks.,,44 At the time there were few Marxists bold enough to try to counter
this thrust. But within less than forty years the development of the capitalist
office made it possible for some to comprehend all the essential elements of
the process, although it was even then far from being well advanced. Thus
Hans Speier, drawing chiefly on German experience, was able to write in 1934:

The Class Position o/Clerical Labor
While the working class in production is the result of several centuries of
capitalist development, clerical labor is largely the product of the period of
monopoly capitalism. Thus the early post-Marx attempts to analyze this
phenomenon were severely hampered by the fact that clerical work was as yet
little developed as a capitalist labor process. For example, in the discussion of
the subject in the German Social-Democracy before the First World War, Emil
Lederer (whose Die Privatangestellten in der Modernen Wirtschaflsentwick
lung was probably the most substantial and important product of the debate)
commented on the stagnant technical conditions of the office:

The social level a/the salaried employee sinks with the increasing extent o/the
group. This qualitative change, which has been termed
ofthe white collar worker," shows itselfin a number ofways. It is most evident,
perhaps, in the especially great increase in the women salaried workers, who
mostly perform subordinate work. . . . It is the man who typically has the
principal authority, the girl who is typically the subordinate .... The great
increase in salaried employees is especially traceable to a demand for subor
dinates, not for fully qualified responsible persons. As a result the average
chance of advancing has declined. The majority of the subordinate employees
in the large offices perform duties which are specialized and schematized down
to the minutest detail. They no longer require general training; in part only a
very limited and brief training is necessary, in part previous training has
become quite unnecessary. The process in the course of which the body of
salaried employees become a mass group rests on the successful attempt to
replace the personal experience of the individual by a rational scientific

Indeed, the modem commercial employee resembles the commercial employee
ofthe past more than the labor employed by large-scale industry resembles the
journeyman of the Middle Ages. Methods of doing business have hardly
changed in the majority of cases. Even large-scale enterprises are only ex
panded small-scale business. Since no new technique has come to the fore, they
43
exhibit no essentially new methods.

In these discussions, the participants were impressed by the rapid growth
of the office; but the changes in office labor, still in their infancy, could not
make so great an impression. The general expectation of commentators, as a
result, was the rapid increase of office functionaries of the then-dominant
varieties. On this basis, the conclusion seemed inescapable: a very large new
"middle class" was coming into being.
This conclusion was further guaranteed by the penchant, which continues
down to the present day, for defining the class positions ofvarious varieties of
office labor on the basis of secondary characteristics. In keeping with this, all
the labor of the office is lumped together under such rubrics as "white collar,"
or "salaried employees." This is nothing but a hangover from the days in which
all office labor did share the characteristics of privilege in pay, tenure, authoretc. In that earlier situation, such designations, when applied to all who
worked in offices, served as shorthand expressions for the special position of
such employees. It was not the color of the employee's collar, still less the
mode ofpayment on an armual or monthly basis as distinguished from the daily

* The continued use of this terminology long after the realities behind it have
disappeared is one of the greatest sources of confusion in the analysis of this
A term which lumps together into a single class grouping the authoritative executive
representing capital on the one hand, and the interchangeable parts of the office machine
which serves him on the other, can no longer be considered useful. This terminology
is, however, considered serviceable by those who are alarmed by the results of a more
realistic terminology-those, for instance, whose "sociology" pursues apologetic pur
poses. For them, such terms as "white-collar employees" conveniently lump into a
single category the well-paid, authoritative, and desirable positions at the top of the
hierarchy and the mass ofproletarianized inferiors in a way that makes possible a rosier
picture: higher "average" pay scales, etc. In this use of the term, the ''white-collar''
category tends to get its occupational flavor from the engineers, managers, and
professors at the top ofthe hierarchy, while its impressive numerical masses are supplied
by the millions of clerical workers, in much the same way that the stars of an opera
company occupy the front of the stage while the spear-carriers provide the massive
chorus.

... Managers often wag their heads over the "poor quality of office help" available
on the labor market, although it is their own system ofoffice operations which is creating
the office population suited to it. This complaint is, unfortunately, too often echoed by
unthinking "consumers" when they run into trouble with an office, as they often do.
Such difficulties will tend to increase in the same way that the quality of factory
production tends to decline and the servicing of consumer appliances tends to worsen
even as it becomes more expensive, and for the same reasons.
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business administration, so that an increasing proportion ofthe workers can be
changed without danger to the efficiency ofthe enterprise. One social result of
this development is the rise of the unskilled and semi-skilled salaried workers,
whose designation already indicates the assimilation of the processes of work
in the office to that in the factory. In the case ofthe salaried workers who serve
as subordinates on one of the many modem office machines, or, for example,
who sell in a one-price store, the difference in the nature of the duties between
such workers and manual workers is completely wiped out ... especially
revealing with regard to the sinking of the social level of the white-collar
workers is, finally, the change in the social antecedents. The growing tendency
to employ salaried workers of"nroletarian origin" indicates that the number of
untrained and
middle and principal positions. In other words, the salaried employees as a
45
whole are being subjected to a process of decreasing social esteem.
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of the individual, from his physique to his psychic disposition. become units
in the functionally rational calculations of managers.

To these pictures ofthe merging characteristics of clerical and production
labor, it is now possible to add a number of important details.
The use of automatic and semi-automatic machine systems in the office
has the effect of completely reversing the traditional profile of office costs. A
situation in which the cost of operating a large office consisted almost entirely
of the salaries paid to clerical employees has changed to one in which a large
share of the total is now invested in the purchase (or paid out monthly for the
leasing) ofexpensive equipment. Past or "dead" labor in the form ofmachinery
owned by capital, now employs living labor, in the office just as in the factory.
But for the capitalist, the profitability of this employment is very much a
function of time, of the mpidity with which dead labor absorbs living. The use
of a great deal of expensive equipment thus leads to shift work, which is
particularly characteristic of computer operations.
At the same time, the employment of machinery pushes the office instal
lation toward the warehouse and industrial districts of the cities. This is
facilitated by the development of remote terminals and other communications
devices which annihilate distance and do away with almost all the inconven
iences of separate installations, so that executive offices can be maintained in
the more expensive and accessible locations while the mass ofclerical workers
can be moved into lower-rent districts, often together with warehousing or
production facilities. Thus the convenience and cachet ofworking in the centml
part of town, with its greater shopping interest and more varied lunching
facilities, etc., begins for many clerical workers to disappear.
At the same time, the labor market for the two chief varieties of workers,
factory and office, begins to lose some ofits distinctions ofsocial stratification,
education, family, and the like. Not only do clerical workers come increasingly
from families of factory background, and vice-versa, but more and more they
are merged within the same living family. The chief remaining distinction
seems to be a division along the lines of sex. Here the distribution within the
clerical and operative groups is strikingly congruent: in 1971, the category of
operatives was made up of 9 million men and 4 million women, while that of
clerical workers was made up of 10.1 million women and 3.3 million men. The
sex barrier that assigns most office jobs to women, and that is enforced both
by custom and hiring pmctice, has made it possible to lower wage mtes in the
clerical category, as we have seen, below those in any category ofmanual labor.
The growing participation of women in employment has thus far been facili
tated by the stronger demand for clerical employees and the relatively stagnat
ing demand for opemtives. The existence of two giant categories of labor,
operatives and clerical workers, as the two largest major occupational classi
fications, and the composition by sex of each of these categories, leads to the

This was written before the mechanization of the office. Writing at about
the same time, Lewis Corey was anticipating future events when he said: "The
mechanization of clerical labor becomes constantly greater; a typical large
office is now nothing but a white-collar factory.'>46 But by 1951, much of the
anticipatory element had disappeared and C. Wright Mills was able to write,
upon a solid basis of fact:
The introduction of office machinery and sales devices has been mechanizing
the office and the salesroom, the two big locales of white-collar work. Since
the 'twenties it has increased the division of white-collar labor, recomposed
personnel, and lowered skill levels. Routine operations in minutely subdivided
organizations have replaced the bustling interest of work in well-known
groups. Even on managerial and professional levels, the growth of rational
bure<tucracies has made work more like factory production. The managerial
demiurge is constantly furthering all these trends, mechanization, more minute
division of labor, the use of less skilled and less expensive workers.
men in such a way
In its early stages, a new division oflabor may
as to increase their levels of skill; but later, especially when whole operations
are split and mechanized, such division develops certain faculties at the
expense of others and narrows all of them. And as it comes more fully under
mechanization and centralized management, it levels men offagain as automa
tons. Then there are a few specialists and a mass ofautomatons; both integrated
by the authority which makes them interdependent and keeps each in his own
routine. Thus, in the division oflabor, the open development and free exercise
of skills are managed and closed.
The alienating conditions ofmodem work now include the salaried employ
ees as well as the wage-workers. There are few, if any, features ofwage-work
(except heavy toil--which is decreasingly a factor in wage-work) that do not
also characterize at least some white-collar work. For here. too. the human traits
,
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supposition that one of the most common United States occupational combi
nations within the family is that in which the husband is an operative and the
wife a clerk.
The tendency of modem capitalist employment, in which a vast mass is
occupied on a less and less differentiated level ofgeneral labor, was recognized
early by Theodore Caplow and well portrayed by him in the following passage:
Near the midpoint of the occupational status scale, where white-collar and
manual levels overlap, there are a vast number of employments which are
usually called "semiskilled." As a matter offact, most ofthem cannot be readily
evaluated in terms of skilL Their common characteristic is that no lengthy
experience is required to perform the work, and that movement from one
occupation to another is easy and frequent. Indeed, the mark of a semiskilled
occupation is its vagueness. Unlike the higher and lower portions ofthe scale,
this great central cluster of factory and office jobs is not clearly compartmen
talized. Lifetime involvement in a job is rare. Men and women perform
comparable work under comparable conditions. Job titles do not correspond to
organized social groupings; and each occupation merges into many others. All
these factors together contribute to the very high and sustained rate ofhorizon
tal mobility which is characteristic of semiskilled workers. 48
The increasing similarity of the work in factory and office is noted by
Caplow, and particularly the similarity of requirements in the fonn of a
high-school diploma to provide the background ofgeneral familiarity with the
commonplace routines of modem society:
The characteristic jobs of machine operators in modem factories, of clerical
workers in large offices, and of sales clerks, inspectors, and other minor
functionaries require a general familiarity with technical and commercial
operations, together with a minimum command of the number system, the
written language, and the technic ofoperating such devices as automobiles and
cash registers. Although the emphasis upon mechanical insight and manual
dexterity is greater in the factory trades than in the office jobs, the two broad
branches of semiskilled work tend to become increasingly alike in many ways.
Movement from one to the other takes place very readily. Tests carefully
devised to measure clerical aptitude sometimes turn out to be better indicators
ofmechanical aptitude, and vice versa. This is apparently explained by the fact
that the tests are patterned after operations actually required in typical jobs, and
that operations required in machine production and clerical work are often very
similar.
The modern technics ofjob classification and personnel selection, developed
in connection with large-scale production, are designed above all to facilitate
the interchangeability ofpersonneL One method ofensuring interchangeability
is to reduce each complex operation to a series of simple operations which
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require no extraordinary ability. When this is done, an automatic effect is to
standardize output throughout the series of related operations at a point well
below the maximum output of which individual workers might be capable. At
the same time, the formal qualifications required for employment are standard
ized by the educational process, so that there are comparatively few differences
that matter between one worker and another. 49
The problem of the so-called employee or white-collar worker which so
bothered early generations ofMarxists, and which was hailed by anti-Marxists
as a proof of the falsity of the "proletarianization" thesis, has thus been
unambiguously clarified by the polarization of office employment and the
growth at one pole of an immense mass of wage-workers. The apparent trend
to a large nonproletarian "middle class" has resolved itself into the creation of
a large proletariat in a new fonn. In its conditions ofemployment, this working
population has lost all fonner superiorities over workers in industry, and in its
scales of pay it has sunk almost to the very bottom. But beneath them, in this
latter respect at least, are the workers in service occupations and retail trade,
whom we must consider next.
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is the chief distinction, in principle, between this industry and those food-proc
essing industries which are classified under "manufacturing." Laundry work
ers, workers in cleaning and pressing establishments, workers in automobile
repair shops and in machine servicing or repair work ofother sorts perform the
same sort of work as many workers in manufacturing industries, and they are
classified, occupationally, in the same way, but the Bureau of the Census
classifies them in service industries. * Workers in transportation are often
regarded as workers in a "service" industry, but ifthe location of a commodity
is taken as an important physical characteristic, transportation is a part of the
process ofproduction. And ifwe do not take this view we fall into insuperable
difficulties, because we are forced to extend the distinction between "making"
and "moving" back into the factory, where many workers do not playa role in
fashioning the object with their own hands but merely move it through the
plant, or through the process. The distinction so applied becomes meaningless
and even ridiculous. Chambermaids are classed as service workers, but their
labors are not always different, in principle, from those ofmany manufacturing
workers in that they take shape in a tangible result. When the chambermaids
in hotels and motels, or the aides in hospitals and other institutions, make beds
they do an assembly operation which is not different from many factory
assembly occupations----a fact recognized by management when it conducts
motion and time studies of both on the same principles-and the result is a
tangible and vendible commodity. Does the fact that porters, charwomen,
janitors, or dishwashers perform their cleaning operations not on new goods
that are being readied at the factory or construction sites for their first use, but
on constantly reused buildings and utensils render their labor different in
principle, and any less tangible in form, from that of manufacturing workers
who do the factories' final cleaning, polishing, packaging, and so forth?

Chapter 16
SeNice Occupations and Retail Trade

The giant mass of workers who are relatively homogeneous as to lack of
developed skill, low pay, and interchangeability of person and function (al
heterogeneous in such particulars as the site and nature of the work
they perform) is not limited to offices and factories. Another huge concentra
tion is to be found in the so-called service occupations and in retail trade. We
have already discussed, particularly in Chapter 13, "The Universal Market,"
the reasons for the rapid growth of service occupations in both the corporate
and governmental sectors of the economy: the completion by capital of the
conquest of goods-producing activities; the displacement of labor from those
industries, corresponding to the accumulation of capital in them, and the
juncture ofthese reserves oflabor and capital on the ground ofnew industries;
and the inexorable growth ofservice needs as the new shape ofsociety destroys
the older forms of social, community, and family cooperation and self-aid.
Now we must examine the labor processes of the service occupations them
selves more closely.
"A service," Marx pointed out, "is nothing more than the useful effect of
a use-value, be it of a commodity, or be it of labour."! The worker who is
employed in producing goods renders a service to the capitalist, and it is as a
result ofthis service that a tangible, vendible object takes shape as a commod
ity. But what if the useful effects oflabor are such that they cannot take shape
in an object? Such labor must be offered directly to the consumer, since
production and consumption are simultaneous. The useful effects oflabor, in
such cases, do not serve to make up a vendible object which then carries its
useful effects with it as part ofits existence as a commodity. Instead, the useful
effects oflabor themselves become the commodity. When the worker does not
offer this labor directly to the user ofits effects, but instead sells it to a capitalist,
who re-sells it on the commodity market, then we have the capitalist form of
production in the field of services.
Such a strict or scientific definition ofservices is far more limited than the
usual use of the term by statistical agencies, such as the bureaus of the census
and oflabor statistics in the United States. For example, restaurant labor, which
cooks, prepares, assembles, serves, cleans dishes and utensils, etc., carries on
tangible production just as much as labor employed in many another manufac
turing process; the fact that the consumer is sitting nearby at a counter or table
248
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* Stigler has pointed out that in this respect the census practice has changed, and
that early in the century all such workers in power laundries, automobile repair shops,
and other repair and servicing industries were included in manufacturing, whereas today
they are included in service industries. As he notes, this change in statistical practice,
when applied to such rapidly growing industries as these, has in itself accounted for a
significant part ofthe shift from "manufacturing" to "services" in the statistics used for
long-run comparisons. 2 Today, hand and machine finish pressers, when employed by
makers of clothing, are counted as manufacturing workers, but when employed by
dry-cleaning plants they are workers in service industries, although the difference in
the form of labor is slight; the chief difference is in rates ofpay, which is substantially
lower in the service industries. 3 The same holds true for a great variety of craftsmen
whose work in fabrication is distinguished from repair and servicing; and in fact even
when they do the very same work of repair and servicing they are counted as
manufacturing workers only when this is done as plant maintenance work.
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These are only some of the many difficulties that arise from the attempts to
draw strict classifications of the labor in capitalist society on the basis of its
determinate form-the particular operations it pursues. They merely illustrate
the principle that for capitalism, what is important is not the determinate form
of labor but its social form, its capacity to produce, as wage labor, a profit for
the capitalist. The capitalist is indifferent to the particular form of labor; he
does not care, in the last analysis, whether he hires workers to produce
automobiles, wash them, repair them, repaint them, fill them with gasoline and
rent them by the day, drive them for hire, park them, or convert them into
scrap metal. His concem is the difference between the price he pays for an
aggregate of labor and other commodities, and the price he receives for the
commodities--whether goods or "services"--produced or rendered.
From this point of view, the distinction between commodities in the form
of goods and commodities in the form of services is important only to the
economist or statistician, not to the capitalist. What counts for him is not the
determinate form ofthe labor, but whether it has been drawn into the network
of capitalist social relations, whether the worker who carries it on has been
transformed into a wage-worker, and whether the labor of the worker has been
transformed into productive labor-that is, labor which produces a profit for
capital. Beds were made, floors were scrubbed, food prepared and served,
children minded, the sick tended long before people were hired to do any of
these things. And even after the hiring of servants to do them had begun, these
activities were of no interest to the capitalist except in terms ofhis comfort and
household expenses. They became of interest to him as a capitalist when he
began to hire people to do services as a profitable activity, a part ofhis business,
a form of the capitalist mode of production. And this began on a large scale
only with the era of monopoly capitalism which created the universal market
place and transformed into a commodity every form of the activity of human
kind including what had heretofore been the many things that people did for
themselves or for each other. With this began the changed attitude of the
capitalist toward service labor, a change which can be seen both in his own
massive ventures into the field and, on the ideological side, in the change in
the view of service labor taken by economists.
Thus, service occupations have formed a large share in the social division
of labor throughout the capitalist era-not to speak of earlier times--but they
have not formed a "productive" or profitable part until recently. The multitude
of personal servants was, in the early period of capitalism, both a heritage of
feudal and semi-feudal relations in the form of a vast employment furnished
by the landowning aristocracy, and a reflection of the riches created by the
Industrial Revolution in the form of similar employment furnished by capital
ists and the upper middle class. In the United States in 1820, according to the
first occupational census, employment in domestic and personal services was
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three-fourths as great as the combined employment of the manufacturing,
mining, fishing, and lumbering industries; even in 1870 such employment was
not much less than half as great as these nonagricultural employments. 4 (A
statistician who calculated the amount of domestic and personal service
employment as a percent of the popUlation between 1820 and 1920 found it
remarkably stable, in the range between 4.5 and 6 percent.i In England,
according to the census of 1861, more than 1.2 million people were employed
as servants, and this does not include male or female servants on farms. This,
as Marx pointed out, was greater than the total employment in the textile and
metal-working industries. *
But from the capitalist point ofview, such employment was not an addition
to national wealth or income, but a deduction from it. This view, as set forth
by classical political economy and especially in Adam Smith, had nothing to
do with the nature ofthe duties performed by these workers (although this point
was sometimes confused) but arose rather from the fact that these duties were
not performed under the auspices of capital qua capital. It was not when he
was accumulating capital that the capitalist employed service labor, but when
he was spending his profits. "Thus," said Adam Smith, "the labour of a
manufacturer adds, generally, to the value of the materials which he works
upon, that of his own maintenance and of his master's profit. The labour of a
menial servant, on the contrary, adds to the value ofnothing.... A man grows
rich by employing a multitude ofmanufacturers: he grows poor, by maintaining
a multitude ofmenial servants." And so zealous was Adam Smith in his pursuit
of this point that he turned it against all "service" labor in general and found
the fault to be not in the fact that the master was so foolish as to employ servants
instead of investing in more workers, but rather in the fact that "service" labor
did not congeal into a tangible commodity. The clarification of this error on
Smith's part occupies many pages ofMarx's Theories ofSurplus Value. Smith's
modern editor, Edwin Cannan, more familiar with the profitable uses to which
service labor can be put, corrected him by pointing out that "this is only true
when the manufacturers are employed to produce commodities for sale and
when the menial servants are employed merely for the comfort ofthe employer.
A man may and often does grow poor by employing people to make 'particular

* This is cited by Marx, significantly, in the section of Capital called "The Theory
ofCompensation as Regards the Workpeople Displaced by Machinery.,,6 In his Theories
ofSurplus Value, this thought is rendered more fully: "According to the latest report
or 1862), on the factories, the total number of persons (managers included)
employed in the factories properly so called ofthe United Kingdom was only 775,534,
while the number of female servants in England alone amounted to 1 million. What a
convenient arrangement it is that makes a factory girl to sweat twelve hours in a factory,
so that the factory proprietor, with a part ofher unpaid labour, can take into his personal
service her sister as maid, her brother as groom and her cousin as soldier or policeman!,,7
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subjects or vendible commodities' for his own consumption, and an innkeeper
may and often does grow rich by employing menial servants."g
In modern bourgeois economics, service labor which does not in Adam
Smith's words "fix or realize itself in any particular subject or vendible
commodity" is no longer held in disfavor, but is rather, since it has been
developed as a prime source ofprofit, celebrated. Colin Clark found "the most
important concomitant of economic progress" to be ''the movement of the
working population from agriculture to manufacture and from manufacture to
commerce and services.,,9 Few economists would today call service labor
"unproductive"--except when performed by the worker on his or her own
account, as the housewife does at home. Instead, they tend to extol service as
the characteristic form of production of our time, superior to manufacturing
and with a greater future before it. In this we see a continuation of the
succession of economic theories which assigned the most productive role to
the particular form of labor that was most important or growing most rapidly
at the time: the mercantilists to labor which brought precious metals into the
country; the physiocrats to agricultural labor; the classical economists to
manufacturing labor.
In the history ofcapitalism, while one or another form ofproductive labor
may playa greater role in particular eras, the tendency is toward the eradication
of distinctions among its various forms. Particularly in the era of monopoly
capitalism, it makes little sense to ground any theory ofthe economy upon any
specially favored variety oflabor process. As these varied forms come under
the auspices ofcapital and become part ofthe domain ofprofitable investment,
they enter for the capitalist into the realm of general or abstract labor, labor
which enlarges capitaL In the modern corporation, all forms of labor are
employed without distinction, and in the modern "conglomerate" corporation
some divisions carry on manufacturing, others carry on trade, others banking,
others mining, and still others "service" processes. All live peacefully together,
and in the final result as recorded in balance sheets the forms oflabor disappear
entirely in the forms of value.
The service occupations (excluding private household employment, which has
not grown in the form of servants directly hired, and is being replaced by
commercial companies which contract to perform household cleaning) now
include a mass of labor some nine times larger than the million workers they
accounted for at the turn of the century. This represents a much more rapid
growth than that of employment as a whole, which in the same period
(1900-1970), less than tripled. * The nature ofthese occupations and the labor

* Because the tenn "service labor" is used by statistical agencies of the United
States in two different connotations, one industrial and the other occupational, the
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processes which they carry on will be readily understood from the listing as
given in the 1970 census. to
To this 9 million should be added, as workers of the same general
classification and wage level, that portion of sales workers employed in retail
trade, or some 3 million out ofthe total of 5.5 million sales workers ofall kinds
(the rest being employed in wholesale trade, as manufacturers' representatives,
and as salesmen of advertising, insurance, real estate, stocks and bonds, etc., and
thus representing a different order ofwork). These service and retail sales workers,
taken together, account for a massive total of more than 12 million workers.
The occupations classified in these two categories require little description
and analysis because they are conducted, for the most part, in the public eye,
and the labor tasks assigned to most ofthem are readily visualized. In the case
of almost every occupation in the service and retail groups the mass of labor
is drawn into these growing fields ofemployment from a vast pool ofcommon
labor which is made available by the relative falling offofemployment in other
fields. The average pay scales confirm this: the median of the usual weekly
earnings of full-time wage and salary workers in the service occupations is
lower than that of any occupational group except farmworkers. In May 1971
it was $91 a week (ifone includes the halfmillion private household workers;
excluding these it was $96), as against $115 for clerical workers, $117 for
laborers (nonfarm), and $120 for operatives. In the same month, the median for
full-time retail sales workers was $95, which in terms ofpay located that grouping
closer to the service occupation than to any other major occupational category. I I
Except for the special cases of police and firemen, the incidence of
developed skill, knowledge, and authority in the labor processes of society is
naturally very small in these categories, and can be found only in that small
layer of housekeepers and stewards who have the function of superintending
institutional labor, and among the tiny number of cooks who practice the art
following distinction must be kept in mind: The Commerce Department groups enter
prises according to a Standard Industrial Classification, and the broad groups within
this classification, such as Agriculture, Manufacturing, Mining, Trade, etc. include a
group called Service Industries. Occupational figures for this group of industries are
available, and employment in the group is sometimes referred to as "service employ
ment." But this employment includes workers in a great many occupations: in 1970 it
included more than 3 million clerical workers, over a million craftsmen, another million
operatives, and almost 7.5 million professional and technical employees; at the same
time, it did not include all the service occupations, but only about three-quarters of
them, the rest being scattered through all the other industrial classifications. To confuse
labor in so-called "service industries" with the service occupations would mean,
therefore, to duplicate much of the employment that has been and will be herein
discussed in other connections. Our present discussion therefore deals only with those
workers who are grouped in the occupational statistics as service workers, and not those
so grouped in the industrial statistics.
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3405
3460
871
2626
2969
4205
4448
4094
4354
2413
147617
1996
19897
1172
226
115357
8969
1230454
93324
124334
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751983
240687

1209421
34794
80564
64527
20277
171004
7549
4064
132723
38653
492758
1457
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27045
14615
15014
972 671
43296
180386
331 775
5591
376618
358150
18468
35005
747819

Health service workers ........................... .
Dental assistants. . . . .. .............. . ..... .
Health aides, except nursing ................. .
Health trainees ............................ .
Lay midwives .............................. .
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants ........ .
Practical nurses ............................. .

Personal service workers ....... . ................
Airline stewardesses ..........................
Attendants, recreation and amusement..........
Attendants, personal service, n.e.c ..............
Baggage porters and bellhops.. ...............
Barbers.....................................
Boarding and lodging housekeepers .............
Bootblacks ..................................
Child-care workers, except private househoid ....
Elevator operators ........................
Hairdressers and cosmetologists ................
Personal service apprentices ...............
Housekeepers, except private household .........
School monitors .............................
Ushers, recreation and amusement .............
Welfare service aides ..........................
Protective service workers. . . . .....................
Crossing guards and bridge tenders .............
Firemen, fire protection .......................
Guards and watchmen ................
Marshals and constables ......................
Policemen and detectives.... • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • •
Public..... , ............................
Private .. .. ...........................
Sheriffs and bailiffs...........................
Service workers, except private household-allocated ..
~

~
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178 115
315299
5363
362440
347 121
15319
32880
304 331

9101
28191
48907
604
28955
2423
10053
3604
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1322
60863
24184
19836
163081
1972
3728

8009
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9423
5891
7130
8989
9051
6989
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4633

3936
5329
6731
2576
5777
1 153
895
5487

5072
8857
1923
3983
3746
5686
4256
1 176

4401
5745

60948
25670
2271
16476
228
14178
11 029
3149
2125
443488

123622
10462
443851
853
76879
24622
4562
11410

4941
5582
3588
5328
2330

2406
1494
7809
3687

1 375
3071
3041
946
3142
647
781
3192

3382
2852

2735
6123
979
2576

1839
259324
1082837
91328
104437
17991
737
636626
231 718

1 917
84021
343345

803201
33472
19701
40343
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7923
5577
336

1808
3008
925
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2042199
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155307
92034
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115763
37547
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2974238
197676
107124
873062
185973
156749
1110309

Food service workers ........................... .
Bartenders ................................. .
Busboys ................................... .
Cooks, except private household ............... .
Dishwashers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. .
Food counter and fountain workers ............ .
Waiters.................................... .
Food service workers, n.e.c., except private
household ................................ .

. ..
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2288
2048
2445
2404
5061340
628667
207228
260843
160596

5086
4636
3296
4063
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9074154
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458290
1 263518

Service workers, except private household
Cleaning service workers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...
Chambermaids and maids, except private household
Cleaners and charwomen ..................... .
Janitors and sextons......................... .
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on the chef level. Those who supervise labor in institutions correspond to the
foremen who supervise factory labor, or to lower-level managers having the
same function in every labor process. Chefs and cooks of superior grades, the
highest skill ofthe service category, offer an instructive instance ofthe manner
in which an ancient and valuable craft is being destroyed even in its last
stronghold, luxury and gourmet cooking. The technological means employed
in this case is that of food freezing, including its more recent forms, flash
freezing and drying at sub-zero temperatures, and cryogenic freezing at tem
peratures at least 300 degrees below zero. In such processes, cell walls are
destroyed and texture and flavor damaged. Moreover, pre-cooked frozen foods
tend in the long run to be more expensive than fresh foods because of the
expensive equipment required for freezing, transporting these foods in a frozen
state, and thawing them in microwave or convection pressure ovens. That
moneyed clienteles now pay "luxury prices for slot machine food"--so that a
rack of lamb ordered rare in a famous Connecticut inn is brought to the table
cold and the client told that rare lamb must be
not what concerns us
here. More to the point is the manner in which a precious craft is destroyed
and how this destructive tendency feeds on itself. As in so many other fields
ofwork, the simplification and rationalization ofskills in the end destroy these
skills, and, with the skills becoming ever more scarce, the new processes
become ever more inevitable-because ofthe shortage ofskilled labor! The food
editor of the New York Times wrote, in describing this process:
restaurant owners say the shortage and high price of skilled help are
reasons they turn to frozen food.'l. But kitchen wages are among the
lowest in all industries, and the shortage of help may be a result, rather than a
cause, of conditions in the trade.
A reader says his wife applied for a job with the Stouffer's chain and was told
that they didn't need any cooks, only "thawer-outers." An executive acknowledged
that the chain was "not a chef system but a food management system.,,13

So far as retail trade is concerned, it is worth noting that although the
"skills" of store operations have long since been disassembled and in all
decisive respects vested in management, * a revolution is now being prepared
which will make of retail workers, by and large, something closer to factory
operatives than anyone had ever imagined possible. In retail food trading, for
example, the demand for the all-around grocery clerk, fruiterer and vegetable
dealer, dairyman, butcher, and so forth has long ago been replaced by a labor
configuration in the supermarkets which calls for truck unloaders, shelf

* In 1892, F. W. Woolworth wrote in a letter to his store managers: "We must have
cheap help or we cannot sell cheap goodS.,,14 Chain stores in the notion and novelty, as
well as in the food trades, and nationwide mail order houses, pioneered the fractionali
zation of retail labor.
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stockers, checkout clerks, meat wrappers, and meatcutters; of these, only the
last retain any semblance of skill, and none require any general knowledge of
retail trade. The use of mechanical equipment for the shelving, display, and
sale of conunodities has thus far remained in a primitive state, in part because
of the ready availability oflow-cost labor and in part because of the nature of
the process itself. With the perfecting of a number ofcomputerized semi-auto
matic checkout systems, however, an increasing number of national chains in
retail trade-in other fields as well as in food marketing---have connnitted
themselves to
their present cash-register systems with new systems
that, they estimate, will almost double the number of customers handled by
each checkout clerk in a
time. The system will require affixing to each
item a tag or label which carries the proper stock number (a universal ten-digit
code has been adopted by the food industry) and perhaps a price, printed in
characters which may be recognized by an optical scanner. Thus the clerk will
pass the item over the scanner (or hold a scanner lens to the tag), and
the register will transmit the operation to a computer which can either supply
the price or check it against the current price list. The effects of this system on
inventory control, quick and general price changes, and sales reporting to a central
point require no conunent. But the checkout counter then adopts as its own the
assembly line or factory pace in its most complete form. The "production" ofeach
register can be controlled from a single central station and laggards noted for future
action; and, since no knowledge of prices is required, the production speed of a
checkout clerk can be pegged at the highest level within a few hours after that clerk
has begun the job, instead ofthe few weeks ofleaming time that are now allowed.
Of course, the slowest operation will then become that of bagging, and various
mechanical systems which will eliminate the separate "bagger" and enable the
checkout clerk to sweep the item over the optical scanner and into the bag with a
single motion are being devised and tested. 15
The trend to automatic filling stations, where the customer, in return for
a small saving, fills his or her own tank while the transaction is monitored on
a screen in the station is also worth mentioning, ifonly for the manner in which
it combines a displacement oflabor with a shift from male to female labor; the
new gasoline station attendants are generally "girls," who, as everyone knows,
offer a further saving to the thrifty employer.
As a quick glance at the list of service occupations will make apparent,
the bulk of the work is concentrated in two areas: cleaning and building care,
and kitchen work and food service. Female workers outnumber male, as in retail
sales work. Training prerequisites for most of these occupations are minimal,
a job ladder leading upward is virtually nonexistent, and unemployment rates
are higher than average. In this occupational category are found the housekeep
ing jobs of a society of concentrated life and labor that masses workers and
residents in multiple-dwelling units, giant office blocks, and inunense factory
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units, and which thus develops extraordinary requirements for cleaning, care
taking, and catering. We see here the obverse face of the heralded "service
economy," which is supposed to free workers from the tyranny of industry, call
into existence a "higher order" of educated labor, and transfOlm the condition of
the average man. When this picture is drawn by enthusiastic publicists and press
agents ofcapitalism (with or without advanced degrees in sociology and econom
ics), it is given a semblance of reality by reference to professional occupations.
When numbers are required to lend mass to the conception, the categories of
clerical, sales, and service workers are called upon. Butthese workers are not asked
to show their diplomas, their pay stubs, or their labor processes. *
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Part V
The Working Class

Chapter 17
The Structure of the Working Class
and its Reserve Armies

Labor and capital are the opposite poles of capitalist society. This polarity
begins in each enterprise and is realized on a national and even international
scale as a giant duality of classes which dominates the social structure. And
yet this polarity is incorporated in a necessary identity between the two.
Whatever its form, whether as money or commodities or means ofproduction,
capital is labor: it is labor that has been performed in the past, the objectified
product ofpreceding phases ofthe cycle ofproduction which becomes capital
only through appropriation by the capitalist and its use in the accumulation of
more capital. At the same time, as living labor which is purchased by the
capitalist to set the production process into motion, labor is capita/. That
portion ofmoney capital which is set aside for the payment oflabor, the portion
which in each cycle is converted into living labor power, is the portion of
capital which stands for and corresponds to the working population, and upon
which the latter subsists.
Before it is anything else, therefore, the working class is the animate part
of capital, the part which will set in motion the process that yields to the total
capital its increment of surplus value. As such, the working class is first of all
raw material for exploitation.
This working class lives a social and political existence ofits own, outside
the direct grip of capital. It protests and submits, rebels or is integrated into
bourgeois society, sees itself as a class or loses sight of its own existence, in
accordance with the forces that act upon it and the moods, conjunctures, and
conflicts of social and political life. But since, in its pennanent existence, it is
the living part of capital, its occupational structure, modes of work, and
distribution through the industries of society are detennined by the ongoing
processes of the accumulation of capital. It is seized, released, flung into
various parts ofthe social machinery and expelled by others, not in accord with
its own will or self-activity, but in accord with the movement of capital.
From this is derived the formal definition ofthe working class as that class
which, possessing nothing but its power to labor, sells that power to capital in
return for its subsistence. As we shall see, this, like all definitions, is limited
by its static quality. But in itself it is perfectly correct and forms the only
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adequate starting point for any attempt to visualize the working class in modem
society.
We may gain a rough first approximation of the working class in this
century by considering at the outset the mass occupational categories which
embrace, with a few anomalies and exceptions, the unmistakably working
class population. These, as classified by the U.S. bureaus of the census and
labor statistics, are the craftsmen, clerical workers, operatives, sales workers,
service workers, and nonfarm laborers. We exclude from these groups foremen,
who are usually classified in the craftsman's category; from among the sales
workers, we exclude the salesmen, agents, and brokers of advertising, insur
ance, real estate, and stocks and bonds, as well as manufacturers' repre
sentatives and salesmen in wholesale trade, the latter being generally
higher-paid and privileged sales workers, thus leaving in this category chiefly
salespersons in retail trade. * In these six categories, so modified, we find the
overwhelming bulk of the nonagricultural working class, whose growth and
changes of composition can be seen in the following table:!
Workers (in millions) 1900-1970
1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

1900

1910

7.3
2.9
.9

9.9
4.0
2.0

11.5
5.0
3.4

13.0
5.7
4.3

14.4
5.6
5.0

15.5
7.3
7.1

16.4
8.0
9.6

18.1
9.5
14.3

3.6

4.9

4.9

7.3

8.8

8.7

10.6

13.4

14.7

20.8

24.8

30.3

33.8

38.6

44.6

55.3

Total "active" or
"experienced
29.0
labor force"

37.3

42.2

48.7

51.7

57.9

64.5

80.0

Operatives and
laborers
Craftsmen
Clerical workers
Service and sales
workers
Total workers

Workers (as percent oftotal "labor force")

Percentage

50.7

55.8

58.8

62.2

65.4

66.7

69.1

69.1

* Since for our tabulation we use the census figures for the "economically active
civilian population"--the term used in the early part of this century--or, in later
censuses, the "experienced civilian labor force," this tabulation includes all workers
whose occupations can be defined, employed or unemployed, but not those who have
"dropped out ofthe labor force."
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Using major occupational categories in this way, even if modified as
described, leaves much to be desired in statistical precision. For example, it
has already been pointed out that even the lowest ofthe occupational categories
included in this table--that of service workers-includes among its hundreds
ofthousands of cooks some ofwhom, as chefs, manage the labor processes of
large kitchens, are paid on a managerial scale, and are thus strictly speaking
far from being "working class" in the same sense as the rest of the category.
The same is undoubtedly true of some who are classified as bookkeepers, or
even secretaries, within the clerical category. One might also raise objections
to the classification ofpolice as workers. The numbers involved, however, are
small in relation to the size of the categories as a whole. On the other hand,
some parts of other major occupational groups not included in this tabulation
are just as much a part of the unmistakable and self-evident working class as
those major groups we have included above. In that group called "managers,
officials, and proprietors," for instance. there are considerable numbers of
railroad conductors, union officials, and especially "managers," so called, of
retail stores, eating and drinking places, gasoline service stations. repair and
personal services, and the like. In a large number of cases the classification of
such workers as managers owes more to convention than to reality. The
inclusion ofdraftsmen, medical, dental, engineering and other such technicians
among the professional and technical grouping also, in a large and increasing
number of cases, conceals a genuinely working-class situation for those
involved.
Moreover, a very rapidly growing category reported in the census is that
which falls outside of any occupational group and is given the rubric "occu
pation not reported." This category of the occupational census included
1,369,621 people in 1950, and 3,453,279 in 1960. Furthermore, the growing
number ofthose who are not counted as part ofthe "labor force" because they
have stopped the active search for employment, as well as the enormous
undercounting ofthe population in the working-class portions ofthe cities now
admitted by census officials, also affect the trends. All in all, we must suppose
these forms of undercounting result, particularly in recent censuses, in an
underestimate of the size of the working-class population. These considera
tions, rough though they may be, tend toward the conclusion that the nonagri
cultural working-class portion of the "experienced civilian labor force" has
grown since the start of the century from halfto well over two-thirds, perhaps
as high as three-quarters, of the total at the present time.
The conversion of an ever larger proportion of the population into labor
power on the working-class level devoted to the increase of capital, has taken
place primarily at the expense of the farming popUlation, which at the tum of
the century embraced nearly 40 percent of the "economically active," while
by 1970 it had fallen below 4 percent. The most substantial· proportional
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But if a surplus labouring popUlation is a necessary product of accumulation
or of the development of wealth on a capitalist basis, this surplus-population
becomes, conversely, the lever of capitalistic accumulation, nay, a condition
of exiStence of the capitalist mode of production. It forms a disposable
industrial reserve army, that belongs to capital quite as absolutely as ifthe latter
had bred it at its own cost. Independently of the limits of the actual increase of
population, it creates, for the changing needs of the self-expansion of capital,
a mass of human material always ready for exploitation. With accumulation,
and the development of the productiveness of labour that accompanies it, the
power ofsudden expansion ofcapital grows also; it grows, not merely because
the elasticity of the capital already fUnctioning increases, not merely because
the absolute wealth of society expands, of which capital only forms an elastic
part, not merely because credit, under every special stimulus, at once places an
unusual part ofthis wealth at the disposal ofproduction in the form ofadditional
capital; it grows, also, because the technical conditions of the process of
production themselves--machinery, means of transport, &c.--l10W admit of
the rapidest transformation ofmasses of surplus-product into addi tional means
of production. The mass of social wealth, overflowing with the advance of
accumulation, and transfonnable into additional capital, thrusts itself franticinto old branches of production, whose market suddenly expands, or into
newly formed branches, such as railways, &c., the need for which grows out
of the development of the old ones. In all such cases, there must be the
possibility of throwing great masses of men suddenly on the decisive points
without injury to the scale of production in other spheres. Overpopulation
supplies these masses.... This increase is effected by the simple process that
constantly "sets free" a part of the labourers; by methods which lessen the
number oflabourers employed in proportion to the increased production. The
whole form ofthe movement of modem industry depends, therefore, upon the
constant transformation ofa part of the labouring population into unemployed
or half-employed hands?

increases have taken place in three categories: operatives, clerical workers, and
the combined service and retail-sales sectors. As the employment effects ofthe
technological revolution began to be felt, however, the steady proportional
increase of operatives ceased, and after 1950 this group fell backward as a
proportion of the total (although numerically it continued to increase). But the
continued, and even accelerated, increase ofthe other two groups, clerical and
sales-service, has taken up the workers released from factory employment (or
never hired).
It takes but a moment's reflection to see that the new mass working-class
occupations tend to grow, not in contradiction to the speedy mechanization and
"automation" of industry, but in harmony with it. As a result of this mechani
zation, the numbers of workers required by the manufacturing, mining, trans
portation, communications, public utilities, and even to some extent
construction industries are held down and do not increase as rapidly as their
material products, so that the labor requirements of these industries, measured
as a proportion of the total employed population, are held in check. Thus the
scientific-technological revolution possesses, in the long run, this trait: that
with its spread, the proportion of the population connected with scientifically
and technologically advanced industry, even if only in the form of helots,
eventually shrinks. The fastest growing industrial and occupational sectors in
the "automated" age tend, therefore, in the long run to be those labor-intensive
areas which have not yet been or cannot be subjected to high technology.
The masses of labor sloughed off by the rapid mechanization of industry
(and this includes not just those who lose their jobs, but, much more important
numerically, those who keep coming into the employment market at a time
when traditional opportunities for industrial employment are shrinking) fur
nish the labor supply for the clerical, service, and sales fields. The mechaniza
tion of industry produces a relative surplus of population available for
employment at the lower pay rates that characterize these new mass occupa
tions. In other words, as capital moves into new fields in search of profitable
investment, the laws ofcapital accumulation in the older fields operate to bring
into existence the "labor force" required by capital in its new incarnations. This
process was given its classic formulation by Marx in the chapter of the first
volume of Capital called "The General Law of Capitalist Accumulation," in
the section in which he describes the continuous formation in capitalist
production, after it emerges from its "childhood," of a "relative surplus-popu
lation." We have already extracted a portion of this passage in Chapter 11, but
since Marx's description ofthe movement ofcapital and labor in the nineteenth
century is extraordinarily helpful for understanding our present theme, and
since the matter can hardly be given a more forceful and precise formulation,
it bears quotation here at greater length:
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Those industries and labor processes subjected to mechanization release
masses of labor for exploitation in other, generally less mechanized, areas of
capital accumulation. With the repeated manifestations of this cycle, labor
tends to pile up in the industries and occupations which are less susceptible to
engineered improvements in labor productivity. Wage rates in these "new"
industries and occupations are held down by the continuous availability of the
relative surplus population created by the steadily increasing productivity of
labor in the machine occupations. This in tum encourages the investment of
capital in forms of the labor process which require masses of low-wage hand
labor. As a result, we see in capitalist industry a secular trend to accumulate
labor in those portions of industry and trade which are least affected by the
scientific-technical revolution: service work, sales and other forms of
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marketing, clerical work insofar as it has not yet been mechanized, etc. The
paradox that the most rapidly growing mass occupations in an era ofscientific
technical revolution are those which have least to do with science and technol
ogy need not surprise us. The purpose of machinery is not to increase but to
decrease the number of workers attached to it. Thus it is by no means illogical
that with the development of science and technology, the numbers of those
cheaply available for dancing attendance upon capital in all of its least
mechanized functional forms continues to increase at a rapid pace.
In periods of rapid capital accumulation, such as that which has taken
place throughout the capitalist world since World War II, the relative surplus
population which is the "natural" product ofthe capital accumulation process
is supplemented with other sources oflabor. In northern Europe and the United
States, the capitalist economies have increasingly made use of the masses of
former agricultural labor in the colonies and neocolonies. These masses are
thrown offby the process ofimperialist penetration itself, which has disrupted
the traditional forms oflabor and subsistence. They become available to capital
as its own agricultural surplus labor (that part ofthe relative surplus population
which Marx called the "latent" portion) is used up. As a result of this, the
movement oflabor has to some extent become internationalized, although still
regulated in each country by government action in an attempt to make it
conform to the national needs of capital. Thus Western Europe and the United
States now draw upon a labor reservoir which extends in a broad band from
India and Pakistan in the east across northern Africa and southernmost Europe
all the way to the Caribbean and other portions of Latin America in the west.
Indian, Pakistani, Turkish, Greek, Italian, African, Spanish, West Indian, and
other workers supplement the indigenous underclass in northern Europe and
make up its lowest layers. In the United States, the same role is occupied by
Puerto Rican, Mexican, and other Latin American workers, who have been
added to the pool of lowest-paid labor which is made up chiefly of black
workers.
At the same time, in a process which cuts across racial and national lines,
the female portion of the population has become the prime supplementary
reservoir oflabor. In all the most rapidly growing sectors ofthe working class,
women make up the majority, and in some instances the overwhelming
majority, ofthe workers. Women form the ideal reservoir oflabor for the new
mass occupations. The barrier which confines women to much lower pay scales
is reinforced by the vast numbers in which they are available to capital. These
vast numbers are in tum guaranteed, for a considerable period oftime, by the
lower rate of participation in the working population with which women
entered into the era of monopoly capital. While the male population, even in
its prime working ages, is suffering a slowly declining labor force participation
rate (which is only a concealed form of the rise in unemployment), women
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have been participating in employment at a very rapidly rising rate throughout
this century. For capital, this is an expression of the movement to the poorly
paid, menial, and "supplementary" occupations. For the working class, it is in
part an expression of the increasing difficulty of keeping up with customary
and unavoidable needs of subsistence in the society created by capital, without
having two or more family members at work at the same time. In this manner,
an ever increasing portion of human work is incorporated into capital.
The Reserve Army ofLabor
Thus the mass of employment cannot be separated from its associated mass of
unemployment. Under conditions of capitalism, unemployment is not an
aberration but a necessary part of the working mechanism of the capitalist
mode of production. It is continuously produced and absorbed by the energy
of the accumulation process itself. And unemployment is only the officially
counted part of the relative surplus of working population which is necessary
for the accumulation ofcapital and which is itself produced by it. This relative
surplus population, the industrial reserve army, takes a variety of forms in
modem society, including the unemployed; the sporadically employed; the
part-time employed; the mass ofwomen who, as houseworkers, form a reserve
for the "female occupations"; the armies of migrant labor, both agricultural
and industrial; the black popUlation with its extraordinarily high rates of
unemployment; and the foreign reserves of labor.
Marx distinguished three forms of the reserve army of labor, or relative
surplus popUlation: the floating, the latent, and the stagnant. The floating form
is found in the centers of industry and employment, in the form of workers
who move from job to job, attracted and repelled (that is to say, hired and
discarded) by the movements oftechnology and capital, and suffering a certain
amount of unemployment in the course ofthis motion. With the simplification
of job operations and the spread of the number and variety ofjobs for which
the "qualifications" have become reduced to the minimums of simple labor,
this stratum has grown to encompass large parts of the working population.
The extraordinary mobility provided by automobile transport in the United
States has widened the geographical range of such jobs for each worker, has
greatly enlarged the "labor pool" available to each factory, office, warehouse,
retail establishment, etc., and has broken down ties to localities and commu
nities. An ordinary working life for many workers now consists of movement
among a considerable number ofjobs, so that such workers are in tum part of
the employed and the reserve labor populations. This has been reflected in the
system of unemployment insurance, which provides for periods ofunemploy
ment at a reduced wage with monies collected during periods of employment;
it is in part a safeguard against the economic, social, and political effects of
widespread and prolonged unemployment, and in part a recognition ofthe roles
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in proportion to the active labour-army, the greateris the mass ofa consolidated
surplus-population, whose misery is in inverse ratio to its torment of labour.
The more extensive, finally, the lazarus-layers of the working-class, and the
industrial reserve army, the greater is official pauperism. This is the absolute
general law ofcapitalist accumulation. Like all other laws it is modified in its
working by many circumstances, the analysis of which does not concern us
here. s

workers play, now as part ofthe employed and now as part ofthe reserve armies
oflabor.
The latent relative surplus population is, in Marx's definition, that which
is found in the agricultural areas. In these areas, unlike in the centers of
capitalist industry, there exists no counter-movement of attraction to offset the
repulsion of those "set free" by the revolution in agricultural technology, and
hence the movement of labor is out of the agricultural regions and into the
cities or metropolitan areas. In the most developed capitalist countries in
northern Europe and North America, this pool of latent relative surplus
population has been largely absorbed, although in the United States the black
population ofthe rural areas still remains, in dwindling numbers, as part ofthis
pool. The latent form of surplus population now exists chiefly in the neocolo
nies, and, as has been noted, the capitalist countries attempt a regulated
absorption and repulsion of such labor, in accord with the needs of accumula
tion. This regulated internationalization of the labor market is supplemented
by the export of various industrial processes to cheap labor areas in the
countries which are kept in subjugation as "undeveloped regions."
Finally, Marx speaks of the stagnant relative surplus population, whose
employment is irregular, casual, marginal, and which merges with the "sedi
ment," as Marx called it, of relative surplus population which dwells in the
world ofpauperism: "Pauperism is the hospital ofthe active labour-army and
the dead weight of the industrial reserve army ... ; along with the surplus
population, pauperism forms a condition of capitalist production, and of the
capitalist development of wealth. It enters into the faux frais of capitalist
production; but capital knows how to throw these, for the most part, from its
own shoulders on to those ofthe working class and the lower middle class.")
The stagnant relative surplus population, irregularly and casually em
ployed, "furnishes to capital," in Marx's words, "an inexhaustible reservoir of
disposable labour-power. Its conditions oflife sink below the average normal
level of the working-class; this makes it at once the broad basis of special
branches of capitalist exploitation.,,4 The importance ofthis branch of surplus
population for the types of employment that have been increasing rapidly is
clear. We will consider it at greater length below.
The activity of capital in breeding masses of labor for its various needs is
summarized by Marx in the following familiar paragraph:
The greater the social wealth, the functioning capital, the extent and energy of
its growth, and, therefore, also the absolute mass of the proletariat and the
productiveness ofits labour, the greater is the industrial reserve army. The same
causes which develop the expansive power of capital, develop also the labour
power at its disposal. The relative mass ofthe industrial reserve army increases
therefore with the potential energy ofwealth. But the greater this reserve army
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This law, Marx maintained, "always equilibrates the relative surplus
population, or industrial reserve army, to the extent and energy of accumula
tion. . .. It establishes an accumulation of misery, corresponding with the
accumulation ofcapital.,,6 During the 1940s and early 1950s, when the tenden
cies of the immense upward surge in the accumulation of capital that began
(for the United States) in the Second World War were not yet developed or
clearly manifest, this "absolute general law of capitalist accumulation" was
widely taken to be the weakest aspect of the Marxian analysis. From our
present vantage point, when the consequences of this cycle of accumulation
have worked themselves out more fully and have been given greater visibility
by the unrest of the 1960s, the matter takes on a somewhat different appear
ance.
The scope and energy of the accumulation process that began at the start
of the 1940s has completed the annihilation of the agricultural population in
the United States and largely transformed it, black and white alike, into an
urban "labor force," and this has been supplemented by the import of workers
on a considerable scale from Latin America. This immense increase in "the
absolute mass ofthe proletariat" has been accompanied by an equally immense
increase in the industrial reserve army. Statistics show a doubling ofthe number
of officially counted unemployed, so that in the early 1970s this part of the
working class had mounted into the 4 to 5 million range, but this is the least
significant indicator of the growth of the industrial reserve army. Far more
significant is the statistical series known as the "labor force participation rate."
This series attempts to establish, by the technique of household sampling
interviews, the proportion of the population which is part of the labor market.
It starts from the assumption that some significant part of the population over
the age of sixteen cannot be counted as part of the "labor force" because it is
made up of people who are in school, running a household full time, sick or
disabled, or retired for reasons of age. All these categories of presumed
nonseekers after employment are obviously elastic: when one considers that
the total embraced in this "not-in-the-labor-force" group exceeded S5 million
persons in 1971, there is clearly plenty of room in it for concealed unemploy
ment--all the more so as it also includes those who are not seeking work
because they believe they cannot find it. This conclusion is confirmed by the
fact that some 4 to 5 million persons in the group, in the last years ofthe 1960s
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and the early 1970s, regularly expressed themselves as "wanting a job now,"
although they are counted as not having been part of the labor force for the
preceding period. This alone either doubles or more than doubles the official
7
unemployment rate in most of those years. *
The movement ofthe labor force participation rate in the years since World
War II, taken as a whole, is a relatively unenlightening trend. The percent of
the noninstitutionalized population found in the total labor force (including the
armed forces) has moved since 1947 in a narrow range between 59 and 61
percent. But this static condition conceals changes of a most striking kind,
which become visible as soon as one breaks down the overall figures by sex.
The nonmovement of the index as a whole is produced by violently contrary
9
movements of the male and female populations.
For the male population during the period 1947 to 1971, a strong and
consistent decline since the 1940s and early 1950s has reduced the participa
tion rate from some 87 percent to only 80 percent. This decline is only partly
attributable to the increase in school attendance during the student years and
to retirement; it is to be found in every age category, and is most particularly
marked in male workers between the ages of 55 and 64, for whom the
participation rate declined from 89.6 in 1947 to 82.2 in 1971. Unless we are to
make untenable assumptions (such as, as Sweezy and Magdoffpoint out, the
assumption of a growing leisure class among workers), this clearly indicates
that a portion of the male working population (and the figures point to white
workers almost as much as to black) has been and is being moved into the
reserve army of labor without this showing up in the unemployment statistics.
For the female population, the trend is precisely the opposite. Here the
figures, across the board for all age groups, indicate a very great movement
into the labor force, from a participation rate of31.8 percent in 1947 to 43.4
percent in 1971. And just as among males the largest decrease takes place in
the 55- to 64-year-old age bracket, so among females the largest increase takes
place in the age groups from 45 to 54 and from 55 to 64; for the former, from
32.7 percent in 1947 to 54.3 percent in 1971, and for the latter, from 24.3
percent to 42.9 percent.
These two opposing statistical movements of male and female workers
are contradictory in form only. In essence, they represent two sides ofthe same
phenomenon, the increase in the relative mass of the industrial reserve army.
Among male workers this takes the form of a sloughing off into the ranks of
the so-called nonparticipants in the labor force, or in other words an increase
ofthe "stagnant" portion. Among female workers it takes the form ofa growing
body offemale labor which is drawn from the mass of women who previously
'" This conclusion is also arrived at, by other and much fuller methods of
computation, by Paul Sweezy and Harry Magdoff in their analysis of the labor force
8
participation rate in Monthly Review.
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did not work, and hence represents an enlargement of the "floating" and
"stagnant" reserve army oflabor by additional hundreds ofthousands and even
millions each year. As the available pool of unemployed labor is expanded
among men by their relative repulsion from industry and trade, it is expanded
even more among women by their increasing attraction into industry and trade.
The opposing forms taken by this basically unitary movement simply reflect
the different starting points of male and female labor at the beginning of the
period we have been considering, as well as the strong demand for female labor
in the expanding mass occupations in contrast to the relative stagnation ofthe
male mass occupations.
The logical culmination ofthese trends is an equalization ofthe labor force
participation rates between men and women, and the stabilization ofa uniform
rate for the population as a whole--in other words, the transformation of as
much as one-third or more ofthe male population into a reserve army oflabor,
along with a similar part of the female population. But for purposes of this
analysis there is no need to enter into risky extrapolations from existing
statistical trends. It is enough to notice what has in fact been happening,
without trying to assess the extent to which it can proceed, an extent which is
limited by future trends in the accumulation process of capital as well as by
social trends having to do with the structure of the family, etc. And what has
been happening is that, along with an increasing mass ofthe proletariat, there
is also the consolidation of an increasing mass of relative surplus population
which takes place by way of a market repulsion ofmale labor and an attraction
of female labor, both on a very great scale.
The well-established fact that women are generally paid on a substantially
lower scale than men, either by way of their concentration in lower-paid
occupations or within the same occupation, immediately draws our attention
to a significant long-term consequence of the statistical movement we have
been discussing. The concentration of better-paid employment among crafts
men (as well as professional and managerial males) on the one side, and the
further tendency of the mass of working-class jobs to shift in the direction of
lower-paid female occupations, clearly brings about a polarization of income
among job holders. This is reflected in the fact that the industrial sectors in the
United States in which employment is relatively stagnant are the sectors with
wage rates above the average, while the sectors in which employment is growing
most rapidly are those with lower-than-average wage rates (see table, next page).10
An important corroboration of this trend toward a polarization of income
among job holders emerges from the work of Victor R. Fuchs for the National
Bureau ofEconomic Research. Fuchs is a celebrant of the growing importance
of the service industries, and the information we shall cite here arose as a
by-product of his effort to establish the shift to service industries and the
consequent characteristics ofthe emerging economic structure. He divided the
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Gross Average Weekly Earnings o/Production or Nonsupervisory Workers
on Private Nonagricultural Payrolls, 1971

Relatively stagnant industries
Mining
Contract construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
and public utilities

$171.74
212.24
142.04
168.84

Rapidly growing industries
Wholesale
and retail trade $100.74
Finance, insurance,
121.36
and real estate
102.94
Service industries

economy into two sectors, The first, which he called "Industry," included
mining, construction, manufacturing, transport, communications and public
utilities, and government enterprises. The second, which he called "Service,"
included wholesale trade, retail trade, finance and insurance, real estate, and
household and institutional employment, professional, personal, business, and
repair services, and general government including the armed forces.
The rationale of such a separation, and the significance of the results
obtained by making these particular groupings, does not here concern us; this
I have already discussed in the chapters on the universal market and on the
service and retail-trade occupations. What is interesting at this point is that
these groupings correspond precisely to the stagnating and the growing por
tions ofthe American economy. Each of the industrial classifications listed by
Fuchs as belonging to Industry has been either stagnating or declining in terms
ofthe percentage ofnational employment it represents, and this is true for every
classification in the group since the 1950s and for almost every classification
since the 1920s. On the other side, every classification (except household
employment) included by Fuchs in the Service sector has been a rapidly
growing area ofemployment throughout the last hundred years, again in terms
of its percentage of total employment. I I The Service sector, as defined by
Fuchs, grew from approximately 40 percent of total employment in 1929 to
over 55 percent in 1967. Between 1947 and 1965 alone, there was an increase
of 13 million jobs in this sector, compared with an increase of only 4 million
in the Industry sector. *12

* This increase, we may note in passing, was not, according to Fuchs, accompanied
by any increase in the share of output produced in the Service sector. Measured as a
share in Gross National Product, the output of the Service sector did not increase at all
betwecn 1929 and 1965, despite the great increase in its share of employment. 13 This
estimate is interesting, as far as it goes, in highlighting the increasingly wasteful allocation
oflabor, but since Fuchs is bound by the fictitious concepts of"output" used in calculating
the Gross National Product, it does not go nearly as far as it should. The "output" of great
portions ofthe Service sector exists only in the balance sheets ofthe corporations operating
within it, and in the national product accounts of statisticians and economists, while adding
little or nothing to the social product calculated in noncapitalist terms.
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The most striking finding reported by Fuchs is the growing gap between
the pay levels in the Industry sector and those in the Service sector. With
remarkable consistency, the average rates ofpay in the Service sector each year
slipped further behind the average rates of pay in the Industry sector, so that
by 1959 Industry rates were on the average 17 percent higher, and thereafter
the gap continued to widen. 14 Since the Service sector employs a dispropor
tionately large share ofnonwhite, female, and very young workers, Fuchs next
investigates whether this widening wage gap is perhaps simply the effect of
the contrasting compositions of the two sectors, by color, age, sex, and
education-in other words, whether it is not just another way of looking at the
well-known fact that blacks, women, young workers, etc., receive less pay.
This proves to be only part of the explanation: the differing compositions of
the two sectors of employment "explain" only about one-half the great and
growing spread in pay. This means that while the Service sector contains a
disproportionate share ofthose who, throughout the whole economy, get lower
pay, and this pulls down the average for the sector, at the same time all kinds
ofworkers in the Service sector, no matter what their age, color, or sex, receive
on the average lower rates of pay. *15
The levels of pay in the low-wage industries and occupations are below
the subsistence level; that is to say, unlike the scales of the higbest paid
occupational groups, they do not approach the income required to support a
family at the levels ofspending necessary in modem society. But, because these
industries and occupations are also the most rapidly growing ones, an ever
larger mass of workers has become dependent upon them as the sole source of
support for their families. It is this continual enlargement of the mass of
lower-paid occupations that is at the root ofthe tendencies, which began to be
publicized only during the 1960s but which existed before, toward "poverty in
the midst of plenty" in the United States; it is this that accounts for the rapid
expansion of the welfare rolls to take in ever larger masses of employed
workers.
This tendency, which is but one ofthe factors leading to what Marx called
an "accumulation of misery, corresponding to the accumulation of capital," is
so marked that even when one abstracts from the effects ofthe rapid influx of
female labor into ill-paid employment and considers only male employment,

* Another investigation of the same subject matter, by Barry Bluestone, reaches
this conclusion: "In tracing wage histories since the Second World War, one finds that
the wage differential between 'high-wage' and 'low-wage' industries has increased
secularly. In 1947 the set of industries with lowest wages paid straight-time hourly rates
which averaged 75 percent of the average wages prevailing in the highest wage
industries in the nation. Apart from slight cyclical variation in wage increases during
the ensuing period, the wage ratio between these two sets of industries fell to 60 percent
by 1966. The low-wage industries granted smaller wage increases (in percentage as
well as absolute terms) in all but four years during the two-decade period.,,16
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it is still visible and measurable. A study ofthe distribution of earned income
made by Peter Henle of the U.S. Department of Labor follows the widespread
custom of disregarding female employment, which is considered to be some
how temporary, incidental, and fortuitous, when it should actually be placed
at the very center of all occupational studies today. Henle considers only the
distribution of earned income among males, and his conclusion for the years
] 958 to 1970 is as follows: "Over the 12-year span covered by this study, there
has been a slow but persistent trend toward inequality in the distribution of
earnings and in the distribution of wages and salaries. The trend is evident not
only for the work force as a whole, but also for many individual occupational
and industrial groups. Ifthe effect of fringe benefits could have been included
in the calculations, the trend would undoubtedly have been even more pro
nounced." "All in all," he notes, "the net effect of the shifting occupational
composition ofthe economy seems clearly in the direction ofa more elongated
earnings distribution, helping to produce the trend toward inequality.,,'1 But
the "shifting occupational and industrial composition of the economy" is far
less significant for the male population alone; it is female employment, as has
been noted, that accounts for the bulk of the occupational and industrial shift,
and thus it is female employment that constitutes the bulk ofthe new working
class occupations. We cannot doubt, therefore, that if Henle's analysis were
repeated for the total ofthe wage and salary earning population, it would show
a rapid and intense, rather than a slow, trend toward polarization of income.
The problem of immense numbers of jobs which pay less than a "living
wage," that is to say, less than the wage necessary to support a working-class
family, to provide for the subsistence and reproduction of labor power, is, it is
often assumed, resolved by the fact that multiple job holding within the same
family is widely practiced. Indeed, in one way this must temper the problem,
since the average number of jobs per family is between one-and-a-half and
two, and this provides more income to many family units, although it increases
the level of spending necessary for subsistence. But when one reflects upon
the modes of life brought into being by this rapid change, and the tensions
which result from the fact that millions of families are driven to multiple job
holding in the absence of suitable conditions for child care, household care,
etc., such a conclusion is far from certain. Surveys point out that discontent
among workers goes up sharply in families that have more than one wage
earner, despite the fact that income also goes up. IS Further, there is another
factor that influences any conclusion here, and that is the existence of a large
number of families that have difficulty keeping even one family member
occupied full time. An article on the crisis of the underemployed in the New
York Times Magazine points out:
It is true that, nationwide, the average family has 1.7 full-time equivalent
workers. But the majority of low-income families in America are unable tofind
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enough work to occupy more than one "full-time-equivalent" member. In 1970,
the average number of "full-time-equivalent" workers per low-income family
was less than one! In other words, one person (usually the male head) worked
nearly (but not totally) full time, or several family members worked, but very
sporadically. It is therefore useles&-llnd cynical--to tell those for whom jobs
do not exist that they could relieve their poverty if only they would be more
19
willing to work.

That portion of the relative surplus population which Marx called "stag
nant," irregularly employed and living in conditions of life that have fallen
below the average norrnallevel of the working class, and furnishing a "broad
basis" for "special branches of capitalist exploitation," has grown to encom
pass huge proportions of the inner-city populations, considerable numbers in
the depressed rural areas, and is on the increase in suburban regions. Its extent,
at least in the core areas of the large cities of the United States, was carefully
measured during the 1970 census by means of a questionnaire designed to
study the relation between poverty and the job market. This Census Employ
ment Survey (C.E.S.) produced some sixty-eight volumes ofraw statistics, the
analysis of which has been undertaken by the Subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower, and Poverty ofthe United States Senate. The above-quoted article
on underemployment, one of whose three authors is a staff member of that
subcommittee, offers a summary of some of the findings of the C.E.S., and in
particular ofthe effort to develop what is called a "subemployment index":
The failure ofthe social and economic system to provide people with adequate
wages is hidden from view under the surface of traditional unemployment
statistics. These statistics are excellent for measuring fluctuations in the econ
omy but they do not go far enough as measures of the labor market. To gauge
the degree of labor-market failure, it is necessary to know not only the
magnitude of overt unemployment, but also the extent of worker discourage
ment ("discouraged workers" are those who have given up looking for jobs);
the number of people who can find only part-time work; and the number who
hold jobs but at inadequate pay. The subemployment index attempts to encom
pass all these factors.
In 1970, nationwide unemployment amounted to 4.9 per cent of the labor
force (since then, it has hovered close to the 6 per cent mark month after month) .
In the C.E.S. central-city survey areas, the unemployment rate in 1970 was 9.6
per cent. This is very high. In France, the labor unions took to the streets last
February when unemployment reached 2.6 per cent. But as high as it is here,
the employment rate alone falls far short of revealing the full extent of urban
crisis. When we look at the official definition of unemployment, we note that
one cannot be ''unemployed'' unless one is currently looking for a job. It does
not count those people who have given up looking for jobs after failing
repeatedly to find work.
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How many such discouraged non seekers are there? The C.E.S. enables us to
make a dependable estimate. For example, in New York City, the conventional
unemployment rate in 1970 averaged 8.1 per cent in the survey areas (compared
with 4.4 per cent for the labor force of the city as a whole), but jumped to II
per cent when the discouraged workers were added.
This adjustment begins to give us a picture of realities of economic life at
the bottom of a city's social structure. But to this we must now add another
category--part-time employed workers who would like to work full time but
cannot find full-time jobs. The C.E.S. survey carefully separates people who
wanted to work only part time from those who wanted to work full time, and
in this way adds (again, for New York) another 2.3 percentage points to our
emerging index ofurban poverty. In other words, adding together the officially
unemployed, the discouraged jobless and the involuntary part-time workers,
we can now account for at least 13.3 per cent of the labor force in the New
York City sample areas.
Our adjustments have nearly doubled the official unemployment figures for
the sample areas and tripled the national rate ofunemployment. But, still, they
are far from complete. The last and most important part of the index is the
worker who has a full-time job but does not earn enough to make ends meet. 20

For a definition of the income needed to "make ends meet," the authors
go to the Bureau of Labor Statistics' itemized budget of consumption needs
for a family offourin New York City. The Bureau compiled three such budgets,
for the upperlevel at about $19,000, for the middle level at about $12,000, and
for the lower levels at about $7,000, all before taxes. The nature of the
lower-level budget may be judged from the fact that it allows only $100 a
month for rent; all the rest ofthe budgeting is in line with this.
If we accept the B.L.S. figure of$7, 183 as the least a family offour must earn
to keep its head above water in New York City in 1970 (the B.L.S. 's national
urban average for 1970 was $6,960), what does this require for the family'S
income earner? Ifhe or she works 50 weeks a year, 40 hours a week (which is
itself unlikely in the inner city), the answer is $3.50 an hour. Here is the final
link in our chain of employment statistics. For when we add those individuals
who earn less than $3 .50 an hour to the discouraged nonseekers, the involuntary
part-timers and the officially unemployed, the statistics take a horrifYing leap.
In the seven New York City sample areas, the subemployment rate rises to
between 39.9 per cent and 66.6 per cent of the labor force. Indeed, the average
for all the sampled areas in the country comes to 61.2 per cent. 2!
What other result could have been expected, when, as we have seen, in
May 1971 the median usual weekly earnings of full-time workers in all
occupational categories of the working class with the exception only of
craftsmen andforemen were far below this minimal earnings level, and when
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the fastest growing occupational categories, those of clerical and service
workers, were lowest of all?
Finally, the immense reservoir of subemployed labor holds on its lowest
levels the pauperized layers of the popUlation, that bottom sediment which is
drawn into employment only infrequently, sporadically, and at peaks of"pros
perity." "The more extensive, finally, the lazarus-layers ofthe working-class,"
Marx wrote, "and the industrial reserve army, the greater is official pauperism."
According to his figures, the official list of paupers in England and Wales in
1865 was 971,433, and since the population count in the 1861 census was just
over 20 million, official pauperism then constituted some 4.6 percent of the
total popUlation. In the United States, the closest thing we have to an official
paupers' list is the roll of those requiring welfare assistance. In 1973, these
rolls contained 14.8 million persons out of a total popUlation of 210.4 million
or 7 percent of the population (and 1973 was the fourth successive year when
7 percent or more ofthe popUlation was to be found on the welfare rolls).22 In
this startling proportion one may see the post-World War II "prosperity" cycle
in accordance with Marx's absolute general law ofcapitalist accumulation: the
immense mass of social wealth and functioning capital, the extent and energy
of capital accumulation, the growth of the absolute mass of the proletariat and
the productiveness of its labor, the increasing relative mass of the industrial
reserve army, of the mass of consolidated surplus popUlation, and finally, the
misery of "official pauperism." That this is a chain in which each link
presupposes the rest, and in which "accumulation of wealth at one pole is,
therefore, at the same time accumulation ofmisery" atthe other, may no longer
be doubted.
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Chapter 18
The "Middle Layers" of Employment

In the discussion thus far we have restricted ourselves to that portion of the
popUlation, embracing as we have seen some two-thirds to three-fourths ofthe
total, which appears readily to conform to the dispossessed condition of a
proletariat. But the system of monopoly capitalism has brought into being a
further mass of employment, not inconsiderable in size, that does not answer
so readily to such a definition. Like the petty bourgeoisie of pre-monopoly
capitalism (the petty proprietors in farming, trade, services, the professions,
and artisan occupations), it does not fit easily into the polar conception of
economy and society. But unlike that earlier middle-class mass, which has so
largely evaporated, it corresponds increasingly to the formal definition of a
working class. That is, like the working class it possesses no economic or
occupational independence, is employed by capital and its offshoots, possesses
no access to the labor process or the means ofproduction outside that employ
ment, and must renew its labors for capital incessantly in order to subsist. This
portion of employment embraces the engineering, technical, and scientific
cadre, the lower ranks of supervision and management, the considerable
numbers of specialized and "professional" employees occupied in marketing,
financial and organizational administration, and the like, as well as, outside of
capitalist industry proper, in hospitals, schools, government administration,
and so forth. Relatively, it is nowhere near so large as the old petty bourgeoisie
which, on the basis ofindependent entrepreneurship, occupied as much as half
or more ofthe population in the pre-monopoly stage ofcapitalism. It embraces
in the United States today perhaps over 15 but less than 20 percent of total
employment. Its rapid growth as a partial replacement for the old middle class,
however, makes its definition a matter of special interest, all the more so since
its purely formal character is similar to that of the clearly proletarianized
working-class population.
The complexities of the class structure ofpre-monopoly capitalism arose
from the fact that so large a proportion ofthe working population, being neither
employed by capital nor itself employing labor to any significant extent, fell
outside the capital-labor polarity. The complexity of the class structure of
modem monopoly capitalism arises from the very opposite consideration:
namely, that almost all ofthe population has been transformed into employees
ofcapital. Almost every working association with the modem corporation, or
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with its imitative offshoots in governmental or so-called nonprofit organiza
tions, is given the form of the purchase and sale of labor power.
The purchase and sale of labor power is the classic form for the creation
and continued existence of the working class. Insofar as the working class is
concerned, this form embodies social relations of production, the relations of
subordination to authority and exploitation. We must now consider the possi
bility of the same form being made to conceal, embody, and express other
relations of production. To take a most extreme example, the fact that the
operating executives of a giant corporation are employed by that corporation,
and in that capacity do not own its plants and bank accounts, is merely the form
given to capitalist rule in modem society. These operating executives, by virtue
oftheir high managerial positions, personal investment portfolios, independent
power of decision, place in the hierarchy of the labor process, position in the
community of capitalists at large, etc., etc., are the rulers of industry, act
"professionally" for capital, and are themselves part of the class that personi
fies capital and employs labor. Their formal attribute ofbeing part of the same
payroll as the production workers, clerks, and porters of the corporation no
more robs them of the powers of decision and command over the others in the
enterprise than does the fact that the general, like the private, wears the military
uniform, or the pope and cardinal pronounce the same liturgy as the parish
priest. The form ofhired employment gives expression to two totally different
realities: in one case, capital hires a "labor force" whose duty it is to work,
under external direction, to increase capital; in the other, by a process of
selection within the capitalist class and chiefly from its own ranks, capital
chooses a management staff to represent it on the spot, and in representing it
to supervise and organize the labors of the working population.
Thus far the difference is clear, but between these two extremes there is a
range ofintermediate categories, sharing the characteristics of worker on the
one side and manager on the other in varying degrees. The gradations of
position in the line of management may be seen chiefly in terms of authority,
while gradations in staff positions are indicated by the levels of technical
expertise. Since the authority and expertise ofthe middle ranks in the capitalist
corporation represent an unavoidable delegation of responsibility, the position
of such functionaries may best be judged by their relation to the power and
wealth that commands them from above, and to the mass oflabor beneath them
which they in tum help to control, command, and organize. Their pay level is
significant because beyond a certain point it, like the pay of the commanders
ofthe corporation, clearly represents not just the exchange of their labor power
for money--a commodity exchange--but a share in the surplus produced in
the corporation, and thus is intended to attach them to the success or failure of
the corporation and give them a "management stake," even if a small one. The
same is true insofar as they share in a recognized guarantee of employment, in
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the prerogatives and rewards of capital, but it also bears the mark of the
proletarian condition. For these employees the social form taken by their work,
their true place in the relations of production, their fundamental condition of
subordination as so much hired labor, increasingly makes itself felt, especially
in the mass occupations that are part of this stratum. We may cite here
particularly the mass employments of draftsmen and technicians, engineers
and accountants, nurses and teachers, and the multiplying ranks of supervisors,
foremen, and petty managers. First, these become part of a mass labor market
that assumes the characteristics of all labor markets, including the necessary
existence of a reserve army of unemployed exercising a downward pressure
on pay levels. * And second, capital, as soon as it disposes of a mass of labor
in any specialty--a mass adequate in size to repay the application of its
principles of the technical division of labor and hierarchical control over
execution by means of a fiml grasp on the links of conceptiou----subjects that
specialty to some of the forms of "rationalization" characteristic of the capi
talist mode of production.
In such occupations, the proletarian form begins to assert itself and to
impress itself upon the consciousness ofthese employees. Feeling the insecu
rities of their role as sellers oflabor power and the frustrations of a controlled
and mechanically organized workplace, they begin, despite their remaining
privileges, to know those symptoms ofdissociation which are popularly called
"alienation" and which the working class has lived with for so long that they
have become part of its second nature.
In the chapter devoted to clerical labor, we have already described the
manner in which an intermediate stratum was enlarged into a mass of work
ing-class employment, and in the process divested of all its privileges and
intermediate characteristics. It is not necessary to anticipate here a similar
evolution ofthe specialized and lower-managerial employees in any near-term
future. But it should be recognized that the difficulties experienced by those
who, in the period before World War I, attempted to arrive at a "definition" of
the class position of clerical employees are somewhat the same as the difficul
ties one must today confront in defining the intermediate strata of modern
employment. These difficulties arise, in the last analysis, from the fact that
classes, the class structure, the social structure as a whole, are not fixed entities
but rather ongoing processes, rich in change, transition, variation, and

* The first major instance of this came with the Depression of the 1930s, but in
the rapid surge of capital accumulation and the transformation of industry that began
with the Second World War this tendency was overcome. By the end of the 1960s,
however, rising rates of unemployment among ''professionals'' of various kinds once
more brought home to them that they were not the free agents they thought they were,
who deigned to "associate themselves" with one or another corporation, but truly part
of a labor market, hired and fired like those beneath them.
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incapable ofbeing encapsulated in formulas, no matter how analytically proper
such formulas may be. * The analysis ofthis process requires an understanding
of the internal relations and connections which serve as its motive power, so
that its direction as a process may be understood. Only secondarily does the
problem arise of"defining" the place ofparticular elements in the process, and
this problem cannot always be solved neatly and definitively, nor, it should be
added, does science require that it must be so solved.
Notes

L E. P. Thompson, TheMakingojtheEnglish Working Class (New York, 1964),
pp. 10-1 L

* E. P. Thompson writes: "There is today an ever-present temptation to suppose
that class is a thing. This was not Marx's meaning, in his own historical writing, yet the
error vitiates much latter-day 'Marxist' writing. 'It,' the working class, is assumed to
have a real existence, which can be defined almost mathematicalIy--so many men who
stand in a certain relation to the means of prodUction....
"If we remember that class is a relationship, and not a thing, we cannot think in
this way."]

Productive and Unproductive Labor

Chapter 19
Productive and Unproductive Labor

In an earlier chapter devoted to the labor which produces services, we arrived
at the conclusion that the existence of a working class as such does not depend
upon the various concrete forms of labor which it is called upon to exercise,
but rather its social form. Labor which is put to work in the production ofgoods
is not thereby sharply divided from labor applied to the production of services,
since both are forms of production of commodities, and of production on a·
capitalist basis, the object of which is the production not only of value-in-ex
change but ofsurplus value for the capitalist. The variety ofdeterminate forms
oflabor may affect the consciousness, cohesiveness, or economic and political
activity ofthe working class, but they do not affect its existence as a class. The
various forms onabor which produce commodities for the capitalist are all to
be counted as productive labor. The worker who builds an office building and
the worker who cleans it every night alike produce value and surplus value.
Because they are productive for the capitalist, the capitalist allows them to
work and produce; insofar as such workers alone are productive, society lives
at their expense.
The question then arises: What of those whose labor is unproductive? If,
as Marx said, the difference between the Roman proletariat and the modem
proletariat is that while the former lived at the expense of society, the latter
supports society upon its shoulders, are unproductive workers to be omitted
from the modem proletariat? To answer this question we must first gain a clear
idea of the various kinds of unproductive labor that exist in capitalist society
and their historical development.
The terms "productive" and "unproductive" labor derive from the exten
sive discussion which took place among the classical economists, and which
Marx analyzed so thoroughly in the first part of his Theories ofSurplus- Mllue,
the uncompleted work that was drafted as a fourth volume of Capital. In order
to understand the terminology it is necessary to grasp first of all that the
discussion ofproductive and unproductive labor, as it was conducted by Marx,
implied no judgment about the nature ofthe work processes under discussion
or their usefulness to humans in particular or society at large, but was con
cerned specifically and entirely with the role onabor in the capitalist mode of
production. Thus the discussion is in reality an analysis of the relations of
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production and, ultimately, of the class structure of society, rather than of the
utility of particular varieties of labor.
Essentially, Marx defined productive labor under capitalism as labor
which produces commodity value, and hence surplus value, for capital. This
excludes all labor which is not exchanged against capital. Self-employed
proprietors--farmers, artisans, handicraftsman, tradesmen, professionals, all
other self-employed----are according to this definition not productive workers
because their labor is not exchanged for capital and does not directly contribute
to the increase ofcapital. * Nor is the servant a productive worker, even though
employed by the capitalist, because the labor of the servant is exchanged not
against capital but against revenue. The capitalist who hires servants is not
making profits, but spending them. It is clear that this definition has nothing
to do with the utility ofthe labor employed, or even its concrete form. The very
same labor may be either productive or unproductive, depending upon its
social form. To hire the neighbor'S boy to cut the lawn is to set in motion
unproductive labor; to call a gardening firm which sends out a boy to do the
job (perhaps even the same boy) is another thing entirely. Or, to put the matter
from the point of view of the capitalist, to hire gardening labor to maintain his
family'S lawn is unproductive consumption, while to hire the very same
gardening labor in order to realize a profit from its work is to set in motion
productive labor for the purpose of accumulating capital.
A moment's reflection will show the importance ofthis distinction for the
evolution of capitalist society during the past two hundred years. The change
in the social form of labor from that which is, from the capitalist standpoint,
unproductive to that which is productive, means the transformation from
self-employment to capitalist employment, from simple commodity produc~
tion to capitalist commodity production, from relations between persons to
relations between things, from a society of scattered producers to a society of
corporate capitalism. Thus the distinction between productive and unproduc
tive labor, which disregards its concrete fonn in order to analyze it as a social
form, far from being a useless abstraction, represents a decisive point in the
analysis of capitalism, and shows us once more how social forms dominate
and transform the significance of material things and processes.
The tailor who makes a suit on order for a customer creates a useful object
in the form of a commodity; he exchanges it for money and out of this pays
his own expenses and means of subsistence; the customer who hires this done
purchases a useful object and expects nothing for the money other than the
suit. But the capitalist who hires a roomful of tailors to make suits brings into

* Even more, they jail outside of the distinction between prodUctive and unpro
ductive labor, because they are outside the capitalist mode ofproduction. See the clear
and comprehensive presentation of Marx 's theory ofproductive and unproductive labor
by Ian Gough.1
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being a social relation. In this relation, the tailors now create far more than
suits; they create themselves as productive workers and their employer as
capitalist. Capital is thus not just money exchanged for labor; it is money
exchanged for labor with the purpose of appropriating that value which it
creates over and above what is paid, the surplus value. In each case where
money is exchanged for labor with this purpose it creates a social relation, and
as this relation is generalized throughout the productive processes it creates
social classes. Therefore, the transfonnation of unproductive labor into labor
which is, for the capitalist's purpose of extracting surplus value, productive, is
the very process of the creation of capitalist society.
Classical political economy, both Ricardian and Marxian, confronted a
world in which the largest part oflabor could still be reckoned as unproductive
(according to the above definitions) because it did not contribute directly to
the increase of capital. Much ofthe history of the capitalist nations during the
past two centuries is the account of the destruction ofthese fonns oflabor, so
that from a dominant share of social labor these fonns have been reduced to
an insignificant share. This is another way of saying what was pointed out
earlier: that the capitalist mode of production has subordinated to itself all
fonns of work, and all labor processes now pass through the sieve of capital,
leaving behind their tribute of surplus.
However, all labor that enters into the capital accumulation process and
is necessary for it is not thereby rendered productive. For it is also true that
productive labor which serves as the foundation of capitalist society is labor
which produces commodity value. just as capitalism, as a system, cannot
escape from the productive processes upon which society is based, no matter
how remote from production its upper reaches may become, so commodity
value is the ultimate foundation upon which all fonns ofvalue--money, credit
instruments, insurance policies, shares, etc., etc.--depend. For the capitalist
who is in the business of producing commodity values, the aim is always to
capture as great a margin over his costs as possible. But in order to do this, he
must realize the commodity values, transforming them into money fonn. Thus
even for the industrial capitalist, who is producing in order to sell, commercial
functions arise within the finn. For the commercial capitalist, who, apart from
the functions of distribution, storage, packaging, transportation, display, etc.,
simply buys in order to sell, this realization problem constitutes the essence of
his business altogether.
With the routinization of the processes of producing value and surplus
value, the attention of the capitalist is increasingly centered upon this realiza
tion problem, the solution of which becomes even more important than the
creation of value. At the same time, as the surpluses created in production
become ever more immense, the use of capital simply for purposes of credit,
speculation, etc., increases enonnously. In this latter case, what is involved is
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the appropriation of portions of the surplus commodity value which arises in
production. These two functions, the realization and the appropriation by
capital of surplus value, engage, as we have seen, enonnous masses of labor,
and this labor, while necessary to the capitalist mode ofproduction, is in itself
unproductive, since it does not enlarge the value or surplus value available to
society or to the capitalist class by one iota.
The receivables clerk who keeps track of outstanding accounts, the
insurance clerk who records payments, the bank clerk who receives deposits-
all of these fonns of commercial and financial labor add nothing to the value
of the commodities represented by the figures or papers which they handle.
Yet this lack of effect is not due to the detenninate fonn of their labors-the
fact that they are clerical in nature. Clerical labor of similar and sometimes
identical kinds is used in production, storage, transportation, and other such
processes, all ofwhich do contribute productively to commodity value, accord
ing to the division of productive labor into mental and manual sides. It is due
rather to their occupation with tasks which contribute only to the realization
ofvalue in the market, or to the struggle of competing capitals over value, and
its transfer and redistribution according to individual claims, speculations, and
the "services" of capital in the fonn of credit, etc.
Labor may thus be unproductive simply because it takes place outside the
capitalist mode of production, or because, while taking place within it, it is
used by the capitalist, in his drive for accumulation, for unproductive rather
than productive functions. And it is now clear that while unproductive labor
has declined outside the grasp ofcapital, it has increased within its ambit. The
great mass of labor which was reckoned as unproductive because it did not
work for capital has now been transfonned into a mass of labor which is
unproductive because it works for capital, and because the needs ofcapital for
unproductive labor have increased so remarkably. The more productive capi
talist industry has become--that is to say, the greater the mass of surplus value
it extracts from the productive population-the greater has become the mass
ofcapital seeking its shares in this surplus. And the greater the mass of capital,
the greater the mass of unproductive activities which serve only the diversion
of this surplus and its distribution among various capitals.
Modem bourgeois economics has completely lost the power to treat the
question ofproductive and unproductive labor, in part because ofthis historical
change. Since, in the days of Smith and Ricardo, unproductive labor existed
primarily outside the ambit of capital, classical bourgeois economics found it
wasteful, and urged its reduction to the minimum. But ever since the mass of
unproductive labor has been virtually destroyed outside the corporation and
recreated on a different foundation within it, bourgeois economics, which, as a
branch of management science, views all things through the eyes ofthe bourgeoi
sie, finds it impossible to retain its old attitude. The modem corporation has
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developed unproductive laborin this fonn out ofnecessity, and out ofnecessity
has given over the narrow and pennypinching ways of its predecessors, whose
first rule was to "keep overhead down" and to devote all possible resources to
production. "Spend millions to make millions" has become the slogan, and this
phrase, in all its variations in modern corporate chatter, is generally understood
to indicate the spending of millions in marketing, advertising, promotion,
speculation; these are the areas into which disposable corporate income is
channeled, while production has become relatively routinized and expendi
tures in that field flow in measured and predictable amounts.
For economists today, therefore, the question of "productive" or "unpro
ductive" labor has lost the great interest which it had for the early bourgeois
economists, just as it has lost interest for capitalist management itself. Instead,
the measuring of the productivity (iflabor has come to be applied to labor of
all sorts, even labor which has no productivity. It refers, in bourgeois parlance,
to the economy with which labor can perfonn any task to which it is set by
capital, even those tasks which add nothing whatever to the wealth of the
nation. And the very idea ofthe "wealth ofnations" has faded, to be supplanted
by the concept of "prosperity," a notion which has nothing to do with the
efficacy of labor in producing useful goods and services, but refers rather to
the velocity of flow within the circuits of capital and commodities in the
marketplace.
The enonnous quantities of socially useless labor that enter into this
circulation, therefore, are in the minds of the modern ideologists of capital
merged into the general processes of labor, just as they are so merged in the
minds of the managers. All labor processes are adjudged equally useful-in
cluding those which produce, realize, or divert the surplus. The productive and
unproductive fonns of labor are mingled, in individual finns and in the
economy as a whole, on an equal footing. And the organization oflabor in the
unproductive aspects of corporate activity follows the lines laid down in the
productive sector; the labor ofboth sectors becomes, increasingly, an undiffer
entiated mass.
In early capitalist enterprises the unproductive labor employed in small
quantities was, generally speaking, a favored stratum, closely associated with
the employer and the recipient of special priVileges. Those who worked with
him in fulfilling the sales, accounting, speculative, and manipulative functions
represented to him associates in the guarding and expansion of his capital as
capital, in distinction from those in production who represented his capital
only in its temporary fonn as labor. The few who kept his books, sold his
products, negotiated on his behalf with the outside world, and in general were
privy to his secrets, hopes, and plans, were in fact associates in the exploitation
of productive workers, even if they themselves were only employees. The
productive worker, on the other hand, represented the social relation between
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capital and labor, since this worker was the "direct means of creating surplus
value." "To be a productive worker is, therefore," Marx wrote, "not a piece of
luck, but a misfortune.,,2 Those who aided the capitalist in the circulation of
his capital, the realization ofhis profit, and the management ofhis labor, gained
privileges, security, and status from this function, and thus to be an unproduc
tive worker was in itself a piece of good fortune that contrasted with the
misfortune of the worker in production.
Now, however, marked changes have occurred in the relations between
productive and unproductive workers within the corporation. On the one hand,
the process ofproductive labor has become, more than ever before, a collective
process. It is only the body ofproductive workers which fashions the ultimate
product; each worker can no longer be considered productive in the individual
sense, and the definition ofproductive labor applies only to the body ofworkers
taken as a whole. On the other side, the unproductive labor ofthe corporation,
having been so tremendously expanded, has been given the same twofold
structure as productive work by the capitalist division oflabor. The individual
functionary, Closely associated with the capitalist, has, as we have described,
given way to the department or division of the corporation, in which only the
heads remain associated with capitalist management while the rest occupy
positions akin to those of workers in production. Thus while, on the side of
productive labor, the individual worker loses those characteristics as producer
of a finished commodity which made him or her a productive worker, and
retains those characteristics only in the mass, on the side ofunproductive labor
a mass has been created which shares in the subjugation and oppression that
characterizes the lives of the productive workers.
The unproductive functions, having evolved from special and privileged
occupations closely associated with capital into divisions of corporate activity
or even into capitalist "industries" separate and complete in themselves, have
now produced their annies of wage-workers whose conditions are generally
like those of the annies of labor organized in production. And just as, for
corporate management, the problems of the organization of the labor process
in production and outside production become increasingly similar, just so for
workers the distinction between the various detenninate fonns of labor
punch press or typewriter, key punch or assembly line, stockroom or filing
room, machine tool or bookkeeping machine-become less and less signifi
cant. In the modern office and factory the gap between the forms and conditions
of labor that loomed so large in the early counting house and shop now
dwindles. Although they were at one time a means ofescaping the "misfortune"
ofbeing a productive worker, the unproductive occupations have, in the annies
oflabor employed at their bases, for the most part lost their attractiveness and
become merely another fonn of exploitation. From being privileged positions
in which one could to a small extent share in the benefits derived by capital
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variable capital? Since such variable capital, as Marx points out, creates no
value, it can grow only as a result of the growth of surplus value, never as a
cause. But if that is the case, the portion of commercial capital converted into
variable capital (I.e., into wage labor) is different from all other variable capital
that creates value and surplus value. This difference between the capital laid
out as wages for production workers and for commercial workers, Marx refers
to as a "difficulty." He does not completely provide a solution, as is indicated
by the facts that, first, he reminds himself parenthetically in the text to deal
with the analysis ofvarious points, including merchant's variable capital, "the
law ofnecessary labour in the sphere ofcirculation," and other points including
"money-dealing" capital; and second, his discussion ofcommercial wage labor
breaks offand is followed by two blank pages, indicating, as Engels points out,
that this matter was to have been treated at greater length. But in terms ofwhat
interests us here, Marx's discussion is substantially complete, and contains the
following conclusions dealing with commerciallabor: 7
I. Mercantile capital must be analyzed first as a branch of industrial
capital, and therefore within the office of the industrial capitalist rather than
as a separate capital.
2. Such an office is "from the outset infinitesimally small compared to the
industrial workshop." But as the scale of production grows, the commercial
office grows too, which "necessitates the employment of commercial wage
workers who make up the actual office staff."
3. This is true also for separate merchant capital (and by inference for
financial capital in banking, insurance, etc.), since "ifevery merchant had only
as much capital as he himself were able to turn over by his own labour, there
would be an infinite fragmentation of merchant's capital," which is not to be
expected for reasons he explains. Thus in the commercial offices of merchant
as well as banking capital the employment of commercial wage-workers may
be expected to grow.
4. The commercial worker is like the production worker in basic respects,
that is, in the worker's sale and the capitalist's purchase of labor power. Yet
commercial workers are unlike wage-workers in two special respects. First,
since their employment is not a cause of the increase of surplus value, but a
result, profit is a precondition of outlays on their wages rather than a conse
quence of outlays to hire them. (As an expression of this, Marx points out, a
part ofcommercial salaries was "frequently paid by a share in the profit.") And
second, since the concrete form oftheir labors is generally different from that
ofproduction workers, commercial workers "belong to the better-paid class of
wage-workers--to those whose labour is classed as skilled and stands above
average labour."
5. But, since Marx would have been the last to regard the determinate
forms of labor of any sort as fixed and final under capitalism, he immediately

from productive labor, they have become mere cogs in the total machinery
designed to multiply capitaL And this remains true despite the fact
technically speaking, all those who do not themselves produce commodity
values must perforce consume a portion of the commodity values produced by
others. In the modem corporation, and for the mass oflabor which it employs,
this distinction has lost its social force as a line ofdivision between proletarians
and middle class: that line can no longer be drawn as roughly corresponding
to the division between productive and unproductive workers, but must be
inscribed elsewhere in the social structure. Thus Marx's aphorism must be
modified, and it must now be said that to be a wage-worker is a misfortune.
It must be pointed out, finally, that Marx himself never drew a sharp
distinction, in terms of the class structure of society, between productive and
unproductive workers in the employ ofthe capitalist functioning as capitalist.
He called production workers and commercial employees alike wage-workers.*
"In one respect," he said, "such a commercial employee is a wage-worker like
any other. In the first place, his labour-power is bought with the variable capital
of the merchant, not with money expended as revenue, and consequently it is
not bought for private service, but for the purpose of expanding the value of
the capital advanced for it. In the second place, the value of his labour-power,
and thus his wages, are determined as those ofother wage-workers, i.e., by the
cost of production and reproduction of his specific labour-power, not by the
product ofhis labour." And to this he adds: "Just as the labourer's unpaid labour
directly creates surplus-value for productive capital, so the unpaid labour of
the commercial wage-worker secures a share of this surplus-value for mer
chant's capitaL"S
Marx was not, however, completely convinced by his own argumentation,
since he went on to point out that this "seems to conflict with the nature of
merchant's capital, since this kind of capital does not act as capital by setting
in motion the labour of others, as industrial capital does, but rather by doing
its own work, i.e., performing the functions of buying and selling, this being
precisely the means and the reason why it receives a portion of the surplus
value produced by the industrial capital.,,6 Here his question is essentially: If
commercial capital receives its return out of the surplus created by industrial
capital, for the function purely of buying and selling, what happens when
commercial capital grows so large, as it necessarily must, that it has to employ
its own wage-workers, and thus convert a portion of its own capital into

* He did not, however, call them the "commercial proletariat"; Gough
is mistaken
3
in this, since the term occurs in a footnote added and signed by Engels. The fact that
Marx did not use this term, but that Engels found it possible to use it some two decades
later, is itself significant, and the significance is made partly clear by Engels himself in
the same footnote, in which he points out that clerks trained in commercial operations
and acquainted with three or four languages "offer their services in vain in London City
at 25 shillings per week, which is far below the wages of a good machinist."4
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adds to this that commercial wages "tend to fall," partly because of the
"division oflabour in the office," and partly because the "universality ofpublic
education" devalues the labor power ofcommercial workers with the progress
of capitalist production.
Having marked out these various characteristics of commercial labor,
Marx has, it is clear, outlined the problem as it exists in all its modem
dimensions. The unproductive labor hired by the capitalist to help in the
realization or appropriation of surplus value is in Marx's mind like productive
labor in all respects save one: it does not produce value and surplus value, and
hence grows not as a cause but rather as a result of the expansion of surplus
value.
What is also clear, however, is that Marx neither anticipated nor attempted
to anticipate the extent of the growth of a commercial wage-working stratum
and its transformation into a commercial proletariat. In this, as everywhere else
in Marx, the limits of speculation are clear and definite: analysis is used to lay
down the principles and never to speculate on the eventual result should those
principles continue to operate indefinitely or over a prolonged period oftime. *
It is also clear that Marx grasped the principles with his customary profundity
and comprehensiveness, in a manner which neglected no part of the architec
ture of the capitalist system and its dynamics of self-reproduction.
That which in Marx was a subordinate and inconsequential part of the
analysis has thus for us become a major consequence ofthe capitalist mode of
production. The few commercial wage-workers who puzzled Marx as a con
scientious scientist have become the vast and complicated structure of occu
pations characteristic of unproductive labor in modem capitalism. But in so
becoming they have lost many ofthe last characteristics which separated them
from production workers. When they were few they were unlike productive
labor, and having become many they are like productive labor. Although
productive and unproductive labor are technically distinct, although produc
tive labor has tended to decrease in proportion as its productivity has grown,
while nonproductive labor has increased only as a result of the increase in
surpluses thrown offby productive labor--despite these distinctions, the two
masses oflabor are not otherwise in striking contrast and need not be counter
posed to each other. They fonn a continuous mass of employment which, at
present and unlike the situation in Marx's day, has everything in common.

* To understand this, it is necessary to keep in mind that Marx was not only a
scientist but also a revolutionary; that so far as he was concerned the capitalist mode of
production had already operated for a sufficiently long period of time; and that he
anticipated not its prolonged continuation but its imminent destruction, a conviction
which is part ofthe armament of all working revolutionaries.
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Chapter 20
A Final Note on Skill

In a study of the mechanization of industry conducted for the National Bureau
ofEconomic Research in the 1930s, Harry Jerome concluded: "As to the effect
on skill of further mechanization in the future ... there is considerable reason
to believe that the effect of further changes will be to raise the average skill
required." I Forty years later there are few who would disagree with this
judgment. The idea that the changing conditions of industrial and office work
require an increasingly "better-trained," "better-educated," and thus "up
graded" working population is an almost universally accepted proposition in
popular and academic discourse. Since the argument that has been thus far
made in this work appears to clash directly with this popular idea, it is now
necessary to confront the conventional view. The concepts of "skill," "train
ing," and "education" are themselves sufficiently vague, and a precise inves
tigation of the arguments which are used to support the thesis of"upgrading"
is further hampered by the fact that they have never been made the subject of
a coherent and systematic presentation. We can grapple with the issue only by
attempting to give coherence to what is essentially an impressionistic theory,
one which is obviously considered so self-evident as to stand above the need
for demonstration.
In the form given to it by Jerome in the sentence cited above, the phrase
upon which the issue turns is "average skill." Since, with the development of
technology and the application to it of the fundamental sciences, the labor
processes of society have come to embody a greater amount of scientific
knowledge, clearly the "average" scientific, technical, and in that sense "skill"
content of these labor processes is much greater now than in the past. But this
is nothing but a tautology. The question is precisely whether the scientific and
"educated" content oflabor tends toward averaging, or, on the contrary, toward
polarization. If the latter is the case, to then say that the "average" skill has
been raised is to adopt the logic of the statistician who, with one foot in the
fire and the other in ice water, will tell you that "on the average," he is perfectly
comfortable. The mass of workers gain nothing from the fact that the decline
in their command over the labor process is more than compensated for by the
increasing command on the part of managers and engineers. On the contrary,
not only does their skill fall in an absolute sense (in that they lose craft and
traditional abilities without gaining new abilities adequate to compensate the
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loss), but it falls even more in a relative sense. The more science is incorporated
into the labor process, the less the worker understands of the process; the
more sophisticated an intellectual product the machine becomes, the less
control and comprehension of the machine the worker has. In other words,
the more the worker needs to know in order to remain a human being at
work, the less does he or she know. This is the chasm which the notion of
"average skill" conceals.
The same ambiguity is to be seen in another common formulation of
the "upgrading" thesis, one which points to the proliferation of trained and
educated specialties. Omar Pancoast, for instance, says: "It is an historical
fact that an increasing number of positions require special skills. The
evidence for this is well summarized by J. K. Norton with the comment:
'No extensive study of occupational trends arrives at an opposite conclu
sion.' ,,2 In this form the claim is probably unexceptionable, but it may not
be taken, as it often is, to mean that an increasing portion of the working
population occupies positions that require special skills, ifthe word "skill"
is given an interpretation of substance. This approach tends to rest exclu
sively upon the increase in the number ofspecialized technical occupations,
without recognizing that the multiplication of technical specialties is the
condition for dispossessing the mass ofworkers from the realms ofscience,
knowledge, and skill.
For most of those who hold it, the "upgrading" thesis seems to rest
upon two marked trends. The first is the shift of workers from some major
occupational groups into others; the second is the prolongation of the
average period of education. It will repay our efforts to consider both of
these matters in some detail, not only because such a consideration is
necessary to establish a realistic picture of the historical trends of skill, but
also because in this consideration we shall see a splendid example of the
manner in which conventional social science accepts carefully tailored
appearances as a substitute for reality.
Let us begin first with the shifts that have taken place within the occupational
categories used by statisticians to identify the various portions ofthe "manual"
working class. At the turn of the century the three classifications of workers
today known as craftsmenJoremen, and kindred, operatives and kindred, and
nonfarm laborers together made up slightly less than 36 percent of employed
persons. Seventy years later these three categories made up just over 36 percent
(although in the intervening decades their total had risen to around 40 per
cent-in the 1920 to 1950 censuses--and then fallen back again). But during
these seventy years the distribution of this group among its three statistical
components had changed sharply. In terms of percentages of the entire em
3
ployed population, the changes were as follows:
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1900

1970

Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred
Operatives and kindred
Nonfarm laborers

10.5
12.8
12.5

l3.9

Total

35.8

36.5

17.9
4.7

The most marked feature of this tabulation is the decline in laborers. A
large part of this classification had become operatives (we are still speaking in
terms of percentages, since in terms of absolute numbers the total of the three
groups was about 222/3 times larger in 1970 than at the tum ofthe century, and
each percentage point now represents about 222/3 times as many people) and
the rest had become craftsmen and foremen. This shift is taken, on its face, to
represent a massive "upgrading" of workers to higher categories of skill. *
Classifications of workers, however, are neither "natural" nor self-evi
dent, nor is the degree of skill a self-evident quality which can simply be read
from the labels given to various such classifications. The first socioeconomic
occupational classifications used in the United States were those of William
C. Hunt, an employee of the Bureau ofthe Census who, in 1897, grouped all
gainful workers into four categories: proprietors, clerical employees, skilled
workers, and laborers. The group we now call "operatives" did not exist in this
classification, and the division of manual workers into two classes was a clear
and unambiguous one: There were the craftsmen-the mechanics in various
trades, whose admission into this category of skilled workers was thus depend
ent upon satisfying the traditional requirements ofcraft mastery. Laborers were
all others; they were thus a residual category.

* It would be wrong to try to derive any comforting conclusions from the rise in
the category of craftsmen and foremen between 1900 and 1970. We have already
discussed the dispersal and deterioration ofcraft skills in the machine shop, for example,
and many of the possessors of partial skills continue to carry the label ofcraftsmanship.
In a discussion of traditional apprenticeships in British industry, for example, one
British authority points out that "although apprentices theoretically emerge as skilled
craftsmen much of the work they are put to would be regarded as semi-skilled, because
of the fragmentation of many industrial processes." Because, this writer says, the need
is for "semi-skilled" workers, "the apprenticeship system encourages unrealistic and
rigid job definitions.,,4 In the United States such attacks against the apprenticeship
system are no longer necessary, since there is little left of it. And it should also be noted
that much of the growth of the craftsmen classification is due to the rapid increase of
the "mechanics and repairmen" category (the largest grouping of which is that of
automobile mechanics) which does not conform to traditional standards of craftsman
ship and represents an ever slighter level of technical capacity and
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In the 1930s a revision ofthese classifications was carried out by Dr. Alba
Edwards, for many years an official of the Bureau of the Census, who
reconstructed the conceptual basis of occupational statistics in a fundamental
fashion. The change which he made that is of concern to this discussion is his
division of the former group oflaborers into two parts. Those who tended or
operated machines, or attended mechanized processes, he called operatives.
Laborers, still a residual category, now consisted of those nonfarm workers
who were neither craftsmen nor machine operatives. These classifications were
first applied in the census of 1930. Edwards, however, did the massive work
of reconstructing the census data back to the turn of the century, and even
earlier, in accord with his new classification scheme. The class of workers
known as "operatives," therefore, insofar as we find it in the census statistics
earlier than those of 1930, is a backward projection of a category that did not
exist in these earlier censuses. Edwards' work has been the chief basis for all
similar reconstructions since done by others. 5
The three Edwards classifications were taken to correspond, both in
official terminology and in common parlance, to levels of skill. Craftsmen
continued to be called skilled workers and laborers "unskilled"; operatives
were now called "semiskilled." But it must be noted that the distinction
between the skills of the two latter categories was based not upon a study of
the occupational tasks involved, as is generally assumed by the users of the
categories, but upon a simple mechanical criterion, in the fullest sense of the
word. The creation of "semi-skill" by Edwards thus brought into existence,
retroactively to the turn of the century and with a mere stroke of the pen, a
massive "upgrading" of the skills of the working population. By making a
connection with machinery--such as machine tending or watching, machine
feeding, machine operating-a criterion of skill, it guaranteed that with the
increasing mechanization of industry the category of the "unskilled" would
register a precipitous decline, while that of the "semiskilled" would show an
equally striking rise. This statistical process has been automatic ever since,
without reference to the actual exercise or distribution of "skills."
Let us take as an example the categories of teamster on the one side, and
the operators of motor vehicles (such as truckdrivers, chauffeurs and taxi
drivers, routemen and deliverymen, etc.) on the other. These categories are
important because that ofteamster was, before World War I, one ofthe largest
of occupational groups, while the drivers of various sorts are, taken together,
one of the largest today. The former are classified, retroactively, among the
"unskilled" laborers, while the latter, because oftheir connection with machin
ery, are classed as operatives and hence "semi-skilled." When the Edwards
scale is applied in this fashion, a skill upgrading takes place as a consequence
ofthe displacement ofhorse-drawn transport by motorized. Yet it is impossible
to see this as a true comparison of human work skills. In the circumstances of
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New employees starting out in semiskilled jobs are not expected to be highly
proficient. After a short training period, however, they must work at a standard,
fast, and steady pace. Frequently, good eyesight and good coordination are
6
required.

an earlier day, when a largely rural population learned the arts of managing
horses as part of the process of growing up, while few as yet knew how to
operate motorized vehicles, it might have made sense to characterize the
former as part of the common heritage and thus no skill at all, while driving,
as a learned ability, would have been thought of as a "skill." Today, it would
be more proper to regard those who are able to drive vehicles as unskilled in
that respect at least, while those who can care for, harness, and manage a team
of horses are certainly the possessors of a marked and uncommon ability. In
reality, this way of comparing occupational skill leaves much to be desired,
depending as it does on relativistic or contemporary notions. But there is certainly
little reason to suppose that the ability to drive a motor vehicle is more demanding,
requires longer training or habituation time, and thus represents a higher or
intrinsically more rewarding skill than the ability to manage a team of horses.
It is only in the world of census statistics, and not in terms of direct
assessment, that an assembly line worker is presumed to have greater skill than
a fisherman or oysterman, the forklift operator greater skill than the gardener
or groundskeeper, the machine feeder greater skill than the longshoreman, the
parking lot attendant greater skill than the lumberman or raftsman. And with
the routinization ofmachine operation, there is less and less reason to rate the
operative above many other classifications of laborers, such as craftsmen's
helpers. The entire concept of "semi-skill," as applied to operatives, is an
increasingly delusory one. The prefix semi means "half' or "partly." When this
prefix is attached to the noun skill, the resulting compound word leaves the
impression of a level of training and ability that lies somewhere-perhaps
about halfway-between skill and the total lack of it. But for the category of
operatives, training requirements and the demands ofthe job upon the abilities
of the worker are now so low that one can hardly imagine jobs that lie
significantly below them on any scale of skill. Ifwe tum, for example, to the
United States Department ofLabor's Occupational Outlook Handbook, which
is virtually the only systematic and official attempt to describe occupational
skills and training, we find the category of operatives described as follows:

Jobs which require merely the ordinary physical characteristics ofhuman
beings in a fair state ofhealth; where duties are learned in periods ranging from
as little as a day to, at a maximum, a few months; in which the worker is "told
exactly what to do and how to do it"; which are "supervised closely," repeat
the "same motions or the same jobs throughout the working day," and ofwhich
the Department of Labor analysts can find nothing more favorable to say than
that they demand "adaptability"-is this not a definition of unskilled labor?
Here is another description, by a British authority:
The oldest and most traditional differentiation between hourly-paid workers in
skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled cate
British industry is based upon
gories being recognized in the wage structure of most industries, and in the
class structure of society. Although it is impossible to define these categories
with any degree of precision, the terms are commonly used and understood
throughout industry. It is generally accepted that a skilled worker is a craftsman
whose training has been spread over several years and is formally recognized
outside an individual firm; a semi-skilled worker is one who, during a limited
period of training, usually between two and twelve weeks, has acquired the
manual dexterity or mechanical knowledge needed for his immediate job, and
an unskilled worker is one whose job requires no formal training ofany kind. 7

Ifwe take Joan Woodward at her word, the gap between the skilled and
the semi-skilled worker is a matter of"years" of training, while the creation of
"semi-skill" as against "no skill" is accomplished in "two to twelve weeks."
Clearly, what we have here is not a realistic distinction but aq artifact of the
classifiers (which, at least in United States industry, is not reflected in wage
structure or class structure). There are few if any jobs, including all those
classified as ''unskilled,'' in which the training period is actually zero. The
carpenter's helper (or other craft helpers classified as "unskilled labor" because
they fall neither into the craft nor into the machine-operative categories) is of
little use to the carpenter until he learns a great variety of tools and materials
in their various sizes and dimensions, and until he gains a familiarity with the
craftsman's operations; it is unquestionable that this large section of the
"laborers" grouping requires a longer training period than most operatives.
Even pick and shovel work takes more learning before it can be done to required
standards than many assembly or machine-feeding jobs. "Studies of final
assembly line work in a major automobile company by the Technology Project
of Yale University found the average time cycle for jobs to be 3 minutes. As to
learning time, a few hours to a week sufficed. Learning time for 65 percent of

Semiskilled workers ordinarily receive only brief on-the-job training. Usually
they are told exactly what to do and how to do it, and their work is supervised
closely. They often repeat the same motions or the same jobs throughout the
working day.
Semiskilled workers do not need to invest many years in learning their jobs.
The simplest repetitive and routine semiskilled jobs can be learned in a day
and mastered in a few weeks. Even those jobs that require a higher degree of
skill, such as truckdriver, can be learned in a few months. At the same time,
adaptability-the ability to learn new jobs quickly, including the operation of
new machines--is an important qualification for semiskilled workers.

J
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the work force was less than a month."s And yet assembly jobs are the most
representative type ofoperative jobs into which there has been so great an influx
in the past three-quarters of a century, and which, by a marvel of definition,
have produced a striking upgrading of the skills of the working population. *
The imaginary creation of higher categories of skill by nomenclatural
exercises does not end with the transformation of most urban labor into
"semi-skilled" work. We have yet to consider the phenomenon of the decline
of farm laborers. Here the statistical category involved was especially large
and the transformation especially illusory. At the turn of the century, 17.7
percent of the working population was classified as "furm laborers and fore
men" (almost all of them "laborers," few of them foremen). But here there is
not even a hint in the census classification of an attempt to sort workers by
skill. For the population employed on farms, the census has no differentiated
categories at all, no class of"skilled farmers," or "farming craftsmen." All farm
labor employed by farm owners is classified in the "farm laborers and foremen"
category. The only distinction drawn by the census is a purely proprietary one,
between owners on the one side (with a very small group ofmanagers included
with owners), and "laborers and foremen" on the other. Among the 17.7 percent
of the working population of the United States which, at the time of the 1900
census, was employed by farm proprietors, a great many--perhaps most
were fully qualified farmers who had themselves owned and operated farms
and lost them, or who had grown up in furm families and learned the entire
broad craft. The farm hired hand was able to be of assistance to the farmer
because he was the product of years of farm life and had a mastery of a great
many skills involving a knowledge of land, fertilizer, animals, tools, farm
machinery, construction skills, etc., and the traditional abilities and dexterities
in the handling of farm tasks. Only in this way could he be set to work by the
farmer in plowing, milking, caring for animals, mending fence, harvesting, etc.
To be sure, there was unquestionably a distribution of skills, and many
farmworkers, such as those employed in cotton or fiuit picking and other such
"plantation" tasks, did not possess the all-around skills of the working farmer.
But to disregard, as is now customary, the broad range of abilities required of
so many farmworkers and to be deceived by the use ofthe catch-all designation

* It must not be imagined that these training times-so short as to mock the very
teon "training"---are characteristic only of assembly line and other factory work.
Charles Silbeonan, a Fortune editor, reports: "A detailed manpower survey by the New
York State Department of Labor, for example, revealed that approximately two-thirds
ofall the jobs in existence in that state involve such simple skills that they can be---and
are--leamed in a few days, weeks, or at most months of on-the-job training.,,9
"Two-thirds of all the jobs in existence" would have to include all operatives, clerical
workers, service workers, sales workers on the retail level, laborers---and some portions
of other occupational categories as well.
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of "laborer" is to deal not in social science but in promotional labeling. Of
all categories oflabor, this one has suffered the most complete decimation,
having plunged to 1.7 percent by 1970. In the world ofthe sociologists, this
represents a triumphant ascent of an enormous mass of workers to higher
levels, since every classification oflabor is rated by them above farm labor
in "skill."
On the other side, the labor classifications whose names conceal a woeful
lack of skill or training have, like the "semi-skilled," grown rapidly. For
example, beginning with the 1950 census another change was introduced into
the classification schema. The Alba Edwards system was modified, for that
and subsequent censuses, by the introduction ofthe new category ofnonhouse
hold "service" workers, and again this classification was used to reinterpret
the figures of earlier censuses. At one stroke this reclassification significantly
reduced the major occupational groups usually included in the so-called
blue-collar categories. The new service category was composed of approxi
mately one-fourth of workers who had previously been classified as "semi
skilled," and three-fourths ofworkers previously classed as "unskilled." Since,
by the common consent of social scientists, "service workers" are at least
several cuts above "laborers," and since some even think that because they
produce "services" instead ofworking in factories and wearing "blue collars"
while producing goods, they should be rated above operatives, another sub
stantial "upgrading" was brought about. There is no need to add here to what
is known about the jobs of the mass of service workers as shown in the listing
of the occupations in this category (see pp. 274-75 above), or the relative pay
of these workers compared not only to operatives but even to laborers (see p.
226 above).
We must finally mention the strength drawn by the illusory upgrading
of skills from the statistics which show the very rapid growth of clerical
and sales occupations. The reflex response which causes governmental and
academic social scientists automatically to accord a higher grade of skill,
training, prestige, and class position to any form of office work as against
any and all forms ofmanual work is a tradition of long standing in American
sociology which few have ventured to challenge. Caplow has pointed out
that the "superiority ofwhite-collar work" is "undoubtedly the most impor
tant" of the assumptions underlying not only the census scale but a number
of other socioeconomic occupational scales used by American sociology. to
(Those scales which break with this tradition go no further than to put
skilled craftsmen on approximately the same level as clerical workers!) The
weight of the prejudice which rates all "white-collar" above all "blue-col
lar" work is such that the growth of the former at the expense of the latter
is again taken as evidence of an increase in skill and training for which no
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real factual backing is required, so self-evident is this conclusion for the
conventional wisdom. *
The lengthening of the average period spent in school before entry into
the "labor force," which is the other common ground for assuming that a
better-educated working popUlation is needed by modem industry and trade,
must also be analyzed and separated into its component parts. Time spent in
school has been increasing: the median years of school completed by the
employed civilian working population rose from 10.6 in 1948 to 12.4 by the
end ofthe 1960s; 12 and this was merely the culmination ofa secular trend which
had been going on for a century. In this we see first of all the fact that the
requirements of literacy and familiarity with the numbers system have become
generalized throughout the society. The ability to read, write, and perform
simple arithmetical operations is demanded by the urban environment, not just
in jobs but also for consumption, for conformity to the rules of society and
obedience to the law. Reading and figuring are, apart from all their other
meanings, the elementary attributes of a manageable population, which could
no more be sold, cajoled, and controlled without them than can symbols be
handled by a computer if they lack the elementary characteristics of identity
and position. Beyond this need for basic literacy there is also the function of
the schools in providing an attempted socialization to city life, which now
replaces the socialization through farm, family, community, and church which
once took place in a predominantly rural setting. Thus the average length of
schooling is generally higher for urban populations, and the shift of a popula
tion from farm to city brings with it, almost as an automatic function, an
increase in the term of education.
During the past century, moreover, the vastly increased practice of the
scientific and technical specialties in production, research, management, ad
ministration, medicine, and in education itself have called into being a greatly
expanded apparatus of higher education for the provision of professional
specialists in all these areas. This, of course, has also had a marked effect upon
the average length of school attendance.
These two factors, which tend to define educational requirements from an
occupational standpoint, obviously explain some of the increase in mass
schooling, but just as clearly they do not explain all of it. A complete picture
of the functions and functioning of education in the United States and other
capitalist countries would require a thorough historical study of the manner in

* That self-evident, conventional wisdom can vary with time, place, and social
circumstances was strikingly displayed by Jerome Davis in a study he made ofthe social
attitudes of Soviet sehoolchildren in the mid-twenties. In rating a list of occupations
adapted from one of the common U.S. "prestige" scales, these children reversed the
order ofrank found in the use ofthe scale in the United States, putting farmers first and
bankers Jast. 1I
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which the present standards came into being, and how they were related, at
each step of their formation, to the social forces of the society at large. But
even a sketch of the recent period suffices to show that many causes, most of
them bearing no direct relationship to the educational requirements of the job
structure, have been at work.
The Depression was responsible for the enactment, late in the I 930s, of
legislation restricting the labor-force participation of youths, the Object of
which was to reduce unemployment by eliminating a segment ofthe population
from the job market. The anticipated consequence of this was the postpone
ment of the school-leaving age. World War II temporarily solved this problem
with its immense mobilization of the popUlation for production and service in
the armed forces, but as the war drew to an end fears revived that the return of
the demobilized soldiers and sailors, together with the cutback of war orders,
would renew the Great Depression. Among the measures enacted to ward this
offwas the veterans' educational subsidy, which, after both World War II and
the Korean War, swelled school enrollment, subsidized educational institu
tions, and contributed further to the prolongation of the average schooling
period. Throughout the postwar period the rapid pace of capital accumulation
stimulated demand for specialized managerial and semi-managerial employ
ees and other professionals, and this demand, in the situation of governmental
subsidy to education, brought forth, not unexpectedly, so great a supply of
college-trained people that by the end of the 1960s it began to manifest itself
as an oversupply. The encouragement to an entire generation to train itself for
"careers," when all that would be available for at least three-quarters of that
generation were working-class jobs requiring minimal education and offering
working-class pay, began to backfire.
In the meanwhile, as a result ofthe generalization of secondary education,
employers tended to raise their screening requirements for job applicants, not
because of educational needs but simply because of the mass availability of
high school graduates. Herbert Bienstock, New York regional director of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, described this trend in these words: "The comple
tion of a high school education has become an important requirement for entry
into the labor market of today. Employers, finding persons with high school
diplomas becoming more available in a period ofrising educational attainment,
have come to use the diploma as a screening device, often seeking people with
higher levels of education even when job .content is not necessarily becoming
more complex or requiring higher levels of skill. This has been true in many
ofthe rapidly growingjob categories in the clerical, sales, and service fields."13
This spreading policy reinforced the other pressures tending to postpone the
school-leaving age by making the "diploma" a'ticket of admission to almost
any kind ofjob. It was used in factory as well as office: "Most factory type
jobs require only 6th grade competency in arithmetic, spelling, reading, and
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writing, and speaking," we are told by the personnel director of the Inorganic
Chemicals Division of the Monsanto Chemical Company. "Too often," he
continues, "business has used the requirement of a high school diploma or
certificate as an easy means of screening out job applicants.,,14
Thus the continuing extension of mass education for the nonprofessional
categories of labor increasingly lost its connection with occupational require
ments. At the same time, its place in the social and economic structure became
ever more firmly guaranteed by functions which have little or nothing to do
with either job training or any other strictly educational needs. The postpone
ment ofschool leaving to an average age ofeighteen has become indispensable
for keeping unemployment within reasonable bounds. In the interest ofwork
ing parents (the two-parent-job-holding family having become ever more
common during this period), and in the interest of social stability and the
orderly management of an increasingly rootless urban population, the schools
have developed into immense teen-sitting organizations, their functions having
less and less to do with imparting to the young those things that society thinks
they must learn. In this situation the content of education deteriorated as its
duration lengthened. The knowledge imparted in the course of an elementary
education was more or less expanded to fill the prevalent twelve-year educa
tional sojourn, and in a great many cases school systems have difficulty in
instilling in twelve years the basic skills ofliteracy and numbers that, several
generations ago, occupied eight. This in tum gave a greater impetus to
employers to demand of job applicants a high school diploma, as a guaran
tee-not always valid----<lf getting workers who can read.
We cannot neglect the direct economic impact of the enlarged school
system. Not only does the postponement of the school-leaving age limit the
growth of recognized unemployment, but it also furnishes employment for a
considerable mass of teachers, administrators, construction and service work
ers, etc. Moreover, education has become an immensely profitable area of
capital accumulation for the construction industry, for suppliers of all sorts,
and for a host of subsidiary enterprises. For all these reasons--which have
nothing to do with either education or occupational training-it is difficult to
imagine United States society without its immense "educational" structure,
and in fact, as has been seen in recent years, the closing ofeven a single segment
of the schools for a period of weeks is enough to create a social crisis in the
city in which this happens. The schools, as caretakers of children and young
people, are indispensable for family functioning, community stability, and
social order in general (although they fulfill even these functions badly). In a
word, there is no longer any place for the young in this society other than
school. Serving to fill a vacuum, schools have themselves become that vacuum,
increasingly emptied ofcontent and reduced to little more than their own form.
Just as in the labor process, where the more there is to know the less the worker
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need know, in the schools the mass of future workers attend the more there is
to learn, the less reason there is for teachers to teach and students to learn. In
this more than in any other single factor-the purposelessness, futility, and
empty forms of the educational system--we have the source of the growing
antagonism between the young and their schools which threatens to tear the
schools apart.
It follows that the growing recognition among corporate managers and
educational researchers that the commonly made connection between educa
tion and job content is, for the mass ofjobs, a false one, will not necessarily
result in a reversal of the educational trend and bring about an earlier school
leaving age. Capitalist society in the United States has little choice but to
maintain this educational establishment as a social institution with transcen
dent functions. Yet the recognition of how little is accomplished in the years
of elementary and high school attendance in the way ofjob preparation, and
how little in the way ofeducational preparation these jobs require, is spreading.
Ivar Berg, for example, in one of the more detailed examinations of this
subject carried out in recent years, arrives at the conclusion that educational
"achievements" have already "exceeded requirements in most job categories,"
and that the demand for "better-educated" labor cannot therefore be explained
by "technological and related changes attending most jobs.,,]5 His most star
tling finding is that investigations show that education may in fact be a liability
for the employer. His study of productivity, turnover, and absenteeism in a
group of textile workers found that "educational achievement was inversely
related to performance thus conceived.,,16 A sample study in the clerical field
yielded the same conclusion: "Performance in 125 branch offices of a major
New York bank, measured by turnover data and by the number oflost accounts
per teller, was inversely associated with the educational achievements ofthese
500 workers. The branches with the worst performance records were those in
which a disproportionately (and significantly) high number ofemployees were
attending educational programs after working hours! There was also evidence
that performance was worst in precisely those branches in which, besides the
educational achievements being higher, the managers stressed education in
consultation with tellers concerning their futures with the bank." I 7 Berg was
able to report instances in which managers automatically assumed that their
most competent workers had more education, when the opposite was true, "as
in one company in which managers reported that the better-educated techni
cians in their employ were the 'best' technicians." The data from this company
showed that "the less-educated technicians received higher evaluations from
supervisors and had longer service than technicians with higher educational
achievements in comparable jobs; the managers, however, assumed that these
'better' employees had completed more years of schooling!"ls In part, the
explanation for this may lie in the finding, also reported by Berg, that
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"education is more often than not an important factor accounting for dissatis
faction among workers in many occupational categories....,,19
As one consequence of the recognition by managers of these facts, the
emphasis on more years of education has begun to disappear from the hiring
policies of many firms. During the period when high school education had not
yet become so general as it is now, unemployment tended to settle more heavily
among those with less formal schooling. This was of course given enormous
publicity during the 1950s and early 1960s, both as evidence for the educa
tional requirements ofmodem scientific industry and also in the simpleminded
hope that giving everyone a high school education would eliminate unemploy
ment. The latter conclusion, ofcourse, rested upon the assumption that unem
ployment was a consequence of the functional inadequacy ofthe unemployed
in an economy that demanded higher educational attainments. This notion, as
Stanley Lebergott pointed out, "misapprehends at least one fundamental
characteristic of the unemployed," which is that they "are marginal in the
existing state of offer and demand in the labor market. If all workers in the
labor force had their education improved, some would still be marginal," but
"their marginality would then appear to be associated with some other simple
single characteristic. ,,20
This is in fact what has happened, although the change has not received
the same publicity as the earlier disparity between educational levels of
employed and unemployed. A study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1971
reaches this unequivocal conclusion: "In the past, jobholders had more educa
tion than did jobseekers--in 1959, for example, the median education of the
employed was 12.0 years, while that of the unemployed was only 9.9 years.
Since then, the average education of unemployed workers has risen so that by
1971 the difference between the median education of employed and unem
ployed workers, 12.4 and 12.2 years respectively, is no longer statistically
significant.,,21 This convergence between the schooling of employed and
unemployed has been more rapid for women than for men, so that by the
mid-1960s there was no longer any significant difference between the median
educational attainments of employed and unemployed women. In the case of
men, the difference in the late 1950s was much greater than it was for women,
but by the start ofthe 1970s that gap had also been closed. Thus a chart of
educational attainments by sex and employment status begins as a broad fan
in 1957, with unemployed men averaging below 9 years ofschool, unemployed
women 10V2 years, employed men above 11 years, and employed womenjust
above 12 years. By the date ofthe above-cited study, March 1971, this fan had
closed completely and all were bunched together in the same narrow range
between 12 and 12112 years: men and women, employed and unemployed.
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For the worker, the concept ofskill is traditionally bound up with craft mastery-
that is to say, the combination of knowledge ofmaterials and processes with the
practiced manual dexterities required to carry on a specific branch of production.
The breakup ofcraft skills and the reconstruction ofproduction as a collective or
social process have destroyed the traditional concept of skill and opened up only
one way for mastery over labor processes to develop: in and through scientific,
technical, and engineering knowledge. But the extreme concentration of this
knowledge in the hands of management and its closely associated staff organiza
tions have closed this avenue to the working population. What is left to workers
is a reinterpreted and woefully inadequate concept of skill: a specific dexterity, a
limited and repetitious operation, "speed as skill," etc. * With the development of
the capitalist mode of production, the very concept of skill becomes degraded
along with the degradation of labor and the yardstick by which it is measured
shrinks to such a point that today the worker is considered to possess a "skill" if
his or her job requires a few days' or weeks' training, several months oftraining
is regarded as unusually demanding, and the job that calls for a leaming period of
six months or a year--such as computer programming-inspires a paroxysm of
awe. (We may compare this with the traditional craft apprenticeship, which rarely
lasted less than four years and which was not uncommonly seven years long.)
In the early I 920s, Georges Sorel wrote that "the modem factory is a field
of experiment constantly enlisting the worker in scientific research," and Albert
Thierry said in the same vein: "Our entire civilization is a system of physics,
the simplest worker is aphysicist.,,23 Georges Friedmann quotes these two remarks
with his customary ambiguity, not knowing whether to applaud them for their
optimism or deprecate them as pious but unfounded hopes. The past half-century
has removed all doubt, if there ever was any, about the falsity of these views.
The worker can regain mastery over collective and socialized production only
by assuming the scientific, design, and operational prerogatives ofmodem engi
neering; short ofthis, there is no mastery over the labor process. The extension of
the time of education which modem capitalism has brought about for its own
reasons provides the framework; the number ofyears spent in school has become

* "With reference to Marshall and Smith on the subject of 'dexterity,' " says M.
C. Kennedy in his unpublished Ph.D. dissertation on the division of labor, "one thing

should be made clear. Both men confuse increased dexterity with skill or talent When
a cabinet maker is skilled in his craft, skill covers his ability to imagine how things
would appear in final form if such and such tools and materials were used. When he
can estimate accurately both aesthetic appeal and functional utility, organize his tools,
his power and his materials in a way which accomplishes his task and gives him
livelihood and recognitio11-----then, we are speaking of his skill. But if the man should
be able rapidly and with facility to do nothing but snap his fingers over and over again
for livelihood, then we would be speaking of dexterity. It is the latter that Marshall calls
skill. Yet, in large industry today, increased dexterity means decreased skill.,,22
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In the capitalist mode of production, the prolongation of an ever emptier
"education" combined with the reduction oflabor to simple and ignorant tasks
represent a waste of the educational years and a wasting of humanity in the
years thereafter. This system is understood by its apologists to exemplify
efficiency raised to its highest point; where one engineer can direct fifty
workers, they argue, there is no need for "wasting" the resources of society in
educating all to the engineering standard. So goes the logic of the capitalist
mode of production, which, rather than threaten the hierarchical social rela
tions by which it accumulates wealth in the hands of the owners of society,
prefers to leave the worker ignorant despite years of schooling, and to rob
humanity of its birthright of conscious and masterful labor.
The perfect expression ofthe concept of skill in capitalist society is to be
found in the bald and forthright dictums of the early Taylorians, who had
discovered the great truth of capitalism that the worker must become the
instrument of labor in the hands of the capitalist, but had not yet learned the
wisdom ofadorning, obfuscating, and confusing this straightforward necessity
in the manner of modern management and sociology. "What happens to
unskilled labor under Scientific Management?" ask the Gilbreths in their
Primer on this subject. "Under Scientific Management there is no unskilled
labor; or, at least, labor does not remain unskilled. Unskilled labor is taught
the best method obtainable.... No labor is unskilled after it is taught.,,25 The
instruction of the worker in the simple requirements of capital: here, in the
minds of managers, is the secret of the upgrading of skills so celebrated in the
annals of modem industrial sociology. The worker may remain a creature
without knowledge or capacity, a mere "hand" by which capital does its work,
but so long as he or she is adequate to the needs of capital the worker is no
longer to be considered or called unskilled. It is this conception that lies behind
the shabby nominal sociology in which the sociologists find "upgrading" in
the new names given to classifications by the statisticians. "Training a worker,"
wrote Frank Gilbreth, "means merely enabling him to carry out the directions
of his work schedule. Once he can do this, his training is over, whatever his
age." Is this not a perfect description of the mass ofjobs in modem industry,
trade, and offices?

generally adequate for the provision of a comprehensive polytechnical educa
tion for the workers of most industries. But such an education can take effect
only if it is combined with the practice of labor during the school years, and
only if education continues throughout the life of the worker after the end of
formal schooling. Such education can engage the interest and attention of
workers only when they become masters of industry in the true sense, which
is to say when the antagonisms in the labor process between controllers and
workers, conception and execution, mental and manual labor are overthrown,
and when the labor process is united in the collective body which conducts it. *

* The demands for "workers 'participation" and "workers' control," from this point
of
fall far short of the Marxist vision. The conception of a dcmocracy in the
workplace based simply upon the imposition ofa formal structure ofparliamentarism
election ofdirectors, the making ofproduction and other decisions by ballot, etc.---upon
the existing organization of production is delusory. Without the return of requisite
technical knowledge to the mass of workers and the reshaping of the organization of
labor-without, in a word, a ncw and truly collective mode of production--balloting
within factories and offices does not alter the fact that the workers remain as dependent
as before upon "experts," and can only choose among them, or vote for alternatives
presented by them. Thus genuine workers' control has as its prerequisite the demysti
fying of technology and the reorganization of the mode of production. This does not
mean, ofcourse, that the seizure ofpower within industry through demands for workers '
control is not a revolutionary act. It means rather that a true workers' democracy cannot
subsist on a purely formal parliamentary scheme.
It is a mistake to think, therefore, as some apparently do, that the raising ofthe idea of
workers' control in industry-in the sense ofan electoral structure within each workplace-
is a demand that goes beyond Marxism. Those who incline to this belief should note how
Marx's entire discussion ofthe capitalist mode ofproduction in the first volume of Capital
is permeated by a much more revolutionary conception, which is the return of the process
of production itself to the control of the workers in the fullest and most direct way. Marx
would have viewed a philosophy of"workers ' control" which made no mention ofthis kind
ofa revolution in the mode ofproduction to be a feeble and illusory remedy, just as he would
have considered a revolution, such as that in the Soviet Union, which altered property
relations but left the mode of production untouched, as a hybrid form which, so long as it
went no further, remained only the abortive first stage of revolution.
In this connection, see Paul Blumberg's book on workers' control. Blumberg, although
he provides one of the best surveys available on the subject, fails, like so many others, to
grasp the Marxist view when he complains ofthe "silence" ofMarx and Engels on workers'
control; he attributes this chiefly to "their reluctance to spell out the nature of the coming
Corrununist social order," and goes on to say: "Nevertheless, taking their work as a whole,
it is clear that, had they been more articulate about the nature ofSocialism, they might have
expressed sympathy for the idea ofworkers' control. Such sympathy is often implied in their
works.,,24 There is no question that Marx and Engels tookfor granted the democratic
control ofworkers over their own workplace and their own society as a whole. But they
were concerned with a far more revolutionary concept, and one without which the idea
of "industrial democracy" becomes an illusion.
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Two Comments

In the following notes, Harry Braverman responded to a number ofcontribu
tors to a special issue of Monthly Review (f01. 28, no. 3, July-August, 1976)
entitled "Technology, the Labor Process, and the Working Class. "

I would like to take this opportunity to comment on two of the many issues
that have been raised in the accompanying articles. The same issues have been
raised in a number of other reviews and communications on Labor and
Monopoly Capital. The first has to do with the connections between the subject
matter ofthe book and the women's movement. The second has to do with the
consciousness of the working class as a class for itself, struggling in its own
behalf, apart from its objective existence in itself.

I
The authors of "The Working Class Has Two Sexes" (Rosalyn Baxandall,
Elizabeth Ewen, and Linda Gordon) generously conclude that "Labor and
Monopoly Capital . .. makes a major contribution, perhaps unbeknownst to its
author, to feminist analysis." Be that as it may, the connection did not come as
a post-publication sutprise to me. During the earliest period ofmy research, I
became convinced ofthe importance ofrecent trends in the working population
for the feminist movement. I have been gratified to see that many of the
conclusions I had drawn in my own mind have now been drawn by readers,
and particularly by women readers.
In comments both public and private, many of these readers have ex
pressed some disappointment that I omitted from my discussion any direct
comments on matters of special concern to the women's movement, and
particularly household, or non-wage family, labor. Since these readers have all
been most understanding of the self-imposed limits ofmy study, and (as in the
two articles contained in this collection which address themselves directly to
the subject) have adapted their critiques to these limits, I do not raise this here
in order to make an unnecessary explanation. But I would like to add one thing
to what has been said on this particular point. Beyond the fact that a consid
eration of household work would have fallen far outside the bounds of my
subject (not to mention my competence), there is also this to consider; that
household work, although it has been the special domain of women, is not
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wrought by the divisions oflabor in society, and they cite specifically the sexual
division of labor. They could not be more right. The distinction in question is
adequate only to the purposes for which it was fashioned.
Readers who study Marx's chapter carefully will see how he uses one of
his most characteristic tools of analysis: He dissociates the elements of the
problem historically specific to capitalism from those generally characteristic
of human societies, and treats these not just as continuities, one of the other,
but in their polar opposition. From this opposition between abstract social
categories and specific social forms in which they are cast in a given epoch of
history, Marx works up an analysis of extraordinary penetration.
This does not, however, mean that the analysis is directed toward the
clarification ofthe sexual division oflabor which originates in the long hunting
period of human pre-history, and which requires considerably different tools
of analysis. On the other hand, an approach so broadened as to include this
problem would require a level of abstraction and generality-in relation to the
division of labor in the factory and similar institutions--so extreme as to make
it relatively useless for the latter. It is this, I believe, which dictated the
approach taken by Marx and followed by me. What I am trying to emphasize
here is that an attempt to combine these two analyses {)fthe division oflabor
in modern society and of the most general forms of the sexual division of
labor--into a single step would only defeat the object of both analyses and
create a muddle all around.

thereby necessarily so central to the issues of women's liberation as might
appear from this fact. On the contrary, it is the breakdown of the traditional
household economy which has produced the present~day feminist movement.
This movement in its modern form is almost entirely a product of women who
have been summoned from the household by the requirements of the capital
accumulation process, and subjected to experiences and stresses unknown in
the previous thousands of years of household labor under a variety of social
arrangements. Thus it is the analysis of this new situation that in my opinion
occupies the place of first importance in the theory of modern feminism.
Let me add at once that none of this is said in order to disparage the need
for an understanding of the specific forms and issues of household labor, of
the working-class family, and of sexual divisions and tensions both within and
outside the family. But the unraveling of every complex of social reality
requires a starting point, and it is my strong conviction that the best starting
point in every case is the analysis of the dynamic elements rather than the
traditional and static aspects of a given problem. Thus I have a feeling that the
most light will be shed on the totality of problems and issues embraced in the
feminist movement, including those of household work, by an analysis that
begins not with the forms of household work that have been practiced for
thousands of years, but by their weakening and by the dissociation of an
increasing number of women from them in the last few decades.
To move to a different, although related, point, which has figured in a
number of reviews as well as private comments that have reached me: BaxanEwen, and Gordon raise in this connection my use of the distinction
between the social and the technical or detailed division oflabor. In common
with some other reviewers, they treat this as my own invention, calling it
"Braverman's distinction." Actually, as my references to this chapter and my
use of quoted materials from Marx should make clear, the entire treatment
comes from Chapter 14, especially Section 4 of the first volume of Capital,
called by Marx "Division of Labor in Manufacture, and Division of Labor in
Society." In connection with this topic, there is nothing more important to be
studied by any modern reader. On the one hand, it is a brilliant example of
Marx's historical method. On the other, it contains in fully developed form
Marx's most mature conclusions on the subject of the division oflabor, and it
becomes ever more mystifying with every passing day how so many can
discuss Marx's opinions on this subject as though all he ever wrote on it is
contained in the few scrappy paragraphs of The German Ideology or other early
manuscripts unpublished by him, which represent his first reactions to the

II
Labor and Monopoly Capital has been criticized also for its omission of any
discussion ofthe future ofworking-class consciousness, although in this case
too the critics have, like John and Barbara Ehrenreich in their article in this
collection ("Work and Consciousness"), understood and explained the self-im
posed limits of my analysis and thus relieved me of the need to repeat any
explanations. Nevertheless, a few further words may be usefully said.
Marxism is not merely an exercise in satisfying intellectual curiosity, nor
an academic pursuit, but a theory ofrevolution and thus a tool ofcombat. From
that point ofview the value ofany analysis ofthe composition and social trends
within the working population can only lie in precisely how well it helps us to
answer questions about class consciousness. Thus I do not quarrel with critics
who are anxious to see further progress made in that most important side of
the analysis. It was my interest in that very question of class consciousness, in
fact, which led to my taking up the entire study in the first place.
When I did so, however, I already had the firm conviction that little
purpose would be served by a direct attack on the subject, since it did not appear
to me to be in any condition to yield to such an attack. Two major preconditions
seemed to me to be lacking. The first has to do with the lack of a concrete

problem.
Baxandall, Ewen, and Gordon comment that "Braverman's distinction
between the social division oflabor and the detail division oflabor in capitalist
industry is not adequate" for an understanding of the whole of the damage
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picture ofthe working class, what it is made up of, the trends of income, skill,
exploitation, "alienation," and so forth among workers, the place of the
working population as a segment ofthe entire population, etc. I thought that my
efforts would best be directed toward helping to fill this gap. I might add that since
this is still far from accomplished, I believe that many more essays (along the
lines of some ofthose in this collection) will be appearing in the near future.
The second precondition is considerably more difficult to satisfY. It may
be described simply by saying that while social conditions have been changing
rapidly over the past half century, and the working class along with them, the
class struggle has been in a state of relative quiescence in the United States,
Western Europe, and Japan-tbe countries of developed capitalism for which
the analysis must be made. We are therefore lacking in concrete experience,
for the most part, ofthe sort which will indicate the forms and laws of struggle
which wiIl predominate in the new social conditions which characterize the
epoch ofmonopoly capital----although we do have some interesting indications
from the sixties, of which the French events of 1968 are perhaps the most
suggestive. Those who have been wrestling with this problem since the thirties
best realize how, in the absence offl:rther concrete experience, discussion tends
to degenerate into cliche, apologia, and the repetition of old formulas, and how
difficult it has become to say anything new or fresh about it.
It seems to me that a fruitful discussion of the working class as a class
conscious of and struggling in behalf of its own interests will begin to revive
as two conditions begin to be satisfied: first, as a clear picture of the class in
its present conditions of existence is formed by patient and realistic investiga
tion; and second, as experience begins to accumulate of the sort which will
teach us to better understand the state ofmind and modes ofstruggle ofthis class.
I would like to make one further comment, having to do with my own
attitude on this subject, since there seem to be some questions as well as some
misconceptions on this score. Some readers have concluded, chiefly on the
evidence ofmy description ofa process of "degradation oflabor," that I myself
am "pessimistic" about the future of working-class consciousness. But if
readers will take the trouble to compare, they will find that the wording which
I have used to describe the effects of the capitalist mode of production on the
physical, moral, and mental constitution ofthe working population differs from
Marx's only in being milder. A new study by Steven Marcus ofEngels's classic
first work, which in many ways set the tone for Marx, notes that "The
descriptive or characterizing term used with the greatest frequency
throughout The Condition ofthe Working Class consists of variations of the
word 'demoralize'--demoralized, demoralizing, demoralization and so on."*

* Steven Marcus, Engels, Manchester, and the Working Class (New York: Random
House, 1976), 133.
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But neither Marx nor Engels considered themselves "pessimists" on that
account; on the contrary, they found in this unremitting assault of capital upon
the humanity of labor the precondition for revolt.
This therefore I regard as a specious clue to my own state of mind; there
is, moreover, no need for mind reading, since I have a clear conviction and no
hesitancy in stating it. I have every confidence in the revolutionary potential
ofthe working classes ofthe so-called developed capitalist countries. Capital
ism will not, over the long run, leave any choice to these classes, but will force
upon them the fulfillment of the task which they alone can perform. This
presupposes an enormous intensification ofthe pressures which have only just
begun to bear upon the working class, but I think there is no question that it
will happen. I have long tended to agree with those who think it will still be a
long time in coming. But time is a social and historical concept, not a purely
chronological one. When I look at the great changes that have occurred during
the past ten or fifteen years, I believe I see this time passing rather more quickly
than I used to think would be the case. In any event, historical time is difficult
to forecast, and may be measured out in generations; it sets its own pace and
not a pace to satisfY our wishes. But pass it will, whether rapidly or slowly, and
bring in its train those explosive developments which for the past few decades
have appeared limited to "other" parts of the world.
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Appendix 2
The Degradation of Work
in the Twentieth Century

Thefollowing talk. given by Harry Braverman in the spring of 1975 at the west
Virginia Institute ofTechnology, is his last known recorded presentation before
his death on August 2, 1976. It was slightly edited for posthumous publication
by Monthly Review in 1982 (vol. 34., no. 1).
My topic this evening is the "degradation of work in the twentieth century,"
and there is one finn generalization with which we may begin-that is, that
humanity is a working species. Our relationship with nature is not merely one
of food-gathering or seeking shelter in the crevices provided ready-made by
nature. Rather humanity takes the materials provided by nature and alters them
into objects more useful to itself. Humanity works in order to live, to provide
itself with the means and provisions oflife. Thus even though men and women
often have occasion to complain of work as a constraint laid upon the species,
there is never any doubt that work as a species characteristic is as natural to
human life as grazing or hunting are to other species. But it would be the
greatest ofall possible mistakes to take any simple truisms ofthis sort, whether
in the fonn of Biblical laments or biological and evolutionary constraints, as
the direct basis for an analysis of work in modem society. Between biology
and sociology, civilization-with all of its social relations and institutions-
intervenes. Tn capitalist society, which is the society in which we live, work is
organized in institutions that have long since separated us from simple produc
tion for our own use and indeed have as a basis for their activity something
very different from any kind of production for use.
The purpose of a capitalist enterprise, as we know it, is to use the surplus
that may be extracted from the process ofproduction. Thus while humans work
to provide for their needs, in capitalist society nobody works who does not at
the same time provide for the needs of capital. It is only by creating a surplus
for the corporations that we obtain pennission to create necessities for our
selves. In capitalist society this is rule number one, or if you like you might
call it Catch-22. Whatever you call it, it is the underlying law of the system.
Now it's true that there have been other forms in which ruling groups
extracted a surplus for themselves from the working population. In slave
316

societies the masters directly appropriated the labor of others. In feudal
societies the rulers took from the produce of others what they themselves
required under rules that obligated the peasantry to surrender to the manorial
lord a portion of their product or of their labor. Thus it has been said of
feudalism that the nobility defended all, the clergy prayed for all, and the
commoners fed all. But in capitalist society the manner in which a surplus is
extracted is very special and has had during the past two hundred years the
most extraordinary consequences. The foremost of these is that the capitalists
have taken into their own hands the direct control over all processes of labor
and production; and this in itself constitutes an enonnous change from any
thing that has existed in previous societies. In previous societies the work of
artisans or of that immense mass of the population then engaged in crop or
animal husbandry as fanners, peasants, and serfs was as a rule conducted
autonomously. So far as the direct processes oflabor are concerned, the artisans
or peasants worked according to traditional methods generally under their own
control. It is only under capitalist conditions that the masters take over the
entire process, repeatedly reshape and reorganize it to suit their own needs,
and parcel it out as tasks to workers for whom the process as a whole is now
lost.
Labor that has been subjected to these conditions is sometimes referred to
as alienated labor. Now this is a vague phrase, and its vagueness has increased
with its popularity. Indeed, we may suspect that its present popularity in official
sociology and popular journalism is dependent upon its vagueness. In their
usage its connection with the specific conditions of capitalist social relations
and capitalist production has all but disappeared, and alienated labor is under
stood to mean merely the worker who suffers from a feeling of distress, a
malaise, a bellyache about his or her work. But the tenn may still be useful if
its significant content is restored and clearly understood.
It must be understood first of all in accordance with the prime definition
of the verb to alienate. that is, to transfer ownership to another. The ownership
ofthe tools and instruments ofproduction is in capitalist society alienated, that
is, transferred to others. The ownership of the product is alienated in the same
sense. The same applies to the ownership of the proceeds from the sale of the
product, and finally the process of production too is alienated. It too is
transferred to alien control and becomes the property of others. In the end,
everything about the productive process becomes alien to the worker in the
sense that everything is outside his or her interests, claim, and control--the
wage becomes the sole equity of the worker in the job.
Thus in capitalist society production is carried on in an atmosphere of
hostility or indifference by a mass of workers who have lost all stake in or
concern for the process, and this in tum makes necessary certain extraordinary
means ofcontrol and management. It is thus that management for the first time
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comes into existence and is brought into the world by capitalist society. This
necessitates ever more extraordinary means ofcontrol and management as well
as an ever more alienating reorganization of the work of production, so that
we have here an alienation which feeds on itself and becomes ever deeper until
it emerges as a profound antagonism between those who work and those who
manage them. In this situation it is not at all surprising that work is seen as a
curse-what is surprising is only that it is to lerated at all. The manner in which
this step-by-step alienation of the process of production from the worker has
developed historically is too large a subject to be dealt with in any short
presentation. Suffice it to say that it existed only in exceptional instances in
ancient and medieval societies; that it grew rapidly in the workshops of the
sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries during the rise of early capi
talism, that it became generalized in the workshops and factories of the
nineteenth century, and that it has become virtually universal in the factories,
mills, warehouses, offices, farms, wholesale and retail establishments, hospi
tals, offices of public administration, and even to some extent in the schools
of the twentieth century in the countries of fully developed capitalism.
Now once capitalists take control of the process of production, they seek
out every means whereby the output ofthe worker will be increased so that an
ever larger surplus may remain with them. At first this was accomplished by
prolonging the working day, but in more recent times intensive methods have
replaced extensive ones. This means the reduction of the labor time required
in the production process, and it means also the cheapening of labor power.
How is labor power cheapened? There are a variety of ways. By far the most
important in modem production is the breakdown of complex processes into
simple tasks that are performed by workers whose knowledge is virtually nil,
whose so-called training is brief, and who may thereby be treated as inter
changeable parts. In this way the requirements of production are satisfied not
through small pools of highly skilled labor in each craft but by labor of the
simplest sort. The consequence is that for most jobs the whole of society
becomes a labor pool upon which to draw, and this helps to keep the value of
labor power at the level of subsistence for the individual or below the level of
subsistence for the family.
In speaking in this way about the capitalists or the corporate organization
ofcapitalism it is not my intention to assault them personally as conscienceless
or to malign them. Taken as a class they are no doubt, like all of us, only what
society makes of them. But this is precisely the point-we must deal not with
the capitalist as a person but with the way the capitalist mode of production
operates and the conduct it enforces upon the capitalists themselves. After
Henry Ford introduced the moving conveyor (between 1912 and 1914) as the
means of sub-assembly and final assembly of automobiles, none of the hun
dreds of automobile firms then in existence could hope to continue long in
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business without adopting this process. From the moment the first food-retail
ing organization adopted self-service methods of shelving and checking out
commodities in its stores, no food-retailing organization could hope to prosper
or perhaps even to survive without these methods. Or, to take as an instance a
process that is just now getting underway, every office manager now under
stands that since the means have become available to segregate secretarial
work in specialized production units connected to executive offices by modem
telephonic and recording equipment, no office employing a large number of
scattered secretaries can long afford to neglect this innovation; and many are
beginning to reorganize secretarial work as the office equivalent of factory
production work.
Thus the tendency of the capitalist mode of production from its earliest
days some 200 or 250 years ago to the present, when this tendency has become
a headlong rush, is the incessant breakdown oflabor processes into simplified
operations taught to workers as tasks. This leads to the conversion of the
greatest possible mass of labor into work of the most elementary form, labor
from which all conceptual elements have been removed and along with them
most ofthe skill, knowledge, and understanding ofproduction processes. Thus
the more complex the process becomes, the less the worker understands. The
more science is incorporated into technology, the less science the worker
possesses; and the more machinery that has been developed as an aid to labor,
the more labor becomes a servant of machinery.
Although there is a general impression, which is fostered by official
academic andjoumalistic opinion, that all of this is happening because of the
rise of scientific technology and the development of machinery, this process
of degradation of work is not really dependent upon technology at all. It will
be remembered that this mode of the organization of labor arose in the
workshops ofearly capitalismata time when modem technology did not exist.
One need only read Adam Smith's description of the division of labor in pin
manufacture to see that the key to the matter is the organization of labor. In
modem industry the worst examples of the division of labor are still found
chiefly in those processes which exist in the gap left open by technology, those
things which cannot be mechanized or cannot be economically mechanized by
the capitalists at the prevailing rates of pay. Let us just remind ourselves that
one of the most abominable forms of labor, the one in fact that is often
mistakenly taken as an instance of the horrors of modem machinery, the
assembly line, is just such a case-it has little or nothing to do with machinery
since it is a hand process of the crudest sort, its technological feature being
merely a primitive device for hauling the work past the worker. Even this
device is dispensable, and dispensed with, in the case of smaller and lighter
units of production which can be pushed along the work tables to the next
station. As a rule, however, the powered endless belt or chain conveyor is
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a mature human or even ofa child for more than a few weeks or a few months,
after which they become sheer and mindless drudgery. Thus we may say that
while production has become collective and the individual worker has been
incorporated into the collective body of workers, this is a body the brain of
which has been lobotomized, or worse, removed entirely. Its very brain has
been separated from its body, having been appropriated by modem manage
ment as a means of controlling and cheapening labor power and labor proc
esses.
We have briefly considered the production process. Let us tum now to its
outcome. Let me say at once what cannot be denied and what is in fact
capitalism's chief historic role. This unremitting drive on the part of the
capitalists to extract an ever greater surplus from the working population, a
drive in which the immense powers of science and technology have been
enlisted in the service of the accumulation of capital, this drive has brought
about an extraordinary development of the human powers ofproduction. The
productivity oflabor and hence the surplus which it makes available for further
expansion have risen most remarkably in the developed capitalist countries.
The owners of the corporations never tire of reminding us that they require
great surpluses if they are to constantly enlarge the scale of production, and
this is quite true. No change of social system can do away with it as a technical
fact. If production is to grow, a portion of the product must be reinvested in
the process ofproduction rather than be consumed at once. This we may treat
as a natural law, but it is no natural law that this surplus must become and
remain the property of a tiny ruling class. This is rather a law of capitalism,
and as a result of its workings there has been an immense accumulation of
property at one pole of society, greater than at any time in human history.
How about the working population, by which I mean that portion of the
population excluding the managers and the proprietors of industry and even
excluding those somewhat privileged intermediate strata in professional occu
pations and in middle management who today make up what might be called
a new middle class? The remaining mass, which I have called the working
population but which one might call labor or the working class, this remaining
mass which constitutes perhaps three quarters of all employment in the United
States, is described in the census and in Labor Department statistics under six
headings: craftsworkers, operative and kindred workers, laborers, clerical
workers, service workers, and sales workers. Here we find close to 60 million
out ofthe approximately 80 million persons, including owners, counted by the
census of 1970 as among the working population, and here too we find those
jobs characteristically ofthe sort which I have been describing. Now earlier in
this talk I noted that the reduction of the typical job to the level of a few
simplified tasks is one of the chief means of cheapening labor power, and I

favored by management not just as an aid to labor, but chiefly because it
enables management to control the pace of production.
Modem technology in fact has a powerful tendency to break down ancient
divisions oflabor by re-unifying production processes. Adam Smith's pins, for
example, are no longer made by a worker who straightens the wire, another
who cuts the length, a third who fashions the heads, a fourth who affixes them
to the pins, a fifth who points the pins, a sixth who tins or whitens, another who
inserts them into the paper, and so on. The entire process is re-unified in a single
machine which transforms great coils of wire into millions of pins each day
already papered and ready for sale. Now go back and read Adam Smith's
arguments for the division oflabor, arguments having to do with the dexterity
gained in the constant application to one operation of a hand process over and
over again and so on. You will notice that this modem technology has made a
complete hash of these arguments. Not one remains with any force today. The
re-unified process in which the execution of all the steps is built into the
working mechanism of a single machine would seem now to render it suitable
for a collective of associated producers, none of whom need spend all of their
lives at any single function and all ofwhom can participate in the engineering,
design, improvement, repair, and operation of these ever more productive
machines. Such a system would entail no loss of production, and it would
represent the re-unification of the craft in a body ofworkers far superior to the
old craftsworkers. Workers can now become masters ofthe technology oftheir
process on an engineering level and can apportion among themselves in an
equitable way the various tasks connected with this form of production that
has become so effortless and automatic.
The division oflabor in a capitalist society, however, has to do with many
other things besides the pace ofproduction, which in most cases would not be
injured if it were wiped out. It has to do, as Charles Babbage pointed out in the
early nineteenth century, with differential pay rates, which dictate that the
ignorance of the great masses of the workers and the concentration of all
engineering knowledge in a few specialists are desirable and, in fact, essential
conditions rather than, as it would seem from a human point of view, an
abomination. Thus the capitalist mode of production enforces upon new
processes devised by technology an ever deeper division of labor no matter
how many possibilities for the opposite are opened by machinery. In this way
two worlds of work are created: the world in which a very few managers and
engineers grasp the process as a whole as their special monopoly, and the world
of scheduling clerks, inventory clerks, timekeepers, machine tenders, machine
repairers, stock chasers, forklift operators, warehouse attendants, and so on,
each ofwhom performs simple labor in service to a complex machine and each
of whom is expected to make a working life offrom forty to fifty years out of
these scraps of duties, none of which can engage the interests or capacities of
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added that this helps to keep the value oflabor power at the level ofsubsistence
for the individual or below the level of subsistence for the family.
Lest this be thought an exaggeration, let me now substantiate it with
estimates based upon the pay scales for workers in all of these six classifica
tions in 1971, and official estimates of the cost of maintaining a family offour
above the poverty line in that same yeat-and it's worth noting that the
situation since then can only have gotten worse, not only because of the
economic crisis, but also because during these four years inflation has out
stripped wages, thus lowering real wages. Some 80 percent of service workers
and workers in retail trades did not receive enough pay to support a family of
four above the poverty level. The same is true of at least 75 percent of all
clerical workers and laborers, both of whom are paid on about the same level,
the laborers maybe a little higher than clerical workers. It is also true of close
to 70 percent of all operatives and kindred workers. Only craftsworkers earn
in their majority enough to lift a family of four out of the officially defined
poverty category, and even in this grouping the wages of40 percent, ifused to
support a family of four, were below the poverty level.
Now, one result of these eamings levels is that very large numbers of
families do live below the poverty level; that a big majority of families is not
put in that position is due only to multiple job-holding within the same family.
This we know. But what I am trying to highlight is the startling fact that a pretty
large majority of the jobs in the economy have now been transformed by the
workings of the capitalist division oflabor into the kinds ofwork one usually
thinks of as second jobs, the mythical pin-money jobs which women and
teenagers are supposed to be the only ones to take to supplement the major
family income. The result is that most of the people, whether they are supple
mentary earners or heads of households, now occupy such so-called second
jobS with their pitiful and demeaning duties and meager pay. That this is so is
due not only to the kind of division oflabor we have been discussing, but also
to the occupational and industrial shifts which have resulted from the accumu
lation of capital in the United States.
Let me try to make this clear. In striving to economize on labor time, the
corporation is also striving to reduce the number of workers required for a
given quantity or output, or-and this comes to much the same thing--to
produce a rapidly growing output without a proportional growth in the number
of workers. To use Marx's memorable way of putting it, unlike the generals
who win their wars by recruiting armies, the captains ofindustry win their wars
by discharging armies. The practical consequences of this can be seen in any
analysis ofUnited States employment in the manufacturing industries over any
reasonable period oftime. Thus in the United States between 1947 and 1964,
a seventeen-year period, the output of the textile industries grew by more than
40 percent but employment was cut by one third. Other industries, such as iron
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and steel foundries, lumber and wood products, malt liquors, and footwear,
showed production increases of from 15 percent to 40 percent in the same
period, accompanied by employment drops of 10 percent to 25 percent. The
petroleum industry poured out five-sixths more product at the end ofthe period
than at the beginning, but its employment was one-fourth lower. Even the
construction industry, which by the nature of its production processes is
notably resistant to technological change, doubled its output while adding only
50 percent to its labor force. Only the most rapidly growing industries showed
substantial increases in employment. Thus electrical machinery and motor
freights added respectively 50 percent and 70 percent to their employment, but
in the process they roughly tripled their output. The aluminum industry more
than doubled its employment, but this was the result of a quadrupled output.
An extreme case is that of air transport, which enlarged its output some eight
times while increasing employment by only one and one-third times.
Now, the figures that I have been giving you deal only with a seventeen
year period; but, taking a much longer-term view, you can very clearly see the
trend by focusing on the changes in manufacturing and related industries like
construction. For at least a century these industries occupied close to half of
all non-farm employment, usually between 45 percent and 50 percent. But after
the 1920 census, about fifty years ago, this began to change; and by the time
we come to the most recent census, that of 1970, these industries occupy only
one-third ofnon-farm employment. There has therefore been an immense shift
of labor out of the traditional manufacturing, mining and construction, and
transportation industries into the very rapidly growing areas of real estate,
insurance, finance, services, and wholesale and retail trade. But these rapidly
growing fields ofindustry are precisely the low-wage portions ofthe economy;
while the higher-wage sector is the stagnant or declining portion. None of this
is accidental; there are profound structural reasons why the most rapid growth
of capital has taken place in the low-wage areas and also in the enlargement
of nonproductive as against productive work. In any case, this trend is not a
matter for doubt, and it is this trend, along with the rapid growth of the
lowest-wage occupations, such as clerical, service, and retail trade, that in good
measure accounts for the fact that we live increasingly in an economy of
so-called second jobs and that true first jobs in the traditional sense-jobs that
are rewarding in themselves and pay enough to support a family-are fewer
than ever.
If the captains of industry win their war, as Marx put it, by discharging
armies, how do we know that the rapidity of the accumulation of capital will
keep up with it and that new products, services, or unproductive industries will
develop rapidly enough to absorb all of the labor freed by the capitalist drive
for higher productivity? Well, we do not know, and in fact in capitalist society
there is always a pool ofunused labor power, an industrial reserve army. It has
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almost always been a very sizable mass in United States industrial history, at
least during this century. And it shrinks to a small size only on those rare
occasions when the upswings in the business cycle are unusually strong and
correspond as well to longer-term upswings in the process of capitalist accu
mulation, especially during wars.
Apart from the natural growth of the population, the freeing of workers
from their jobs by the continuous revolution in production creates, again to use
Marx's words, a disposable industrial reserve army that belongs to capital quite
as absolutely as if the latter had bred it at its own cost. If we try to verify this
from the United States statistics we run up against the difficulty that unem
ployment figures are kept on very different principles from those embraced by
the concept ofthe industrial reserve army, but these statistics nevertheless have
the value attaching to any set of figures that is kept on more or less constant
principles over a long period of time. The most striking thing to emerge from
an examination of the unemployment statistics from the Second World War to
the present is the long-run trend of gradual but persistent enlargement of the
pool of officially counted unemployed. There has been throughout this whole
period a business cycle, so that the line is a jagged one, but even so it is a line
which constantly trends upward. The levels of unemployment, which at the
start of the period meant recession, are now regarded as perfectly acceptable
prosperity rates. I clipped from yesterday's New York Times an article with the
headline "High Joblessness Expected to Persist as a Condition ofUnited States
Throughout the Decade." This article points out that although we began
immediately after the Second World War aiming for an unemployment rate of
2 percent or 3 percent, we soon gave this up, that the 4 percent unemployment
target embraced by President Kennedy in 1962 has been abandoned, and the
5 percent goal of the Nixon administration economists has also lost support.
Most economists today, regardless oftheir political affiliation, believe that 5.5
percent to 6 percent of unemployment is probably the lowest the government
can achieve without stirring up virulent inflation again, and even that modest
target is a long way from attainment-l 979 at the earliest. In other words, the
target for unemployment and prosperity nowadays is higher than what was
regarded as a recession rate ofunemployment only twenty-five years ago.
Now I said a moment ago that these unemployment rates are not the same
as the concept of an industrial reserve army, the latter being much larger. This
is because the measuring ofunemployment is a relatively restrictive count. Let
me give you a very graphic instance of this: when the unemployment figures
for February of this year were released a month or two ago, they proved to be
about 8.3 million, only slightly changed from the 8.2 million counted as
unemployed in the previous month of January-but we were told at the same
time that employment had fallen by a full half-million persons. How do we
explain this paradox? Well, the answer that they give is that in official parlance
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almost 600,000 persons had dropped out ofthe labor force between one month
and the next. What does that remarkable statistic mean? It simply means the
following: since capitalism does not recognize that every able-bodied adult has
either the responsibility or the opportunity to work and contribute to society,
the theory is that one cannot distinguish the unemployed from the leisure class
except by asking the individual whether he or she had been actively seeking
employment during the previous four weeks. Those who cannot show that they
have been doing so-and in the largest majority ofcases this would mean those
who have given up hope of getting a job-are no longer counted as part of the
labor force and hence cannot be counted as unemployed. Nothing in official
statistics distinguishes them from the housewife who has never worked or from
the millionaire in Palm Springs. Thus there is clearly a large mass ofnon-work
ing people who constitute a reserve army of labor, only a portion of which is
counted. Those who rise to the surface in active search ofjobs are counted as
unemployed; those who sink to the bottom and are forced onto the welfare roll
are counted as paupers. The size of this pauperized mass is now between 14
and 15 million persons, and this enormous size was attained back in 1970 and
bids fair to go much higher. From all ofthis we can see that the accumulation
of wealth which takes place at one pole of society in the capitalist system is
matched at the other pole by an accumulation of misery.
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